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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

Symposium 
Language Contact and the Dynamics of Language: Theory and Implications 

10-13 May 2007 
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (Leipzig) 

 
Organizing institutions: 

Institut Universitaire de France : Chaire ‘Dynamique du langage et contact des langues’ (Nice) 
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology: Department of Linguistics  (Leipzig) 

 
Information and presentation: 

http://www.unice.fr/ChaireIUF-Nicolai/Symposium/Index_Symposium.html  
 

Thematic orientation 

Three themes are chosen.  

I. “‘Contact’: an ‘obvious fact ? A notion to be rethought?” 

The aim is to open theoretical reflection on the importance of ‘contact’ as a linguistic and 
anthropological phenomenon for the study of the evolution and dynamics of languages and of 
Language. 

 

II. “Contact, typology and evolution of languages: a perspective to be explored” 

Here the aim is to open discussion on  what is constructed by ‘typology’. 

 

III. “Representation of the phenomena and the role of descriptors: a perspective to be established” 

In connection with the double requirement of theoretical reflection and empirical underpinning, the aim 
is to develop an epistemological reflection on the elaboration of knowledge in the domain of languages 
and Language. 

Titles of communications 

Peter Bakker  (Aarhus) Rethinking structural diffusion 

Cécile Canut (Montpelllier) & 
Jean-Marie Prieur (Montpelllier) 

Paroles et Agencements 

Bernard Comrie  (MPI-EVA, Leipzig & 
Santa Barbara) 

WALS tell us about the diffusion of structural features 

Nick Enfield  (MPI, Nijmegen) Conceptual tools for a natural science of language (contact and 
change) 

Zygmunt Frajzyngier & Erin Shay  (Boulder, 
Colorado) 

Language-internal versus contact-induced change: the case of split 
coding of person and number. a Stefan Elders' question 

Françoise Gadet  (Paris) Variation and contact 

Anthony Grant  (Edge Hill, Lancaster) Contact-induced change and the openness of "closed" 
morphological 
systems: some cases from native America 

Martin Haspelmath  & Uri Tadmor  (MPI- Loanword typology: the cross-linguistic study of lexical borrowability 
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EVA, Leipzig) 

Bernd Heine (Köln) & Tania Kouteva 
(Düsseldorf.) 

Identifying instances of contact-induced grammatical replication 

John Holm  (Coimbra) Creole typology and substrate typology 

Claire Lefebvre  (Montréal)  Relabelling : a major process in language contact 

 Isabelle Léglise  (Paris) Explaining language contact phenomena in a dynamic synchronic / 
prospective diachronic perspective: discussion of a methodological 
frame 

Patrick McConvell (Canberra) & Felicity 
Meakins (Melbourne) 

Mixed languages as outcomes of code-switching: recent examples 
from Australia and their implications for the past 

Pieter Muysken (Nijmegen) Language contact studies and historical linguistics: an evidence-
based approach 

Carol Myers-Scotton (East Lansing, 
Michigan) 

Testing the 4-M Model with Contact Data 

Robert Nicolaï (Institut Universitaire de 
France) 

Dynamique du langage et élaboration des langues : quelques défis 
à relever 

Malcom Ross  (Canberra)  The history of metatypy in the Bel languages 

William Samarin  (Toronto) Convergence and the retention of marked consonants in Pidgin 
Sango 

Carmen Silva-Corvalán (Los Angeles) The limits of convergence in language contact 

Norval Smith  (Amsterdam) Substrate phonology, superstrate phonology and adstrate 
phonology in creole languages 

Thomas Stolz (Bremen) & Masha 
Koptjevskaja-Tamm (Stockholm) 

The areality of Universals. Total reduplication - possible everywhere 
but hardly used in particular places 

Andrée Tabouret-Keller  (Strasbourg) Langues en contact", persistance et intérêt d'une métaphore 

Uri Tadmor  (MPI-EVA, Leipzig) Is borrowability borrowable? 

Sarah G. Thomason  (East Lansing, 
Michigan) 

Social vs. linguistic factors as predictors of contact-induced change 

Mauro Tosco  (Napoli) Do we really need linguistic areas? 

Donald Winford  (Colombus, Ohio) Processes of creolization and related contact-induced language 
change 

Petr Zima  (Prague) Contact of speakers and interference of languages 

 
 
 

International workshop on 
Language contact and morphosyntactic variation and change 

September 20th, 21st and 24th, 2007 
Paris 

 
At the occasion of the 7th conference of the Association for Linguistic Typology (ALT VII) organized by the 
Fédération Typologie et Universaux du CNRS  a 3 day workshop on morphosyntactic variation and change in 
situations of language contact will be held. 
 
The workshop investigates the mechanisms of linguistic variation and change in the light of current research on 
language contact with a focus on variation and typological change in the area of morphosyntax. It explores the 
connections between work on language variation and change, which traditionally focuses on innovation and 
reorganization within a single system, and research in contact linguistics, which deals with linguistic change 
resulting from the interaction between different grammatical systems. 
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The following questions will be at the centre of the discussion: 
� In situations of language contact, do the mechanisms of linguistic change differ from those that have 

‘typically’ been invoked in work on language evolution? 
� In language contact, is morphosyntactic change always preceded by variation? Is the period of variation 

longer or shorter than in cases of language-internally motivated change? 
� Are the linguistic results and processes of language contact different from those of internal linguistic 

change (grammaticalization, reanalysis…)? 
� How can contact-induced variation and change be differentiated from language-internally motivated 

variation and change in settings involving contact? 
� How do the findings from current contact linguistic research affect current frameworks and methodological 

approaches to language-internally motivated variation and change? Can these two lines of research be 
integrated or is it necessary to devise a new model?  

 
Topics for the plenary talks are as follows: 
 
• Sarah Thomason (Michigan) – on internal and external processes of change in contact situations from a 

diachronic perspective. 
•  Yaron Matras (Manchester) – on the influence of sociocultural and typological factors in contact-induced 

change. 
•  Miriam Meyerhoff (Edinburgh) – comparing syntactic variation and language change in the variationist 

framework and in contact linguistics. 
•  Zarina Estrada (Sonora, Mexico) – on contact-induced change involving closely related languages. 
 
Preference will be given to papers dealing with a diachronic and/or dynamic synchronic perspective presenting: 
� morphosyntactic data showing linguistic variation or change, either completed or in process, leading, in 

particular, to typological reorganization 
� analyses of linguistic processes at work 
� critical discussion of existing theoretical frameworks (language variation and change, typological change, 

etc.) 
� proposals for (new) models about the nature of linguistic change in situations of language contact. 
 
Contact:  Isabelle Léglise and Claudine Chamoreau     leglise@vjf.cnrs.fr; claudine@correo.unam.mx 
UMR CNRS CELIA,  BP8,  7 rue Guy Moquet,  94801 Villejuif,  France 
 
 
 

S.I.L.F. Société internationale de linguistique fonctionnelle 
XXXIe Colloque international 
de linguistique fonctionnelle 

11 – 15 septembre 2007 
Faculté d'Humanités de Lugo 

(Université de Saint-Jacques-de-Compostelle, Espagne) 

Du 11 au 15 septembre 2007 se tiendra à la Faculté d’Humanités de l’Université de Saint-Jacques de 
Compostelle, à Lugo (Espagne), le XXXIe Colloque international de linguistique fonctionnelle. 

Thèmes du colloque 
Thème 1 : Langues minoritaires et normalisation linguistique 

· Standardisation des systèmes linguistiques et de leur notation graphique. 
· Normalisation des usages : administration, enseignement, médias, domaines scientifiques... 

Thème 2 : La diversité linguistique dans sa manifestation géographique 
· Application à la phonologie, à la grammaire, au lexique mais aussi aux usages des locuteurs. 
· Représentation cartographiée : choix des données à représenter. Comment faciliter la lecture et 

l'interprétation de ces représentations et de leur dynamique? 
· Les atlas linguistiques et les commentaires indispensables. 

Thème 3 : Évolution grammaticale et histoire des langues 
· Modifications, disparition ou émergence de nouvelles structures grammaticales (temps, modes, 

marques fonctionnelles des relations syntaxiques...). 
· Les grands moments de l'histoire d'une langue. 
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Programme provisoire 
Lundi 11 septembre : Arrivée des participants. Un tranfert gratuit des participants sera organisé par 

autocar de l’aéroport de Saint-Jacques (Santiago-Lavacolla) à Lugo (90 kms.). 
Mardi 12 septembre :  Accueil, assemblée générale de la SILF et séances de travail. 
Mercredi 13 septembre : Séances de travail 
Jeudi 14 septembre :  Séances de travail 
Vendredi 15 octobre :  Séances de travail 
Samedi 16 octobre :  Excursion et dîner de clôture 
Dimanche 17 octobre :  Départ des participants. Un tranfert gratuit des participants sera organisé par 

autocar de Lugo à l’aéroport de Santiago-Lavacolla. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

DOCUMENTATION 
 

The Dutch Bilingualism Database now available 

 

The Dutch Bilingualism Database (DBD) is an initiative to preserve and archive data collections on 
bilingualism in the Netherlands and to stimulate further research based on these resources. DBD is a joint 
project of the Radboud University Nijmegen, Tilburg University, Meertens Institute in Amsterdam, and the Max 
Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen (MPI). The project is funded by the Netherlands Organisation 
for Scientific Research. 

An important part of the database stems from research projects on bilingualism in the 1980s and 1990s on 
the Moroccan and Turkish communities in the Netherlands. Other corpora are concerned with communities 
originating in the former Dutch colonies: Suriname, the Dutch Antilles and Indonesia (particularly the Maluku 
islands).  Recordings are in the community languages and Dutch and ethnic varieties thereof, and typically 
contain much codeswitching. Data from monolingual control groups are also included. 

All resources –  sound recordings, annotations and metadata – are digitised and made accessible through 
the Browsable Corpus of the MPI. While data are continuously being added to the archive, interested scientists 
can already view and download large parts of the database (http://corpus1.mpi.nl/ds/imdi_browser/, choose 
DBD). 

A standardised formats allow for automatic searches of metadata and annotations. This electronic archive, 
apart from preserving unique data for future use, allows researchers to refer to accessible primary sources in 
their publications. We invite our linguistic colleagues to browse our archive, make use of the resources for 
education of research purposes and consider archiving their own data collections in a similar standardised 
manner. See  http://www.ru.nl/dbd/ for more information. 
 

Louis Boumans, Radboud University, 11 March 2007  l.boumans@let.ru.nl  
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CHAIRE  

‘DYNAMIQUE DU LANGAGE ET CONTACT DES LANGUES’ 

 
Institut universitaire de France et Université de Nice. 

 
 
Our aim is to: 
 
A.   Offer significant main lines of research, within an interdisciplinary framework, linked to some 
questionnements théoriques which begin to see light in the dynamics of the language and linguistic contact.  
 
B.   Open a cycle de conférences et de séminaires based on research issues, linked to the calling into question 
of linguistic contact and the dynamics of languages, that may occur in collaboration with French or foreign 
research teams.  
 
C.   Develop the questioning about theoritical linguistic contact with the online journal Journal of Language and 
Contact : Evolution of languages, contact and discourse which comes out twice a year. 
 
D.   Offer two one-semester seminars, within the Master degree course of the Département des sciences du 
langage, at the Université de Nice - Sophia Antipolis.  

Conferences, talks 

Seminars 

Other events 

Students (master, doctorate) 

Invitations 

Archives 

 
 

 
 

http://www.unice.fr/ChaireIUF-Nicolai/  
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RECENT BOOKS, ARTICLES & PRESENTATIONS 

 

We would like to establish a list of recent books, articles, and presentations dealing with language contact. 
The goal is not to be exhaustive, an impossible task in any case, but to provide a resource for those 
interested in current developments in the field. Such a list can of course only be as useful as the 
information supplied to us. The titles below are the first to have come in. They constitute a 
preliminary stage of what we hope to see develop into a useful list of  references. 

Nous souhaitons ouvrir une rubrique sur les activités et travaux récents en rapport avec les contacts de 
langues. Elle n’a pas l’ambition d’être exhaustive mais elle sera d’autant utile que l’information qui 
nous sera donnée sera complète et riche. Les titres ici mentionnés sont les premiers qui nous ont été 
communiqués.  Ils ne représentent évidemment pas un état de la recherche mais ils nous permettent 
d’initier concrètement cette rubrique dont la vocation est de se développer. 

 
BOOKS 

Coveney, Aidan, Marie-Anne Hintze & Carol Sanders (eds.). 2004. Variation et francophonie. Mélanges en 
hommage à Gertrud Aub-Buscher. 2004. Paris : L’Harmattan. 

Dawson, Hope, Shelome Gooden, Robin Dodsworth & Donald Winford (eds.). 2003. Language Contact. 
OSU Working Papers in Linguistics.  

Dreyfus, Martine & Caroline Juillard. 2004. Le plurilinguisme au Sénégal. Langues et identités en devenir. 
Paris : Karthala. 

Hackert, Stephanie. 2004. Urban Bahamian Creole. System and Variation. John Benjamins. 

Heine, Bernd & Derek Nurse (eds.). 2007. The Linguistic Geography of Africa. Cambridge. CUP.  

Lang Jürgen & al. (eds.).  2006. Cabo Verde: origens da sua sociedade e do seu crioulo.  Tübingen: Narr 
Francke Attempto Verlag. 

Lefebvre, Claire. 2004. Issues in the study of pidgin and creole languages. John Benjamins. 

Lothmann, Timo. 2006. God I tok long yumi Tok Pisin. Eine Betrachtung der Bibelübersetzung in Tok Pisin 
vor dem Hintergrund der sprachlichen Identität eines Papua-Neuguinea zwischen Tradition und 
Moderne. Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang. 

Luffin, Xavier. 2004. Kinubi Texts. Munich: Lincom Europa. 

Luffin, Xavier. 2005. Un creole arabe: Le Kinubi de Mombasa. Munich: Lincom Europa. 

McWhorter, John. 2005. Defining Creole. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

Migge, Bettina. 2003. Creole formation as language contact: the case of the Suriname Creoles. John 
Benjamins. 

Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2005. Créoles, écologie sociale, évolution linguistique. Paris : L’Harmattan. 

Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2005. Creole Language in Creole Literatures. Special issue of Journal of Pidgin and 
Creole Languages 20:1, edited by Susanne Mühlheisen. 

Myers-Scotton, Carol. 2005. Multiple voices, An introduction to bilingualism.  Oxford and Malden MA: 
Blackwell. 
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Nicolaï, Robert. 2003. La force des choses ou l’épreuve nilo-saharienne : questions sur les reconstructions 
archéologiques et l’évolution des langues. Köppe, Köln. 

Reutner, Ursula. 2005. Eine Studie zu den französischen Antillen Guadeloupe und Martinique. Hamburg: 
Helmut Buske Verlag, Kreolische Bibliothek 20. 

Schnepel, Ellen M. 2004. In  search of a national identity: Creole and politics in Guadaloupe. Hamburg: 
Helmut Buske Verlag. 

Tabouret-Keller, Andrée (sous la direction de). 2005. « Plurilinguismes », La Linguistique 41-2. 

Winford, Donald. 2003. An Introduction to Contact Linguistics. Oxford: Blackwell.  

Zuckermann, Ghil`ad. 2007. Israelit Safa Yafa (Israeli a Beautiful Language - Hebrew as Myth). Tel Aviv: 
Am Oved. [In Israeli]. 

 

ARTICLES, REVIEWS 

Dreyfus, Martine & Caroline Juillard. 2004. Enseignement non formel dans la banlieue de Dakar. Un espace 
scolaire alternatif entre activités novatrices et pratiques ritualisées. Premières Journées scientifiques 
communes des Réseaux de chercheurs concernant la langue, Ouagadougou, 2-3 juin 2004, Penser la 
francophonie. Concepts, actions et outils linguistiques. Editions des Archives contemporaines, AUF. 

Juillard, Caroline. 2006.  Quel français pour les maîtres et les élèves dans l'enseignement non formel au 
Sénégal ? Education et sociétés plurilingues 20. 63-74. 

Juillard, Caroline & alii. 2005. Dynamiques sociolinguistiques (scolaires et extrascolaires) de l'apprentissage 
et de l'usage du français dans un cadre bi- ou plurilingue (langues de migrants, langues locales) sur 
les axes ouest-africain et franco-africain (Alger, Timimoun, Constantine, Dakar, Ouagadougou). 
Rapport de recherche définitif concernant l'Action de recherche programmée (ARP) de l'Agence 
universitaire de la francophonie, Laboratoire de sociolinguistique de l'Université René Descartes 
Paris V/ AUF. http://www.sdl.auf.org 

Löhr, Doris (with H. Jungraithmayr & R. Leger).  2004. „Westwärts zieht der Wind“. Migrationen im 
südlichen Tschadseegebiet. In: Albert, K.D., D. Löhr & K. Neumann (eds.) Mensch und Natur in 
Westafrika. - Ergebnisse aus dem Sonderforschungsbereich "Kulturentwicklung und 
Sprachgeschichte im Naturraum Westafrikanische Savanne". 169-195. Weinheim: Wiley-VCH.  

Mithun, Marianne. 2005. The emergence of agentive systems. The  Typology of  Semantic Alignment 
Systems. Mark Donohue and SÃ´ren  Wichmann, eds. Oxford University Press. Carol Myers-
Scotton. A reply to MacSwan: A Matrix Language still needed. Bilingualism, Language and 
Cognition 8, 3: 271-276.  With Jake, Janice L. and Gross, Steven. 

Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2004. Multilingualism in linguistic history: Creolization and indigenization. In 
Handbook of bilingualism, ed. by Tej Bhatia and William Richie, 460-488. Malden, MA: Blackwell. 

Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2004. Colonisation, mondialisation, et avenir des langues. In Entretiens du XXIè siècle. 
Où vont les valeurs, ed. by Jérôme Bindé, 237-243. Paris: Editions UNESCO : Albin Michel. 

Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2004. Gullah. In Handbook of varieties of English, ed. by Bernd Kortmann & Edgar 
W. Schneider, 356-373. Berlin: Mouton. 

Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2004. Colonization, globalization, and the future of languages. In The future of values. 
21st-Century Talks, ed. by Jérôme Bindé, 161-165. Paris: UNESCO Publishing & New York: 
Berghahn Books. 
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Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2005. Language evolution: The population genetics way. In: Gene, Sprachen, und ihre 
Evolution, ed. by Guenter Hauska, 30-52. Universitätsverlag Regensburg. Reprinted with minor 
editing in Marges Linguistiques 11.243-260 (2006) 

Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2005. Globalization, and the myth of killer languages. In: Perspectives on 
Endangerment, ed. by Graham Huggan & Stephan Klasen, 19-48. Hildesheim/New York: Georg 
Olms Verlag.  

Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2006. Albert Valdman on the development of creoles. In: History, society, and 
variation in pidgins and creoles: Studies in honor of Albert Valdman. ed. by Clancy Clements et. al, 
203-223. John Benjamins. 

 Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2006. Les continua créoles, linguistiques, et langagiers. In : A l’arpanteur inspiré : 
mélanges offerts à Jean Bernabé, ed. by Raphaël Confiant & Robert Damoiseau, 185-197. Matoury, 
Guyane: Ibis Rouge. 

Mufwene, Salikoko S. 2006. Grammaticization is part of the development of creoles. Papia 16. 5-31. 

Myers-Scotton, Carol. 2005. Supporting a differential access hyptohes: Codeswitching and other contact data. 
In Judith Kroll and Annette De Groot (eds.), Handbook of bilingualism, psycholinguistic approaches, 
326-348.  New York: Oxford University Press. 

Myers-Scotton, Carol. 2005. Uniform structure: Looking beyond the surface in explaining codeswitching.  
Special issue, Italian Journal of Linguistics/Rivista di Linguistica 17: 15-34. 

Myers-Scotton, Carol.  Review of Heine and Kuteva (Language contact and grammatical change), Journal of 
English Linguistics 33, 4. 

Nicolaï, Robert. 2003. Contact, lexique, évolution des langues et isomorphismes de construction. In : P. Zima, 
J. Jenik & Vl. Tax (eds.), Dynamics of Systems, Lexical Diffusion, Language Contacts and 
Creolisation in West Africa, 17-53, Praha.  

Nicolaï, Robert. 2003. En regard de l’espace sahelo-saharien. Typologie des langues et questions de 
Sprachbünde : réflexions sur les effets linguistiques du contact et des fonctionnalités 
sociolinguistiques, JWAL, XXX.2, 89-111. 

Nicolaï, Robert. 2003. Contact et genèse : ouvertures et perspectives : pour un « Nouveau Programme » de 
recherche sur l’évolution des langues. In : XVIIe International Congress of Linguists, Praha (CD 
Rom des Proceedings, CIL XVII, MATFYZPRESS). 

Nicolaï, Robert. 2005. Language processes, theory and description of language change, and building on the 
past: lessons from Songhay. In : Z. Frajzyngier, A. Hodges & D. S. Rood (eds.), Linguistic Diversity 
and Language Theories, John Benjamins, 81-104. 

Nicolaï, Robert. 2006. Aux marges de l’espace chamito-sémitique : songhay et apparentements non-linéaires.  
In : Faits de langues, Les langues chamito-sémitiques (afro-asiatiques), (éds. A. Mettouchi & A. 
Lonnet), 245-277. 

Nicolaï, Robert. 2006. Aires de convergence, mirages et perspectives : le cas de « l’aire songhay-mandé ». In : 
Caron & Zima (eds.) Sprachbund in the West African Sahel, Peeters, 37-56. 

Nicolaï, Robert. 2006. Songhay-mande convergence area : questions and frames, in : Annual Publication in 
African Linguistics, 4. 5-30. 

Nicolaï, Robert. 2006. Origine du langage et origine des langues : réflexions sur la permanence et le 
renouvellement d’un questionnement des Lumières, Marges Linguistiques, 11, L’origine du langage 
et des langues. 93-129. 
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Nicolaï, Robert. 2007. La question des contacts de langue dans la zone sahelo-saharienne : perspectives de 
recherches impliquant le songhay. Â.À.Âèíîãðàäîâ, À.È.Êîâàëü (ðåä.). Àêòóàëüíûå 
âîïðîñû àôðèêàíñêîãî ÿçûêîçíàíèÿ. Ñáîðíèê ñòàòåé, ïîñâÿùåííûé 40-
ëåòèþ îòäåëà àôðèêàíñêèõ ÿçûêîâ. Ìîñêâà: Èíñòèòóò ÿçûêîçíàíèÿ, 167-186. 

Pharris, Nicholas, and Sarah G. Thomason.  2005.  Lexical transfer between Southern Interior Salish and 
Molalla-Sahaptian.  Papers for the 40th International Conference on Salish and Neighboring 
Languages, 184-209.  Vancouver: University of British Columbia Linguistics Department. 

Ross, Malcolm. 2006. Metatypy. In Keith Brown, (ed.), Encyclopedia of  language and linguistics. 2nd 
edition, 8: 95–99. Oxford: Elsevier. 

Tabouret-Keller, Andrée. 2005. Plurilinguismes. Vers une prise en compte de leur hétérogénéité et de leur 
complexité, La    Linguistique, 2, 2005, vol. 41, 3-6.  

Tabouret-Keller, Andrée. 2006. Pour une vision dynamique des situations linguistiques complexes. Un 
hommage à André Martinet, Henriette Walter et Colette Feuillard (dir.), Pour une linguistique des 
langues, Paris, PUF, Quadrige, Manuels, 173-180.  

Tabouret-Keller, Andrée. 2006.  A propos de la notion de diglossie. La malencontreuse  opposition entre 
« haute » et « basse » : ses sources et ses effets, Langage et société, 118, 109-128.    

Tabouret-Keller, Andrée. 2006. Le terme de standard : panorama de ses emplois, Perspectives fonctionnelles : 
emprunts, économie et variations dans les langues, Montserrat López Díaz et María Montez López 
(eds.), Lugo, Axac, 83-86. 

Tabouret-Keller, Andrée. 2006. Les emprunts de mots étrangers par le biais de sigles, Perspectives 
fonctionnellles : emprunts, économie et variations dans les langues, Montserrat López Díaz et María 
Montez López (eds), Lugo, Axac, 111-114  

Thomason, Sarah G.  2004.  Determining language contact effects in ancient contact situations.  In Pedro 
Badenas de la Pena, Sofia Torallas Tovar, Eugenio R. Lujan, and Maria Angeles Gallego, (eds.), 
Lenguas en Contacto: El testimonio escrito, 1-14.  Madrid: Cosejo Superior de Investigaciones 
Cientificas. 

Thomason, Sarah G.  2005.  Typological and theoretical aspects of Hungarian in contact with other languages. 
 In Anna Fenyvesi, (ed.), Hungarian language contact outside Hungary: studies on Hungarian as a 
minority language, 11-27.  Amsterdam: John Benjamins.  

Thomason, Sarah G., and Daniel Everett.  2005.  Pronoun borrowing. Berkeley Linguistics Society 27:301-
315.  

Thomason, Sarah G.  2006.  Intentional language change.  In Keith Brown, ed., Encyclopedia of Language 
and Linguistics, 2nd edn., vol. 6:346-349.  Oxford: Elsevier. 

Thomason, Sarah G.  2006.  Language change and language contact In Keith Brown, ed., Encyclopedia of 
Language and Linguistics, 2nd edn., vol. 6:339-346.  Oxford: Elsevier. 

Thomason, Sarah G.  2006.  Rule borrowing.  In Keith Brown, ed., Encyclopedia of Language and 
Linguistics, 2nd edn., vol. 10:671-677. Oxford: Elsevier. 
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Changement de statut 

 

Journal  o f  Language Contact publie aujourd’hui son troisième numéro VARIA et publiera, en principe 
avant la fin de l’année, son troisième numéro THEMA. Les précédents numéros ne sont pas passés inaperçus 
dans le champ académique concerné par l’étude des contacts de langues comme l’atteste la répartition 
internationale des attaches universitaires de ses contributeurs, la diversité de ses contributions publiées et leur 
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de Journal of Language Contact. Après réflexion, analyse de leur proposition et suite à une négociation qui s’est 
poursuivie tout au long d’une année, nous avons décidé d’accepter leur offre parce que cette négociation nous 
a donné des garanties sur les deux points essentiels que sont notre indépendance scientifique et le prix de 
départ des abonnements individuels ; ensuite, parce que les Editions Brill, qui s’engagent dès lors à assurer la 
fabrication, la diffusion et la promotion de  Journal of Language Contact, nous donnent une garantie de diffusion 
internationale fondée sur la qualité de leur infrastructure éditoriale et une meilleure assurance de pérennité. 

Ce que cela change : 

1) Journal of Language Contact publiera désormais un volume annuel divisé en deux numéros comme par le 
passé, mais la distinction VARIA et THEMA ne sera plus rigide : ainsi, tous les numéros seront « VARIA » 
par défaut mais des numéros THEMA pourront être publiés lorsqu’ils seront effectivement prêts. Le 
nombre des pages chaque volume sera d’environ 350 pp. 

 
2) Dès le volume 4, Journal of Language Contact sera disponible par abonnement, en version on-line et en 

version imprimée selon les modalités propres aux Editions BRILL 
 
3) Ce numéro VARIA 3 de Journal of Language Contact et le numéro THEMA 3 actuellement en préparation 

sont les derniers numéros diffusés dans la modalité « open-access » et ils sont téléchargeables gratuitement 
comme les numéros précédents.  

 
4) Toutefois, le téléchargement des trois premiers volumes de la revue  continuera à être libre et gratuit sur le 

site de la revue, à l’adresse des Editions BRILL. 
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MODELLING MIXED LANGUAGES: SOME REMARKS ON THE 
CASE OF OLD HELSINKI SLANG1 

Merlijn de Smit 
Stockholm University 

Abstract 

Old Helsinki Slang (OHS) a linguistic variety spoken in the working-class quarters of Helsinki 
from approx. 1900 to 1945, is marked by the usage of a virtually wholly Swedish vocabulary in 
a Finnish morphosyntactic framework. It has recently been subject of two interestingly 
contrasting treatments by Petri Kallio and Vesa Jarva. Kallio argues that the morphosyntactic 
base of OHS gives cause to analyzing it as unambiguously Finnic, and therefore Uralic, from a 
genetic perspective, whereas Jarva, drawing attention to the possible origins of OHS in frequent 
code-switching, believes it deserves consideration as a mixed language alongside such cases as 
Ma’a and Media Lengua. 
 The contrasting approaches of the two authors involve contrasting presuppositions which 
deserve to be spelled out: should the genetic origin of a language be based on the pedigree of its 
structure (with mixed structures pointing to a mixed genetic origin) or on the sociolinguistic 
history of its speakers? Taking the latter course, I argue that the most valid model for the 
emergence of genetically mixed languages is the code-switching one proposed by Peter Auer. 
Measuring OHS against Auer’s model, however, it is a marginal case for a mixed language, 
particularly as Auer’s and similar models imply some composition in structural domains, which 
seems wholly absent in the case of OHS. Thus OHS is not a genetically mixed language, even if 
it may have developed as one, had early OHS taken a different course as it eventually did.  

 

1. Introduction 

The question of mixed languages—languages with more than one ancestor in the genetic 
sense—has risen anew lately in general historical linguistics (Thomason & Kaufman 1988; 
Mufwene 2001:19) and in Uralic linguistics as well (Raukko & Östman 1994, 1995; Künnap 
1998:21-39; Esa Itkonen 1998). The question itself is anything but new, as the rise and fall of 
Marr’s ideas in the Soviet Union testifies. In recent discussions concerning possible mixed 

                                                      
1 My thanks go to Petri Kallio and Vesa Jarva for their comments on a draft version of this paper. 
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languages, there appears to be little consensus on either models for their emergence (Thomason 
2003:27) or on their structural features (Matras 2000:79). Not all suggested models necessarily 
involve mixing in the genetic sense (Thomason 1997a:450) and the existence of genetically mixed 
languages itself is still contested (Greenberg 1999). Part of the reason for this lack of consensus is, I 
believe, that the question of genetic mixing directly confronts us with the need to model language as 
a historical entity to a degree not required by the traditional models of language divergence.  

The theoretical issues concerning genetic mixing are exemplified by two recent papers offering 
contrasting approaches to Old Helsinki Slang (henceforth OHS), namely that of Kallio (2007) and 
Jarva (2008). Kallio, basing himself on an analysis of OHS core grammar as unambiguously Uralic, 
does not believe OHS to be a mixed language, whereas Jarva, drawing attention to the role of code-
switching in the emergence of OHS, is more sympathetic to an analysis of OHS as genetically 
mixed. The purpose of this paper is to tease out some of the theoretical issues raised by these two 
contrasting approaches. Below, I will first argue what an adequate model of genetic mixing should 
be. I will then discuss some problematic consequences of one of these requirements (namely, that 
an approach to genetic mixing should be consistently realistic with regards to language as a 
historical entity). One of these consequences is that the genetic model itself may have a more or less 
restricted applicability in describing the evolution of languages. After this, I will discuss the models 
of genetic mixing which I consider to be the most promising: namely, the code-switching models 
proposed by Auer (1999) and Myers-Scotton (2003). Measured against these models, however, 
OHS is not a mixed language. Thus, while I am in agreement with Jarva’s (2008) approach with its 
attention to the sociohistorical circumstances surrounding the genesis of OHS and the role of code-
switching, my conclusion is the same as Kallio’s (2007). 

2. Mixed languages: looking for a model 

The question of genetic mixing itself is posed by a number of languages which, aside from 
pidgins and creoles, seem to confound historical reconstruction. So-called intertwined languages 
(Bakker & Muysken 1994) show whole subsystems (such as the lexicon on the one hand and bound 
morphology on the other) with various genetic origins: Michif, Ma’a, Media Lengua and 
Angloromani are cases noted in the literature. Michif, for example, combines Cree verb morphology 
and French nominal morphology; Media Lengua has a largely Quechua grammar and Spanish 
vocabulary. Ma’a, spoken in Tanzania, has a non-Bantu core vocabulary (probably relatable to 
Cushitic) with a largely Bantu morphology (Mous 1994, Thomason 1997b). The challenge posed by 
mixed languages is that determining whether they are indeed genetically mixed, or whether they 
should rather be described as having a singular ancestry obscured by massive borrowing, directly 
involves our notions of what a language is in a genetic sense. Is the history of a language the history 
of its usage, or the history of its structure—reflected in individual instances of usage, or individual 
idiolects? Either answer may lead to different points of view on the historical emergence of 
languages such as Ma’a.  

Below, I will discuss two approaches to genetic linguistics which I believe to be mistaken. The 
first one, which attempts to specify a ‘minimal unit’ of linguistic change (the idiolect, or the 
utterance) and regard genetic lineages, mixing, etc. as emergent from variation of these minimal 
units, runs the risk of making the distinction between genetic mixing and language contact 
impossible to state. The second one, departing from structure and defining genetic relationships as 
dependent on correspondences in structure, risks implicitly or explicitly making a category mistake 
in substituting abstract, a-historical structures for language as a historical entity. Instead, I suggest 
that any model of genetic mixing must allow for both the ‘ideal’ aspects of language (language as a 
social system of norms stretching across various generations of speakers) and the notion that the 
historical aspect of language is rooted in the usage of language by a specific speech-community. 
These lead to some specific demands that one may make of any model of genetic language mixing. 
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2.1. The persistent aspects of language 

Language is one of those objects of our human world which, like persons and cultural practices, 
change and yet stay the same. This is what grants those objects their historicity: abstract objects 
such as numbers neither ‘change’ nor ‘persist’, rather, temporal attributes do not even apply to 
them. And the smaller building-blocks of the physical world are subject to substitution, a popping in 
and out of existence, rather than change. With languages, this property of being ‘smeared-out in 
time’ is even more problematic than with biological organisms, in that we cannot speak of discrete 
ancestors and descendants: ‘Finnish’ as a language itself involves variation in both time and place, 
and the distinction between various ancestral stages of the language is notoriously hard to draw. A 
child acquiring a language will acquire the language spoken by the speech-community he is born in 
by virtue of the social, normative nature of language itself. Intergenerational differences may occur, 
and in some cases, notably related to language death, these differences may be radical (the 
differences in syntax, morphology and phonology between traditional Dyirbal and Young People’s 
Dyirbal being one example (McMahon 1994:305-307), and that between the various generational 
varieties of another Australian language, Tiwi, being another (McConvell 2008:198)). Yet 
communicative capabilities across generations, guaranteed by a shared set of linguistic norms, will 
generally be preserved. Thus children of bilingual parents will either learn one of their parent’s 
languages, or both, but not a mixture of both. The challenge for models with incorporate genetic 
mixing is thus to allow for a mixing process gradual enough, or a period of coexistence between the 
two languages long enough, to not imperil communication across generations.  

This may seem to be begging the question, as one of the models argued for in the emergence of 
mixed languages, namely that of intertwining (Bakker 2003:139-140), argues for precisely a sudden 
emergence: children are argued to combine the grammatical system of one of their parents’ 
languages (typically the mother’s) with the lexicon of the other in the context of the emergence of a 
new, mixed ethnic group. I would argue nonetheless that in such a scenario, the continuity of 
language as a system of norms stretching across the generations would be severed and the mixed 
language would arise non-genetically: it would be ‘mixed’ only in the make-up of its structure, but 
not in terms of genetic origins. Without restricting the notion of genetic descent to diachronically 
continuous languages, we end up, as I will argue below, with a model in which contact-induced 
change and genetic descent can no longer be distinguished. 

The closest approach to a working model involving genetic mixing in Uralic linguistics has been 
provided by Raukko & Östman (1994, 1995). Their model leads, however, to any contact-induced 
innovation to constitute genetic language mixing, focusing, as it does, on the details of linguistic 
usage as the cost of language as a persistent entity (Laakso 1995:70). The same goes in lesser 
degree for some other recent models which allow for language mixing: both Croft (2000, 2006) and 
Mufwene (2001) are seduced by the superficial similarities between linguistic and biological 
evolution, and seek to specify a ‘minimal unit’ of linguistic change analogous to genes: just as the 
evolution of species may be seen as emergent on the variation in the gene pool, the development of 
languages from ancestral forms may be seen as emergent on the variation of such ‘minimal units’. 
For Mufwene (2001:2), the idiolect is the minimal unit; for Croft (2000:26) it is the utterance. 
Seeing linguistic change as historical variation between unchanging idiolects is not new, of course: 
it was a mainstay of the attempts to have one’s generativist pie (an unchanging grammatical 
competence situated in the individual speaker’s brain) and historically eat it. The problem with 
specifying the idiolect as some kind of minimal unit is the same with the viewpoint that regarded 
structural change as occurring mainly in the context of language acquisition: it ignores that an 
individual innovation becomes a change only when it spreads through a speech-community, and as 
Aitchison (2001:209) points out, young children do not form the social networks needed for 
innovations to be propagated as change.  
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Croft’s more fine-grained notion of the utterance as minimal unit suffers from a similar defect: 
the equivalents of genes are linguistic variants, “linguemes”, which are replicated in utterances, 
sometimes in a slightly altered way, which may then propagate across a speech-community. A 
language, then, is defined as a historically bounded population of utterances (Croft 2006:106). This 
view tends to reduce our notion of language to usage, or to knowledge of language, and to leave 
aside the ideal, structural domain immanent in the conventional, social side of language—a 
reductionism which occurs more widely in the cognitivist/constructionalist paradigm (for example, 
Bybee 2006:730). Yet, abstract structure is necessary to account for the production and 
interpretation of utterances, not to speak of such notions as reanalysis and analogy in language 
change. As many applications of evolutionary models in the human sphere, Croft’s is explicitly 
anti-teleological (Croft 2000:66-71, 2006:119) but this is a disadvantage, not an advantage of these 
models. Teleology, as the role of abstract objects (not future concrete objects) in guiding the 
development and ordering of concrete objects is indispensable in making sense of such mechanisms 
of change as reanalysis and analogy (Andersen 2006:76-77).  

In terms of their accounting of genetic mixing, both Mufwene’s and Croft’s proposals have the 
same problems as Raukko & Östman’s. For example, Croft (2006:113-114) draws an analogy 
between hybridization in plant genetics and interference in language. This potentially extends 
‘genetic mixing’ to all possible contact-induced changes, leading to a hopelessly complicated 
model. The same may be said for Mufwene’s (2001:126, 143-144) model. In both cases, the focus 
on a ‘minimal unit’ of change has been too relentless, and in itself justified criticism directed at 
regarding linguistic structures, rather than speakers as the agents of change has extended into a 
disregard for the ideal side of language as a whole: of language as a ‘persistent entity’. But without 
this notion of language, genetic transmission can not be comprehendably stated. Models such as 
Croft’s lead to a conception of language as an aggregate of its components (idiolects, or utterances) 
in the same way that a species is seen as a population of individuals. However, there is no role for 
species or “essence” as such in the mutation and propagation of genes, whereas with language 
change this role is indispensable: reanalysis, extension and analogy all refer to rational operations 
on structure as a whole, as does markedness as an organizing principle in language structure and 
linguistic interpretation (Andersen 2006:77 ; Shapiro 1983:18, 74-75).  

Significantly, in his treatment of mixed languages, Croft (2003:49), argues for a more-or-less ad 
hoc distinction between normal genetic transmission and genetic mixing:  

[...] every language has a small proportion of vocabulary from parents other than its normally 
recognized ancestor language. This is technically a mixed language in our terms; the mixture 
arose by the processes described above. However, the term ‘mixed language’ is commonly 
construed very narrowly to languages in which significant proportions of linguemes come from 
more than one parent language. This definition, while not precise, narrows the field of “really” 
mixed languages dramatically. 

The same problem of demarcation also appears, however, in treatments of mixed languages which 
focus on synchronic structure, rather than on speech events analogous to genes. Thus Matras 
(2000:79) argues that “most languages are to some extent at least “mixed”, in the sense that they 
have components that can be traced back to more than one source language as a result of a 
situation of contact in the language’s earlier history”, so that “when languages are referred to in 
the literature explicitly as “mixed” [...] it is presumably to highlight that they go beyond the 
commonly attested patterns of mixture.” Greenberg (1999:351-352) correctly criticized this notion 
of mixture as synchronic, not historical, in nature. If there is no conceptually necessary (not just an 
empirical) link between a language’s history and a language’s synchronic structural make-up (and I 
will argue below there is none), one cannot define genetic mixing on the basis of the presence of 
various structures in the synchronic state of any language. Models of linguistic evolution which (in 
analogy to biological evolution) seek to specify a minimal unit of change but deny the role of the 
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normative, ideal aspects of language fall in the same trap as models which tend to hypostasize 
synchronic structure at the cost of linguistic history. We cannot account for genetic linguistics 
without placing into center stage those ideal, conventional aspects of language which seem to 
transcend history. 

2.2. Realism and the limitations of the genetic model 

Above, I argued that a model of genetic transmission and mixing must be based on historical 
process rather than synchronic structure. This is closely related to what Lass (1993) dubs realism in 
historical linguistics, namely, the assumption that our reconstructions and the lines of transmission 
we draw between reconstructed stages of a language refer to languages spoken by real, concrete 
speech-communities at a specific time and place in the past, and refer to a real transmission of 
language through various generations of a speech-community down time. This does not mean that 
our reconstructions, and our knowledge of past linguistic relationships, is not partial, map-like and 
quite possibly wrong in some places. Rather, the notion that they very well may be crucially 
depends on a realist assumption. 

In other words, genetic relationships are not directly based on correspondences between 
synchronic states of languages. Rather, those correspondences point to common origins which in 
turn testify of genetic relationships—which exist whether we know of them or not. This notion is 
implicit in the practice of historical linguistics: historical linguists thus avoid reconstructing 
semantic anachronisms; try to keep reconstructed structures within the bound of what is 
typologically possible and generally attested in languages of today; and are conscious of the way 
the comparative method itself may produce artefacts probably not part of the real, historical 
languages which are the object of reconstruction.  

There is a consequence to realism: it means that the importance of any particular subsystem of 
linguistic structure (such as bound morphology) in reconstruction is contingent, not conceptually 
necessary. Assuming our earliest human ancestors spoke a language, Finnish is genetically related 
to a language spoken in Africa more than 100,000 years ago—but, likely, total turnovers of lexical 
and morphological material occurred multiple times during the historical time-line between that 
language and modern Finnish. This affects relatability, our abilities to uncover genetic 
relationships—but not the genetic relationships themselves. Subdomains of language which we 
know to be historically more or less stable, such as bound morphology and basic lexicon, may help 
us uncover genetic relationships, but they do not define those genetic relationships themselves. No 
subdomain of language is stable in any absolute sense—bound morphological items may fuse to 
their stems, lose their specific grammatical meanings, disappear, or even be borrowed (Thomason & 
Kaufman 1988:98; Pakendorf 2009). 

Hierarchies of borrowability do not hold in an absolute sense either. Aikhenvald (2003) sketches 
a contact situation in the Vaupés region of the Amazon, involving Tariana, a moribund Arawak 
language, undergoing contact-induced changes from nearby East Tucanoan language. These 
changes manifest themselves as restructuring in morphosyntax, however, lexical borrowing appears 
to be virtually absent due to strong resistance against borrowing words on the part of the speakers of 
Tariana. Cases in which lexical borrowing is strongly resisted, but contact-induced morphosyntax 
change is not, can easily be found and suggest that salience, and speakers’ attitudes towards 
borrowing salient items such as words and morphological markers, play an important role in 
language-specific borrowability hierarchies (Anttila 1989:169; Thomason 2001:82-83). According 
to Thomason (1997b:478), the retention of Cushitic vocabulary in Ma’a against overwhelming 
Bantu influence on morphosyntax may be explained by cultural resistance to borrowing as well. 
Ma’a exists symbiotically as an in-group language with Mbugu, an unquestionably Bantu language 
which is used for communication with outsiders (Mous 1994:196). The sociolinguistic function of 
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Ma’a is precisely to be incomprehensible to outsiders, in other words, to be not Bantu (Mous 
1994:199; Thomason 1997b:476-478). In other words, speakers and their attitudes, rather than 
structure, determines in the end what may be borrowed and what not. 

This suggests, as emphasized by Croft (2000:2, 17) and Brinton & Traugott (2005:8) that we 
must strongly resist hypostasizing structure. Structures are abstract, they have no history; history is 
constituted by the immanence of various structures in concrete speech events. Genetic relationships 
are not contingent upon correspondences between structures such as bound morphological 
paradigms, but contingent on the historical networks of speech events in which those structures are 
represented. In other words, the history of a language is the history of a speech-community, or, 
more accurately, a ‘community of speech events’.  

This view may seem unexceptional, but it has wide-ranging consequences. It suggests, first of 
all, that genetic continuity is determined by the continuity of a distinct ‘community of speech 
events’, implying a distinct community of speakers, more so than the continuity of any particular 
linguistic structure. Consider the case of Ma’a: Bakker & Muysken (1994:49-50) argue that 
structural concerns should override sociohistorical ones in analyzing the genetic make-up of Ma’a:  

[...] the speakers of Ma’a are ethnically and historically Cushitic. Speaking from the perspective 
of their origin, they took over the Bantu grammatical system. Linguistically, however, there are 
arguments to claim that the Cushitic lexicon was adopted into a Bantu grammatical framework. 

However, if we avoid looking at structural similarities as a direct indication of genetic relationships, 
as I think we should, the precise genetic analysis of Ma’a depends on the social and historical 
circumstances of the shift to Bantu. If, as Greenberg (1999:352) and Thomason (1997b:481-482) 
suggest, the importation of Bantu grammatical structures was a gradual, centuries-long process, 
there would be strong reasons to regard Ma’a as genetically Cushitic, despite the virtually wholly 
Bantu grammar. This gradual Bantuization may well be seen as a process of language shift—but 
importantly, it did not reach its end-point, and the Cushitic core vocabulary of Ma’a remains as the 
one feature distinguishing Ma’a from the Bantu Mbugu language it is in close contact with. But, it 
is not hard to find cases in which, conversely, massive lexical borrowing has obscured genetic 
relationships. One such case is Bai, a Sino-Tibetan language whose precise position in that language 
family is a matter of controversy: Yeon-Ju & Sagart (2008:379) argue that Bai is in fact Tibeto-
Burman but that centuries of lexical borrowing from Chinese have led to a situation in which 47 
lexical items on the 100-word Swadesh list are borrowings from Chinese, against 12 Tibeto-Burman 
items. So, both vocabulary and structure may be, contingently, markers of the genetic relationships 
in question. 

If languages that look relatively mixed, such as Ma’a or Bai, may have an unmixed genetic 
origin, something like the converse may also be possible in cases where a group of speakers shift to 
another language, importing a large number of structural features from their previous language, yet 
remain relatively isolated from the speech-community of the language they are shifting to. Ringe, 
Warnow & Taylor (2002:64-65) draw attention to cases like these, and the to the problems they 
pose for genetic classification. Examples they mention include the case of a northeast Midlands 
dialect of Middle English which is the result of imperfect learning by Scandinavian speakers and 
subsequent isolation, as well as Ma’a and Asia Minor Greek. Normally, historical linguists would 
fit linguistic varieties emerging through language shift to the standard family tree model: a daughter 
language would emerge from an ancestral form through shift-induced substratum influence. 
However, if the community of shifting speakers remains relatively isolated from the community of 
speakers of the language they are shifting to—and normally, of course, they would not—this 
becomes problematic. As mentioned above, the continuities underlying genetic lineages in 
languages are continuities of speech superimposed on continuous speech-communities. In the case 
of shift-induced linguistic varieties, there are no such continuities between the target language 
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shifted to and the linguistic variety eventually emerging, if the emerging speech community remains 
isolated; neither are there any between the community’s previous language and the language shifted 
to, as there has been a language shift. The case would thus fit neither as an instance of linguistic 
divergence nor as an instance of genetic mixing. 

Thus, the realist view implies cases of linguistic genesis which cannot be genetically modeled, 
and perhaps more widely so than the cases of non-genetic linguistic origin pinpointed by Thomason 
& Kaufman (1988:200-201). This should not be surprising, as languages, as distinct from biological 
organisms, are not discrete individuals. If linguistic genetic relationships are based on a continuity 
of linguistic usage down time, with a gradual change in the linguistic structures immanent in usage, 
ancestor-descendant relationships can be specified to the extent that a breakdown in communication 
across generations did not take place, in other words, to the extent that there are no discrete 
ancestors and descendants. Any distinction between mother and daughter languages is then based 
on sociopolitical concerns (North Finnish and Meänkieli), structural concerns (the Germanic 
consonant shift) or indeed the structure of the tree model itself (Finnish and Estonian are daughter 
languages of Late Proto-Finnic precisely because it is the most recent linguistic stage ancestral to 
both). What is lacking in linguistics is a level below the level of species and forms varying or 
changing through time, analogous to the level of individual genotypes or genes, to which the higher 
level can be reduced. The application of genetic models to languages (and perhaps to other cultural 
practices or semiotic systems liable to historical change) is thus always more or less metaphorical. 
They apply well to specific language families such as Uralic, Indo-European and Polynesian; 
possibly less well to languages in Australia and New Guinea if Dixon’s (1997) thesis on the non-
applicability of the family tree model to those languages is correct; and possibly less well to creoles 
and a number of purported cases of language mixing if Thomason & Kaufman’s (1988) analysis of 
their origins as nongenetic is correct—all of this quite aside from the question whether genetic 
mixing can be adequately modeled.  

To sum up: even if structural subsystems such as bound morphology may, in normal cases, be a 
reliable guide to uncovering genetic relationships, these genetic relationships are ultimately rooted 
in the history of speech-communities and cannot be deduced directly from correspondences in 
structure. The usual structural correspondences may be deceptive in some cases: the possible 
Cushitic origin of Ma’a is indicated by its vocabulary, not its bound morphology—but there are 
many cases where it is the other way around. Also, there may well be processes of language genesis 
which can neither be covered by metaphors of genetic mixing or divergence. This underscores the 
need to model language mixing as a historical process, rooted in the behaviour of a mixing speech-
community, rather than as a matter of linguistic structure. 

2.3. Requirements for a model 

On the basis of the above, I believe the following can be stated as requirements for any 
theoretical model incorporating genetic language mixing: 

1) It must be gradual, to do justice to the smeared-out-in-time aspect of language as a social, 
normative system which is transmitted as a whole; in other words, it must account for a 
drawn-out mixing process in which both languages are involved as wholes (as incorporating 
just parts of another language into the framework of another constitutes borrowing rather 
than mixing). 

2) It must base itself on a non-reductionist conception of language as a historical entity. Even if 
the presence of linguistic constructions and “chunks of discourse” (Bybee & Hopper 2001:8) 
in linguistic memory may have an important role to play in linguistic usage, language as a 
historical entity may not be reduced to linguistic usage or knowledge of language: we cannot 
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understand language change without reference to the abstract and normative side of 
language. 

3) It must base itself on a realist conception of reconstruction and genetic relationships, as 
realism is presupposed in the practice of historical linguists, if not always in theoretical 
pronouncements. 

I believe one proposed model potentially fulfills these requirements—namely Auer’s (1999), 
which I will discuss below. I will then apply his model to the problems posed by Old Helsinki Slang 
for genetic linguistics.  

3. Code-switching and genetic mixing 

A number of researchers have emphasized the role of code-switching in the genesis of ‘mixed’ 
languages such as Media Lengua, Michif, Ma’a and Mednyj Aleut (Myers-Scotton 1993:216, 221, 
2003:94-95; Thomason 1997a:464-465; Auer 1999; McConvell & Meakins 2005; McConvell 
2008). The relevance of code-switching for a model of the genesis of mixed languages has been 
doubted as well (Bakker 2003; Backus 2003). Arguments mentioned by Bakker and Backus include 
that code-switching involves quantitatively less lexical insertion than exhibited by mixed languages, 
that code-switching tends not to involve basic vocabulary (Bakker 2003:129) and that code-
switching in intense contact situations tends to involve alternational rather than insertional code-
switching, which is harder to conceptualize as a prior stage to language mixing (Backus 2003:237). 
In contrast, McConvell & Meakins (2005) claim that a development of a mixed language from 
code-switching has been observed in the case of Gurindji Kriol, a language in northern Australia 
sharing features of Kriol, an English-based creole, and Gurindji. According to McConvell & 
Meakins (2005:15), Gurindji Kriol was formed in the 1960s and 70s as children were exposed to a 
variety of Gurindji involving pervasive code-switching. Nowadays, a mixed Gurindji Kriol is 
transmitted to next generations, unlike Gurindji or Kriol themselves. Additionally, the Evenki 
dialect of Sebjan-Küöl, which is in the process of borrowing whole verbal paradigms from Yakut in 
a situation marked by intensive code-switching, may be an example of this ongoing process 
(Pakendorf 2009:101).  

The mixed languages mentioned in the literature do not have all the same structural features—
Media Lengua has a lexicon-grammar split, Mednyj Aleut and Michif appear to have a split 
between the nominal and verbal areas of lexicon and grammar, and Ma’a a split between core-
vocabulary and non-core vocabulary and grammar. It seems unlikely that all are the result of similar 
contact mechanisms and unreasonable to demand that a single mechanism explain them all. My 
main interest here is whether a proposed mechanism for language mixing through code-switching 
would indeed constitute genetic language mixing. Myers-Scotton’s (2003:89-90) model proceeds 
from structural concerns: crucial in the genesis of a mixed language is a turnover in the Matrix 
Language which does not reach its end-point (at which it would constitute a finished process of 
language shift) but gets arrested somewhere on the way. Auer’s (1999) model departs from the 
functions code-switching has in a speech community. Auer (1999:310) compares pragmatically 
functional code-switching (CS), unmarked code-switching or language mixing (ML) and fused lects 
to the grammaticization cline proposed by Givón which regards discourse and structure as opposite 
sides of a continuüm. Code-switching is often pragmatically motivated, with the degree of 
difference in languages involved having no direct relevance to this motivation: code-switching may 
as easily occur between closely related dialects or sociolects (Alvarez-Cáccamo 1999:37-38; Auer 
1999:313). However, in certain circumstances, code-switching may become an unmarked feature of 
the variety of speech in question, often emblematic for a new or mixed identity (Auer 1999:314-
315, 320-321).  

Language varieties which are distinguished by unmarked and pervasive code-switching are not 
hard to find. Two examples from South Africa are Cape Town Afrikaans, the variety of Afrikaans 
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spoken in the working-class, coloured districts of Cape Town for which code-switching with 
English as an embedded language is emblematic (McCormick 2002), and Tsotsitaal, a language 
variety spoken by urban blacks in the townships of Johannesburg which likewise has Afrikaans as a 
Matrix and English as an Embedded language (Slabbert & Myers-Scotton 1996; Makhudu 2002). 
With Cape Town Afrikaans, code-switching indeed seems to correspond to the mixed ethnic 
heritage of its speech community (McCormick 2002:222). With Tsotsitaal, the need for a “secret” 
language emblematic for group membership may have been a factor in its emergence in addition to 
the need for a vehicle for interethnic communication (Slabbert & Myers-Scotton 1996:321). A 
Uralic example—that of unmarked code-switching or in Auer’s (1999) term language mixing 
between Karelian and Russian—has been presented in detail by Sarhimaa (1999:195-199). The final 
stage in Auer’s model is the “fossilization” of unmarked code-switching in which the use of a 
specific code for a specific constituent becomes conventional: the result is a fused lect (Auer 
1999:321). 

I believe that the process modelled by Auer does indeed constitute mixing in a genetic sense; it 
may be the only process to do so. The main criterion mentioned above, that a mechanism for the 
emergence of mixed languages allows for a mixing gradual enough or a co-existence between two 
languages long enough not as to constitute a ‘break’ in the existence of language down time is 
fulfilled by the model in its crucial second phase: in the period of unmarked code-switching, the 
two languages as conventional systems of signs are still discrete, even if they are ‘mixing’ on the 
discourse level. However, a new speech community to whom this mixing on the discourse level is 
emblematic is already emerging, and both languages are, as a whole, available as registers to the 
speakers of that community. Only after this new speech community emerges does a new language, a 
new conventional system of signs (having some features from one, some from the other ancestor) 
emerge as well. In the second phase, we may still speak of separate languages in the structural 
sense, but on the discourse level, the two languages do no longer form two distinct ‘networks of 
speech events’ in as far as the emerging speech community is concerned (they still do, of course, in 
the sense that both are spoken more widely in non code-switching varieties). In the third stage, 
mixing on the discourse level is projected as mixing on the structural level. The process does not 
conform to the normal, monogenetic processes of language transmission and contact-induced 
change, neither does it, in any obvious sense, involve a break in transmission radical and punctual 
enough to speak of non-genetic origins. Instead, we really have an ‘intertwining’ of linguistic 
lineages that conforms to the three criteria I mentioned above: the process is gradual; it is 
compatible with a holistic view on language as social and conventional in nature, rather than on the 
isolation of single speech events; and it is realist in that it is based on primarily the social history of 
its speakers and of their usage of language, rather than the genetic origins of any particular 
subsystem. 

Above, I argued that no linguistic subsystems may serve as markers of genetic identity as a 
matter of conceptual necessity. Bound morphology may be very often a reliable guide to genetic 
relationships; but it is not always so. Moreover, it seems to be possible for various historical 
processes to lead to the same result, as the controversy surrounding the genetic identity of Ma’a 
seems to attest. This does not mean that there is no connection at all between historical processes 
and linguistic results. Thus mixing as a consequence of unmarked code-switching will lead, 
obviously, to a linguistic variety combining features of both the original Matrix and the Embedded 
language. Even if code-switching may occur between very closely related or very similar linguistic 
varieties, some perceptible difference seems to be required for the functional needs of code-
switching itself to be fulfilled, or for a unmarked code-switching variety to function as emblematic 
of a mixed ethnic heritage. Is it possible to state unique linguistic results of processes such as that 
sketched by Auer, which distinguish it from ‘mixed’ languages which emerged in different ways? 
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Both Myers-Scotton and Auer argue that it is: Myers-Scotton (2003:91) argues that genuine 
mixed languages should show a composition in structure beyond the lexicon: thus Media Lengua 
(which has a largely Spanish lexicon and a Quechua grammar) is rejected as a mixed or ‘split’ 
language, in contrast to such cases as Mednyj Aleut. Auer (1999:327) likewise argues for some 
measure of mixed structure to be necessary in order to speak of a fused lect. McConvell (2008:187-
188) stress that hybrid languages in Australia such as Gurindji Kriol do show such a split in 
structure; in the case of Gurindji Kriol, the tense-aspect-mood system as well as most basic verbs 
are Kriol in origin, whereas case-marking, nominal derivational morphology and the like are 
Gurindji in origin (McConvell & Meakins 2005:10; McConvell 2008:198). Using the historical 
make-up of a specific subsystem of a language as a defining criterion of genetic mixing is, as I 
mentioned above, highly problematic. However, to speak of ‘genetic mixing’ requires the two 
languages involved to be, potentially, available as a whole (thus going beyond the lexicon), to the 
code-switching community in the ‘unmarked code-switching phase’. A degree in split structure 
provides proof of this process. Relexification—the substitution of the lexicon—does not in itself 
imply genetic mixing: if Ma’a may substitute most of its bound morphology but may still be, on 
good historical arguments, considered a Cushitic language, then the same obviously goes for Media 
Lengua and its lexicon.  

4. Contrasting approaches to Old Helsinki Slang 

Old Helsinki Slang and its possible nature as a mixed language has been the subject of two 
contrasting recent treatments: that of Kallio (2007) who argues that OHS is unambiguously Uralic 
(Kallio 2007:178) and Jarva (2008) who argues that OHS may well be described as a mixed 
language (Jarva 2008:77-78). Both writers, however, agree on the basic facts about OHS. These are, 
briefly, the following: 

Old Helsinki Slang arose in the bilingual working-class quarters of Helsinki at the end of the 
19th century and was in use, among males and in youth gangs, until the Second World War. At the 
time of its inception, Helsinki, originally a majority Swedish-speaking town, had undergone a large 
influx of Finnish speakers in tandem with industrialization, and by 1900 about half the city spoke 
Finnish. OHS became a vehicle for intergroup communication for speakers of both languages, and 
emblematic for a new, urban identity (Kallio 2007:178; Jarva 2008:56-57), and developed in close 
contact and interaction with Swedish slang varieties (Cantell et al. 1989:11-12, Forsskåhl 2006:60-
62). Postwar colloquial varieties of Finnish in Helsinki have been influenced by OHS to an extent 
but have a much more clearly Finnish lexicon (Paunonen 2000:16). 

And the most striking feature of OHS is indeed its borrowed vocabulary, most of it originating 
from non-standard varieties of Swedish, a much smaller amount from Russian. Paunonen (2000:16) 
and Kallio (2007:178) claim that approximately 75% of OHS vocabulary is of Swedish origin, 
whereas Jarva (2008:66) expresses scepticism with regards to this estimate, pointing to difficulties 
in defining OHS vocabulary as a discrete system, distinct from the lexical resources of Finnish and 
Swedish with which OHS co-existed. However, Jarva (2008:68) agrees with Kallio (2007:183-187) 
that the vast majority of the Swadesh 150-word list can be stated in OHS using Swedish-origin 
lexical items. Most Swedish lexicon are content words, however, OHS sports some adverbs of 
Swedish origin as well and as Kallio (2007:187) points out even some adpositions: these are 
however, in accordance with Finnish morphosyntax, used as postpositions and take Finnish case 
markers. Originating from Swedish as well are a number of derivational endings such as -is, which 
is used for integrating Swedish lexicon into the framework of OHS (Paunonen 2000:25, 2006:339). 
Most of these derivational suffixes are unique to OHS though a number have survived into present-
day colloquial Finnish. Pronouns, conjunctions and numerals, however, are Finnish (Jarva 2008:67). 

OHS phonology is convergent, containing phonemes (voiced stops, affricates) as well as 
phonotactic features (most prominently, initial consonant clusters) alien to Standard and dialectal 
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varieties of Finnish. These phonotactic features seem to pragmatically serve as a marker of identity 
(Kallio 2007:188, Jarva 2008:71). Vowel harmony is absent in the Swedish but not in the Finnish 
lexicon of OHS (Kallio 2007:189; Jarva 2008:71). OHS bound morphology, in contrast, is Finnish; 
there are no Swedish grammatical markers used in OHS and the full structure of Finnish nominal 
and verbal morphology is retained (Kallio 2007:178-179; Jarva 2008:72). In some respects, OHS 
morphosyntax differs from that of Standard and dialectal Finnish: an innovation unique to OHS is 
the emergence of a new verbal stem type which has levelled the morphophonemical alternations 
that mark its closest equivalent in Standard Finnish (Paunonen 2000:22-23, Jarva 2008:73). Also, 
there are irregularities in object case-marking with the unmarked and the marked -n object both 
showing counterposed tendencies for generalization (Paunonen 2000:25); this feature is well-known 
for varieties of Finnish in close contact with Swedish, such as Meänkieli in the Torne valley region 
of Sweden (Kangassalo, Nemvalts & Wande 2003). None of the morphosyntactic features of OHS 
seem to imperil its classification as Finnish: there is no mixed structure analogous to that of Michif, 
Mednyj Aleut or Gurindji Kriol. OHS phonology is obviously mixed, but this is hardly unique 
among the Finnic languages: the phonologies of Russian and Karelian, for example, appear to be 
largely convergent (Sarhimaa 1999:178). The feature of OHS giving rise to the discussion of OHS 
as a mixed language is precisely its lexicon, and in that regard, OHS is similar to Media Lengua, but 
not Mednyj Aleut or Michif. 

In the integration of its lexicon into a Finnish morphosyntactic frame, OHS shows some typical 
features of what Halliday (1976) calls an anti-language: a linguistic variety used at the margins of 
society to embody an alternative social reality. A typical anti-linguistic feature of OHS is the 
overlexicalization of certain semantic domains (Halliday 1976:571, see Makhudu 2002:402-403 for 
Tsotsitaal), thus Paunonen (2000:32-33) mentions boys and girls, money, the police, fighting, 
alcohol, sexuality and adjectives such as ‘stupid’ and ‘nice’ as central lexical domains in OHS, with 
various expressions for ‘girl’ or ‘woman’ numbering in the hundreds. Another feature of anti-
languages according to Halliday (1976:576-579) are the usage of lexical substitution processes such 
as metathesis, metaphor, compounding, etc. to distinguish the anti-linguistic lexicon from the 
lexicon of the main, dominant language. In OHS, the usage of derivational suffixes (Paunonen 
2000:25-28) and most strikingly the use of initial consonant clusters (Paunonen 2000:19-20) serve 
to set the specific OHS slang lexicon apart from that of Finnish. OHS initial consonant clusters 
were often not part of the original borrowed lexical item, thus Jarva (2008:60) mentions that the 
English word cowboy may appear in OHS (with the derivational suffix -ari) as koobari, skoobari, 
goobari, skoubari. The OHS word rigi ‘suit’ has been noted to occur as brigi, drigi, krigi, sprigi, 
skrigi, strigi etc. (Paunonen 2006:337). Variation in the usage of derivational suffixes as well serves 
to create an enormous amount of lexical synonymy in OHS, however, lexical synonymy and 
variation in the usage of initial consonant clusters seems have to reached its greatest extent after the 
Second World War, when OHS had given way to more finnicized varieties of slang (Paunonen 
2000:21, 2006:340-341). The use of metaphorical expressions in hyperlexicalized semantic domains 
such as ‘girl’ or ‘woman’ likewise is a feature of postwar Helsinki slang much more than of OHS 
(Paunonen 2006:360). Anti-language features in Halliday’s sense seem thus to be particularly a 
feature of later varieties of Helsinki slang. 

Jarva and Kallio both have different opinions as to the mixedness of OHS. Kallio (2007:178) 
argues OHS is unambiguously Uralic on the basis of its Finnish grammatical structure: 

As most scholars throughout linguistic history have considered grammatical structure the surest 
proof of genetic relatedness, there should be no doubt that Stadin Slangi is genetically Uralic, or 
more precisely, Finnic. 

The Swedish lexicon of OHS is regarded as the result of massive lexical borrowing (Kallio 
2007:179). I would disagree with this line of reasoning, as structure is neither a necessary indicator 
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of genetic relatedness, nor is it empirically always so—as mentioned above, Ma’a would possibly a 
counterexample if Greenberg’s (1999) and Thomason’s (1997b) description of its historical 
emergence is to be accepted (note, however, that Kallio (2007:190) regards Ma’a as Bantu-based). 
Though Kallio does distinguish OHS and Media Lengua, which show a lexicon-grammar split, from 
cases such as Michif and Mednyj Aleut with their split structure (Kallio 2007:179), he relates with 
scepticism to the existence of genetically mixed languages in general: 

[...] it is the very essence of linguistic borrowing that a target language always maintains its 
genetic identity, no matter how many lexical or even grammatical items it borrows. Namely, 
when a target language fails to remain itself, the process is no longer called borrowing but 
language shift. (Kallio 2007:182-183). 

Jarva, on the other hand, argues that OHS “might well be described as an intertwined mixed 
language.” (Jarva 2008:79), on the basis of the similarities between OHS and languages such as 
Media Lengua and Ma’a. Jarva’s argument rests on his conception of the sociohistorical 
circumstances surrounding the emergence of OHS, arguing it likely arose through frequent, 
unmarked code-switching between Finnish and Swedish leading to relexification—Finnish speakers 
substituting the basic vocabulary of their speech variety with Swedish lexical items, and 
regrammaticization—Swedish speakers acquiring a Finnish grammatical framework for the lexicon 
of early OHS (Jarva 2008:78). The latter is considered to have possibly lead to some of the 
morphosyntactic peculiarities of OHS (Jarva 2008:78). What is not explicit in Jarva’s treatment of 
the question is whether OHS is to be considered genetically mixed rather than mixed in terms of 
synchronic make-up (Swedish lexicon, Finnish grammar). It is absolutely true, as Jarva argues, that 
OHS bears such strong similarities to Media Lengua and Ma’a that, as a problem case for genetic 
linguistics, it deserves consideration alongside them (Jarva 2008:79), however, in the literature 
concerning such languages, various notions of what it means to be ‘mixed’ (some clearly historical, 
others synchronic/structural in nature) seem to compete. The languages commonly grouped under 
the moniker ‘mixed’ or ‘intertwined’ may well be the results of very different historical processes, 
and not all of them necessarily mixed in the genetic sense. 

 
Jarva’s focus on the sociohistorical circumstances of the emergence of OHS as a key to 

resolving its mystery is, however, entirely correct. Here, Jarva’s opinion differs from that of Kallio 
and Paunonen. Paunonen (2000:16) argues that OHS originated as a kind of pidgin used for 
communication between Finnish and Swedish speakers. Kallio (2007:180) likewise draws attention 
to the function of early OHS as a vehicle for intercultural communication and its pidgin-like 
features: among these, he names a limited vocabulary of some 2000 words and a simplified 
grammar. Later on, this simplified language expanded and gradually merged with Finnish (Kallio 
2007:181). Jarva (2008:76) criticizes this point of view, noting that it is impossible to estimate the 
size of OHS vocabulary because OHS vocabulary was to a large extent open to introducing new 
(especially Swedish) lexical items around an integrated core (with the specific derivational suffixes 
and phonological features marking the lexicon as precisely OHS) (Forsskåhl 2006:63; Jarva 
2008:66), and noting that we have no proof of a radically simplified OHS grammar. Though Kallio 
(2007:180) plausibly argues that we have very little documentation of OHS grammar as it is, most 
of the material we have being vocabulary and most text samples being too late to serve as proof of 
the structure of early OHS, the fact remains that OHS grammar does seem to have retained its full 
complexity. The specific OHS verbal conjugation does level a number of the morphophonemic 
alternations specific to other varieties of Finnish, and irregularities in the usage of object cases have 
been noted—but these are both well within the range of variation in the Finnic languages in general. 
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5. Is OHS a mixed language? 

At first sight, however, Kallio (2007) is quite correct in pinpointing to the Finnish structure of 
OHS as proof it is genetically Uralic, rather than mixed. In code-switching models of the emergence 
of mixed language such as those of Auer (1999) and Myers-Scotton (2003) some amount of 
composite structure is necessary for a language to be seen as genetically mixed, in other words, as 
evidence that during a prior ‘mixing’ stage of unmarked code-switching, both languages as a whole 
were potentially available as registers to use. This evidence is absent in the case of OHS, which is 
closely similar to Media Lengua rather than to Michif or Mednyj Aleut with their characteristic 
composite structures. In the unmarked Russian-Karelian code-switching varieties that Sarhimaa 
(1999:241-246) describes, speakers switch effortlessly between Russian and Karelian constituents 
and also between Russian and Karelian as a Matrix language, and with code-switching varieties of 
Cape Town Afrikaans, the same has been observed (McCormick 2002:225-226). It would be easy to 
conceptualize such a code-switching variety to, at some point, conventionalize the use of Russian 
for a particular type of constituent and Karelian for another, and the result would be something very 
similar to Mednyj Aleut or Michif. However, if OHS does have its roots in Finnish-Swedish code-
switching, evidence for prior variation in the use of Matrix languages or of a Matrix language 
turnover (Myers-Scotton 1993:214) is lacking in the case of OHS, and thereby, evidence that OHS 
is the conventionalized result of a prior ‘mixing stage’ through unmarked codes-witching and that 
OHS is thus a genetically mixed language is lacking as well. 

 However, the ‘mixed’ part is only part of the question relevant here, the other part is 
constituted by to what extent OHS can be considered a language. OHS, after all, existed 
symbiotically with various varieties of Finnish and Swedish. Notably, OHS did not have 
monolingual native speakers. Though Kallio (2007:180-181) points out that OHS may well have 
been acquired in a nativelike fashion by young people on the streets of Helsinki, no speakers have 
exclusively acquired OHS as a native language. Of course, regarding the existence of monolingual 
speakers as a criterion for languagehood would quite radically cull the inventory of the world’s 
languages. Kallio (2007:151) considers OHS to be a distinct dialect of Finnish, possibly a language; 
Paunonen (2000:36) regards it as a distinct language. The question at issue here is to what extent 
OHS was conventionalized. It might be worthwhile to consider a thought experiment proposed by 
Thomason (1997b:476-477) in response to Mous’ argument (Mous 1994:196, 199) that the 
symbiotic relationship between Ma’a and the clearly Bantu Outer Mbugu must be regarded as a 
crucial factor in genetically classifying Ma’a. Thomason envisions the Ma’a severing their 
sociolinguistic links with the surrounding Bantu speakers and using exclusively Ma’a in the future. 
In this hypothetical case, the same problems with classifying a language with Cushitic vocabulary 
and Bantu morphology would remain: the sociolinguistic ties between Ma’a and Outer Mbugu 
themselves would have no bearing on the question. Could we envision a group of speakers of OHS 
moving to, say, a distant tropical island and only speaking OHS among themselves? 

In terms of grammatical structure, nothing about OHS would seem to make this scenario 
impossible. The question centers on its vocabulary: to what extent was the vocabulary of OHS a 
more or less closed, conventionalized system, and to what extent was it open to adopting code-
switches and new lexical items from Swedish? More precisely, if OHS does not conform to the final 
stage in Auer’s (1999) model, does it perhaps correspond to an intermediate stage: would it be 
possible to regard OHS as an unmarked code-switching variety of Finnish? At first sight, the 
Swedish lexicon of OHS appear to be borrowings rather than code-switchings: they are well 
integrated into the morphological system of Finnish and can even be seen to be doubly integrated: 
first into the matrix of phonological features and derivational suffixes that pragmatically distinguish 
OHS, second into the grammatical structure of Finnish. Morphological integration as a criterion of 
borrowing is, however, highly problematic: Poplack, Wheeler & Westwood (1989) do not regard 
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morphologically integrated single lexical items as code-switchings in their research on Finnish-
English bilingualism but have to resort to a third category, that of nonce borrowings, instead 
(Poplack, Wheeler & Westwood 1989:396-397). This conception was criticized by Myers-Scotton 
(1993:23) who points out single-word switches are common with agglutinative Matrix languages 
(Myers-Scotton 1993:31) and that code-switching and borrowing rather form a continuum with 
frequency as the main distinguishing factor between them (Myers-Scotton 1993:176). Sarhimaa 
(1999:194) is likewise critical towards the notion of nonce borrowings. Rather than 
morphosyntactic and phonological integration, conventionality seems to be the main criterion 
distinguishing borrowing from code-switching. With code-switching, the embedded language as a 
whole is potentially open to usage. Jarva (2008:66) argues that this was precisely the case with OHS 
and its Swedish lexicon. Another indicator for the openness, or lack of conventionality, of the OHS 
lexicon would be the tremendous variation in the phonotactics of the Swedish lexical items, though 
the variation in initial consonant clusters and the like seems to have reached its heights with later, 
postwar varieties of Helsinki Slang.  

As a further indication of the possible role of code-switching in the emergence of OHS, Jarva 
(2008:77-78) mentions the presence of longer code-switched phrases in some Helsinki slang 
material, and draws an interesting parallel between OHS and kyökkisuomi or ‘Kitchen Finnish’, an 
umbrella term for older Finnish-Swedish code-switching varieties used, for example, in 
communication between Swedish landowners and Finnish-speaking kitchen staff (Jarva 2008:59). A 
lot of anecdotal evidence for earlier code-switching varieties between Finnish and Swedish exist, 
such as the statement by an inhabitant of Sjundeå in Nyland in 1847 that “almost all the Finns that 
one can find here, in the municipality of Sjundeå, speak Swedish too. A consequence of this is that 
the Finnish dialect which you can hear around here is mixed with Swedish for almost one fourth of 
it” (Wallén 1932:102) or the words of the 19th century grammarian Renvall (quoted in Cannelin 
1926:79):  

In some cities and in many places in the countryside as well language is such mumbo-jumbo, 
that it is not Finnish, neither Swedish, but an anarchic mixture of both which clearly proves 
how ugly a language can become, if it is unthinkingly composed of different substances, either 
two different languages or two different dialects. Try, for example, the company of Finnish 
women in Turku! What a barbaric pig’s latin for a language, for example onk syster ollu visitin 
pääl, tul helseman minun päällen, se on farlit seilata tormiss yli haavin and so on. (Translation 
of both quotes is my own).  

The examples posited by Renvall both involve integrated lexical items (seilata ‘to sail’; tormiss 
‘storm’ with an inessive ending and the reduction of the initial consonant cluster characteristic for 
Finnish loanword integration; as well as haavin ‘sea-GEN’) and the unintegrated farlit which 
retains Swedish phonology and apparently the suffix -t (Sw farlig-t). The existence of earlier code-
switching varieties is beyond doubt, and possibly parallels very interesting; though there is 
obviously a dearth of material. But, though Jarva (2008:59) mentions possible lexical inflow from 
Kitchen Finnish varieties to OHS and also possible contact in the area of morphosyntax, it is 
doubtful whether relationships between Kitchen Finnish and OHS go much beyond those of 
interesting parallels. Notably, OHS gained a function as identity-marker that earlier code-switching 
varieties of Finnish likely never had. 

A strong argument against regarding early OHS as an unmarked code-switching variety is that 
the embedding of Swedish lexical forms itself becomes conventional to the extent that the vast 
majority of content words are substituted with Swedish-origin words. There is a stark difference in 
that regard between OHS and unmarked code-switching varieties such as Russian-Karelian 
mentioned above and Tsotsitaal, an Afrikaans-English code-switching variety which is unmarked in 
the sense that embedding English lexicon and phrases is a marking feature of the variety itself, may 
share some similarities with OHS in its emergence: possibly, Tsotsitaal emerged as a vehicle of 
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interethnic communication which later developed more and more to a slang with “anti-language” 
features (Slabbert & Myers-Scotton 1996:322). However, in Tsotsitaal, the Afrikaans Matrix 
language is dominant in lexicon as well, with the frequency of English items falling short of the 
near-wholesale vocabulary substitution encountered in OHS, and a significant number of longer 
code-switches phrases occurring (Slabbert & Myers-Scotton 1996:331-334). For OHS, in contrast, 
the proper name of the process seems to be relexification: the near-wholesale substitution of content 
vocabulary, which Muyskens (1981:62-63) sees as lying at the basis for Media Lengua. On the 
other hand, it may be possible to regard relexification, as Myers-Scotton (1993:216-217) does, as a 
very intense and frequent type of code-switching.  

It is, in any event, hard to imagine the emergence of a variety such as OHS without very frequent 
and intense code-switching: borrowings do not enter a language fully phonologically and 
morphologically integrated like Metis springing from Zeus’ head. But we lack the footprint, in the 
shape of composition in structure, that would enable us to unambiguously see OHS as a descendant 
or as an example of an unmarked code-switching variety. Unfortunately, the variety of OHS most 
relevant to its genetic identity would be the earliest one, and we have little material on its features 
except its vocabulary (Kallio 2007:180). Thus, pace Jarva (2008:79), I am unsure of the relevance 
of OHS to the question of the emergence of mixed languages, at least in accordance with Auer’s 
model. 

5. Consequences: language genesis in a black box 

As mentioned, Media Lengua and OHS would be rejected as genetically mixed languages based 
on the models provided by Auer (1999) and Myers-Scotton (2003). But should they? There is no 
evidence of a preceding unmarked code-switching stage in the structural domains of either 
language, but does absence of such evidence preclude a mixed genetic origin? A moment’s 
reflection shows that it does: even if OHS in its early stages arose from an unmarked code-
switching or ‘language-mixing’ variety similar to those found in Russian-Karelian and English-
Afrikaans contact situations, OHS as it is strongly suggests a variety with Finnish, and only Finnish, 
as its Matrix language lay at its roots. Unmarked code-switching varieties such as Kaaps Afrikaans 
are not (yet) languages in and of themselves, but rather intermingling usage patterns of two 
languages in use by a specific speech community, and if it is conceptually possible that such a 
variety may, through conventionalization of a specific language for specific kinds of constituents, 
give rise to a genetically mixed language. But it is equally conceptually possible that one of the 
languages in use takes over as an exclusive matrix language. Thus the notion that early OHS may 
have been a ‘language-mixing’ variety does not commit one to the incoherent notion that a mixed 
language has given birth to one that is unambiguously Uralic (as the more recent Helsinki slang, if 
not OHS, clearly is). OHS is therefore not a mixed language in the genetic sense. 

Thus, I agree in essence with Kallio’s (2007) position that OHS is to be seen as Uralic on the 
basis of its clearly Finnish grammatical structure, even if I consider the crucial role of code-
switching in the emergence of OHS as argued by Jarva (2008:66) to be highly likely. My reasoning 
differs from Kallio’s in that I believe it is quite possible to state what a genetically mixed language 
would look like and how it would emerge—we just lack the evidence to call OHS one. Also, I 
consider the importance of structural relationships in assigning genetic identity to be very relative: 
though a lack of composition in structure would seem to imply monogenesis, it does not tell us, in 
case of languages sporting a grammar-lexicon split, which ancestor the language would need to be 
assigned to. Regardless of the actual history of Ma’a, the scenario sketched by Thomason (1997b) 
and Greenberg (1999) of a very gradual Bantuization of an originally Cushitic language seems quite 
conceivable, and therefore, it is conceivable that there are cases in which basic vocabulary, rather 
than structure, is the more reliable guide to genetic relationships. What may be plausible in the case 
of Ma’a—a language spoken by people eager to preserve and assert a threatened ethnic identity in 
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contrast to surrounding speakers of Bantu languages—is not, of course, in the case of OHS, a 
language originally developed as a vehicle for interethnic communication, then slowly becoming a 
badge for a new, emergent urban identity. In both cases, vocabulary is the most salient component 
of language, and open to conscious efforts of retention, substitution or manipulation: but it is not 
predetermined what speakers will do with that salient component. It is really the social history of 
the speakers that holds the key to the genetic relationships of their languages. 
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AN OUTLINE OF ROMANIAN PIDGIN ARABIC 
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University of Bucharest 

Abstract 

This paper looks at Romanian Pidgin Arabic, a contact language formerly in use on Romanian 
well sites in various locations in Iraq. The phonology, morphology, syntax and lexicon of the 
language are described on the basis of a corpus of data collected during fieldwork. The data are 
discussed in comparison to those from other pidgins, with various lexifier languages. Romanian 
Pidgin Arabic is shown to exhibit features typical of the so-called pre-pidgins. Also discussed 
are the implications of the findings for the study of pidgin and creole languages, in general, and 
of Arabic-based contact languages in particular. 

1. Introduction 

The present paper* describes a short-lived pidginized variety of Arabic used by Romanian and 
Arab oil workers in Iraq. The description is based on fieldwork conducted by the author in two 
locations, Kut (Eastern Iraq) and Rashdiya (north of Baghdad), over a period of five months (May-
September 1984) and respectively six months (January-June 1985). The method used for collecting 
most of the data was participant observation (field notes). Supplementary data, in particular lists of 
lexical items, were elicited through interviews on location with four informants, who had been 
working on Romanian well sites in Iraq for periods ranging from two to five years.  

The sociolinguistic situation under which this Romanian Arabic Pidgin (henceforth RPA) 
emerged can be outlined as follows. The participants in the language-contact situation consisted of 
speakers of Romanian, Egyptian Arabic and Iraqi Arabic respectively. Only a very small minority 
spoke (some) English. None of the Romanians spoke any Arabic, while neither the Iraqis nor the 
Egyptian migrant workers had any knowledge of Romanian. Under the circumstances, there was no 
available common language. The speakers of Romanian constantly outnumbered those of Egyptian 
and Iraqi Arabic: at any given time, Romanians amounted to some two thirds of the crew, 

                                                      
* The assistance of Gunvor Mejdell (University of Oslo) and of an anonymous reviewer, who brought to my 

attention Næss (2008) and respectively Bakir (to appear), is gratefully acknowledged. I am also grateful for 
the insightful comments of the two anonymous reviewers. All errors, of course, remain mine.     
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technicians and supervisors. There was a significant turnover among the users of the contact 
language at issue, due to temporary leaves and replacements, with newcomers picking up the pidgin 
from “old hands”. RPA appears to have been used in the period between 1974 and 1990, on 
Romanian well sites, in locations such as Ammara, Basra, Kut, Nassiriya, Rashdiya and Rumaila1. 
The first Gulf War and the subsequent withdrawal of the Romanian supervisors and technicians 
marked the end of the use of RPA. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I sketch the main characteristics of the 
phonology of RPA. Section 3 focuses on its morphology and syntax. In section 4, I briefly discuss 
its lexicon. The findings and their implications are summarized in section 5. 

All examples from RPA are rendered in the system of transliteration used for Arabic. Examples 
from other pidgins are transcribed as in the sources mentioned2.  

2. Phonology 

The phonology of RPA is characterized by significant inter-speaker variation, due to the 
influence of the speakers’ first language, i.e. Romanian, Egyptian Arabic and Iraqi Arabic 
respectively. This type of inter-speaker phonological variation is attested in other pidgins as well, 
e.g. English Japanese Pidgin (Goodman 1967:51) or Chinook Jargon (Romaine 1988:120-121). 

Consider first some characteristics typical of RPA speakers with Romanian as first language. 
Thus, vowel length is not distinctive in lexical items of Arabic origin or in those from English: 

 
(1)  a. lazim ‘must’ < Ar. lāzim 
       b. slip ‘to sleep’ < E. sleep 

 
The loss of the distinction between short and long vowels is attested in other Arabic-lexified 

pidgins and creoles (Owens 1989:102; Avram 1995:77; Miller 2002:32; Næss 2008:42). 
As in other Arabic-based contact languages (Nhial 1987:87; Versteegh 1984:121; Prokosch 

1986:84, 92, 97; Pasch & Thelwall 1987:99-100; Owens 1989:102; Smart 1990:87-88; Avram 
1993, 1995:76-77; Miller 2002:32), the marked consonantal phonemes of Arabic are either replaced 
or lost. In word-initial position the velar voiceless fricative/h ̬/ and the pharyngeal voiceless fricative 
/h#/ are both replaced by /h/: 

 
(2)  a. hamsa ‘five’ < Ar. h ̬amsa 
       b. habib ‘friend’ < Ar. h ̩abīb 

 
In word-final position the reflexes of /h ̬/ or / h ̩/ are /h/, /a/ or ø: 

 
(3)  a. embarih ‘yesterday’ < Ir. Ar. mbērih ̩ 
       b. rua ‘to leave’ < Ar. ruh ̩  
       c. mufta ‘key’ < Ir. Ar. muftāh ̩ 

                                                      
1 George Grigore (personal communication) and the author’s own observations on the occasion of short visits 

to some of these locations. 
2 Abbreviations: 1 = first person; 2 = second person; Ar. = Arabic; DEM = demonstrative; E. = English; Eg. 

Ar. = Egyptian Arabic; GAr. = Gulf Arabic; Ir. Ar. = Iraqi Arabic; lit. = literally; NEG = negator; NHJE = 
New Hebrides Jargon English; Norw. = Norwegian; PPE = Pacific Pidgin Englishes; PREP = preposition; 
Rom. = Romanian; Rus. = Russian; SG = singular; SPPE = Samoan Plantation Pidgin English. 
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The reflex of the voiceless glottal stop /’/ and of the pharyngeal voiced fricative /‘/ is ø: 
 
(4)  a. arba ‘four’ < Ar. ’arba‘ 
       b. dilwati ‘now’ < Eg. Ar. dilwa’ti 
       c. saa ‘watch; hour’ < Ar. sā‘a 
       d. ašara ‘ten’ < Ar. ‘ašara 
 

The voiced velar fricative /ġ/ is replaced by /g/: 
  
(5)  šogol ‘work’ < Ir. Ar. šuġul 
     

The so-called “emphatics” are replaced by plain consonants: 
 
(6)  halas ̝ ‘ready’ < Ar. h ̬alās ̩ 
 

Finally, the geminate consonants of Arabic undergo degemination: 
 
(7)  sita ‘six’ < Ar. sitta 
 

A typical feature of the speakers with Egyptian or Iraqi Arabic as their first language is the 
replacement of /p/ and /v/ by /b/ in words of English or Romanian origin: 

 
(8)  bibul ‘people’ < E. people 
 

3. Morphology and syntax 

3.1 Noun phrase 

      Nouns are invariant in form, given the loss of gender and number distinctions: 
 

(9)  Sadik  la       ani  work  la      sonda. 
  friend  PREP 1SG  work  PREP rig 
  ‘My friend works / my friends work on the rig.’ 
 

Unlike other Arabic-lexified pidgins, e.g. Gulf Pidgin Arabic (Smart 1990:93) or Juba Arabic 
(Miller 2002:33), which do have plural markers, in RPA the singular vs. plural interpretation 
usually relies on the context. However, plurality may be indicated by the occurrence of a cardinal 
numeral: 

 
 (10)  hamsa sadik 
  five     friend 
  ‘five friends.’  
 

Occasionally, tumač ‘much, many’ (< E. too much) or kulu-kulu  (< Ar. kull) ‘all’ are used as 
markers of plurality: 
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(11)  a. Aku sadik   tumač la      ani. 
      be   friend  many  PREP 1SG 
      ‘I have (many) friends.’       
  b. sayara kulu-kulu 
      car       all 
     ‘cars.’ 
 

The dual form of nouns is replaced by structures with the pre-posed cardinal numeral ‘two’, as in 
other Arabic-lexified pidgins (Smart 1990:107): 

 
(12)  itnen dinar. 
  two  dinar 
  ‘two dinars.’  
 

The definite article is not attested. RPA thus resembles Gulf Pidgin Arabic in which the definite 
article does not occur either (Smart 1990:92). Speakers with Romanian as their first language 
occasionally use the cardinal number wahed ‘one’ as an indefinite article: 

 
(13)  Ani  šuf  wahed sayara. 
  1SG see  one      car 
  ‘I saw a car.’ 
 

Adjectives are invariant, as in Gulf Pidgin Arabic (Smart 1990:95). Adjectives can also be used 
adverbially, as illustrated by the examples below: 

 
(14)  a. Hada  zen. 
      DEM good 
     ‘This is good.’ 
  b. Inte šogol  zen. 
       2SG work  good 
      ‘You work well.’ 
 

The only class of numerals attested is that of cardinal numerals. Since gender distinctions are 
lost, all of them are invariant in form. The dual form of cardinal numerals is replaced by structures 
with ‘two’: 

 
(15)  itnen miya. 
  two  hundred 
  ‘two hundreds.’ 
 

The system of pronouns is extremely poorly developed. Only two personal pronouns are 
consistently used: 
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(16)  a. ani ‘1SG’ 
  b. inte ‘2SG’ 
 
For plural referents, for all persons, the noun pipol ‘people’ is occasionally used: 
 
(17)  Pipol   rumani      drink mai    tumač. 
  people Romanian drink water much 
  ‘We, Romanians, drink much water.’ 
 
The pronominal use of nouns is reported in the literature on pidgin languages. Mühlhäusler 
(1997:148) notes with respect to pidgins in their early stages that “proper nouns or nouns are used 
instead of pronouns”. Consider the following example from Queensland Pidgin English 
(Mühlhäusler 1997:148), in which the noun kanaka ‘people’ functions as a personal pronoun: 

 
(18)  Kanaka work plenty. 
  ‘We work a lot.’ 
 
Similarly, Næss (2008:52) writes in the section on the pronominal system of Gulf Pidgin Arabic 
that “the common way of expressing non-specific “they” is the noun nafarāt ‘people’”. The so-
called suffix pronouns of Arabic are replaced by personal pronouns, as in other Arabic-lexified 
pidgins and creoles (Smart 1990:96; Avram 1994, 1995; Miller 2002:33). Illustrated below is the 
use of personal pronouns in structures with a direct object, with a prepositional object and 
expressing possession respectively:  
 
(19)  a. Inǧiner   šuf  inte. 
      engineer see 2SG 
      ‘The engineer sees you.’ 
  b. Ani  spik    la      inte. 
      1SG   speak PREP  2SG 
      ‘I told you.’ 
  c. Inte  sadik  la      ani. 
     2SG  friend PREP 1SG 
     ‘You are my friend.’ 
 
Personal pronouns also function as reflexives. The only demonstrative is hada ‘this; that’, which 
functions either as a pronoun or as a pronominal adjective: 

 
(20)  a. Hada čakuš. 
      DEM  hammer  
      ‘This is a hammer.’ 
  b. Hada  čakuš    muzen. 
      DEM   hammer bad 
      ‘This hammer is bad.’ 
 
The existence of a single demonstrative is characteristic of other Arabic-lexified pidgins and creoles 
such as Gulf Pidgin Arabic (Smart 1990:108) and Juba Arabic (Miller 2002:34). Finally, no relative 
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pronouns have been recorded. The absence of relative pronouns is a feature shared by RPA with at 
least one other Arabic contact language, but which distinguishes it from other varieties. Thus, while 
Gulf Pidgin Arabic appears to have no relative pronoun (Smart 1990:112), other Arabic pidgins and 
creoles, such as Ki Nubi, have several relativizers (Khamis & Owens 2007:207, 214). 

3.2 Verb phrase 

Verbs are invariant in form: 
 

(21)  a. Ani  šogol. 
     1SG work 
     ‘I work.’ 
  b. Inte šogol. 
      2SG work 
     ‘You work.’ 
  c. Pipol   šogol. 
      people work 
      ‘They work.’ 
 

No overt copula occurs in RPA. Consequently, equative and locative structures as well as 
adjective predicates exhibit zero copula: 

 
(22)  a. Inte  duktur. 
      2SG doctor 
     ‘You are a doctor.’ 
  b. Ani  la      karavan. 
      1SG  PREP caravan 
     ‘I am in the caravan.’ 
  c. Ani  šabab. 
      1SG young 
     ‘I am young.’ 
 
The absence of copula distinguishes RPA from other Arabic-based contact languages, e.g. Gulf 
Pidgin Arabic (Smart 1990:100-102; Næss 2008:80-83), Juba Arabic (Miller 2002:34) and Ki Nubi 
(Khamis & Owens 2007:209), which, besides the zero copula, use copulas etymologically derived 
from Arabic, e.g. from Ar. fī ‘in’3. 
 

Existence and possession are both expressed by means of aku, from Ir. Ar. aku ‘be (existential)’: 
 

                                                      
3 A reviewer pointed out that the copula used in Juba Arabic and Ki Nubi is rather yaú. Etymologically, this 

derives from Ar. yā hū ‘vocative particle + 3SG.M’ (Wellens 2003:260), and functions as a copula in Juba 
Arabic. However, ya / yaw is analyzed as a focus marker by Wellens (2003:171, 259), and as a highlighter 
by Khamis & Owens (2007:210). 
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(23)  a. Aku manǧariya. 
      be   food 
     ‘There is food.’ 
  b. Aku fulus    la      inte? 
      be   money PREP  2SG 
     ‘Have you got any money?’ 

 
There are no tense and aspect markers. In the absence of tense and aspect marking, the temporal 

and aspectual interpretation of sentences mainly relies on the context. Also recorded is the 
unsystematic use of time adverbials and of pre-posed halas (< Ar. h ̬alās ̩) ‘to finish’. Consider the 
following examples: 

 
(24)  a. Leš   rua dilwati? 
      why go   now 
     ‘Why are you leaving?’ 
  b. Baaden spik   la      mudir. 
      then      speak PREP boss  
      ‘[Afterwards] I’ll tell the boss.’ 
  c. Inte  halas  it? 
      2SG finish eat 
      ‘Have you eaten [everything]?’    
 
The general picture that emerges resembles to some extent the situation in Gulf Pidgin Arabic. 
Thus, Næss (2008:85) writes that sentences “can be marked for the past tense by the […] adverb 
awwal ‘before’, whereas [the] future tense may be marked by bādēn ‘then, later’”. However, 
according to Næss (2008:88-91), Gulf Pidgin Arabic appears to be in the process of developing a 
marker fi of the continuous aspect4. Note that Smart (1990:104) also reports the use of pre-posed 
h ̬alās ̩ “as an emphatic past marker” in Gulf Pidgin Arabic, while a similar perfect marker kala(s), in 
post-verbal position, is used in Juba Arabic and Ki Nubi (Versteegh 1984:123; Prokosch 1986:88; 
Pasch & Thelwall 1987:125-126; Miller 2002:34). 

Negation is expressed by means of an invariant negator, occurring in pre-verbal position: 
 
(25)  Ani  no    aref. 
  1SG  NEG know 
  ‘I don’t know.’ 
 
The use of a negator which is etymologically derived from English differentiates RPA from other 
Arabic-based contact languages. For instance, the negators mā / ma, mafi, mū and mub in Gulf 
Pidgin Arabic (Smart 1990:108; Næss 2008:71) or ma and mafi in Juba Arabic (Nhial 1987:85-86) 
and Ki Nubi (Nhial 1975:85; Khamis & Owens 2007:207) are all of Arabic origin. 

                                                      
4 For a discussion of the verbal system of Gulf Pidgin Arabic, see also Bakir (to appear). 
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3.3 Function words 

In contrast to pronouns, the system of question words is relatively rich. The following question 
words are attested in the corpus: 

 
(26)  a. min / minu ‘who’ 
  b. eš / šinu / šu ‘what’ 
  c. fen / wen ‘where’ 
  d. šwakit / ešwakit ‘when’ 
  e. šlon ‘how’ 
  f. leš / lieš ‘why’ 
  g. šged ‘how many’ 
  h. kam / čam ‘how much.’ 
 
As can be seen, there are two and even three variants of one and the same question word. Some of 
these variants are merely alternative pronunciations, e.g. leš and lieš. Other variants can be traced 
back to different etyma: fen < Eg. Ar. fēn vs. wen < Ir. Ar. wēn; kam < Eg. Ar. kam vs. čam < Ir. Ar. 
čam. Forms such as šwakit (< Ir. Ar. š + wakit lit. ‘what time’) or lieš (< Ir. Ar. li + eš lit. ‘for 
what’) are not perceived as bi-morphemic5 by RPA speakers with Romanian as their first language, 
for whom the system of question words is therefore opaque6. 

 Only a small number of adverbs are attested. These include the following: 
 

(27)  a. baaden ‘then’ 
  b. hon ‘here’ 
  c. šuwaya ‘a little; slowly.’ 
 
On the other hand, as already mentioned, most adjectives may be used as adverbs as well. 

 RPA has a one-preposition system. The only preposition is la, which occurs in a variety of 
structures, e.g. with an indirect object, in those expressing location, direction and possession, etc.: 

  
(28)  a. Gib    sigara    la      ani. 
      bring cigarette PREP 1 SG 
      ‘Give me a cigarette.’  
  b. Ani  slip   la      karavan. 
      1SG  sleep PREP caravan 
     ‘I sleep in a caravan.’ 
  c. Inte rua la     suk? 
      2SG go  PREP market 
     ‘Are you going to the market?’ 
  d. Fulus   la      ani. 
      money PREP 1SG 
     ‘my money.’ 

                                                      
5 Cf. Khamis & Owens (2007:214) who note that in Ki Nubi “the interrogatives derive from Arabic and are 

bimorphemic only to the extent that their Sudanese Arabic Arabic etyma are.” 
6 For a survey of the systems of question words in pidgins and creoles see Muysken & Smith (1990). 
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While other Arabic-lexified pidgins such as Gulf Pidgin Arabic (Smart 1990:109-110) have at least 
several prepositions, the use of a single “all-purpose” preposition is mentioned in the literature on 
pidgin languages (Mühlhäusler 1997:149-150). In Russenorsk, for instance, the preposition po 
occurs in structures expressing e.g. location, direction or possession (Broch & Jahr 1984:45):  

 
(29)  a. Principal po lan. 
     ‘The captain is ashore.’ 
  b. Moja po vater kastom. 
      ‘I’ll throw you in the water.’ 
  c. klokka po ju 
     ‘your watch.’ 
 
RPA does not have any complementizers and conjunctions. Their non-occurrence differentiates 
RPA from other Arabic-based pidgins. Thus, Smart (1990:111) notes the existence in Gulf Pidgin 
Arabic of inna ‘that’, although he adds that it “is usually omitted” and that it “appears only rarely”. 
He also lists several conjunctions introducing purpose and conditional clauses (Smart 1990:112). 

3.4 Categorial multifunctionality 

The survey of the lexical categories attested in RPA must include a discussion of categorial 
multifunctionality7. This is a direct consequence of the lack of inflections as well as of the small 
size of the vocabulary. Many words can be assigned to more than one lexical category and can 
therefore be analyzed as lexically underspecified8.  

 
(30)  a. halas  ‘ready’ and ‘to finish’ 
  b. šogol  ‘work’ and ‘to work.’ 
 
Categorial multifunctionality is attested in other pidgins, with various lexifier languages. Consider 
the following examples from Butler English (Mehrotra 1999): 

 
(31)  a. fire ‘fire’ and ‘to burn’ 
  b. wet ‘wet’ and ‘to bathe.’ 

3.5 Reduplication 

The only morphological operation attested is total reduplication, which applies to adjectival and 
adverbial bases and expresses an intensifying meaning: 
 
(32)  a. kulu ‘each’ → kulu-kulu ‘all; completely’ 
  b. šuwaya ‘a little; slowly’ → šuwaya-šuwaya ‘very little; very slowly’ 
  c. zen ‘good; well’ → zen-zen ‘very good; very well.’ 
 
RPA differs from other Arabic-based contact languages in which reduplication applies to more 
bases. In Gulf Pidgin Arabic, for instance, reduplication also applies to nouns (Smart 1990:96). The 
examples provided by Miller (1993:161-162, 2002:34, 2003:290-294) show that in Juba Arabic 
numerals, verbs and quantifiers can also function as bases for reduplication. From the point of view 

                                                      
7 See Voorhoeve (1981) and Mühlhäusler (1997:137) for a theoretical discussion of this concept.  
8 In the sense of Silverstein (1972a, 1972b).  
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of the semantics of reduplication RPA resembles other Arabic-lexified pidgins. Smart (1990:95) 
mentions “intensification” in his discussion of reduplication in Gulf Pidgin Arabic and “intensity” 
or “intensive meaning” is also one of the meanings of reduplication in Juba Arabic (Nhial 1975:85; 
Miller 1993:161, 2002:34). Reduplication is not productive in RPA and it appears to represent a 
discourse-based means of enhancing expressiveness rather than a morphological process. This is 
demonstrated by the occasional occurrence of triplication9, as in the following dialogue: 

 
(33)  a. A: Šlonek,    zen? 
     how you well 
   ‘How are you, are you alright?’ 
  b. B: Ani  zen. 
     1SG well 
    ‘I’m fine.’ 
  c. A: Inte zen-zen-zen? 
       2SG well 
     ‘Are you really alright?’  
 
Moreover, in at least some cases, there seems to be no demonstrable difference in meaning between 
the simplex and the reduplicated forms. Thus, both šuwaya and šuwaya-šuwaya may mean ‘a little; 
slowly’. Such examples confirm the observation made by Bakker (2003:43) that in pidgins 
“reduplicated and unreduplicated forms coexist, but there appears to be no meaning differences 
between the two forms”. Finally, several pseudo-reduplicated forms have been recorded10: 

 
(34)  a. fikifiki ‘sexual intercourse’  
  b. sawasawa ‘together’ 
  c. semsem ‘similar, identical.’ 
 
These are lexicalized forms derived etymologically from Arabic and English, for which there are no 
corresponding simplex forms, i.e. *fiki, *sawa and *sem. Interestingly, the last two pseudo-
reduplicated forms are reported to occur in Gulf Pidgin Arabic as well (Smart 1990: 96): 

 
(35)  a. sawa sawa ‘together’ 
  b. seem seem ‘same.’ 
 
Pseudo-reduplicated forms are found in other pidgins. Consider the examples below from Sino-
Russian and English-Japanese Pidgin respectively (Bakker 2003:40-41): 

 
(36)  a. igrá-igrá ‘to bargain, to argue’ 
  b. saymo-saymo ‘same.’ 
 
That reduplication is not productive in RPA is hardly surprising. First, in both colloquial Arabic and 
Romanian reduplication is mainly used for rhetorical or stylistic purposes. Second, as shown by 

                                                      
9  Cf. Miller (2003:295) for a similar argument in her discussion of reduplication in Juba Arabic. 
10 Also called quasi-reduplicated (Bakker 2003:40). 
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Miller (2003:298), productive reduplication is not attested in Arabic-lexified pidgins. Thus, Tosco 
& Owens (1993) do not mention reduplication at all in their description of Turku. Smart (1990:95-
96) notes several instances of reduplication in Gulf Pidgin Arabic. However, these are not numerous 
and include reduplicated forms used for what he calls “onomatopoeic effect” and “words [which] 
are always used reduplicatively” (Smart 1990:96), i.e. pseudo-reduplicated forms. Third, while 
reduplication does occur in Arabic-lexified creoles such as Nubi and Juba Arabic, “its 
morphological status remains debatable” (Miller 2003:298). Finally, Bakker (1995:33) writes that 
reduplication “is rare in pidgins as a productive process”. According to Bakker (2003:43), its 
absence in pidgin languages is “one of the most striking structural differences between Pidgins and 
Creoles”. Bakker (2003:44) further notes that “most Pidgins do have some unproductive, lexical 
reduplication”, possibly originating “in a “jargon” phase”, and that reduplicated forms “may derive 
from a discourse strategy which almost never develops into a productive process of reduplication.” 

3.6 Word order, compound sentences and complex sentences 

Like most pidgins, RPA has SVO word order, including in questions: 
 

(37)  Inte šuf  hada? 
  2SG see DEM 
  ‘Did you see this?’  
 
However, sentences with aku ‘to be’ or maku ‘not to be’ may display VSO or OVS word order11: 
 
(38)  a. Maku  saa     la      ani. 
      not be  watch PREP 1SG 
     ‘I don’t have a watch.’ 
  b. La     ani  maku   sigara. 
      PREP 1SG  not be  cigarette 
     ‘I don’t have cigarettes.’ 
 

Sentence coordination is achieved mainly by juxtaposition of sentences. Less frequently, the 
adverb baaden is used, as illustrated by the following example:  

 
(39)  Tal     hon  baaden giv  hada sikina la      ani. 
  come here  then     give DEM  knife  PREP 1SG 
  ‘He came here and gave me this knife.’ 
 
A similar use of adverbs for sentence coordination is reported for other pidgins. Consider the use of 
so (< Norw. så ‘then’) in Russenorsk (Romaine 1988:128): 

 
(40)  Moja po anner skip nakka vin drikkom, so moja nakka lite pjan. 
  ‘I drank some wine on another ship and I got a little drunk.’ 
 
A consequence of the absence of relative pronouns, conjunctions and overt complementizers is the 
fact that subordinate clauses occur very rarely. The main strategy is the use of iconic, paratactic 

                                                      
11 Cf. Russenorsk, which alternates SVO and SOV (Broch & Jahr 1981). 
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structures. In these structures “sequencing rules are iconic of the sequence of real events reported” 
(Mühlhäusler 1997:130) and are therefore instances of the so-called “natural” syntax12: 

 
(41)  Inte  no   work, maku    fulus    la      inte. 
  2SG  NEG work  not be  money PREP 2SG 
  ‘If you don’t work, you have no money.’ 
 
Iconic paratactic structures occur in other pidgins, with different lexifiers, as illustrated by the 
following example from Samoan Plantation Pidgin English (Mühlhäusler 1997:130): 

 
(42)  No mani,            no kam. 
  ‘If I don’t have money, I won’t come.’ 
 
It is less clear whether RPA has a zero complementizer. An extremely small number of examples 
might be interpreted as an instance of either direct speech or of indirect speech with a zero-
complementizer: 

 
(43)  Inte  spik    la      ani  hada muzen. 
  2SG  speak PREP 1SG  DEM   bad 
  ‘You told me: This is not good.’ / ‘You told me this was not good.’ 
 
Romaine (1988:128-129) suggests such an interpretation for similar cases in Russenorsk:  

 
(44)  Moja ska si ju grot ligom. 
  ‘I’ll say: You lie a lot.’ / ‘I’ll say that you lie a lot.’ 
 
However, the scarcity of ambiguous examples as well as the rarity of subordinate clauses favours 
the more cautious conclusion according to which RPA does not have any complementizers (overt or 
zero). 

4. The lexicon 

The size of the core vocabulary of RPA amounts to approximately 150 words. This is 
comparable with the figures reported for some pidgins: 50-100 for New Hebrides Jargon English 
(Mühlhäusler 1997:137); 150-200 for Russenorsk (Romaine 1988:126); 300 for Samoan Plantation 
Pidgin English (Mühlhäusler 1997:137). Inter-speaker variation is also attested, with the occasional 
occurrence of more lexical items in the speech of some individuals. Such items, however, do not 
appear to be part of the permanent lexicon of RPA. Similar observations have been made in the 
literature. Thus, Mühlhäusler (1997:130) mentions “the dominance of individual strategies and the 
non-permanence of a jargon’s lexicon outside its small core”. In his comments on the vocabulary of 
English-Japanese Pidgin, Goodman (1967:54) notes that its speakers “time and again stipulated 
new vocabulary items according to the needs of very specific situations”, but “these items did not 
remain in the permanent lexicon”. 

                                                      
12 In the sense of Haiman (1985). Cf. also Mühlhäusler (1997:130), who states that “this is the most natural 

strategy and is therefore favoured.” 
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As far as the origin of the vocabulary is concerned, approximately 75% of the words are derived 
from Egyptian and Iraqi Arabic etyma, while the remaining 25% can be traced back to English and 
Romanian. The proportion of Arabic-derived words is smaller than, but still comparable with that 
estimated for Gulf Pidgin Arabic: according to Næss (2008:27), more than 95% of the Gulf Pidgin 
Arabic lexicon consists of words of Gulf Arabic origin. 

Worth mentioning is the existence of a number of lexical hybrids, some of which are listed 
below13: 
 
(45)  a. gib ‘to give; to bring’, cf. E. give and Eg. Ar. gib ‘bring!’     
  b. la ‘PREP’, cf. Rom. la ‘at, to, in’ and Ar. li ‘for’  
  c. no ‘NEG’, cf. E. no and Rom. nu ‘no, not’ 
  d. problem [proˈblem] ‘problem’, cf. E. problem and Rom. problemă [proˈbleməә] ‘problem’ 

  e. duktur [duk'tur] ‘doctor’, cf. Ar. duktūr ‘doctor (title)’, E. doctor and Rom. doctor ‘doctor.’ 
 
The form in (45a) is a consequence of the absence of /v/ in Arabic. Note the conflation of the 
meanings of the etyma. The “all-purpose” preposition in (45b) owes, in part, its existence to the 
coincidental similarity of two frequent prepositions of Romanian and Arabic. The similarity of the 
English and Romanian words for ‘no’ accounts for the shape of the negator in (45c). The form in 
(45d), while very similar to English, has the stress pattern of its Romanian counterpart. Finally, the 
form in (45e) is phonetically close to Arabic, but semantically to English or Romanian. Lexical 
hybrids, facilitated by phonetic similarity, are attested in other pidgins as well. Consider the 
following examples from Russenorsk: 

 
(46)  po ‘on’, cf. Rus. po, Norw. på  

 
In spite of the extremely small size of the vocabulary, several lexical doublets and even 

synonymic series have been recorded. In all such cases, doublets and/or synonyms are 
etymologically derived from different source languages: 
 
(47)  a. mašina < Rom. maşină and sayara < Ar. sayyāra ‘car’ 
  b. zen < Ir. Ar. zēn, kuwais < Eg. Ar. kuwayyis, and gud < E. good 
 
The existence of similar cases is reported in the literature on other pidgins, such as Russenorsk 
(Broch & Jahr 1984:47): 
 
(48)  bra <  Norw.  bra,  god  <  Norw.  god,  dobro  <  Rus.  dobro,  and korosjo < Rus. xorošo  
 

Some lexical items exhibit the effect of reanalysis of morphemic boundaries. This 
reinterpretation of the morphemic make-up of words depends on the first language of the speakers 
of RPA. Thus, for RPA speakers with Romanian as their first language the form in (49a) is 
reanalyzed as mono-morphemic. Occasionally, the morphemic boundaries of forms, e.g. in (49b), 
are reinterpreted by all speakers, regardless of their first language. 

 

                                                      
13 Lexical items identified across languages (Mühlhäusler 1997:135). 
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(49)  a. muzen ‘bad’ < Ir. Ar. mū zēn ‘not good’ 
  b. tumač ‘much, many’ < E. too much. 
 
Reanalysis of morphemic boundaries is found in other pidginized or creolized varieties of Arabic 
(Versteegh 1984:121). Consider the example below from Gulf Pidgin Arabic (Næss 2008:26): 

 
(50)  šismik ‘name’ < GAr. š-ism-ik ‘what is your name?’.  
 
Reanalysis of morphemic boundaries is also attested in pidgins with other lexifier languages, as in 
following example from Pacific Pidgin English (Mühlhäusler 1997:129): 

 
(51)   aidono ‘I don’t know’ < E. I don’t know. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Pidgin languages have been assigned to various developmental stages, on the basis of linguistic 
criteria. This well-known typology (Mühlhäusler 1997:5-6; Siegel 2008:2-4) distinguishes 
accordingly three types of pidgins: (i) pre-pidgins (also called jargons or minimal pidgins); (ii) 
stable pidgins; (iii) expanded (or extended) pidgins. Each of these types is characterized by a 
specific set of phonological, morphological, syntactic and lexical diagnostic features. Throughout 
this paper I have noted similarities between RPA and other pidgins, either Arabic-based or with 
another lexifier language. In the table below I compare RPA with three other languages which may 
be considered as illustrative of the pre-pidgin stage: Russenorsk14 and two English-lexified 
varieties, Butler English and Pacific Pidgin Englishes15. The diagnostic features set out in the table 
are based on data from the following sources: Broch & Jahr (1981, 1984) for Russenorsk; Hosali & 
Aitchison (1986), Mehrotra (1999), and Hosali (2005) for Butler English; Mühlhäusler (1997), and 
Tryon & Charpentier (2004) for Pacific Pidgin Englishes. The diagnostic features are those 
discussed by Mühlhäusler (1997:128-138) to which I have added “non-productive reduplication”, in 
line with Bakker’s (1995, 2003) suggestions. The sign “+” shows that a feature is found and “−” 
that it is not attested. A blank space indicates the absence of relevant information. RPA shares its 
characteristics with at least one of the other pre-pidgins. Therefore, from the point of view of its 
developmental stage, RPA is a pre-pidgin.  

As is well known, pidgins have also been classified on the basis of social criteria. One such 
typology is proposed by Bakker (1995:27-28), in terms of the social situation in which pidgins are 
used. Four types are distinguished: (i) maritime pidgins: Lingua Franca, Russenorsk; (ii) trade 
pidgins: Pidgin Eskimo, Chinese Pidgin English; (iii) interethnic contact languages: Chinook 
Jargon, Mobilian Jargon; (iv) work force pidgins: Butler English, Fanagalo, Hawaiian Pidgin 
English. Obviously, RPA can be assigned to the category of work force pidgins.  

                                                      
14 I follow Mühlhäusler (1997:135) and Sebba (1997:63) and regard Russenorsk as a pre-pidgin, contra Broch 

and Jahr (1981 and 1984) and Romaine (1988:124) who claim that it qualifies for the status of stable 
pidgin. 

15 Pacific Pidgin Englishes is a cover term for unspecified varieties of Pidgin English spoken in the Pacific in 
the 19th century (Mühlhäusler 1997:19; Siegel 2008:46). 
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Table. Comparison of selected diagnostic features 

Feature RPA RN BE PPE 

inter-speaker variation in phonology + + + + 

minimal personal pronoun system + +  + 

copula − − − − 

tense and aspect markers − − − − 

non-productive reduplication +   + 

one-preposition system + +  + 

conjunctions, complementizers −   − 

categorial multifunctionality + + + + 

non-productive reduplication +   + 

coordination with adverb + +   

iconic paratactic structures + + + + 

small size of core vocabulary 150 150-200  NHJE 50-100 

SPPE 300 

lexical hybrids + +   

lexical doublets + + +  

reanalysis of morphemic boundaries +   + 

 
Sebba (1997:26-33) suggests a typology according to the social context of the language’s origins 

and identifies the following types: (i) military and police pidgins: Lingua Franca, Hiri Motu; (ii) 
seafaring and trade pidgins: Russenorsk, Chinook Jargon, Chinese Pidgin English; (iii) plantation 
pidgins: Tok Pisin; (iv) mine and construction pidgins: Fanagalo, Ewondo populaire; (v) 
immigrants’ pidgins: Gastarbeiterdeutsch; (vi) tourist pidgins: Tarzanca (= Turkish tourist pidgin); 
(vii) urban contact vernaculars: Fly Taal. Sebba’s (1997) typology needs to be supplemented with a 
class consisting of oil industry pidgins. This would include not only. RPA, but also Gulf Pidgin 
Arabic, which Smart (1990:83) defines as a “reduced variety of Arabic, already current […] on the 
rigs” and “used between the indigenous Arab crews and foreign […] supervisors and technicians.” 

Twelve years ago, commenting on the development of pidgin and creole linguistics, Mühlhäusler 
(1997:20) wrote that “new Pidgins and Creoles are discovered” and listed 18 languages “that have 
been added to the list of Pidgins and Creoles over the last twenty years”. RPA is one more addition 
to the list of recently discovered pidgins.  

In his comprehensive list of pidgins, creoles and mixed languages, Smith (1995:356) mentions 
seven varieties under the heading “K. Arabic-lexifier Creoles and Pidgins”: Maridi Pidgin Arabic, 
Galgaliya, Turku, Juba Arabic, Ki Nubi, Ethiopian Pidgin Arabic and Gulf Pidgin Arabic. These are 
also the only varieties discussed by e.g. Owens (1997) and Miller (2002). The list of the Arabic-
lexified pidgins and creoles should also include RPA.  
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The relevance of Arabic-based contact languages has been discussed from several perspectives: 
the formation of Arabic dialects (Versteegh 1984; Holes 1995:19-24), the spread of Arabic (Owens 
1997), the historical process of language shift to Arabic (Miller 2002), and the study of pidgin and 
creole languages (Owens 2001; Avram 2003). One question of theoretical interest is whether Arabic 
pidgins are or not varieties of Arabic. Owens (2001:352) states that “within “Arabic” entities can 
be identified that are distinct enough to warrant separate designations” and includes under the 
name of the “Arabic complex” the following: Arabic dialects, what he calls “Central Asian Mixed 
Arabic”16, and Arabic creoles. According to Owens (2001:352), “a language that belongs to the 
Arabic complex is an “Araboid” language” and “members of the Arabic complex may be forms of 
Arabic, though they need not be”. On his analysis, Central Asian Mixed Arabic is not “a form of 
Arabic, since it has undergone too many changes, both quantitative and qualitative, to be regarded 
as a form of Arabic”, and Creole Arabic is “genetically related to Arabic in some sense, though 
itself not a form of Arabic—that is, it is a different language” (Owens 2001:352). By the same 
token, Arabic pidgins also qualify for the status of “Araboid” languages which are not forms of 
Arabic. Consequently, Owens’s “Arabic complex” could be extended so as to cover Arabic-based 
pidgins as well17.  

As discussed by Prokosch (1986:75-76) and Miller (2002:19), the exact status of some Arabic-
based contact varieties is debatable, mainly because of poor documentation. These include Maridi 
Arabic, Galgaliya/Shuwa Arabic and Ethiopian Pidgin Arabic. Maridi Arabic is reported to have 
been spoken in the 11th century, but it is only attested in a ten-sentence text (Thomason & Elgibali 
1986). The pidgin status of Galgaliya/Shuwa Arabic is denied by both Prokosch (1986:75), for 
whom “it has nothing to do with a pidgin”, and by Miller (2002:18), who writes that “some lists of 
P/C wrongly categorize the Nigerian (Shuwa) Arabic dialect as a P/C”18. Little is known about 
Ethiopian Pidgin Arabic, except that it is a rudimentary pidginized form of Arabic, reportedly used 
as a trade jargon between Arab traders and the local, non-Arabic speaking population (Ferguson 
1972). On the other hand, Gulf Pidgin Arabic appears to be a legitimate pidgin. Miller (2002:19) 
wrote with respect to Gulf Pidgin Arabic that its “status is questionable until we get more data”. 
However, while the first description of Gulf Pidgin Arabic mostly relied “on printed material that 
appeared in certain Gulf newspapers” (Smart 1990:83), a number of later analyses are based on in 
situ observation (Wiswall 2002; Næss 2008; Bakir to appear). Similarly, the description of RPA 
outlined in this paper also has the advantage of being based on data collected exclusively during 
fieldwork.  

The Arabic-based contact languages described in some detail in the literature are stable pidgins, 
expanded pidgins or creoles. Thus, Turku is said to have been a stable pidgin (Miller 2002:26-27). 
According to Smart (1990:83), Gulf Pidgin Arabic is “sufficiently developed and systematized”, 
although he refrains from deciding “whether or not this language constitutes a true pidgin”. In more 
recent work, Gulf Pidgin Arabic is characterized as “a variety on the way to becoming 
conventionalized” (Næss 2008:94), but “in comparison with other Arabic-based pidgins and creoles 
[…] much less standardized” (Næss 2008:101). Juba Arabic is an expanded pidgin and/or a creole 
(Miller 2002:29), while Ki Nubi is a creole (Miller 2002:25; Owens 2001; Khamis & Owens 
2007:199). Arabic-lexified pre-pidgins are far less documented in the literature. The present paper, 

                                                      
16 A cover term for varieties spoken “in eastern Iran, Afghanistan […], Uzbekistan, and, perhaps, Tajikistan” 

(Owens 2001:352). 
17 Obviously, this would run counter to a long-established tradition of excluding Arabic creoles and a fortiori 

Arabic pidgins from Arabic studies. In a relatively recent work, Holes (1995:24) disparagingly equates 
“pidgin Arabic” with “kitchen Arabic”. 

18 Where P/C stands for pidgin/creole. As suggested by a reviewer, Galgaliya Arabic should be removed from 
any association with Arabic pidgins and creoles. 
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then, contributes to a better knowledge of the wide range of outcomes of the contact between Arabic 
and other languages.  
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HAINAN CHAM, ANONG, AND EASTERN CHAM: THREE 
LANGUAGES, THREE SOCIAL CONTEXTS, THREE PATTERNS OF 

CHANGE1 

Graham Thurgood 
California State University, Chico 

Abstract 

Three separate languages are examined, each with a different sociolinguistic setting, and with 
each setting leading to a different pattern of grammatical change. The paper sketches the 
grammar changes and documents the associated social settings: specifically, how the language 
in question is used and whether outsiders are speaking the language. The paper supports the 
general conclusion (e.g., by Thomason & Kaufman) that the most important factors in contact-
induced change are social ones but more interestingly and more specifically, in regard to these 
three languages, it deals which sociolinguistic contexts for language correlate with the three 
quite distinct sets of outcomes. 

1. Introduction 

Language-internal pressures are not the only influence on the nature and direction of language 
change. In fact, in many cases, language contact is not just one influence but is the major influence 
providing an impetus that coincides with internal influences sometimes overpowering contradicting 
internal tendencies. When possible particular attention is paid to the sociolinguistic conditions 
under which three Southeast Asian languages have restructured under intense multilingual contact: 

                                                      
1 Acknowledgements. I shall be astonished should all my errors prove minor and appreciative of corrections from the specialists. I 

wish to thank various reviewers for extremely useful feedback. It is has led to revisions in my thinking; I suspect where I have not 
taken the advice given me, I shall regret it. The research in this paper is supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant No. 
60232 Endangered Languages in China. The Eastern Cham examples all come from the work of David and Doris Blood gathered 
roughly a quarter of a century ago, with the vast majority of them coming out of Doris Blood’s texts. The section on Eastern Cham 
was totally reworked under the invaluable and detailed feedback given by Marc Brunelle; the improvements under his guidance make 
it a much better paper. The Anong data is from Sun Hongkai & Liu Guangkun’s work, both participants in the grant. The data is part 
of a remarkable collection study of Anong, a study spread over some 40 years, full of treasures (cf. Sun & Liu 2005, which has just 
been translated (Sun & Liu 2009)). I wish to thank Fengxiang Li and Ela Thurgood for their invaluable insights and suggestions, and 
John Davey for feedback on an earlier version. The Hainan Cham data is from the work of Zheng Yiqing with the help of Ouyang 
Jueya with other material from Ni Dabai, Ian Maddiesen, and Keng-Fang Pang. There are also fieldwork recordings done in Hainan in 
the summer of 2004 by Ela Thurgood, Ouyang Jueya, JiangDi, and Graham Thurgood. 
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Hainan Cham, a Chamic language of Hainan; Anong, a Tibeto-Burman language of Yunnan; and 
Eastern Cham (Phan Rang Cham), a Chamic language of southern Vietnam.  

These three languages have been picked because, despite the existence of a great deal of 
information about their linguistics, it is clear that the key to understanding their current structures 
lies in their social settings. In the descriptions below, the languages are briefly identified, the 
restructuring involved is characterized, and then the social setting is described in as much detail as 
is known and useful. 

All three languages involve language maintenance but with quite different paths of change and 
quite distinct results: Hainan Cham has restructured under the influence of contact (what Ross 
(2003) has been terming ‘metatypy’, with Ross’s emphasis on extending our understanding of the 
social contexts involved. Ross’s metatypy is subsumed under what Thomason & Kaufman 
(1988:50) term ‘borrowing’ and what Weinreich (1963 [1953]) terms ‘grammatical interference’. 
Anong started out as a case of metatypy, restructuring moderately under the influence of Lisu; 
however, with far more intense restructuring as many of the ethnic Anong switch to Lisu, Anong is 
now in the last stages of language death and undergoing various types of attrition. Eastern Cham, 
although quite recently under influence from Vietnamese was, at the earliest stage, the Proto-
Chamic stage, subjected to intense bilingualism at the time of initial contact, including significant 
numbers of non-tutored adult learners shifting or becoming bilingual.  

All three are examples of maintenance with restructuring and borrowing under contact, but the 
patterns of restructuring differ with the social settings. Anong ceased to be the primary language in 
any language setting. Hainan Cham has been reduced to the language of the village; outside of the 
village other languages are employed; Eastern Cham remained the major language of its speech 
community. In each case, the number of speakers differs significantly: Hainan Cham has between 
three and five thousand speakers, Anong has less than 62 fully-fluent speakers, and Eastern Cham 
has from 100,000 speakers.2 Although other factors play a role, the factors for which the evidence 
is clear will be discussed.3  

2. Case 1: Hainan Cham, a Chamic language of Hainan 

Hainan Cham, tsa:nʔ³² (sometimes Anglicized as Tsat), is an Austronesian language once at 
various coastal locations along Hainan Island, now found near Sanya City. The 1982 census lists 
4131 Hainan Cham people largely in the villages of Huihui and Huixin near Sanya, 3849 of whom 
still spoke Hainan Cham. In addition, virtually all adult Hainan Cham speakers also speak one or 
more Chinese dialects, typically Taiwanese (Fukienese) or Cantonese, the languages of business, 
and Mandarin, the language of school (above elementary grades), of government, and of 
communication with those outside of the region. 

Within Austronesian, the relevant subgrouping relationships of Hainan Cham are 
straightforward (Thurgood 1999). Of particular interest to the concerns here is the fact that, despite 
the typological similarity of Northern Roglai to the other Chamic languages of the mainland, 
Northern Roglai subgroups most closely with the Hainan Cham, not the other mainland languages: 
Both share two rather distinctive sound changes: the loss of the word-final Proto-Chamic *-s after 
the vowel *-a and the change of word-final nasals to word-final stops.4 When Hainan Cham and 
Northern Roglai differ, it is usually easy to establish that Northern Roglai patterns with the rest of 

                                                      
2The population figures are from Brunelle (2008a:29-30), who discusses the various numbers available and 

their reliability. 
3The centrality of these considerations is not restricted to just these languages, of course. Other languages 

that seem to have particular relevance to this discussion include the Malay of Nonthaburi (Tadmor 1995), 
Baba Malay (Thurgood 1998), Jiamao (Thurgood 1992), various Malay dialects, etc. 

4 See Thurgood (1999:224ff) for a more detailed discussion. 
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Chamic (and, usually, with wider Austronesian). Of course, it goes without saying that each 
instance needs to be examined on its own merits. 

Hainan Cham split off from Northern Roglai around 982, migrating to Hainan, with a second 
migration of Chamic speakers joining this first group around 1471. Work has been done on genetic 
affiliations of Hainan Cham (Benedict 1941), the history of the Chamic languages including 
Hainan Cham (e.g. Thurgood 1999, 1996), and on the description of Hainan Cham itself (Ouyang 
& Zheng 1983; Zheng 1986, 1997) with the later work by Zheng (1997) including numerous 
valuable observations on the influence of Chinese on Hainan Cham, both identifying Chinese 
borrowings and commenting on Chinese structural influence.  

Two migrations of Chamic speakers can be dated with confidence. The first migration involves 
what the literature on the Champa Kingdom calls the Northern Cham, Chamic speakers originally 
located around Indrapura (Figure 1).   

 

Figure 1: The Northern and Southern capitals of Champa 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The linguistic record makes it clear that the modern Hainan Cham, found near Sanya City, and the 
Northern Roglai, now found in southern Vietnam, were once the same group.5 However, one part 
of the group is now on Hainan Island and the other part is now inland in southern Vietnam; the 

                                                      
5 The Acehnese were not part of this Northern Cham group, as Acehnese does not have either of the two 

shared innovations that characterize the Northern Cham group.  
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modern distribution only makes sense if they both descend from the Northern Cham, that is, the 
northern part of the Champa kingdom, with the merchants fleeing to Hainan and the non-merchant 
class moving south with the fall of the northern capital. This scenario also explains why the 
Northern Roglai are reputed to have had in their position some of the royal regalia from the 
kingdom of Champa—when the northern capital fell, it was the royal capital. In addition, the 
Chinese dynastic records date the arrival of the Hainan Cham. The northern capital of Champa, 
Indrapura, fell in 982, splitting the Northern Cham into two, with those engaged in trading 
migrating to the southern tip of Hainan Island while the remaining Northern Cham, most of those 
engaged in farming, crafts, and the like, migrated south. The Chinese records show these refugees 
arriving in Hainan and paying tribute to the Chinese just four years after the fall of Indrapura.6 

The second migration that can be dependably dated correlates with the fall of the southern 
capital in 1471 (Figure 1).7 It is also undoubtedly the same migration from Champa referred to in 
the Sejarah Melayu, which reports two sons of the king of Champa fleeing from Champa along 
with many others, including wives and children (Shellabear 1909:110). The date 1471 fits 
remarkably well with the earliest date recorded for the Aceh dynasty, a date which is found on a 
Chinese bell (Reid 2006:10). This bell, which Reid describes as “part of the regalia of the Aceh 
kingdom,” has inscriptions in Arabic/Persian and in Chinese. The Chinese date (Reid 2006:10, and 
fn. 33) is equivalent to late 1469 or January 1470.8 Not only does the date on the bell fit with the 
1471 date of the fall of the southern capital Vijiaya, but the linguistic fit is just as close: the 
linguistic evidence shows that at the time Acehnese split from the other Chamic languages, it was 
largely undifferentiated from the other Chamic dialects. As Durie (1990:111) notes, Acehnese does 
not share features consistently with any single group of Chamic languages;9 my own examination 
also concludes that the separation of Acehnese from the rest of Chamic predates the breakup of the 
Chamic group.10 

 
Despite the genetic closeness, Hainan Cham is now radically different both phonologically and 

syntactically from Northern Roglai. Phonologically, Northern Roglai is sesquisyllabic and atonal 
whereas Hainan Cham is monosyllabic and fully tonal. Structurally, Northern Roglai is much, 
much more like the other Chamic languages of Vietnam, while Hainan Cham, not surprisingly, is 
much like the Chinese dialects and the Tai-Kadai dialects that surround it. Increasingly, all that 
remains of Hainan Cham is the vocabulary, with the structure being Chinese, albeit with Hainan 
Cham lexical items. Of interest here, Hainan Cham provides some exceptionally clear examples of 
contact-induced syntactic variation and change.  

                                                      
6 The Chinese record a second and apparently smaller group of Chamic speakers as arriving in Hainan in 

1486. 
7 The most phonologically distinctive of the Chamic languages, Hainan Cham, migrated to Hainan in two 

waves, the first in 986 after the fall of the northern capital and the second in 1486 after the fall of the 
southern capital. Its differentiation from the rest of the Chamic languages   

8 Reid (2006:20) notes in an endnote that there is a widespread missing reading of the date as 1409 which 
was subsequently corrected to 1469-70 by Wolfgang Franke (1988:44).  

9 It has been speculated that Acehnese and the rest of Chamic are sisters to each other, but no linguistic 
evidence has been presented to support this position.  Methodologically, there is no reason to split it off; 
Acehnese is more conservative than the mainland dialects but one would expect that mainland dialects to be 
less conservative (far longer and more intense contact with Mon-Khmer) and there is no evidence of shared 
innovations that indicate a split. 

10 I would certainly speculate that there at least some Cham speakers already in northern Sumatra when this 
migration arrived, but the large influx of people would most likely have significantly changed the balance 
of power in the region and the linguistic composition. 
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2.1 Contact-induced restructuring  

Changes in Hainan Cham resulting from contact with neighbouring languages of Hainan are 
quite obvious. Phonologically, Hainan Cham has gone from sesquisyllabic and registral to 
monosyllabic and tonal. Lexically, it contains words reflecting contact with various languages 
found on Hainan: Hlai language (= Li; a subgroup of Tai-Kadai, the family that includes Thai), 
contact with an early Cantonese dialect (probably Mai), substantial contact with a dialect of 
Southwest Mandarin (so-called ‘military speech’) spoken by the army and government officials, 
contact with Hainanese Chinese, a Min dialect spoken on the island; and, contact with the 
Mandarin of the schools and the government.  

2.1.1 Phonology 

There were two major adjustments, mediated by contact, to the word structure. The first was 
towards monosyllabicity, a change that started before the breakup of Proto-Chamic but culminating 
in the monosyllables of Hainan Cham. The second was the development of tones, occurring after 
the Hainan Cham had arrived in Hainan. 
Monosyllabicity. When the language that was to become Proto-Chamic arrived on what is now the 
coast of Vietnam, it was largely disyllabic and atonal, with penultimate stress except unless the 
penultimate vowel was schwa; in that case, stress fell on the final syllable. The Mon-Khmer 
languages (probably Bahnaric; Sidwell, p.c., 2007, 2008) along the Vietnamese coast were 
sesquisyllabic with final stress; in contact with these languages, pre-Proto-Chamic likewise 
developed final stress. Even today most Chamic languages are sesquisyllabic with final stress, as is, 
for example, Northern Roglai. The movement to final stress had consequences for the roots.  

Sesquisyllabic words with medial *-h- lost the weakly stressed vowel in the onset syllable, 
becoming monosyllabic at the Proto-Chamic level, as shown in Table 1. The first column is Proto-
Austronesian (PAn), the second is Malay (a representative of the Malayic side of Malayo-Chamic), 
the third is Proto-Chamic, the fourth is Written Chamic, and the fifth is Hainan Cham.  

 
Table 1. From disyllables with medial *-h- to monosyllables. 
PAn Malay PC  Wr. Cham Hainan Cham  
*daqiS dahi *dhəә̃i dhei thai³³ ‘forehead’ 
*puqun pohon *phŭn phun phun³³ ‘plant’ 
*paqit pahit *phĩʔ --- phiʔ²4 ‘bitter’ 
*paqat pahat *pha:t phaʔ phaʔ²4 ‘chisel’ 
*paqa paha *pha phā pha³³ ‘leg, thigh’ 
*taqun tahun *thŭn thun thun³³ ‘year’ 
 

 
Under the external influence of contact with the monosyllabic languages of Hainan and under 

the internal impetus of final stress, the medial liquids followed a similar path, see Table 2. In 
Hainan Cham, the weakened unstressed vowel in the onset syllable first dropped producing onset 
clusters with liquids in second position and then the liquids became -i- glides. 

 
Table 2. From disyllables with medial liquids to monosyllables. 
PAn PC  Wr. Cham Chru N. Roglai Hainan Cham  
*daRaq *darah darah drah darah sia55 ‘blood’ 
*bulu  *biləәu  bulău bləәu biləәu phiəә¹¹ ‘body hair’ 
*qabaRa  *bara bara bra bara phia¹¹ ‘shoulder’ 
*bulan *bula:n bulan bla:n bilã:t phian¹¹  ‘moon’ 
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The remaining Hainan Cham disyllabic words simply dropped the whole first syllable, see Table 
3. Presumably, the weakened unstressed vowel in the onset syllable reduced until the form 
consisted of a monosyllable with a consonantal cluster and then the initial consonant in the cluster 
dropped, leaving a structure matching that of the languages of Hainan. 

Table 3. From other disyllables to monosyllables. 
PAn  PC Wr. Cham Chru N. Roglai Hainan Cham  
*lapaR *lapa lapa ləәpa lapa pa³³ ‘hungry’ 
*mamaq *mumãh memeh bəәmah  mumãh ma55 ‘chew’ 
*pajay *paday padai pəәdai padai tha:iʔ4² ‘rice (paddy)’ 
*quzan *huja:n hujan  həәjañ huja:t sa:n¹¹ ‘rain’ 
*taliS *taləәi talei təәləәi taləәi lai³³  ‘rope; string’ 
*taŋan  *taŋa:n  taŋin təәŋañ taŋãn ŋa:n³³ ‘hand’ 
*lima *lima liməә ləәma lumã ma³³ ‘five’ 
*m-uda *muda  medā məәda mida tha¹¹ ‘young; unripe’ 
*baseq *basah basah  pəәsah pasha sa55 ‘wet; damp’ 
*qumah *huma  humā  həәma  humã  ma³³ ‘dry field’ 

 
Development of tones. The external cause of the development of Hainan Cham tones is contact with 
the tone languages of the island; not only was Hainan Cham in intimate contact with a Mandarin 
dialect spoken in Sanya, as is evident from a large number of loans from that dialect into Hainan 
Cham, but Hainan Cham speakers also speak other tonal languages of the island. Internally, the 
path of development of Hainan Cham’s rich, 5-way tonal system has been of considerable 
theoretical interest since the Hainan Cham case is one of the best illustrations of the development 
of a fully tonal system from an atonal system (Haudricourt 1984, Benedict 1984, Maddieson & 
Pang 1993, Ni 1988ab, 1990ab, Thurgood 1993, 1996, 1999, Thurgood & Thurgood 2005 
(instrumental)).11 

The internal path is straightforward: The modern Hainan Cham tones are predictable from the 
voicing differences in the earlier initials and finals, with laryngeal settings being the source of 
tonogenesis. The tones themselves are marked with Zhao [Chao] tone numbers. The numbers 
indicate relative pitch height, with 5 being high, 3 in the middle, and 1 low. The first number 
indicates where the tone begins; the second where the tone ends. Thus, for example, 55 is a high, 
level tone.  

The 55 tone evolves from a final *-h, regardless of the initials involved. Final *-h represents, of 
course, a laryngeal adjustment. For examples, see Table 4.  

 

Table 4. Tone 55 from PC *-h (< PAn *-q). 
PAn Malay PC  N. Roglai Hainan Cham  
*putus pecah *picah    --- tsa55 ‘broken; break’ 
*puluq puluh *pluh    pluh piu55 ‘ten’ 
*taneq tanah *tanah       tanãh  na55 ‘earth, soil’ 
*panaq panah   *panah     panãh  na55 ‘(shoot) bow’ 
*ma-iRaq merah *mahirah    meriah za55  ‘red’ 
*belaq  belah *blah     blah phia55 ‘chop; split’ 
*nanaq nanah *lanah     lanãh  ləә¹¹na55 ‘pus’ 

                                                      
11One of the changes in Hainan Cham is the addition of a final glottal stop to forms ending in -ay and -aw. 

Ross (2003:180-181) follows Andersen (1988) in suggesting that such changes such as these epenthetic 
final glottals stops may be restricted to linguistically closed communities; in the case of Hainan Cham, the 
language is certainly closed, being spoken only by the Hainan Cham. 
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*buaq buah *bauh     boh  pho55 ‘fruit, clf.’ 
The remaining tones split the lexicon into two groups—words with high-pitched, modal 

‘normal’ phonation and words with a low-pitched, breathy-voiced phonation. The breathy 
phonation developed out of the voiced obstruents. The tones of words with final nasals or vowels 
had a 11 tone, if the initial consonant of the main syllable in the PC form was a voiced obstruent; 
comparison with other Chamic languages suggests that the voiced obstruent led to breathiness on 
the vowel—a laryngeal adjustment—which produced this low tone. With an exception discussed 
below, if the initial consonant of main syllable was not a voiced obstruent, the tone was 33—the 
default tone, that is, there was no change in the laryngeal configuration.  

 

Table 5. Words with vowel or nasal-final codas. 
PAn Malay PC  N. Roglai Hainan Cham  
--- dua *dua dua thua¹¹ ‘two’ 
--- hiduŋ *ʔidŭŋ idũk thuŋ¹¹ ‘nose’ 
--- kerbau *kubaw kabau pha:u¹¹  ‘water buffalo’ 
--- abu *habəәu habəәu phəә¹¹ ‘ashes’ 
--- ubi *hubəәi  habuəәi phai¹¹ ‘taro; yam’ 
--- hujan *huja:n huja:t sa:n¹¹ ‘rain’ 
--- dada *dada dada tha¹¹ ‘chest’ 
*qudip gigi *digəәi digəәi xai¹¹ ‘tooth’ 
*babuy babi *babuy babui phui¹¹ ‘wild pig’ 
      
*ulaR  ular *ʔula ula la³³ ‘snake’ 
*telen  telan *lu:n luəәt luan³³ ‘to swallow’ 
*taqun tahun *thŭn thut thun³³ ‘year’ 
*taŋan  taŋan *taŋa:n  taŋãn ŋa:n³³ ‘hand’ 
*qumah huma  *huma  humã ma³³ ‘dry field’ 
*puqun pohon *phŭn  phut phun³³ ‘trunk; plant’ 
*lima lima *lima  limã ma³³ ‘five’ 
*kaSiw kayu  *kayəәu kayəәu zau³³ ‘tree; wood’ 
*Sapuy api *ʔapuy apui pui³³ ‘fire’ 
*enem enam *năm nãm  nanʔ³³ ‘six’ 

 
 
The tones of words with final stop codas behaved in a parallel way. Final stops turned into final 

glottal stops—a laryngeal adjustment. If the initial consonant of the main syllable in the PC form 
was a voiced obstruent, the voiced obstruent led to breathiness on the vowel, producing a 42 
stopped tone. With an exception discussed below, if the initial consonant of main syllable was not a 
voiced obstruent, the tone was 24 stopped tone—the default tone. The PC final nasals and glides 
that developed final glottal stops pattern with these stop final words.  
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Table 6. Words with final stop codas. 
PAn Malay PC N. Roglai Hainan Cham  
--- --- *brŭaʔ brũk phuaʔ4²s ‘work’ 
--- --- *dadit dadi:t thiʔ4²s ‘a fan’ 
--- duduk *do:k do:ʔ thoʔ4²s ‘sit; live; stay’ 
--- hidup *hadip hadiuʔ thiuʔ4²s ‘live, alive’ 
      
*anak anak *ʔana:k anã:ʔ  naʔ²4s ‘child’ 
*sakit sakit *sakiʔ saki:ʔ kiʔ²4s ‘sick, painful’ 
*hiket  ikat *ʔikăʔ ikaʔ  kaʔ²4s ‘to tie’ 
*laŋit laŋit *laŋi:ʔ  laŋĩ:ʔ ŋiʔ²4s ‘sky’ 
*Sepat  empat *pa:ʔ pa:ʔ paʔ²4s ‘four’ 
*paqat pahat *pha:t --- phaʔ²4s ‘chisel’ 
*uRat urat *ʔurăt uraʔ zaʔ²4s ‘vein, tendon’ 

 
Finally, there are disyllabic forms in which it was not the main syllable initial but the initial of 

the first syllable that determined the final tone. First syllable voiced obstruents produced 
breathiness and if the second syllable initial was a sonorant, *s, *h, or a voiceless stop, the 
breathiness spread from the first syllable to the second syllable, thereby determining the tone class 
of the second syllable. Note that each Hainan Cham tone shows evidence of the earlier PC initial 
voiced obstruent. 

 

Table 7. Breathiness spreading through medial sonorants, *s & *h, and voiceless stops. 
PAn Malay PC  N. Roglai Hainan Cham  
--- --- *bisəәi pisəәi sai¹¹ ‘iron’ 
*baqeRu baharu *bahrəәu bahrəәu phiəә¹¹ ‘new’ 
      
--- batuk *bitŭk pituʔ tuʔ4²s ‘cough’ 
*dikit dikit *dikiʔ tiki:ʔ kiʔ4²s ‘few; little’ 
*batu batu *batəәu patəәu tau¹¹ ‘stone’ 
--- --- *bato pato to¹¹ ‘teach’ 
--- --- *bitəәi pitəәi u¹¹ tai¹¹ ‘banana’ 
*depa depa *dupa tupa pa¹¹ ‘armspan’ 

 
The significance of both the development of monosyllabicity and tones in Hainan Cham is that 

it was under contact with monosyllabic, tonal languages that the changes occurred. Exactly the 
same internal conditions but with different contact patterns produced other outcomes in the Chamic 
languages of the mainland. 
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2.1.2 Lexicon 

The Hainan Cham lexicon shows several discernible layers of borrowings: a Mon-Khmer layer 
(overwhelmingly Bahnaric (P. Sidwell, p.c.; 2007, 2008)) dating back in part to Proto-Chamic (c. 
750 items).12 There are four sources of Chinese items: a small, earlier one looking like it was a Min 
dialect (possibly Mai), a later Southwest Mandarin layer, reflecting both earlier contact with the so-
called Military language; contact with the Hainanese Chinese spoken on Hainan, and, the current 
contact with standard Mandarin. In addition, there are occasional bits and pieces of Li and other 
languages (cf. Thurgood 1999).  

The Chinese borrowings include a full range of items: content words, classifiers, numbers,13 
prepositions, adverbs, verbs, nouns, conjunctions, and so on. Zheng (1997) comments on the 
pervasiveness of Chinese loans, which was undoubtedly obvious to her upon inspection. Based on 
my own etymologies and counts, there are roughly 600 borrowings from Chinese (30% of the 
lexicon): 236 of the nouns are borrowed (that is, 30.6% of the nouns are borrowed from Chinese), 
158 of the verbs (25.3%), 63 of the adjectives14 (25.6%), 48 of the adverbs (47.5%), 18 of the 
conjunctions (78%), 11 of the prepositions (42.3%), 29 of the sortal classifiers (78%), and 15 of the 
mensural (measure) classifiers (55.6%).  

2.1.3 Grammar 

While the phonological restructuring of Hainan Cham has been written about extensively 
elsewhere, its structural changes are less well-known. These are widely attested in Hainan Cham, 
sometimes with a grammatical marker from Chinese in the borrowed structure. This restructuring 
has also been discussed elsewhere (cf. Thurgood & Li 2003a). 

Thurgood & Li (2003a) note the co-existence of constructions with alternate word orders, one 
inherited and one Sinicized. Although both the Chamic languages and Chinese share a basic SVO 
word order, the two differ in patterns of nominal modification: the Chamic languages favour post-
head modification, while Chinese favours prehead. In the alternations in the Thurgood & Li study 
(2003a), the older, inherited pattern was post-head modification, and the more recently-innovated 
pattern paralleled Chinese. There are two major pieces of evidence for this: One is that the prehead 
patterns do not occur in Northern Roglai—the Chamic language genetically-closest to Hainan 
Cham, nor do they occur in any of the other Chamic languages for which we have data. Two, the 
prehead patterns are virtually word-by-word calques of structures in Mandarin Chinese. 

The genitive patterns with full noun phrases differ from those with pronouns. In Northern 
Roglai, full-NP genitives are postposed, but in Hainan Cham, all full-NP genitives are preposed 
with the genitive construction marked by sa³³, even in the most colloquial15, least Sinicized texts 

                                                      
12After the formation of Proto-Chamic, Common Chamic may have lasted as a largely undifferentiated 

dialect chain for long as a thousand years before subsequently breaking up into distinct dialects. Thus, it is 
often difficult to determine with any precision when various Mon-Khmer loans came into the language. The 
problem is confounded by the fact that the written records of the time probably represent a register 
significantly different than the spoken register.  

13 Numbers show a different pattern. The cardinal numbers are inherited, but in certain contexts a set of 
cardinals borrowed from Chinese is used, especially, for example, in dates. The ordinal marker is borrowed 
from Chinese. The grammar of fractions is Chinese, but the numbers themselves are inherited. 

14 If the adjectives were  treated as intransitive verbs, which they could be in Hainan Cham, the numbers 
would be the same but with different labels. 

15 The term ‘colloquial’ is being used loosely to refer to the texts that tell folktales or stories about the Hainan 
Cham. The contrast is with texts that discuss, for example, Third Session of the Eleventh Plenary Meeting 
of the Communist Party, which contain not just far more loanwords but also patterns that do not appear 
elsewhere in our database. These we have termed ‘Sinicized’. 
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(Thurgood & Li 2003a:187). The more Mandarinized variants tend to occur in more Mandarinized 
texts, sometimes along with borrowed Mandarin grammatical markers and the word order 
borrowed.16 The Hainan Cham genitives with pronouns, however, show both the older postposed 
pattern and a newer preposed pattern. In Northern Roglai (and mainland Chamic), genitives with 
pronouns are postposed, but in Hainan Cham both postposed and preposed genitives occur, with the 
preposed pronouns genitives marked by sa³³ again even in the most colloquial, least Sinicized texts.  

The demonstrative pronouns show a pattern similar to that of the genitive pronouns: in Northern 
Roglai demonstratives are postposed; in colloquial Hainan Cham they remain postposed, but in 
Chinese-influenced Hainan Cham, as in Mandarin, they are preposed. In addition, in Chinese-
influenced Hainan Cham, the demonstratives are often accompanied by the genitive marker sa³³, a 
pattern paralleling the Mandarin construction. The demonstrative-noun order is a result of Chinese 
contact. This word order change, induced by extensive and prolonged contact with Chinese, is quite 
systematic and pervasive throughout the grammatical system of Hainan Cham. It is found in texts 
collected from the same speaker by Zheng Yiqing in the 1980s and published in Zheng (1997). It is 
interesting to note that the borrowed patterns are found in texts that describe more politically-
influenced phenomena, whereas the native patterns are used in texts of traditional stories.  

With adjectives, the colloquial Hainan Cham retains the postposed position for adjectives found 
in closely related Northern Roglai, while the Mandarinized Hainan Cham, like Mandarin, has 
preposed adjectives (Thurgood & Li 2003a:191-192). Under the influence of Chinese, preposed 
modifiers of a head noun are often accompanied by a genitive marker.  

In comparatives, the existence of an inherited and a contact-induced Mandarin-influenced word 
order is quite clear. As Zheng (1997:75) writes, the word order for the inherited pattern is quality-
marker-standard (X - Adj - CM / ST), that is, the quality being compared, followed by la:wʔ³² ‘CM; 
pass, exceed’, a preposition derived from a verb (Thurgood & Li 2003a:193-195). For example,  

 
Hainan Cham (colloquial):  
 (1) naw³³ maʔ43 la:wʔ³² ha³³.   (Zheng 1997:75) 
 he  fat CM you 
 ‘He is fatter than you.’ 
 
 (2) lu³³   pyoŋʔ³² la:wʔ³² ʔbo¹¹koyʔ²4. (Zheng 1997:89) 
 coconut.palm big CM pomelo 
 ‘The coconut palm is bigger than the pomelo.’ 
 
 (3) ʔa¹¹ko³³ pʰayʔ4³ kʰa:nʔ²¹ na:yʔ³² la:wʔ³² ʔatʰay¹¹. (Zheng 1997:75) 
 elder.bro read book good CM young.bro 
 ‘Elder brother studies more than younger brother.’ 
 

Zheng then compares the inherited comparative pattern with the pattern associated with 
Mandarin influence, as is obvious not just by the word order but also by its use of the borrowed 
comparative marker pi¹¹ ‘CM; compare’. 

 

                                                      
16 At times it is the borrowed Mandarin grammatical marker that marks the construction, hence, in essence, it 

is a construction that was borrowed. 
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(4) kaw³³ pi¹¹ ha³³ tsat²4tso³³ kiɣ³³ sun³³. (Zheng 1997:75) 
 I   CM you  short  three inch 
 ‘I am three inches shorter than you.’ 
 
 (5) mi³³ sa³³ saŋ³³huat²4, ta¹¹zay³³ piʔ4³ ta¹¹zay³³ pu³³ na:yʔ³², (Zheng 1997:2.1.4) 
 we  GEN life  one.day CM one.day NEG good 
 ‘…our life went downhill each day,’  
  
 (6) zin¹¹min¹¹ sa³³ saŋ³³huat²4  ta¹¹zay³³ piʔ4³ ta¹¹zay³³ na:yʔ³² aº.      (Zheng 1997:2.1:16) 
 people GEN life  one.day CM one.day good PRT 
 ‘…people’s lives began to get better and better.’ 

Numerous other non-varying structural patterns are also heavily Chinese influenced. Most of the 
adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions are borrowed from Chinese, a phenomenon not uncommon 
in Southeast Asian contact situations. When this happens, whether in Hainan Cham or elsewhere, it 
is usually the form and its syntax that is borrowed, not just the form—in short, it is a structural 
pattern, not a word, that is borrowed, a structural pattern marked by a defining morpheme.  

2.2 Language contact patterns  

Up from the 4131 of the 1982 census, the 1990 census shows that there are roughly 5695 
Hainan Cham17 in Hainan Province, with Zheng estimating that 5000 or so of these reside in Sanya. 
In the 1980s when Zheng and Ouyang began their work on Hainan Cham, the villages of Huihui 
and the Huixin were both surrounded by villages that speak several distinct dialects of Chinese and 
Hlai (= Li). Zheng and Ouyang characterized the Chinese dialect spoken then by the Hainan Cham 
as a variety of ‘military speech’,18 that is, Southwest Mandarin, but a variety quite distinct both 
from the military speech in Yacheng and the military speech of Basuo in Dongfang County, a 
variety that is disappearing among the Hainan Cham. It is, without question, this now moribund 
dialect that left the greatest impact on the phonology, lexicon, and grammar of Hainan Cham—and, 
it is this dialect for which we have the least direct evidence.19 

The villagers in Huihui and Huixin can all speak their native language Hainan Cham fluently.20 
The adults have quite high literacy skills in Chinese. Most of the adults, including women, speak 
several Chinese dialects, and a small number of people also speak Li. In old Yacheng City and its 
vicinity as well as for several dozen miles west of Huihui and Huixin, varieties of the so-called 
military speech (the official language of the southwest among the northern Chinese dialects) are 
spoken. In Yanglan Village to the northeast, two Min dialects, both closely related to Cantonese, 
are spoken: the Mai dialect and the Danzhou dialect, spoken in Haipo Village in the south, which is 
the same dialect as the dialect spoken in Danzhou in Dan Country in the northern part of the island. 
From the east to the west along the seashore, the Hainan dialect (a Taiwanese dialect) is used. In 
Sanya City itself one sometimes finds speakers of Mandarin Chinese and Cantonese.  

                                                      
17More precisely, the census states that there are that many hui ‘Muslim’ in the area, but since the vast 

majority of the Muslims in the area are Hainan Cham, the census figures provide a reasonably close 
estimate of the number of Hainan Cham. 

18 Careful examination of the 250 or so forms supplied in Zheng and comparison of these with the Chinese 
borrowings in Hainan Cham makes it clear that this Sanya Cham Chinese is Southwest Mandarin and that it 
is this dialect that was the source of early Chinese that was the early dominant influence on Hainan Cham. 

19 What we have is a very valuable lexicon of about 300 words. 
20 The domains of usage, however, are restricted to use in the home and village. Other languages are used for 

business, school (beyond elementary), and government. 
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 In 1984, Yiqing Zheng, Kerang Tan, Guanghua Xie, and Jiquan Wang went to Yanglan 
Township of Sanya Municipality and did a language survey of 76 people, aged 6 or older. The 
results are presented along with discussion in Zheng (1997:14-18, Table 8), which shows the 
languages, number of speakers, and age ranges for the 76 fluent Cham speakers surveyed (Zheng 
1999:14-18). 

 

Table 8: Ages, languages spoken, and numbers of speakers F=fluent, C=comprehend. 

Ages Cham Mandarin Hainanese Mai  Li  

 F F C F C F C F C 

7-12 5 2 2  4     

13-17 10 8 2 8 1 3 1 1  

18-45 43 37 6 42 1 18 10 6 9 

46-59 11 4 5 9 1 11  6 3 

60+ 7 4 1 6 1 6 1 4 1 

          

Total 76 55 16 65 8 38 12 17 13 

 
Mandarin. Of the total number of people surveyed, 55 are proficient in Mandarin Chinese (i.e. 
72%) and 16 have some comprehension of Mandarin Chinese, making it 93% who either speak or 
comprehend Mandarin. Those with only some comprehension of Mandarin Chinese are either 
young children or middle-aged or older; otherwise, they would have been learned it in school. In 
the village, the young people speak Cham first, learn Mandarin in school, and then pick up 
Hainanese Chinese. Earlier, many Cham knew the so-called military dialect, but that has been 
superseded by Mandarin. 
Hainanese Chinese. Of the Hainan Cham surveyed, all of them except those under 14 speak 
Hainanese (86%) or at least comprehend it (8); school children do not have much opportunity to 
interact with Hainanese Chinese speakers.  
The Mai dialect. Of the 76 people surveyed, 38 speak Mai with 12 more having some 
comprehension, amounting to 65% of the total surveyed. This high percentage is because about a 
kilometre away from Huihui village lies a high school in Yanglan village, where many of the Cham 
went to high school and where many of the students speak Mai. In addition, the Mai dialect is 
commonly used in market places. As a result, many of those who are 16 or older, male or female, 
know some Mai.  
The Li dialects. Some 39% of the Cham, most of them older, know some Li. These people all have 
extensive interactions with the Li people.  
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Others. In addition to the these languages included in the table, some of the Cham speakers also 
speak the Danzhou dialect (8)—a Cantonese dialect, Cantonese (4), the Military dialect (2), and 
Japanese (3). Specific circumstances led to the learning of these languages; they are not in typical 
daily use. 

Which language the Cham speakers use is situationally determined. In Huihui and Huixin 
villages, Cham is used as the major language of communication, but even within the village often 
there is a switch to Mandarin (government, school, linguistic subjects); unless speaking to a fellow 
Cham, another language is used outside the village; Mandarin for government matters or to 
outsiders or sometimes Hainanese Chinese to local people or for business. At the elementary 
school, Mandarin is used in the classroom, but when explaining school texts, Cham is also used. 
When intellectuals and cadres interact with visitors from the mainland, Mandarin Chinese is used 
for the most part. For instance, during our fieldwork, whenever the Cham were discussing the 
language among themselves, Mandarin was used by all six of our informants, in part because it was 
the closest thing to a common language for those in the room but also in part because for this topic 
it was their best language. With some frequency, elicitation produced a Mandarin form (or, much 
less commonly a Hainanese form), leading to a discussion of what the Cham form was. The general 
public can also use Mandarin Chinese to communicate with mainlanders. When they interact with 
the Hainanese Chinese dialect speakers from within Hainan Province, they use Hainanese Chinese, 
though youngsters, having gone through public schools, generally use Mandarin Chinese. Not 
many of the younger speakers can communicate in Li when interacting with the Li, so the 
Hainanese dialect or Mandarin is often used. In the market place and within the Sanya 
Municipality, the Cham speakers use Cham among themselves, and when the older speakers 
interact with Hainanese who are speakers of other languages, they mostly use Hainanese Chinese. 
However, in the market places near the government seat of Yanglan Township, they either use the 
Hainanese dialect of Chinese or the Mai dialect of Chinese. 

While Hainan Cham is still spoken as in the village, even between two Hainan Cham speakers 
the growing dominance of Chinese is fairly obvious. As noted above, for an increasing range of 
topics, the Hainan Cham feel more comfortable in Mandarin. 

3. Case 2: Anong, a Tibeto-Burman language of Yunnan 

The Anong people live surrounded by Trung, Rawang, Lisu, Bai, and Chinese speakers. The 
relevant subgrouping relationships are transparent, with Chinese being the Sinitic side of Sino-
Tibetan and the remaining languages being Tibeto-Burman. Bai, which I personally subgroup as 
Tibeto-Burman, is so heavily Sinicized that it is frequently classified as Sinitic; in any case, its 
precise subgrouping is irrelevant since there is no evidence that it has had any effect on Anong. 
Lisu is, like Anong, a Tibeto-Burman language, but it uncontroversially subgroups in the Lolo-
Burmese branch of Tibeto-Burman, its subgrouping attested to by well worked out sound-meaning 
correspondences. Lisu is the lingua franca in the Anong speaking area, although Chinese is steadily 
taking its place. The remaining subgroup relevant to our discussion we can term Anong-Trung-
Rawang; it is a tight-knit subgroup that is uncontroversial. The members are Anong (an autonym), 
Trung [təә̌rùŋ] (Chinese exonym: Dulong; population c. 6000 (LaPolla 2000:282-283, 2003)) and 
Rawang. In all cases, it can be determined whether a lexeme is Chinese, Lisu, or Anong-Trung-
Rawang. 

Anong is dying; the majority of the ethnic Anong no longer speak Anong, most having shifted 
to Lisu, with a small number having shifted to Chinese, and even a few reportedly having shifted to 
Bai. Ethnic Anong who still speak Anong are now found primarily in the villages, such as Mugujia, 
Kashi, Muleng, Lagagong, Aniqia, and Lahaigong, which belong to the Mugujia Township of 
Shangpa Town in Fugong County, but now fluent speakers are only found in Mugujia.  
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3.1 Contact-induced restructuring  

Besides its clarity, what makes this data important is that Sun and Liu (Sun & Liu 2005, 2009) 
have documented much of the total restructuring of the language over the half century. They began 
recording the data in 1960; since then they have returned regularly, recording the changes almost as 
they occur. Thus, the Anong data has a relatively precise time frame and clear, richly attested 
diachronic data. 

3.1.1 Phonology 

Since Sun’s first recordings in 1960, significant changes have occurred. In 1960, there were 
initial preglottalized stops; by 1999, except for a few of the oldest speakers, these had disappeared, 
sometimes being replaced by tense vowels; the lack of initial preglottalized stops and the presence 
of tense vowels are both features of Lisu. Anong lacked tense vowels in 1960; by 1983 there was 
tenseness in vowel and nasal codas but tenseness did not seem to have any grammatical functions; 
but, by 1999 the minimal pairs involving tense versus non-tense vowels had not only fully come 
into being, but tenseness was present as the contrast in minimal pairs with Sun noting that by 1999 
tenseness sometimes marked grammatical meaning. In the 1960s, Anong clusters with retroflex 
consonants existed; by 1999 they had been simplified; speakers under 50 no longer have them; 
simple retroflexes are similarly disappearing. In addition, new free variation has been introduced; 
the alveolar and palatal affricate series, once distinct, now vary freely, as in Lisu. In each case, the 
change makes Anong more Lisu like.21 

3.1.2 Lexicon 

In a paper written in 1999, Sun notes (1999a:354) that Anong now frequently uses Lisu words 
in place of common Anong words. He further comments that the numeral system has begun to 
disappear; some fluent speakers could count to a hundred, but the less fluent only used Anong for 
numbers up to ten, using Lisu otherwise. Sun (1999a:354) reports that of 2,600 words recorded in 
1960, some 8% were from Lisu and another 5% were from Chinese; in 1999, the Lisu loans 
constituted around 17%, while the Chinese were around 8%. In Thurgood & Li (2003b), we 
compiled our own list of Lisu loans, based on whether the pattern of sound correspondences shows 
a form to be originally Lolo-Burmese (the subgroup containing Lisu) or Anong-Trung-Nu-Rawang 
(the subgroup containing Anong).22 Our list, restricted of course to forms for which sound 
correspondences could be established, shows a similarly high percentage of loans. 

3.1.3 Grammar  

Many of the Anong linguistic subsystems have been totally restructured in the last forty years. 
Sun’s earliest recorded Anong displayed a rich system of affixes. However, since that time, some 
of the categories have come to be restricted to elderly speakers, having largely disappeared in the 
speech of the only slightly younger.  

Other systems have restructured just as dramatically over the last forty years. Both the fluent 
speakers (all over 60 years old) and the semi-fluent speakers (of various ages) speakers still retain 
the subject agreement, but for semi-fluent speakers, most of the number marking has also 
disappeared (for fluency criteria, see page 54). Sun & Liu (2009:138) note that in the singular first 

                                                      
21 Not all changes are driven by Lisu. Some are Chinese influenced like the vowel /ɿ/, which only occurs in 

Chinese loans. Still others appear not due to limited access to the language resulting in incomplete learning; 
they occur in the speech of Anong who lack fluency in the language (Sun & Liu 2009). 

22 In both of these cases, borrowings provide irregular correspondences providing reliable identification of 
loans. 
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person subjects are marked in the fluent and semi-fluent speakers with -ŋ, but in the semi-fluent 
speakers the dual (sɛ⁵⁵) is lost as is the first person plural (-i³¹) and second person plural (ɳɯ³¹).  

 

Table 9. Agreement systems (fluent and semi-fluent). 
number person Fluent Semi-fluent 
    
singular 1 ɑ³¹ ȵɛŋ³5 ɑ³¹ ȵɛŋ³5 
 2 ɳɑ³¹ ȵɛ³³ ɳɑ³¹ ȵɛ³³ 
 3 ɑ³¹ ȵɛ³³ ɑ³¹ ȵɛ³³ 
dual 1 ɑ³¹ ȵɛ³³ sɛ55 ɑ³¹ȵɛ³³ 
 2 ɳɑ³¹ ȵɛ³³ sɛ55 ɳɑ³¹ȵɛ³³ 
 3 ɑ³¹ ȵɛ³³ ɑ³¹ȵɛ³³ 
plural 1 ɑ³¹ ȵɛ³³ i³¹ ɑ³¹ȵɛ³³ 
 2 ɳɑ³¹ ȵɛ³³ ɳɯ³¹ ɳɑ³¹ȵɛ³³ 
 3 ɑ³¹ ȵɛ³³ ɑ³¹ȵɛ³³ 
 
Source: Sun & Liu (2009:138) 
 

As Sun & Liu (2009:138) write the fluent speakers are all over 60, but for the remaining 
speakers, the variation does not vary according to age, but mainly varies according to proficiency.  

The nominal morphology: The case marking particle system has largely been lost by speakers 
under 50: the mi5³ instrumental case marker is still used, but the causative marker mi5³ is no longer 
used; the recipient marker bɑ³¹ is no longer used, the locative marker thɑŋ5³ is only sometimes used, 
and the possessive marker kʰɑ³¹ is no longer used.  

Much of this change seems to be the attrition that occurs in the late stages of language death, but 
in some of the changes the influence of Lisu can be seen. One example of borrowing is the Lisu 
agentive suffix su55, which looks to be at least semi-productive.  

Causatives: The older system of forty years ago, which is almost identical to the modern system 
of closely-related Trung, would be quite familiar to students of Tibeto-Burman languages: it 
marked most causative forms by prefixing sɯ55- (or ɕi³¹- before palatals) to the basic root. The 
system is morphologically simple, largely productive, and readily transparent. 

The new Anong causative system is no longer morphological, no longer productive, and 
anything but transparent: instead, it is lexical—causatives are learned word-by-word. The newer 
contemporary system, recorded in 1999, is much messier: the older, easily-segmentable prefix + 
root combinations have undergone considerable assimilation, with the former prefixes fusing with 
the initial of the root; this has resulted in a system in which the simplex forms (i.e., non-causative 
forms) are distinguished from the causative forms by differences in the root-initial consonants. For 
a learner, the causatives have to be learned one-by-one; for the learner, the causatives are now 
suppletive. 

While similar breakdowns in the old Tibeto-Burman causative system have occurred elsewhere 
(e.g., Matisoff 1972; Thurgood 1977, 1981), nowhere else do we have documented evidence of so 
extensive restructuring in such a short time frame. In a recent paper, Sun (1999a:355-356) notes 
that in 1983, the Anong used by an older speaker (a 70 year old) double marked causatives, using 
both the inherited Proto-Tibeto-Burman (PTB) prefix and transparently-related changes in the verb 
roots; thus, the older system morphological system had been augmented by subsequent 
phonological assimilation. However, doing additional fieldwork in 1999, just sixteen years later, 
Sun’s reports (1999a:355-356, 1999b) that the causative system used by his new language assistant 
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did not include many of the forms used by the 1983 language assistant. Sun states that, while some 
speakers claimed to recognize the older forms, others did not; some suggested that the system had 
undergone simplification.  

Table 10 exemplifies one of the differences between the oldest, most conservative speakers and 
others.  

 

Table 10. Anong causatives (older vs. middle-aged speakers). 
verb causatives  causatives gloss 
 (older speakers)  (middle-aged 

speakers) 
 

    
ŋ55 ɕi³¹dʑɯŋ55 ɕtɕɯŋ55 > tɕʰɯŋ55 cause to be broken 
ȵi55 ɕi³¹ȵi55 ȵ̥i55 cause to know 
ga55 sɯ55ga55 kʰa55  cause to be broken  
ba55a³¹ sɯ³¹ba55a³¹ pʰa55a³¹  

 
Source: Sun (1999b:195); transcription slightly modified. 

 
The forms correlate with recent changes in the patterns of language use. The older layer of 

Anong causatives are still seen in the causatives of closely related Trung: Table 11 shows the older 
causatives attested in older Anong speakers resemble the causatives of Trung, while the newer 
causatives used by middle-aged (and younger) speakers are now quite distinct. Note that for many 
forms multiple variants exist, primarily depending on age of the speaker and fluency; for example, 
for ‘be broken’ there are ɕi³¹dʑɯŋ55, ɕtɕɯŋ55 and tɕʰɯŋ55, all counterparts of the simplex dʑɯŋ55.  

 

Table 11. Modern Trung (Dulong) causatives vs. older Anong causatives. 
Trung (Dulong) Anong    
verb causative verb older causative newer causative  
lɯp55 tɯ³¹lɯp55 lim55 ɕi³¹lim55 ɕim55 bury 
dɯm55 sɯ55dɯm55 dim55 ɕi³¹dim55 ctim55 > tʰim55 collapse 
ŋɯ5³ sɯ³¹ŋɯ5³ ŋɯ55 sɯ³¹ŋɯ55 ŋ̥ɯ55 cry 

 
Source: Sun (1999b:194-195) 

 

3.2 Language contact patterns: the Anong contrast with Trung 

Forty years ago, the Anong and Trung might have been considered dialects. Since then, Trung 
has undergone only moderate change, while Anong has completely restructured. Why did Anong 
change so radically? Certainly the answer is not structural; if it were, both should have undergone 
roughly equivalent changes, but they have not. The answers are found in the social settings. 

 Speakers, numbers, and fluency. The apparent similarity between the population figures for 
Anong (c. 6500) and those for Trung (c. 6000) is misleading: the government population numbers 
reflect ethnic affiliation, not the number of speakers. It is in the number and age of the speakers that 
striking differences between the Anong and Trung can be seen. Trung is still a viable language: it 
has younger speakers, and is used for a wide range of purposes. And, quite significantly, for the 
Trung it is the Trung language that is pervasive, not Lisu. In contrast, Anong is a language on the 
edge of extinction, under intense pressure from Lisu as a local language and from Chinese as a 
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language of wider communication, with only 400 or so remaining Anong speakers, and of these, 
only roughly 12% are fluent.  

In a 1999 paper, Sun (1999a:353-355) reports his survey of some 104 people from 25 
households–roughly a quarter of all the Anong speakers, located in Mugujia village, the area where 
Anong is the most concentrated. The survey checked their fluency in Anong, in Lisu, and in 
Chinese, in terms of four levels of linguistic competence, here called Levels A, B, C, and D. These 
levels are described below, as they apply to Anong. 

 
- Level A-Fluent: Level A speakers are able to engage in everyday conversation as well as 

describe food production and daily living and are able to use over 3,000 basic items of 
vocabulary. All over 60 years old. 

- Level B-Semi-fluent: Level B speakers can engage in everyday conversation, but not very 
fluently and able to use around 1,000 basic words. Level B speakers are better in their 
second language than in Anong. 

- Level C-Limited: Level C speakers are only able to use daily greetings or a few everyday 
phrases and, thus, are unable to use Anong to express themselves adequately and 
completely. Their Anong frequently includes words from their second language. They only 
use a limited number of Anong vocabulary items, with much of the basic vocabulary 
missing. Their pronunciation of Anong is inaccurate. In contrast, they are very fluent in 
their second language. 

- Level D-Non-speakers: Level D respondents have essentially lost their mother tongue, 
although some can still understand a little, but they can no longer speak their mother 
tongue. In fact, some have completely lost their Anong. 

 
Table 12 puts Sun’s (1999a:353-355) numbers together in table form. Examination of the 

Anong column shows some 62 individuals in Mugujia village are still fluent in Anong (using the 
criteria above). However, as Sun (1999a:354) writes, outside of Mugujia village, there are virtually 
no fluent Anong speakers left. As of 2009, these 62 are the last fluent speakers—all of them now 
over 70. Sun also found some 19 semi-fluent speakers in the Mugujia sample and outside of the 
Mugujia area there are semi-fluent speakers left, in his estimation roughly 280 (1999a:254). In 
sum, as of 1999 there were roughly 62 fluent Anong speakers and perhaps a little over three 
hundred semi-fluent speakers remaining. 23  

 

Table 12. Fluency rates in Anong, Lisu, and Chinese. 

 Anong  Lisu  Chinese  
Proficiency # % # % # % 
       
A. Fluent 62 59.6% 96 93% 13 12.5% 
B. Semi-fluent 19 18.2% 8 7.7% 17 16.3% 
C. Limited 14 13.4% 0 0.0% 19 18.3% 
D. Non-speakers  7 8.8% 0 0.0% 55 52.6% 

 

                                                      
23 There are now fewer than 62 speakers, but precisely how many fewer is unknown. 
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There are unanswered questions with Sun’s survey. For instance, for Level C, Sun says that they 
are very fluent in their second language; for these speakers, perhaps Lisu was their first language. 
For Level D, Suns talks about speakers losing their first language; it is likely that they never spoke 
Anong fluently. However there is no reason to question Sun as he observes (1999a:353-355) that a 
closer look at the 62 fluent speakers of the 104 Anong speakers in Mugujia village shows how 
close the language is to being lost. As the next column indicates, of the 104 Anong surveyed 
(including the 62 fluent speakers), 96 of them—all but 8—are fluent in Lisu. All 8 of those not 
fluent in Lisu were elderly people who rarely went out. Thus, as Sun notes, that even in the village 
where the highest concentration of Anong speakers was found, the proficiency and level in Lisu has 
already surpassed that of Anong. Further, as he notes, almost all the Anong, including most of the 
fluent speakers, can speak Lisu and most can speak it better than Anong. 

The situation with Chinese, the final pair of columns, seems quite different. While Sun’s 
numbers show some 30% of the Anong as fluent or semi-fluent in Chinese,24 those who were fluent 
in Chinese were almost all middle-aged or younger and had secondary school level educations or 
higher and for the most part those who were semi-fluent in Chinese frequently had either a primary 
school education or had at least attended school. As a consequence of this schooling, fluent and 
semi-fluent speakers of Chinese had more opportunities for interaction outside the village.  

Usage patterns. Although clearly not the same thing, usage patterns do correlate with the loss of 
fluency as the loss of domains of use restricts opportunities for contact with the language. Sun 
(1999a:354) writes that Mugujia village has both the highest concentration of Anong speakers and, 
not surprisingly, the highest usage of Anong. As Sun observed, in Mugujia village it was possible 
to hear conversations in Anong, although even here most people spoke in Lisu.  

Outside of Mugujia village Anong usage falls off sharply. Although Anong speakers also live in 
other villages around Mugujia-Kashi, Muleng, Lagagong, Aniqia, and Lahaigon, in these areas the 
Anong often are less concentrated, living interspersed with concentrations of Lisu or with people of 
other nationalities. In these areas, Sun (1999a:354) notes, there are essentially no remaining Anong 
speakers who are fully fluent. In these areas, Sun (1999a:354) counted some 280 semi-fluent 
speakers, with most being elderly people in their 60s or 70s. Among the slightly younger speakers, 
the Anong in their 50s or 60s, only a handful could still speak their mother tongue even at the semi-
fluent level. Sun (1999a:354) attributes this to the lack of opportunity to use Anong in their daily 
lives; most, he notes, only used a few sentences and then only use these when speaking to the 
elderly. In these areas, Lisu was the language used for daily communication. 

Demographics, usage, and restricted access. As Sun suggests (1999a:354), the patterns of 
multilingualism severely restrict access to the language. The Anong have interacted with various 
ethnic groups in the Nujiang River area, but especially with the Lisu. In conversations, unless all 
individuals spoke Anong fluently, the common language would, of course, have been Lisu. In the 
case of intermarriage where an Anong had married someone from another group, the same pattern 
held: even though only one member of the family did not speak Anong, the common language was 
Lisu, with the non-Anong only very rarely learning some Anong. Sun (1999a:354) observed that 
even in the rare villages where the Anong were the majority, few non-Anong learned Anong.  

Sun (1999a:354) illustrates the typical language in the case of intermarriage by describing the 
patterns of his Anong language assistant. His assistant was fluent in Anong, but his wife was Lisu. 
They had been married 30 years, but even after 30 years, she spoke only a little Anong and even 
that rarely. Lisu was the common language in the family: the three daughters and the son, like the 

                                                      
24 Typically the Chinese spoken is a local Chinese dialect different both from the Kunming dialect spoken in 

the region and from the national language Putonghua. 
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mother, only understood a little Anong, and none could speak it. Occasionally, the father would use 
a little Anong at home, but they would still answer in Lisu.  

In sum, Anong tends to be restricted to situations where all participants speak it fluently: the 
default language is virtually always going to be Lisu. Thus, only fluent Anong speakers tend to 
have access to Anong; those less fluent in Anong only have very restricted access to the language.  

Conclusions and speculation.  

One mechanism involved in the loss of Anong is simple replacement, generally by Lisu, a 
development undoubtedly exasperbated by limited usage and limited access to Anong, facilitated 
by restricting the domains in which Anong is used. Anong forms that are used infrequently are 
more easily forgotten; Lisu forms that are used frequently are more readily retrieved. All Anong 
speakers, even the most fluent, probably show some evidence of simple replacement; Sun cites the 
example of one of his best language assistants substituting the Anong form for ‘very’ with its Lisu 
equivalent. With less frequent usage, replacement should go up; with less proficiency, replacement 
should go up. 

Other factors also come into play; one is attitudinal. Sun (1999a) notes that many of the best 
educated Anong are relatively indifferent to the impending loss of Anong, expressing the view that 
not only is this the general trend but also noting that they realize that there is little they could do 
about it in any case. It is worth noting that, while Anong is their first language, the language they 
are losing is neither their only language, nor their most useful language, nor even the language that 
they are most fluent in; almost all Anong speak Lisu better than Anong and use it for more 
purposes. 

 The shift to Lisu was well underway before the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 
1949; in fact, it must have been well underway at the time of Barnard’s 1934 (1934:89) 
grammatical sketch and glossary of closely related Rawang which lists as the Rawang term for Lisu 
the word Anung, indicating that for the Anong Lisu was already so dominant that Barnard treated 
them as a group of Lisu. However, it is only in the last 30 years or so that the decline in the 
numbers of speakers and the increasingly restrictive usage patterns have produced the massive 
restructuring of Anong, not just in its causatives, but in all its systems.  

 Thus, it is obvious that the changes are a response to language contact and subsequent 
changes in usage patterns. Sun’s description makes it clear that, even for those who knew some 
Anong, Lisu was the language of choice, not just outside the household, but also in many cases 
within the household. It is clear that the older generation of Anong speakers is the last generation 
to successfully learn Anong. The middle-aged and younger speakers have not done so. And, as 
already observed, this failure to learn Anong correlates with the rapid restructuring and with the 
increasingly restricted usage and access. In this sense, access to Anong has become too restricted to 
be successfully passed on; the middle-aged and the younger Anong do not seem to be learning it. 

The severely limited access might provide a key to understanding the nature and direction of the 
restructuring. An examination of the restructuring Anong causatives reveals a series of changes 
that, although they occurred unusually rapidly, are widely attested throughout other Tibeto-Burman 
languages. For instance, all of the following developments are found in other Tibeto-Burman 
languages: a prefixal sɯ³¹- losing its unstressed vowel, fusing with the following root, devoicing a 
root initial stop or nasal, and then dropping. Complicating the picture, however, is the side-by-side 
existence of an older pattern often accompanied by more than one newer form.  

The path of change may reflect a path found in first language acquisition: normal transmission 
undoes both phonetic and morphological changes; that is, children learners regularly ‘repair’ their 
own phonetically motivated changes to make them conform to what they perceive as more accurate 
pronunciations. The repairs in morphology are a little more sophisticated but produce a similar 
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result. Initially, the learner seems to simply acquire morphology as a series of individual tokens. At 
a later stage, learners often recognize a morphological pattern, and, in part, restructure earlier forms 
on the basis of their generalizations—in the case of causatives by putting the prefix before the basic 
root. Later, some phonetically motivated changes that occurred in the token stage of acquisition are 
at least partially undone when the learner recognizes the morphological pattern, in the case of 
causatives putting the prefix before the basic root—thus, connecting in some sense the unprefixed 
root with the prefixed root. This second stage, generalizing the pattern, has a tendency to undo the 
phonetic effect of the prefix on the root initial: the causative is reanalyzed each generation as a 
prefix plus the root. In Anong, however, the younger learners of Anong seem to have never gotten 
beyond the stage of learning individual tokens—essentially because they lacked sufficient access to 
language. The result was the connection between the basic root and the causative root was lost. The 
fact that Lisu uses a lexical approach too probably played a minor role, but the major impetus to 
restructuring came from increasingly restricted access to the language, a restriction that made the 
morphological patterns too rare and thus too obscure to learn. The phonetic tendencies explain how 
the changes took place; the loss of sufficient access to the language explains why it was in the last 
forty years that they occurred. 

3.3 Summary 

The overwhelmingly majority of the Anong have switched to Lisu, leaving only a handful of 
individuals still speaking Anong. Even among those fluent in Anong, their Lisu is more fluent than 
their Anong (with the exception of several elderly, essentially house-bound Anong). Thus, Anong 
is no longer a language with a well-defined function, and it is certainly not a language used with 
outsiders. 

4. Case 3: Eastern Cham, a Chamic language of Vietnam 

Cham has been spoken on the coast of Vietnam for over two thousand years; nonetheless, Cham 
is still linguistically transparent. For instance, overt marking of morphology and syntax, and in 
cases where grammaticalization of a morpheme has occurred the source morpheme is almost 
always still present. Some of this transparency, however, seems to reflect earlier language contact. 
It is clear that the language was under intense contact with Mon-Khmer languages of Vietnam 
(overwhelmingly Bahnaric; Sidwell, p.c., 2007, 2008). 

Eastern Cham25 (Phan Rang Cham), a direct descendant of Proto-Chamic, most likely began to 
split off from Western Cham sometime after the fall of Vijaya in 1471.26 In the last 50 years or so, 
it has come under increasing influence from Vietnamese, however, focuses on the sources of 
changes before this time.  

The linguistic evidence makes it clear (Thurgood 1999) that there was widespread bilingualism 
between the first Chamic speakers and Mon-Khmer (MK) speaking peoples. Certainly the 

                                                      
25 As Brunelle suggested (p.c.), it is useful to note that the data is from the works of the Bloods. Doris Walker 

Blood (1978:131) write that the texts used were from a specific informant, Thiên Sanh Canh, who was one 
of the last of the traditional Cham scholars. Thiên Sanh Canh knew the language of the manuscripts, a 
formal variety (what Brunelle (2008a, 2009) calls the H variety). The significance of this, as Brunelle 
points out and the Bloods were aware (Blood 1961, 1977, 2008), is that this particular variety probably 
reflects a variety of the language that was already falling out of use in the 1960s.  

26 There is certainly no hard evidence. It would be after 1471 that the dominance of Chamic would have 
begun to wane, but it is likely that various groups fled to Cambodia at different times. Brunelle (p.c.) points 
out that Po (1987, 1991) refers to manuscripts mentioning Chams fleeing to Cambodia as late as the early 
19th century. Brunelle also suggests, quite plausibly, that such a scenario could explain the surprising 
dialectal diversity in Cambodian Cham. 
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reconstructions of Proto-Chamic show this contact: there are roughly under 300 MK borrowings 
including body part terms and other basic vocabulary. 

In addition, examination of the phonology of Proto-Chamic suggests something about the 
language use patterns at the time of the formation of PC. Table 13 shows the Proto-Austronesian 
(PAn) main vowel system and its reflexes in PC; Table 14 shows the PC system with the vowels 
borrowed from a MK source (Thurgood 1998, 1999:126). 
 

Table 13. The inherited PC main syllable vowels? 
 PAn second syllable vowels  PC inherited main syllable vowels 
 *i     *u  *-i-,   *-u-, 
      *-əәi               *-əәu 
  *-e- [əә]   >   *-ă- 
  *a     *a 
  *-ay  *-uy   *-ay  *-uy 
  *-aw     *-aw 
 

Table 14.  PC main syllable  vowels, inherited and borrowed. 
 *-ia *-i-, *-i    *-u   *ua 
 (*-iãu)     *-ŭ-,  *-u:- *-uai 
 (*-iau)       *-uəәi 
     *-əәi, *-əәu,  
 *ɛ    *əә  *-ɔ 
       *-ɔ *-ɔ̆-, *-ɔ:- 
     *-a 
     *-ă-, *-a:- 
     *-ay  *-uy 
     *-aw 

 
One of the reviewers suggested the explanation: shifting speakers often carry over features from 

their L1 leading to more complex features in the target language. In this case enough non-tutored 
adult learners, Mon-Khmer speakers, began to use Chamic to provide not only some of the impetus 
for the restructuring of the vowel system, but also to help simply the grammatical system. Whether 
these Mon-Khmer speakers shifted to Chamic or simply became bilingual is probably not of major 
importance; both conditions would most likely have produced similar outcomes. 

Other factors undoubtedly played a role. Until quite recently when the Eastern Cham 
increasingly began to learn Vietnamese, Eastern Cham was the dominant language for most of the 
Eastern Cham speakers, serving both as a language of the home and the village. Brunelle (p.c.) 
suspects that Cham was a regional lingua franca before the fall of Panduranga in 1832, and was 
more widespread before that data. However, as Brunelle argues (p.c., citing Po Dharma’s work), it 
could not remain a lingua after then because contacts with other minority groups were mostly lost 
then. Sidwell (2007, 2008) argues that it was likely that Cham was a lingua franca in the Central 
Highlands during some periods, but there is no clear evidence of shift to Cham after the Proto-
Chamic stage. In any case, it would be difficult to argue on the basis of this to argue for shift in 
numbers significant enough to bring about structural change. 
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In addition to contact produced restructuring, it is also necessary to consider the possibility that 
the Malayic language that came into contact into Proto-Chamic was already learnable27 when the 
original speakers first arrived—there is a long history of shift into Malay(ic) throughout the region.  

In any case, it is clear from the linguistic record that contact restructured PC; it is not as clear 
what effect the two thousand years of language shift and bilingualism that occurred after PC had, 
contra my earlier writings, because we know too little about the patterns and amount of shift and 
too little about the functioning of Cham as a lingua franca. However, what still remains to be 
explained is the continued transparency of the language structures.  

4.1 Contact-induced restructuring 

4.1.1 Phonology and the lexicon.  

The morphemes of Eastern Cham are never less than a syllable and, aside from the possibility 
that the causative marking pa- is still marginally productive, the morphemes are overwhelmingly 
separate words (Thurgood 2005).  

4.1.2 The lexicon 

The lexicon shows the ancient influence of contact with Mon-Khmer languages (Thurgood, 
1999; Sidwell, p.c., 2007, 2008) and much more recent contact with Vietnamese (Thurgood 
1999).28 Of particular interest is the trend toward monosyllabification—some of which predates 
heavy Vietnamese influence. This paper focuses on much older developments. 

4.1.3 Grammar 

The grammar is typical of the what is common to three quite distinct areas of study: the early 
stages of first language acquisition, the earliest stages of grammaticalization, and universal patterns 
(Thurgood 2005). 

4.1.3.1 The patterns  

Aspectual marking, no tense. Eastern Cham lacks tense, but optionally indicates the basic 
aspectual distinctions, using the forms tɔɔʔ ‘live; stay’ > ‘still’ > ‘PROGRESSIVE’ and plɔ̀h ‘finish’ > 
‘PERFECTIVE’ to distinguish ongoing states and activities from completed ones, not just on the 
verbal level (in the verb morphology) but also on the clausal level (at the onset of a clause).  

Other periphrastic patterns. Other Eastern Cham periphrastic patterns include a causative from 
‘make’, a permissive from ‘give’, a quotative from ‘say’, a reflexive from ‘body’, recipient, 
experiencer, and change-of-state marking from ‘get; receive’, locative nouns from nouns meaning 
‘top’, ‘bottom’, and ‘back’, and prepositions that mark basic relationships, e.g., ‘INSTRUMENTAL’ 
and ‘BENEFACTIVE’.  

4.1.3.2 Word order 

Eastern Cham has a rigid SVO word order (WO). There is little morphology: the subject and the 
object are marked primarily by word order, while indirect objects are marked with a preposition. 
Except where subject deletion serves to mark cohesion between clauses, subjects are retained. The 
genitives are marked by simple juxtaposition, with the head noun first and the genitive following. 
Most other sentence types are minimally altered variants of the declarative clause, generally 

                                                      
27 Many of the structures of Eastern Cham are semantically compositional, that is, the meaning of the whole 

is predictable from the sum of the parts. The assumption being made is that semantically compositional 
parts of the grammar are easier to learn and are, all things being equal, learned early by those acquiring a 
second language. 

28 See, Aymonier (1889); Blood (1961); Alieva (1991, 1994); Brunelle (2008b, 2009). 
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modified by sentential particles at the periphery of the clause, thus keeping the basic clause 
configuration unaltered. As might be expected, questions follow the same word order as the 
corresponding declarative sentences. Questions answerable with a yes or no typically are signalled 
with nothing more than a rise in intonation on the last element in the sentence (Doris Blood 
1977:42). Occasionally a yes/no question is signalled by the sentence-final particle laay ‘Q’. 
Content questions, like yes/no questions, use the same word order as the corresponding declarative 
sentences, but with the question word inserted in place of the questioned item. Where explicitly 
marked, modality is indicated by an abundance of sentence final particles. In colloquial speech, 
negation is simply shown by the sentence-final o ‘NEG’.  

Interclausal cohesion is accomplished by heavy reliance on juxtaposition augmented at times by 
the deletion of the coreferential subject to show cohesion between two clauses. Clause-final 
particles may also be used to mark interclausal cohesion. Transparency is further attained by a 
strong preference for chronological sequencing. 

Only subject relative clauses occur, and even these are restricted in the materials examined to 
designation of locations, times, and the like. As with clausal cohesion subject relative clauses 
delete the coreferential subject.  

 An explicit purpose clause exists which is marked with the grammaticalized pyəә̀h ‘in order to’, 
where the purpose clause might not be readily inferable from context. In either case, if the purpose 
clause has an explicit subject, as with wish-clauses, the subject is marked with the preposition ka 
‘for; BENEFACTIVE’.  

Serial verb patterns exist, involving the deletion of co-referential subjects and the juxtapositions 
overwhelmingly but not exclusively match the chronology of the events. 

Eastern Cham with its rigid SVO order and its preference for semantically compositional 
structures devotes a minimum of special syntactic machinery to discourse concerns: in fact, Eastern 
Cham seems to have only those discourse pragmatic markers common to almost all languages: 
topicalization, left dislocation, and a presentative. The presentative clauses (or, existential clauses) 
introduce new entities onto the main stage. In the main verb uses, the subject appears in normal 
position before the verb hu ‘have; get’ (Thurgood & Li 2007). Left-dislocation, as the term 
indicates, involves movement of an object to the beginning of the clause. 

Most of the participant tracking in the text is done by indexicals—kinship terms which are used 
pronominally with humans to index personal and social identity, and by classifiers occurring 
neither with numbers or other modification, which are used with other animates and objects to 
designate things already established in the discourse. Much more rarely pronouns are used but in 
the texts typically only when no possibility of ambiguity exists, usually because just a single major 
participant is being tracked.  

In short, what marks Eastern Cham is its semantic compositionality, its relative lack of 
morphological marking, and its high dependence on chronological sequencing. The source 
morphemes still exist as such and the path of development is transparent, and, thus, easily 
learnable.  

5. Conclusions 

The data in this paper is presented, not for the answers the data provides, but for the questions it 
asks. Nonetheless, for these languages, it is at least clear that the primary determinants of the paths 
of change are social factors—the patterns of language use, the stability of bilingualism in various 
social settings, and, probably, population size, to name only a few. For Hainan Cham, although the 
emergence of Chinese as the dominant language seems to have set the changes in motion, its 
stability lies in its function as the language of the home and the village. The restructuring has been 
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further promoted by the fact that Hainan Cham is never used for wider communication, but instead 
other languages are used to speak to outsiders. 

For Anong, the switch to Lisu in virtually every domain has led to the total restructuring of 
Anong—only a handful of the oldest speakers, those with less access to Lisu and less proficiency in 
it, have managed to avoid major restructuring. Here, the restructuring of Anong has been promoted 
by the prominence of Lisu and by the fact that Anong is generally only used to talk to other Anong 
speakers, and, then, usually only to one of the other 60 or so fluent Anong speakers. All the 
functions once performed in Anong are now done in Lisu.  

For Eastern Cham the story is different. Until the emergence of Vietnamese it was an important 
language in the region, but it no longer is. However, as Brunelle writes (2005, 2008a, 2009), the 
language is still very strong in most villages of Ninh Thuan and in the north of Binh Thuan. 
Brunelle notes that the only area where the language seems to be losing ground is in the village is 
Southern Binh Thuan (close to Phan Thiet), where villages are mixed.29 Nonetheless, although the 
number of speakers is still robust (c. 100,000), its future is not promising.  

In general terms, the lack of a function is the greatest threat to these languages. Sun’s Anong 
now lacks a function and will disappear with this generation. Hainan Cham will survive only until 
the advantages of living in the village disappear; then the village along with Hainan Cham will 
disappear. Eastern Cham will face similar problems; it will take a little longer, but it will also 
disappear. Before this happens, it is crucial to recognize that each well documented case of 
language contact provides significant input into our understanding of languages in contact, and 
thus, in essence, to our understanding of the structural influences of multilingualism. 
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SYNTAGMES NOMINAUX ET SYNTAGMES ADPOSITIONNELS DANS 
TROIS LANGUES EN CONTACT EN COTE D’IVOIRE 

Béatrice Akissi Boutin 
Université de Toulouse-Le Mirail & Institut de Linguistique Appliquée 

d’Abidjan 

Résumé 

Le français distingue, à l’instar de nombreuses langues telles le dioula qui possèdent des adpositions, 
les syntagmes nominaux des syntagmes prépositionnels. Seuls les syntagmes nominaux peuvent 
assumer la fonction de sujet d’un verbe, alors que les deux types de syntagmes peuvent se trouver en 
fonction de complément d’un verbe ; c’est alors le verbe qui sélectionne le type de complément, 
nominal ou adpositionnel. Dans d’autres langues, au contraire, telles le baoulé, les éléments qui 
introduisent un syntagme nominal pour former un syntagme de rang supérieur ne constituent pas une 
classe d’adpositions. Le contact de ces deux langues en Côte d’Ivoire peut-il expliquer que le 
français local ivoirien donne à des syntagmes prépositionnels (de forme PREP (N / Pro)) la faculté 
d’occuper des fonctions de syntagmes nominaux dans une phrase ? Notre discussion porte tout 
d’abord sur le statut des syntagmes adpositionnels en français, en dioula et en baoulé. Nous 
montrons que certaines de ces formes peuvent être analysées comme des syntagmes nominaux à tête 
vide. D’autres faits de langue sont ensuite rapprochés de ce phénomène. 

1. Introduction 

Il existe en français local ivoirien des usages particuliers de pour dans lesquels celui-ci, avec son 
complément, est apte à occuper des positions structurelles nominales1. Nous avons, par exemple : 

                                                      
1 Je remercie Jérémie Kouadio N’Guessan, Kouakou Kouamé et Kalilou Téra pour leur aide dans 

l’approfondissement du fonctionnement du baoulé et du dioula. Ma réflexion sur pour (N / Pro) a débuté 
dans Boutin (2002) : j’avais alors penché pour une nature nominale de pour, sur le modèle du baoulé liὲ et 
conclu sur une juxtaposition de pour avec son complément de nom. Cette solution n’était pas satisfaisante 
parce que peu cohérente avec d’autres faits du français de Côte d’Ivoire. La Journée d’Hommage à Suzanne 
Lafage, le 28/02/05 à la Maison des Sciences de l’Homme de Paris, m’avait donné l’occasion d’approfondir 
les faits selon une problématique double : déterminer le statut de pour et apporter l’éclairage des langues 
ivoiriennes en ce qu’elles peuvent interférer au niveau des représentations syntaxiques (Boutin 2006). La 
réflexion s’est poursuivie ensuite sur les locatifs (Boutin 2005), ce qui me permet aujourd’hui de balayer des 
faits plus larges et de les aborder avec une nouvelle problématique. 
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(1) Avant de te moquer du linge de ta voisine, regarde si pour toi est propre (nouchi.com 2/13/2001) 
  (Avant de te moquer du linge de ta voisine, regarde si le tien est propre)2  
(2) Ce qui a fait dire à beaucoup que « couvre-feu de Gbagbo-là, ce n'est pas comme pour Guéï-là ! » 

(Soir Info 13.12.00) 
   (Ce qui a fait dire à beaucoup que le couvre-feu de Gbagbo n’est pas comme celui de Guéï) 
(3)  Le cours [de cuisine] sera le lundi à 16 heures 30 sauf pour le dernier lundi qui sera à 9 heures 30 

(affiche en établissement technique) 
  (Le cours sera le lundi à 16 heures 30 sauf celui du dernier lundi qui sera à 9 heures 30) 
 

Nous formulons l’hypothèse qu’il existe, dans cette variété de français, des syntagmes à tête 
vide, de structure formelle PREP (N / Pro), qui ont un statut syntaxique de constituant nominal. En 
effet, ces exemples (1) à (3) sont à rapprocher d’autres constructions où des syntagmes 
prépositionnels sont en position de constituants nominaux, tels que (4) à (6). Nous donnons entre 
crochets le contexte situationnel des énoncés : 

 
(4)  Ton grand père [Le père de ton papa] est toujours là ?  
  – Non, il est décédé, c’est chez ma maman qui est encore là (oral 04) 
(5)  [Les clignotants] A droite s’allume mais à gauche reste éteint (oral 04) 
(6)  [Les bananes] C’est ici qui est mûr, dans la cour n’est pas mûr (oral 98) 

(Ce sont celles d’ici qui sont mûres, celles dans la cour ne sont pas mûres [ou celles de la cour ne 
sont pas mûres]) 
 

Dans les formes PREP (N / Pro) telles qu’elles apparaissent dans (1) à (6), le référent du nom 
tête est implicite mais c’est bien lui, et non le nom complément de la préposition, qui est argument 
de la phrase. Si l’utilisation des formes PREP (N / Pro) semble atypique et que celles-ci ne sont 
attestées à ce jour dans aucune zone francophone hormis la Côte d’Ivoire où le français est en 
contact avec diverses langues, l’occasion d’examiner la possibilité d’une interférence est idéale. 
Nous entendons par interférence, à la suite de Weinreich (1953 : 1), le réarrangement d’un système 
qui résulte de l’introduction d’éléments d’autres systèmes à l’intérieur des domaines les plus 
hautement structurés de la langue. Dans le domaine syntaxique, ces éléments peuvent être abstraits 
et concerner des propriétés que certains morphèmes d’une langue acquièrent, sur le modèle des 
propriétés que leurs homologues, ou des morphèmes parallèles, ont dans les langues en contact. La 
première question qui se pose est donc de savoir si ces formes PREP (N / Pro) peuvent être 
rapprochées des formes (N / Pro) POSTP des phrases suivantes : 

 
 (7) dioula : à mà        à     tá     móbili   bòri,        
   3SG  PRF;NEG   3SG     POSTP   voiture  conduire,  
   à  kà       ń         tá            bòri 
   3SG  PRF;POS   1SG     POSTP   conduire 
   (Il n’a pas conduit sa voiture, il a conduit la mienne) 

                                                      
2 La traduction proposée n’est chaque fois qu’un équivalent sémantique possible, qui ne correspond pas 

toujours à un équivalent syntaxique. 
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 (8) baoulé : taluá tánnì ɔ̀, taluá liε ̀ ti  klàman 
   fille pagne PRES, fille part être  joli 
   (C’est un pagne de fille, ceux des filles sont jolis)  
   (FI : C’est un pagne de fille, pour elles est joli) 
 

L’utilisation de structures adpositionnelles pour des fonctions nominales remettent-elles en cause 
la démarche de catégorisation en syntagmes nominaux et syntagmes adpositionnels3 ? La question 
peut-elle être traitée parallèlement dans les trois langues ? Autrement-dit, existe-t-il une définition 
commune de la classe des adpositions et, au-delà, de celles des syntagmes adpositionnels et des 
syntagmes adverbiaux dans les trois langues en contact ? De fait, une description différentielle est 
nécessaire avant que l’on puisse évaluer dans quelle mesure le contact avec les langues ivoiriennes 
peut expliquer les particularités du français de Côte d’Ivoire étudiées ici. Les deux principaux 
facteurs de probabilité de transfert de fonctions grammaticales pour Weinreich seront discutés tout 
au long de l’étude : « The transferability of morphemes is considered as a correlate of their 
grammatical function in the source language and the resistance of the recipient language » 
(Weinreich 1953 : 31). 

Les propriétés sémantico-syntaxiques et la structure interne des formes PREP (N / Pro) seront 
examinées conjointement aux formes (N / Pro) POSTP. Ainsi, après avoir vérifié la capacité des 
syntagmes adpositionnels en question à occuper des fonctions nominales (section 2), nous 
analysons, en français et dans les langues ivoiriennes en contact, l’existence de syntagmes 
nominaux à tête vide (section 3), les conditions pour que des syntagmes adpositionnels aient un 
statut nominal (section 4), les possibilités que des adverbiaux occupent des positions nominales 
(section 5). 

Quatre langues ou variétés sont convoquées : le français standard, le français de Côte d’Ivoire, 
ou français local ivoirien (noté FI), le dioula de Côte d’Ivoire et le baoulé. 

Le dioula (langue très proche du bambara) et le baoulé sont historiquement les véhiculaires 
ivoiriens4, que le français est venu rejoindre depuis un siècle dans ce rôle. Toutes ces langues et 
variétés font partie du paysage plurilingue dans lequel s’est créé et se développe le français en Côte 
d’Ivoire. Parmi ces langues, seul le baoulé n’est parlé qu’en Côte d’Ivoire, mais notre analyse 
concerne les faits linguistiques tels qu’ils se présentent en Côte d’Ivoire dans les trois langues. Les 
contacts linguistiques ont, en effet, généré une « influence réciproque » (Kouadio 2005 : 182) du 
français et des langues ivoiriennes, surtout celles qui ont une fonction véhiculaire. 

D’un point de vue notionnel, nous faisons une large part à l’approche fonctionnelle de Denis 
Creissels, dont les concepts, élaborés dans une perspective typologique, ont l’avantage de cerner à 
la fois les faits du français standard, du français local ivoirien et des langues ivoiriennes. 

Les constructions analysées appartiennent à la langue orale. Notre réflexion ne s’appuie pas 
uniquement sur des recensements à partir de corpus, mais aussi sur des connaissances 
complémentaires des langues en présence. Nous ne disposons donc pas de fréquence statistique 
pour les emplois nominaux des formes adpositionnelles étudiées ; ils sont néanmoins bien 
représentés dans les discours. Les sources des énoncés rapportés sont variées : journaux ivoiriens, 
travaux de chercheurs (Creissels 1991 ; Creissels & Kouadio 1977 ; Tymian et al. 2003), oral 

                                                      
3 Mes observations rejoindront celles de Katja Ploog (2002 a, b) bien que je donnerai parfois d’autres analyses 

des faits observés. 
4 Les soixante à soixante-dix langues aujourd’hui parlées en Côte d’Ivoire sont issues de quatre grands 

groupes culturels et linguistiques qui dépassent les frontières du pays, ayant chacun une langue dominante 
(pour la Côte d’Ivoire) : groupes mandé (dioula), gur (sénoufo), kru (bété) et kwa (baoulé). 
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transcrit à la volée. Les exemples construits qui les complètent font partie des énoncés les plus 
banals en Côte d’Ivoire.  

2. Fonctions nominales et adpositionnelles 

Le constituant nominal peut être défini, par référence à un nom prototypique, comme tout 
« segment de phrase qui occupe une position structurelle que pourrait occuper un nom propre » 
(Creissels 1991 : 43). Les noms propres ont en eux-mêmes une valeur référentielle et peuvent 
figurer comme syntagmes nominaux. Au contraire, l’actualisation en discours du signifié virtuel 
d’un nom ordinaire passe par l’adjonction d’éléments le spécifiant et, en français standard, 
obligatoirement de déterminants. D’autres classes d’items sont auto-spécifiés et susceptibles d’avoir 
le rôle de constituants syntaxiques (sans adjonction de déterminant en français standard). Il s’agit, 
entre autres, des « pronoms » (Creissels 1991 : 202-210), qui doivent avoir « le statut de 
constituants nominaux à part entière, et [...] pouvoir tirer directement leur référence de la situation 
d’énonciation » (Creissels 1991 : 204), comme en français lui, elle, ceci ou cela. Il s’agit aussi des 
« quasi-nominaux » (Voir 5). 

Dans les phrases (1) à (6) du français local ivoirien, les segments PREP (N / Pro) sont actualisés 
en discours et occupent des positions structurelles de nom dans la phrase : sujet (1), (3)-(6), 
complément direct (9), complément de préposition (2). 

 
(9)   Je n’achète pas pour lui (Je n’achète pas ce qu’il vend) 
 

Un rappel théorique s’avère nécessaire pour bien poser le problème de ces énoncés. Les 
syntagmes adpositionnels seront analysés dans les trois langues, qui présentent des faits 
complémentaires pour l’élaboration d’une distinction entre nom et adposition. 

2.1. Noms vs. adpositions 

Le français distingue, à l’instar de nombreuses langues qui possèdent des adpositions, les 
syntagmes nominaux des syntagmes prépositionnels. Le syntagme nominal a une tête lexicale, le 
nom, qui peut avoir comme complément un syntagme prépositionnel. Dans le syntagme 
prépositionnel, la tête est la préposition, qui appelle un syntagme nominal complément5. Cette tête 
n’est pas référentielle et ne peut recevoir les marques flexionnelles et les spécifications d’un nom. 
Alors que les deux types de syntagmes peuvent se trouver en fonction de complément d’un verbe, 
seuls les syntagmes nominaux, référentiels, peuvent assumer les fonctions de sujet d’un verbe en 
français standard. Par ailleurs, ce sont les prépositions qui déterminent dans quelles positions 
syntaxiques les syntagmes dont elles sont têtes peuvent s’insérer. 

 
De la même façon, le dioula distingue les syntagmes nominaux des syntagmes adpositionnels. 

L’ordre des constituants en dioula place le sujet en début de phrase et les têtes en fin de syntagmes 
[sujet – complément direct – verbe – complément postpositionnel]. Le syntagme postpositionnel 
[nom – postposition] est formé comme le syntagme complétif [nom complément – non tête], la 
postposition a la même position qu’un nom tête (Sangaré 1984 inter al.). En dioula, alors que 
certaines postpositions n'ont qu'une valeur abstraite, l’origine nominale d’autres adpositions reste 
très proche. Ces items assument, en plus de la fonction de préposition, des emplois référentiels, 
comme kᴐ ́nᴐ  (dans et ventre), kᴐ ̀rᴐ (à côté et dessous, sens), kᴐ ́  (après et dos), bóro  (dans, par 

                                                      
5 La préposition d’origine de, toutefois, n’exclut pas un syntagme prépositionnel locatif (Voir plus loin 

l’exemple (46) et pour le français ivoirien Boutin (2005). 
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et main). L'éloignement de la valeur référentielle n'est pas toujours nette mais une progression dans 
l’abstraction peut distinguer les divers emplois de bóro  dans : 

 
(10)   ń bóro   bè  ń  dími  
  1SG main   IPFV  1SG  faire mal 
  (Ma main me fait mal / j'ai mal à la main) 

(11)   à  bé   Ala  bóro 6 
  3SG  COP;POS  Dieu  main 
  (C'est dans la main de Dieu) 

(12)   lεtεrɛ̀  bé   ń   bóro 
  livre  COP;POS  1SG  POSTP 
  (J'ai un livre) 

 (13)  dεrεkε ́  fárala   yàó bóro 
  chemise  déchirer;PRF  Yao  POSTP 
  (La chemise a été déchirée par Yao) 
 

En (10) et (11), bóro  est un nom (susceptible de recevoir des éléments tels que marques de 
pluriel, numéraux), tête de syntagme nominal. En (12) et (13), bóro  est une postposition, tête d’un 
syntagme adpositionnel, obligatoire en (12) et facultatif en (13). 

 
En baoulé, l’ordre des constituants est [sujet – verbe – premier complément – deuxième 

complément], mais dans les syntagmes complétifs, le complément du nom lui est antéposé. Les 
éléments qui introduisent un syntagme nominal pour former un syntagme de rang supérieur en 
fonction de circonstant ou de complément d’un nom ou d’un verbe ne constituent pas une classe 
d’adpositions (Creissels & Kouadio 1977 : 347-354). S’ils sont d’origine nominale, ils conservent 
certaines de leurs propriétés, et le syntagme complétif formé est apte à occuper toutes les fonctions 
nominales dans la phrase. La langue utilise cependant, en fonction de postpositions locatives, des 
noms, par exemple de parties du corps, dont le sens peut évoquer une localisation plus générale 
(Creissels & Kouadio 1977 : 354-365) : sú  (sur et surface), nu ́n  (dans et intérieur), nyru ́n  (devant 
et visage), sìn  (derrière et dos), àfiɛ ̄n  (au milieu de et taille), etc. Afiɛ ̄n nous aidera à montrer 
l’ambivalence de ces items7. 

 

                                                      
6 L’énoncé à bé Ala bóro la ́   est possible aussi, la ́  étant une postposition locative qui met en évidence le 

caractère nominal de bóro . Charles Bailleul nous indique que la traduction bambara de Sag. 3,1 : la vie des 
justes est dans la main de Dieu, aucun tourment n’a de prise sur eux : mɔgɔ t i lennenw ni bɛ Ala bolo, 
tɔɔrɔ si tɛ u sɔrɔ bilen ne pose aucun problème en bambara sans la postposition (Kitabu Senu 2006). 

7 Les tons que je note sont « construits » selon le baoulé dit central (de Bouaké) par un locuteur fahri. Je les 
note ici bien que l’instabilité des tons baoulé ait amené les chercheurs à ne noter que certains tons 
grammaticaux lorsque l’absence de notation entrainerait des ambigüités (Voir Tymian et al. 2003). De fait, 
les tons du baoulé ne sont pas fixes pour tous les morphèmes, mais ils s’actualisent en discours et varient 
selon l’énonciation. Par ailleurs, le baoulé est constitué de nombreux dialectes qui se différencient 
notamment du point de vue tonal. 
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(14)  bian   ngá  i  àfiɛ̄n  cɛ́nnin 
  homme  DEM  3SG tronc être grand 
  (Cet homme a un gros tronc)  

(15)  í  suà   wò  klɔ̀ i  àfiɛ̄n 
  3SG      maison  être  village  3SG milieu 
  (Sa maison est au milieu du village) 
    (Creissels & Kouadio 1977 : 361-362) 

(16)  ɔ wò   be àfiɛ̄n 
  3SG   être  3PL  milieu 
  (Il est parmi eux)   
 

Be  et í  ne sont pas des déterminants, mais des pronoms de 3e personne, du pluriel et du singulier 
respectivement ; antéposés à àfiɛ ̄n , ils ont une fonction de complément de àfiɛ ̄n  8, qui reste proche 
d’un nom même si sa valeur est plus abstraite dans (15) et (16). C’est ce qui permet au baoulé de 
positionner ce type de syntagme en fonction de sujet : 

 
(17)  be  àfiɛ̄n   ti sàciwa 
  3PL  entre    être   détérioré 
  (Les relations entre eux sont rompues) (Tymian et al. 2003 : 60) 

 
Judith Tymian et al. (2003) propose, dans un tel cas, une sémantisation de àfiɛ ̄n  en « relation ». 

Le français ivoirien, de son côté, n’hésite pas à produire en parallèle de (17) la phrase : Entre eux 
est gâté. 

 
Dans les énoncés dioula ou baoulé (10)-(17), la valeur référentielle du syntagme exclut son 

appartenance à la classe des syntagmes adpositionels. On a deux catégories de syntagmes : soit des 
syntagmes  nominaux à valeur référentielle, soit des syntagmes  adpositionnels à valeur non 
référentielle. Nous examinons à la suite la valeur référentielle qu’ont pourtant les formes 
adpositionnelles (1) à (8). 

2.2. Valeurs référentielles des formes PREP (N/Pro) 

Les énoncés (1) à (8) mettent en évidence le contexte anaphorique, propice à l’implicite, dans 
lequel les formes adpositionnelles étudiées sont le plus souvent utilisées. Cependant, dans (1) à (3) 
et (7)-(8), la relation entre l’antécédent et le référent implicite n’est pas une relation de coréférence. 
L’anaphore est de type uniquement lexical ou nominal (Kleiber 1994) : la seule identité entre 
l’antécédent et le référent implicite est une identité formelle. Dans ces phrases (1) à (3) les formes 
PREP (N/Pro) ont pour antécédent les noms têtes des syntagmes : du linge de ta voisine, couvre-
feu de Gbagbo-là et le cours [de cuisine]. Dans (7), n ́ tá  a pour antécédent móbili  et dans (8), 
taluá liε ̀  a pour antécédent tánní . Dans les phrases (4) à (6), nous avons aussi un contexte 
anaphorique puisque [le père] de la maman du locuteur, [le clignotant] de droite et [le clignotant] de 
gauche comme [les bananes] sont présents eux aussi dans la situation d’énonciation. L’antécédent 

                                                      
8 Le pronom personnel antéposé à àfiɛ ̄n en (14) et (15) est complément de àfiɛ ̄n . Le français n’a pas du tout 

le même ordre mais on peut aider à la représentation de ces phrases de la façon suivante : Sa maison est au 
village milieu de lui et Cet homme tronc de lui est gros. 
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est absent du discours antérieur mais déjà présent et saillant dans le paysage mental des 
interlocuteurs (voir Kleiber 1994). 

En outre, dans les exemples en français (1) à (6), les syntagmes nominaux à tête implicite ne 
sont pas issus de la réduction d’un syntagme nominal complet les précédant dans l’énoncé. Ils sont 
construits directement à partir de la représentation mentale, par anaphore vide, du référent. C’est de 
la même façon qu’on peut écrire sur une boîte : 

 
(18a)  A Jean / De Paris. / Pour les maux de tête 
 

Ces titres ou étiquettes, cependant, ne peuvent normalement pas figurer dans une phrase en tant 
que constituant nominal en français standard : 

 
(18b)  *J’ai rangé à Jean / *Je n’ai pas vu de Paris / *J’ai pris pour les maux de tête. 
 

Dans les énoncés étudiés, l’absence d’un référent explicite entraîne la mise en place de fonctions 
pragmatiques. D’un point de vue cognitif, la référence est possible par un processus métonymique :  

La métonymie est un processus cognitif par lequel une entité conceptuelle fournit un accès 
mental à une autre entité conceptuelle. Le principe en oeuvre est celui de la contiguïté [souligné 
par l'auteur] où un rapport est établi entre deux entités à l’intérieur de ce domaine. La nature de 
la contiguïté est conceptuelle, car la métonymie fait appel à une représentation mentale où le 
sujet mobilise ses connaissances extra-linguistiques. Si celles-ci font défaut, le mécanisme 
référentiel ne joue pas (Fougner Rydning 2003). 

Dans les cas qui nous occupent, les noms explicites sont effectivement introduits par des 
prépositions spécialement aptes à établir des relations de contiguïté. Nous avons des prépositions 
directement locatives dans les phrases (5) et (6). Dans la phrase (4), il s’agit d’un repérage familial, 
dans la phrase (3), d’un repérage temporel. Les phrases (1)-(3) et (7)-(8) présentent des syntagmes 
indiquant l’« appartenance », dans le sens d’« être propre à »9. D’un point de vue sémantique, 
l’« appartenance » est un cas de localisation, exprimée dans de nombreuses langues par une 
prédication de localisation. C’est, par exemple, le cas du dioula (Voir (12)). Dans toutes ces 
phrases, l’« accès mental » au référent implicite a été permis par l’adposition (français et dioula) ou 
le nom tête l iε ̀  (baoulé), et le syntagme adpositionnel explicite, qui l’ont spécifié par sa situation, 
physique ou abstraite. 

A part dans (8) où l iε ̀  est un nom, le statut de constituant nominal des syntagmes adpositionnels 
(1)-(7) est associé à une tête vide. La comparaison avec d’autres syntagmes nominaux à tête vide 
dans les trois langues nous aidera à apprécier, d’une part, la capacité du français à recevoir de telles 
structures et, d’autre part, le partage de procédures communes chez les locuteurs des trois langues. 

3. Les syntagmes nominaux à tête vide 

En français standard, mis à part le cas des syntagmes prépositionnels titres et étiquettes du type 
des exemples (18) qui ne peuvent être constituants nominaux dans une phrase, des syntagmes 
nominaux à tête vide sont possibles comme constituants syntaxiques. Ils sont issus de réductions de 
syntagmes nominaux pleinement explicites par l’ellipse du nom tête, telles que : La voiture de Guy 
et celle d’Eve. 

                                                      
9 Le concept de « possession » est, quant à lui, discutable. Je reviendrai plus en détail sur la valeur sémantique 

de pour dans la section 4. 
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L’analyse en termes de réduction est celle que Creissels (1991 : 57-62) propose en particulier 
pour le français et le bambara10, qui fonctionnent de façon similaire sur ce point. Dans ces deux 
langues, la syntaxe permet l’ellipse du nom tête anaphorique ; celui-ci reste récupérable par la 
conservation des éléments qui lui sont normalement associés : en français, le déterminant et le 
syntagme prépositionnel complément, et en dioula, le syntagme postpositionnel complément 
seulement. 

3.1. En français standard 

On a en français standard, pour des syntagmes nominaux formés d’un nom tête et d’un modifieur 
adjectival ou prépositionnel, les réductions suivantes : 

 
(19)   Il a une voiture verte et sa femme une grise 
(20)  Ce chien-là est méchant, pas celui-ci 
(21)   J’ai pris le sac de Guy et celui d’Eve 
(22)  Il n’a pas vu le sac de Guy, il a vu le mien 
 

Dans toutes ces phrases, le deuxième syntagme nominal est réduit et n’est constitué que du 
déterminant et d’un adjectif ou d’un complément du nom. Le nom tête, quant à lui, est implicite. En 
(22) la réduction s’accompagne de l’apparition d’un morphème spécialisé mien en fonction d’indice 
génitival11. 

Le déterminant reste inchangé dans (19) et dans (22). Dans le cas particulier des syntagmes 
génitivaux, le français a recours à celui et son paradigme (celle, ceux), comme en (21), que 
Creissels (1991 : 201-210) n’analyse pas comme des pronoms, mais comme des variantes 
combinatoires du déterminant dans les syntagmes complétifs réduits. En effet, celui-ci a le même 
rôle que ce chien-ci et n’est pas pronom comme le sont ceci ou cela12. En outre, celui, une, ce et le 
ont la même distribution dans les syntagmes réduits et non réduits de (19) à (22). Par ailleurs, dans 
le cas d’un syntagme génitif, la préposition de ne change pas dans la construction réduite de (21), 
contrairement à ce qui se passe en français ivoirien dans (1) et (2) (Voir aussi 4).  

La réduction de syntagmes nominaux en contexte d’anaphore par l’ellipse de la tête se retrouve 
aussi en dioula, avec les modalités qui lui sont propres. 

                                                      
10 Voir Aby Sangaré (1984 : 280-289) pour le dioula sur ce point. 
11 Dans des états antérieurs de la langue ou dans d’autres langues romanes, des syntagmes génitifs sont encore 

possibles sous cette forme. Nathalie Fournier (1998 : 141) répertorie quelques exemples en français 
classique, du type : Il m’est mort un mien frère (La Fontaine). Nous avons, en italien : Il nostro libro, en 
espagnol : El amigo mío. 

12 En français, ceci, cela sont de « véritables pronoms » (Creissels 1991 : 202-210). « L’analyse en termes de 
réduction de syntagme ne leur est pas applicable : ils s’emploient pour référer sans les identifier au signifié 
d’un lexème substantival à des choses présentes dans la situation d’énonciation : de même que lui ou elle 
est le signe vocal qui accompagne le geste désignant une personne présente dans la situation, de même ceci 
ou cela accompagnent le geste qui désigne une chose » (Creissels 1991 : 203). D’autres pronoms, comme 
autrui analysé par Catherine Schnedecker (1999), ont des propriétés et des mécanismes référentiels 
particuliers. Celui, pour sa part, semble ne pas pouvoir être assimilé à un pronom. 
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3.2. En dioula 

En dioula13, les déterminants et modifieurs sont postposés au nom tête, comme le démonstratif 
nìn  dans wùlú nìn  (ce chien) dans (23) et l’adjectif blémán  dans mìsi blémán  (vache rousse) 
dans (24). 

 
(23a)  wùlú nìn  ká       júgú 
  chien  DEM   COP;POS   méchant  
  (Ce chien est méchant) 

(24a)  à  kà  mìsi  blémán  sán 
  3SG  PRF  vache  rousse    acheter 
  (Il a acheté une vache rousse)  (Creissels 1991 : 59) 
 

Le syntagme complétif est formé du nom complément, antéposé, et du nom qu’il complète. Le 
syntagme génitif est construit, dans sa forme la plus longue, du nom « humain » ou de l’affixe de 
personne, de la postposition tá , le tout antéposé au nom tête, comme à tá móbili  (sa voiture) dans 
(7). 

 
(7)  à mà        à      tá      móbili   bòri      
  3SG  PRF-NEG   3SG      POSTP   voiture  conduire  
  (Il n’a pas conduit sa voiture) 
 

Cette forme avec tá  est généralement utilisée pour des noms têtes « aliénables », alors que la 
forme des groupes génitifs « inaliénables » se caractérise par l’absence de la postposition tá et la 
juxtaposition du complément au nom-tête (Voir (25)). Les divers facteurs d’apparition de tá  sont 
étudiés par Sangaré (1984) sur la base de critères sémantiques (relations naturelles ou acquisition, 
émanations, relations parentales, de réciprocité, hiérarchiques, etc.). La notion 
d’« aliénabilité/inaliénabilité » en linguistique est précisée dans Creissels (2001), qui montre 
l’impossibilité d’opérer une distinction sémantique générale entre les deux types de relations.  

Des syntagmes nominaux à tête vide peuvent apparaître en contexte anaphorique en dioula 
(comme en français standard), par exemple dans le cas d’une détermination démonstrative : 

 
 (23b) wùlú nìn  ká     júgú,   nìn  mán     júgú 
  chien  DEM   COP;POS  méchant,  DEM COP;NEG  méchant  
  (Ce chien est méchant, pas celui-ci)  
 
dans le cas de modifieurs adjectivaux : 
  

(24b) à  kà   mìsi  blémán   sán, ní  fìnmán  
  3SG PRF;POS  vache  rousse     acheter et noire 
  (Il a acheté une vache rousse et une noire) (Voir Creissels 1991 : 59) 

                                                      
13 La structure du groupe nominal est étudiée, pour le dioula, par Dumestre & Retord (1981) ; Sangaré (1984 : 

280-289), auxquels nous empruntons la plus grande partie des analyses qui suivent. Les exemples (23) et 
(24) sont repris des exemples en bambara de Creissels (1991), adaptés au dioula. 
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ou encore dans le cas d’un syntagme génitif (réduit), qui nous intéresse ici : 
 

(7)  à mà       à    tá     móbili   bòri,        
  3SG  PRF-Nég    3SG     POSTP   voiture  conduire,  

  à  kà      n ́  tá    bòri 
  3SG  PRF;POS    1SG  POSTP   conduire 
  (Il n’a pas conduit sa voiture, il a conduit la mienne) 
 

Dans le syntagme génitif à nom tête inaliénable, tá n’apparaît pas, sauf en cas de réduction par 
l’ellipse du nom tête : 

 
 (25a) dioula : à       dén      lò / à  tá        lò 
   3SG  enfant  PRES  / 3SG   POSTP   PRES 
   (C’est son enfant     /  C’est le sien) 

 
Comme on le voit en (7) et (25a), en cas d’anaphore et de réduction du syntagme génitif par 

l’ellipse du nom tête, tá  occupe sa fonction de postposition. En effet, en dioula véhiculaire, le 
syntagme réduit (N / Pro) tá  ne reçoit pas l’adjonction des marques « défini », « indéfini », 
« pluriel » qui caractérisent les noms. Cela confirme que tá  n’a pas un statut syntaxique de nom 
mais est bien une postposition. On a, par exemple : 

 
(25b) à  dénw        lò     /    *à    táw            lò       / à      tá lò 
  3SG        enfant;PL  PRES /     3SG  POSTP;PL  PRES / 3SG   POSTP  PRES 
  (Ce sont ses enfants        / Ce sont les siens). 
 

Dans (7) et (25), tá  est donc bien une postposition, tête du syntagme postpositionnel, et il ne 
constitue pas un nom. Le nom tête est implicite, une anaphore vide, comme dans (1)-(6). Le 
syntagme postpositionnel peut alors continuer d’être interprété comme spécifiant un terme 
structurellement présent mais non explicité, dont le contexte permet de rétablir l’identité. 

Il est possible que la structure tá  (N / Pro) offre un schéma pour l’utilisation de pour (N / Pro) 
dans (1)-(3). Cependant, on ne peut encore déterminer dans quelle mesure le français (ivoirien) 
n’aurait pas aussi facilité le transfert de tá  de la catégorie des noms à celle des adpositions. En effet, 
contrairement au dioula, le bambara (Mali), distingue deux formes : la postposition ká  du 
complément du syntagme génitif non réduit, et le nom tá  (de sens « chose », « part ») lorsque celui-
ci est réduit. En bambara, tá  peut recevoir les morphèmes de spécification qui se placent 
normalement à la fin du syntagme nominal : à tá-w lò  (3SG POSTP-PL PRES) (Ce sont les siens). 
Le dioula représente un état de langue où la valeur nominale de ce morphème s’est perdue, du fait 
de son utilisation comme postposition. 

 
En tout état de cause, la possibilité que la préposition elle-même des formes PREP (N / Pro) ait 

un statut nominal doit aussi être examinée aussi. En effet, le français en Côte d’Ivoire est en contact 
avec des langues, telles que le baoulé, dans lesquelles le rôle des adpositions est assuré par des 
items d’origine nominale (Voir 2.1). 
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3.3. En baoulé 

Après un bref rappel de la structure des syntagmes génitifs en baoulé, nous comparons ici pour 
(N / Pro) en français local ivoirien et (N / Pro) l iε ̀ en baoulé. Ils sont sémantiquement équivalents 
mais les propriétés syntaxiques de pour et de l iε ̀ sont cependant distinctes. 

Dans les syntagmes génitifs, le nom complément est antéposé au nom tête ; un pronom de rappel 
peut éventuellement lui être antéposé aussi, comme en (26). Chacun des deux noms peut recevoir 
des marques de spécification, « défini », « indéfini », « pluriel », etc. : 

 
(26)  táluà’n    i      tánnín’n       ɔ̀ 
  fille;DEF  3SG pagne;DEF   PRES   
  (C’est le pagne de la fille) 
 

On ne peut pas parler, en baoulé, de réduction du syntagme génitif, mais d’une substitution grâce 
à un morphème particulier l iε ̀ , de sens « chose » ou « part », étudié par D. Creissels et J. Kouadio 
(1977 : 327-341). Liε ̀  (niε ̀  après un mot à finale nasale) est un nom à complément obligatoire qui 
peut se substituer au nom tête d’un syntagme génitif en contexte anaphorique, pour constituer un 
syntagme de structure (N + Pro) liε . Ainsi : 

 
 (27) baoulé : ɔ tánní tí     klàman / ɔ l iε ̀ t i  klàman  
   3SG pagne être  joli  / 3SG part être  joli 
   (Son pagne est joli) / (Le sien est joli)  (FI : Pour lui est joli) 
 

Liε ̀  n’a pas perdu sa nature nominale et peut donc porter toutes les marques de spécification du nom : 
 

(28)   n ́       niε ̀      ɔ ̀ / n ́       niε ̀ -ni        ɔ ̀      / n ́     niε ̀ -mù        ɔ ̀ 
   1SG    part      PRES / 1SG   part;DEF    PRES        /  1SG     part;PL      PRES 
   (C’est à moi. /C’est le mien.       /  Ce sont les miens.) 
          (Creissels & Kouadio 1977 : 338-341) 
 

Cette dernière propriété différencie l iε ̀  du baoulé de tá  du dioula et de pour du français ivoirien, 
pour lesquels aucune spécification n’est possible. tá et pour sont bien une postposition et une 
préposition respectivement, contrairement au nom l iε ̀  du baoulé. Néanmoins, tá  et pour n’ont pas 
les mêmes propriétés : alors que tá  construit des syntagmes complétifs,  pour n’en a pas la 
possibilité. 

4. Les prépositions des formes PREP (N / Pro) du français ivoirien 

Pour, qui entre très facilement dans une forme PREP (N / Pro), ne peut régir le complément 
d’un nom explicite en français ivoirien actuel. Ce fait nous amène à tester les propriétés des 
prépositions susceptibles d'entrer dans une forme PREP (N / Pro), en contraste avec celles des 
prépositions normalement utilisées pour introduire des syntagmes complétifs, telles que de et à. 

Les prépositions de et à des syntagmes génitifs ne peuvent entrer dans une structure de forme 
PREP (N / Pro) qui occupe une fonction nominale. On a ainsi, en contraste avec les phrases (4) et 
(5) : 
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(4a)   Le père (de / à) ton papa est toujours là ?  
  – *Non, c’est (de / à) ma maman qui est encore là. 
(5a)   Est-ce que le clignotant de droite marche ? 
  – *De gauche marche mais de droite ne marche pas. 
 
Dans les énoncés (1) et (2), il est impossible de remplacer pour par de ou à, tout comme il est 
impossible de remplacer de ou à par pour : 
 
(1a)   *Avant de te moquer du linge pour ta voisine, regarde si pour toi est propre.  
(2a)   *Couvre-feu de Gbagbo-là, ce n'est pas comme de Guéï-là ! 
Par ailleurs, à l’instar de pour, les prépositions locatives chez, dans, à, ne peuvent pas toujours 
introduire un complément du nom : 
 
(4b)  *Le (père /grand-père) chez ton papa est là ?  
(5b)   ? Le clignotant à droite marche. 
(6a)   Les bananes (qui sont) dans la cour sont mûres. 

 
Ces propriétés syntaxiques différencient les prépositions locatives (au sens large) chez, dans, à, 

pour, des prépositions génitives de et à. 
La valeur locative de chez, dans, à et pour dans les exemples (1) à (6) a déjà été montrée en 2.1. 

La valeur d’« appartenance » de pour peut être dérivée de celle de « qui concerne ». Cette valeur est 
celle de certains de ses emplois en français standard, où il peut introduire un nom comme le fait 
quant à N, en ce qui concerne N dans des phrases comme : 

 
(29)   Pour la facture, je la règlerai demain. 
(30)   Pour nous, nous n’avons eu que peu de dégâts. 
 

Lorsque pour a la valeur « concernant N », il est apte à opérer un repérage mental, situer un 
cadre. D’un point de vue syntaxique, ces emplois sont tout à fait différents de ceux des formes pour 
(N / Pro) puisque, dans (29) et (30), les séquences pour (N / Pro) constituent des compléments de 
phrase et ne peuvent avoir une fonction actancielle dans la phrase. C’est pourtant avec cette valeur 
sémantique de « qui concerne » que pour est utilisé dans les formes pour (N / Pro) du français local 
ivoirien, comme une voie d'accès au concept d’appartenance à la sphère personnelle (Creissels, 
1979, 2001)14, opérant ainsi une localisation. 

Il peut être intéressant de noter ici que (N / Pro) l iε ̀  est fréquemment utilisé, cette fois sans 
marque de flexion nominale, pour thématiser un nom comme dans : 

                                                      
14 Creissels 1979, dans l’optique typologique de sa thèse d’état, conteste la notion de « possession ». Il lui 

préfère celle de « participation à la sphère personnelle ». La notion de « sphère personnelle » découle du fait 
que l’homme a conscience d’un réseau de relations qui l’entourent, par lesquelles il se sent plus ou moins 
concerné. La « possession », autrement dit le fait d’exercer un droit de regard sur certains objets, n’est qu’un 
cas particulier. Le concept de « possession » peut alors être restrictif, tout comme la dénomination 
correspondante « possessif » peut être impropre, chaque fois que la construction ne réfère pas au droit social 
ainsi désigné. Dans la plupart des cas, la spécification d’un nom par un complément « humain » n’est 
qu’une association logique d’une entité à une autre entité, humaine. Creissels 1979 propose le terme général 
de valeur « associative » pour le rattachement à la sphère personnelle. Par la suite il utilise celui de 
« génitif » dans le même sens (Creissels 1991). 
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 (31)  yàci,  wɔ ̀    l iε ̀ ,        a  kwlá   wànndi   tra     mìn 
  pardon,  2SG    quant à   2SG   pouvoir  courir      dépasser   1SG 
  (F : S’il te plaît, toi, tu peux courir plus vite que moi)        (Tymian) 

 
On peut comparer ses deux emplois dans : 

 

(32)  kofi    l iε ̀ ,       i   l iε ́’n   ɔ̀ wo     suà’n         nun 
  Kofi     quant à,  3SG    part;DEF  3SG  se trouver   maison;DEF   dans 
  (Quant à Kofi, le sien, il est dans la maison) (Creissels & Kouadio, 1977 : 341) 
 

Liε ̀  peut donc perdre ses propriétés nominales lorsqu’il construit un syntagme détaché, de sens 
« quant à (N / Pro) ». 

Pour conclure, en termes de catégorisation, premièrement les formes PREP (N / Pro), y compris 
celles en pour (N / Pro), ne sont pas des syntagmes nominaux complétifs, deuxièmement, les 
prépositions des formes PREP (N / Pro) sont des prépositions qui opèrent une localisation soit 
physique soit plus ou moins abstraite.  

Nous sommes donc en présence de syntagmes adpositionnels locatifs (ou de repérage) de type 
adverbial, ce qui nous autorise à comparer leur syntaxe à celle de certains adverbiaux qui eux aussi 
assument des fonctions nominales.  

5. Propriétés nominales de certains éléments adverbiaux 

Notre but est ici d’évaluer la résistance des quatre langues ou variétés à des emplois nominaux 
des formes adpositionnelles en question. De fait, on observe en français local ivoirien, mais aussi en 
français standard et dans les langues ivoiriennes, des cas de fonctions nominales occupées par des 
adverbiaux (ou circonstants). Le statut particulier de ces adverbiaux conduit Creissels (1991) à 
poser l’existence d’une sous-classe intermédiaire de « quasi-nominaux ». Cette analyse éclaire aussi 
le fonctionnement des formes PREP (N/Pro), bien que les procédés référentiels associés aux formes 
PREP (N/Pro) et aux éléments adverbiaux utilisés comme noms demeurent différents. 

5.1. En français local ivoirien  

Dans notre variété, des éléments adverbiaux sont aptes à occuper des fonctions nominales, qu’ils 
aient une structure morphologique adverbiale, comme demain, maintenant, ici, là-bas... ou qu’ils 
aient la forme d’un syntagme prépositionnel. Les exemples sont : 

 
(33)  Pour ton problème, il faut demain (Pour ton problème, on verra demain) 
(34)   Demain trouvera Yao au marché (Yao sera encore au marché demain) 
(35)  En même temps est mieux (Le moment présent est le meilleur pour agir) 
(36)   Maintenant est mieux   (Maintenant c’est mieux) 
(37)   Comme ça n’est pas bon   (Cette façon de faire n’est pas la bonne) 
(38)   Ici est bien    (Cet endroit est bien.) 
(39)   J’ai essayé de le joindre, mais chez lui ne répond pas (oral 02) 
 

Dans ces phrases, les éléments adverbiaux appartiennent à la classe d’éléments que Creissels 
(1991: 207-209) appelle « quasi-nominaux », qui « ont le statut de constituants nominaux à part 
entière, et [...] la particularité de pouvoir tirer directement leur référence de la situation 
d’énonciation. » (Creissels 1991 : 208). 
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Les adverbiaux « quasi-nominaux » assument des fonctions de sujets dans les exemples (34) à 
(39) et une fonction de complément dans l’exemple (33). Une identité de forme apparaît entre ces 
phrases et les phrases (1) à (6). Cependant, une différence fondamentale d’interprétation existe entre 
ces deux types de phrases, que l’on peut mettre en évidence par la comparaison de (6) et (38), puis 
de (4) et (39). Dans (38), ici a les propriétés sémantiques et syntaxiques de cet endroit.  Dans (6), au 
contraire, ce n’est pas (ici / cet endroit) qui est mûr mais les bananes qui sont ici. Ici réfère aux 
bananes par métonymie (Voir 2.1). De la même façon, dans (39) chez lui est substituable par son 
domicile, alors que dans (4) chez ma maman n’a pas pour référent le domicile de ma maman, mais 
le père de la maman. 

Malgré cette disparité fonctionnelle, les énoncés (33) à (39) montrent que le français ivoirien 
possède un cadre formel pour que des syntagmes prépositionnels assument des fonctions 
essentielles dans une phrase. 

5.2. En français standard 

Les éléments que nous avons appelés « quasi-nominaux » pour (33) à (39) vont être perçus, en 
français standard, comme des adverbes ou circonstants et ne pourront pas, généralement, assumer 
des fonctions nominales. La fonction de sujet, en particulier, est souvent impossible : le clitique ce 
est alors obligatoire, référant à une situation ou un événement appréhendé par les interlocuteurs et 
pourvu d’une capacité de référence directe à cette situation ou à cet événement : 

 
(40)   En même temps c’est mieux / Maintenant c’est mieux / Comme ça ce n’est pas bon 
 
De même, dans les exemples (5) et (6), un pronom ou clitique s’impose comme élément référentiel 
en français standard : 
 
(41)  [Les clignotants] A droite (il / ça) s’allume mais à gauche (il / ça)  reste éteint 
(42)   [Les bananes] Ici elles sont mûres, dans la cour elles ne sont pas mûres 
 
De tels adverbes et syntagmes prépositionnels peuvent pourtant occuper dans certains cas des 
fonctions syntaxiques nominales en français : complément verbal (43), sujet (44), complément de 
nom (45), complément de préposition (46). 
 
(43)  Préfères-tu maintenant ou demain ? / Préfères-tu à droite ou à gauche ? /    
  Préfères-tu le vélo ou la voiture ? 
(44)   Maintenant m’irait mieux. / A gauche m’irait mieux. / La voiture m’irait mieux 
(45)   Les gens d’ici / Les gens comme ça / Les achats d’hier / Les gens de la ville / Les achats de Guy 
(46)   Il vient de (derrière la maison / chez lui / dans la maison) / Il vient de la maison 
 

Comme le montrent ces phrases, l’adverbe peut commuter avec un syntagme nominal. Cette 
propriété fait clairement apparaître qu’un statut nominal est possible pour ces éléments adverbiaux 
en français standard. Dans une autre optique, nos analyses rejoignent celles de C. Fabre et D. 
Bourigault (2008), qui montrent qu’il existe un continuum entre arguments et circonstants. 

Les cas (43) à (46) demeurent cependant restreints et les énoncés (33) ou (35) sont à la limite de 
l’intercompréhension pour des locuteurs non ivoiriens. Les procédures interprétatives sont mieux 
partagées avec des locuteurs dioula ou baoulé. 
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5.3. Dans les langues ivoiriennes 

En baoulé et en dioula, il existe une grande facilité pour que des éléments adverbiaux occupent 
des positions nominales et s’insèrent donc dans la classe des « quasi-nominaux » (Creissels 1991). 

Le dioula possède les énoncés suivants, proches des exemples (34) à (39), où des adverbes 
occupent des fonctions de sujet. Dans chacun de ces exemples, l’adverbe déictique peut commuter 
avec un syntagme nominal : 

 
(47)  yàn  ká  dí  / sògo  ká  dí 
  ici  COP  bien  / viande    COP  bon 
  (Ici c’est bien.)(FI : Ici est bien.) /  (La viande est bonne.) 

(48)  sísàn   ká  fìsà / jɛ̀gɛ ká  fìsà 
  maintenant  COP  mieux / poisson  COP  mieux 
  (Maintenant c’est mieux.)  / (Le poisson est meilleur.) 

(49)  síni  b’í      sɔ̀rɔ      lɔ́gɔfɛ   lá / 
  demain IPFV;2SG   trouver marché POSTP / 
  (Demain on te trouvera au marché.) (FI : Demain te trouvera au marché.) / 

  Awa  b’í      sɔ̀rɔ       lɔ́gɔfɛ  lá  
  Awa IPFV;2SG  trouver   marché POSTP 
  (Awa te trouvera au marché.) (Voir Creissels 1991 : 208) 

 
Dans ces phrases, yàn , sísàn  et síni  ont un statut de constituant nominal, comme les noms 

sògo , jε ́gε  et Awa , et une référence directe dans la situation d’énonciation. Ils n’ont pas de 
fonction adverbiale. 

Le baoulé manifeste la même capacité, dans des phrases équivalentes : 
 

 (50) baoulé : lɔ́ ti  bɛtɛ̀  / jùnmàn  ǹgá ti  bɛtɛ̀ 
   là-bas être  calme   / travail    DEM être tranquille 
   (Cet endroit là est calme)    / (Ce travail est tranquille) 
   (FI : Là-bas est calme)  (Tymian et al. 2003 : 127) 

(51)    ɔ si      lɔ́  / ɔ si     kofi 
         3SG  connaître    là-bas  / 3SG  connaître   Koffi 
   (Il connaît cet endroit là.)  / (Il connaît Koffi) (FI : Il connaît là-bas) 

(52)    ɔ   si   suà’n      nún    / ɔ  si     suà’n 
   3SG    connaître maison;DEF      dedans  / 3SG   connaître   maison;DEF  
   (Il connaît l’intérieur de la maison) / (Il connaît la maison) 
   (FI : Il connaît dans la maison) (Creissels & Kouadio 1977 : 169) 
 

Dans la phrase (50), lɔ ́  (là-bas) a une fonction de sujet comme jùnmàn n ̀ga ́  (cet homme) ; 
dans (51) et (52),  lɔ ́  (là-bas) et suà’n nu ́n  (dans la maison), comme Kofi et suà’n  (maison), ont 
une fonction de complément. 

Toutes ces phrases ont des équivalents en français local ivoirien, comme nous l’avons indiqué 
entre parenthèses et on observe dans les trois langues de Côte d’Ivoire une grande accessibilité des 
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adverbiaux à des fonctions nominales. Ces langues se distinguent par là du français standard, qui 
fournit une certaine résistance à employer des formes adverbiales en fonction de noms. 

6. Conclusion 

Après l’examen minutieux de l’hypothèse d'un transfert des langues ivoiriennes vers le français, 
notre étude a démontré sur un point précis l'impossibilité d'une explication simpliste des 
particularités morphosyntaxiques du français d'Abidjan comme résultat de transferts à partir de 
langues africaines en contact. 

Certaines convergences sont indiscutables. Tout d’abord, dans les trois langues en contact, une 
démarcation nette entre adverbiaux et nominaux est remise en cause par la double possibilité des 
locatifs, et adverbiaux en général, d’être arguments ou circonstants. Par ailleurs, certains syntagmes 
adsitionnels, en localisant un référent par un processus de métonymie, acquièrent la propriété 
d’assumer formellement des fonctions nominales. Enfin, les trois langues possèdent les formes pour 
(N / Pro), (N / Pro) tá et (N / Pro) l iε ̀ , qui ont la même fonction dans les énoncés et mettent en jeu 
des habitudes pragmatiques communes. 

Cependant, d’une part, la fonction d’adposition est diversement assumée dans les trois langues, 
qui ne permettent pas de réelles équivalences syntaxiques, d’autre part, les formes pour (N / Pro), 
(N / Pro) tá et (N / Pro) l iε ̀ présentent des contrastes structurels irréductibles. 

 

 

Notations : 

Les notations ne correspondent que partiellement aux ‘Leipzig Glossing Rules’ du Max-Planck-
Institut. 

PRF, IPFV correspondent respectivement aux valeurs « accompli » et « inaccompli » 

COP  correspond à une copule 

1/2/3, SG/PL correspondent aux 1e, 2e et 3e personnes du singulier et du pluriel 

POS, NEG correspondent respectivement aux valeurs « positif » et « négatif » associées 
à des morphèmes verbaux 

POSTP correspond à une postposition associée à un nom 

PRES  correspond à un présentatif 

Pro  correspond à un pronom 

N  correspond à un constituant nominal 

DEF, DEM correspondent aux morphèmes « défini » et « démonstratif » associés à des 
noms. 

 

Les langues ivoiriennes apparaissent avec l’orthographe officielle pour l’Afrique de l’Ouest, qui ne 
correspond pas totalement à l’API (alphabet phonétique international). Comme il est d’usage 
lorsque les tons sont notés, seul les tons principaux haut et bas le sont, les tons secondaires et 
moyens pouvant être déduits (Voir aussi la note 7). 
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GRAMMATICALIZATION THROUGH LANGUAGE CONTACT:  
THE PERIPHRASTIC PASSIVE IN CHONTAL MAYAN 

Brad Montgomery-Anderson 
Northeastern State University, Tahlequah, OK 

Abstract 

This paper is a discussion of a periphrastic passive in Chontal Mayan, a construction I claim is a 
result of contact with Spanish. The purpose of this paper is to describe this passive and to 
compare and contrast its function with that of the more common morphological passive. This 
paper will explore issues of grammaticalization as well as typological studies of the passive to 
put these hypotheses into a proper diachronic and synchronic perspective. A tentative proposal 
is drawn up for the functions of the Chontal passive and passive-like constructions, as well as 
indications for further research to better establish these claims. 

1. Introduction 

Periphrastic passive constructions involve auxiliation, a diachronic process whereby a lexical 
verb becomes bleached of its semantic meaning and acquires a grammatical function. This paper is 
an exploration of a case of auxiliation through language contact in Chontal Mayan. In the case of 
Chontal, contact with Spanish seems to have caused a native Chontal verb x- ‘to go’ to acquire a 
new function as an auxiliary that, when combined with a participle, functions as a passive 
construction. In this paper I claim that this new periphrastic passive is based on the homophony of 
the preterit forms of the Spanish verbs ‘to go’ and ‘to be.’  

The literature on language contact does not contain many examples of the diffusibilty of 
passives. One example of contact-induced change in the meaning of a passive comes from 
Mandarin Chinese. This ‘adversative passive’ historically has carried with it an unfortunate or 
pejorative sense, but its use with a neutral sense has increased under influence from Indo-European 
languages (Li & Thompson 1981). Blake (2001) provides further examples where European 
influence has expanded the use of existing passives in Asian languages. He also mentions that the 
influence of European languages has been responsible for greater use of periphrastic verbs globally; 
the example he offers is a periphrastic verb construction in Pipil that is calqued on Spanish (Harris 
& Campbell 1995:149, cited in Blake 2001). 

The passive voice is a construction in which more attention is focused on the subject/agent and 
less on the object/patient. The Mayan languages of Mexico and Central America all have a passive 
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construction; in fact, many of them have more than one passive to convey different shades of 
meaning (e.g. aspect or degree of control on the part of the agent). Mayan languages prototypically 
mark any changes in transitivity with a verbal affix that marks the new derivation. (1) is an example 
of a typical active transitive in Kaqchikel, an Eastern Mayan language of Guatemala. 

 
(1)   x-e-ki-chäp               ak’wal-a’ ri ixoq-i’   
  CMP-B3.PL-A3.PL-grab      child-PL DET woman-PL 
  ‘The women grab the children.’ (Matzar & Rodriguez  1997:369)1 

 
The corresponding passive is the following: 

 
(2)       x-e-chap   ak’wal-a’  (k-uma        ri ixoq-i’) 
  CMP-B3.PL-grab.PSV   child-PL  (A3.PL-RN DET woman-PL) 
  ‘The children are grabbed (by the women).’ 
 
Languages in the Mamean branch of the Mayan family have a morphological passive as well. The 
Mam sentences below demonstrate that 1) the lack of an ergative marker indicates the verb is now 
intransitive, 2) ‘horse’, as the sole non-peripheral NP, is now the subject, 3) ‘brother’ is demoted by 
being placed in a peripheral prepositional phrase and 4), the verb is marked with a special affix. 

 
Mam (Pérez & Jiménez 1997: 333) 
 (3)  xi’  t-jk’u’-n   w-iitz’in-e’  cheej 
  DIR  A3-pull-ADJ A3-brother-ENC horse 
  ‘My younger brother pulled the horse.’ 
 
(4)   jk’-eet  cheej   t-u’n w-iitz’in-e’    
  pull-PSV horse  PREP A3-brother-ENC 
  ‘The horse was pulled by my younger brother.’  

 
Such a valency-adjusting affix is present in all branches of the Mayan family. Most of the languages 
of Guatemala are in the Eastern branch; another branch, Huastecan, is spoken in the states of 
Veracruz and San Luis Potosí, while a third branch, Yucatecan, is found on the Yucatan peninsula. 
The fourth branch of the Mayan family, Western Mayan, is located in the Mexican states of Chiapas 
and Tabasco as well as western Guatemala. Chontal is part of this Western grouping and is spoken 
in the state of Tabasco; the dialect under consideration is spoken in the municipio of Nacajuca north 
of the state capital of Villahermosa. Like other Mayan languages it is an ergative language that uses 
absolutive markers for pronominal intransitive subjects and transitive objects and ergative markers 
for pronominal transitive subjects and possessors.2 An example of this phenomenon in Chontal is in 

                                                      
1 I have slightly altered the original abbreviations for the other Mayan languages so that, when possible, they 

match those used for Chontal. 
2 I use the following abbreviations: 1=first-person marker, 2=second-person marker, 3=third-person marker; 

A=Set A (ergative), ADJ=adjective derivational suffix, APL=applicative, B=Set B (absolutive), 
CMP=completive, DET=determiner, DRV=verbal derivational suffix, MAS=Masculine classifier, 
INC=incompletive, NEG=negative, PL=plural, PSV=passive, PL=plural, PREP=preposition, 
PRN=independent pronoun, PST= past proclitic, RFL=reflexive, RN=relational noun. In the writing system 
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(5) and (6); good overviews of these features for Mayan languages are in Kaufman (1990) and 
England (2001). In these examples the completive is expressed with a null morpheme. 

 
(5)  ‘a x-Ø-et 
  PST go-CMP-B2 
  ‘You went up.’ 
 
(6)  kä-jätz’-Ø-et 
  A1-hit-CMP-B2 
  ‘I hit you.’ 
 
Chontal also displays split ergativity that is sensitive to aspect as well as negation. In the 
incompletive the Set A marker references the intransitive argument, while in the completive a Set B 
marker references it: 

 
(7)  kä-x-e 
  A1-go-INC 
  ‘I go.’  
 
(8)  ‘a  x-Ø-on 
  PST  go-CMP-B1 
  ‘I went.’  
 
Verbs have one or two arguments marked on the verb. Like other Mayan languages, Chontal is 
sensitive to the distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs as well as root and derived 
verbs. Root verbs (i.e verbs that are not derived from another word) have distinct suffixes to reflect 
the difference in valency. Thus a root intransitive adds a suffix -o or -e to express the incompletive: 

 
(9)  ‘u-x-e 
  A3-go-INC 
  ‘He goes.’ 
 
A root transitive indicates the incompletive with -e’. The Set B third person marker is a null 
morpheme.  

 
(10)  ‘u-jätz’-e’-Ø 
  A3-hit-INC-B3 
  ‘He hits it.’ 
  
Derived verbs do not take special markers to distinguish transitive and intransitive. The most 
common suffixes for derived verbs are -an, -än, and -en: 
 

                                                                                                                                                                  
used for Chontal, [x] is an alveopalatal fricative, [‘] represents either a glottal stop or glottalization of a stop 
or affricate, and [ä] repesents a high central vowel. All other letters in the writing system used for Chontal 
have the same value as in Spanish. 
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(11)  ‘u-pok’m-an 
  A3-become fat-INC 
  ‘He becomes fat.’ 
 
(12)  ‘u-pal-än-Ø 
  A3-whittle-INC-B3 
  ‘He whittles it.’ 
 
As exemplified in (13), intransitive verbs that are positive incompletive take the ergative markers: 
 
(13)  kä-wäy-e 
  A1-sleep-INC 
  ‘I’m sleeping.’ 
 

Most of the Mayan languages have a productive antipassive, and all have at least one kind of 
passive. These voice changes are typically morphological in nature in that they are created by the 
addition of an affix.3 In Chontal the morphological passive is a frequently-found construction; it is 
expressed with a -k for root verbs and an -int for derived verbs. Active/passive pairs are in (14-15) 
and (16-17). 

 
Active: 
(14)  ‘u-chon-e’-Ø  we’e 
  A3-sell-INC-B3 meat 
   ‘He is selling meat.’ 
 
Passive for root verb: 
(15)   ‘u-chon-k-an    we’e  
  A3-sell-PSV-INC  meat  
  ‘Meat is sold.’ 
 
Passive for derived verb: 
(16)  ‘a  pop-int-i-Ø 
  PST roast-PSV-CMP-B3  
  ‘It was roasted’/‘Lo asaron.’4 
 

                                                      
3 Siewierska (1984:126) lists Tzeltal (also from the Western Mayan branch) as having a periphrastic passive. 
She reports that this passive is formed from the verb receive/get. Because it is transitive, one can see how this 
verb could grammaticalize (with or without Spanish language contact) into an auxiliary for a periphrastic 
passive and is thus fundamentally different from the Chontal construction involving intransitive x-.  Good 
overviews of voice in Mayan languages are in Aissen (1990) and Dayley (1990). 
4 I give the original Spanish translations provided by my sources when theses translations are relevant. The 

English translations are my own. 
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(17)  k’os-b-int-i-Ø 
  bring-APL-PSV-CMP-B3 
  ‘It was brought to him’/ ‘le trajeron.’ 
 
Unlike some Mayan languages, however, this is the only morphological passive; i.e. there is no 
distinction between a passive where the demoted agent is relegated to an oblique phrase and the 
absolute passive where the agent is deleted. Thus there is always the option of indicating the agent, 
as shown in (18).  
 
(18)  ‘u-k’ux-k-an (k’a kande) 
  A3-eat-PSV-INC  (PREP 1PRN) 
  ‘It is eaten (by me).’ 
 

2. Uses of the Chontal Periphrastic Passive 

During field work in Mexico for the Project for the Documentation of the Languages of 
Mesoamerica I came across an example of the periphrastic passive construction that is the topic of 
this paper. The example was in Las Doce Verdades, a bilingual Spanish-Chontal book of short 
stories written by Isaías Hernández Isidro. Note in the following sentence the passive is expressed 
periphrastically with the verb x-  ‘to go’ and a participle:  
 
(19)  n-u-ch’ich’é  x-i-Ø   ‘uch'-u   k'a  ni  sutz’-baläm  
  DET-A3-blood go-CMP-B3 drink-ADJ PREP DET bat-jaguar 

‘His blood was/had been drunk by the bat-jaguar.’/ ‘Su sangre fue bebida por el sutz’balam.’ 
(Hernández 1997:34) 

 
In Chontal adjectives are derived from verbs by adding a copy vowel as a suffix; in this case, 

‘uch’ ‘to drink’ becomes ‘uch’u ‘drunk.’ In a different story in the same book there is another 
example: 
 
(20)  x-i-Ø   buk’-u   k’a  ni  pa’-o’ 
  go-CMP-B3 swallow-ADJ PREP DET popal-PL 
  ‘He was swallowed up by the marshes’/ ‘Fue tragado por los popales.’  
  (Hernández 1997:61) 
 
The author translates into Spanish these Chontal sentences with a passive construction fue + 
adjectival participle. In Chontal, the tense-carrying verb x- is followed by the derived adjectival 
form of the transitive verb, a construction similar to the periphrastic passives found in both English 
and Spanish, both of which use ‘to be’ as the auxiliary verb.  

A careful search of the literature revealed that the only discussion of this construction is a 
passing mention in Knowles (1984:163). Significantly, the Chontal she described over 25 years ago 
is of a variety of the language that is fairly different from that of my consultant. She describes this 
construction as an agentless, or impersonal, expression; her example is in (21). 
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(21)  ‘a     x-i-Ø        k’ux-u 
  PST go-CMP-B3      eat-ADJ  
  ‘It is eaten (by me).’ 
 

As Isaías Hernández Isidro was also my language consultant that same summer, I had the 
opportunity to ask him about the acceptability of this construction in other environments. The 
periphrastic passive was also productive in other persons besides the third person; Isaías used both 
the morphological and periphrastic passive to translate ‘you were kissed by the girl’ (‘fuiste besado 
por la mujer’): 

 
morphological: 
(22)  ‘ane tz'utz'-k-Ø-et   k'a  ‘ixok 
  2PRN  kiss-PSV-CMP-B2 PREP  woman 
periphrastic: 
(23)  x-Ø-et   tz'utzt'-u  k'a  n-ixok5  
  go-CMP-B2  kiss-ADJ PREP  DET-woman 

 
In both of the examples the oblique agent is optional. Unlike the construction described by 
Knowles, the agent is allowed.  

 In the previous examples x- has been used in the completive. If the incompletive is used, the 
result is a future passive. In such a sentence ‘go’ serves two grammatical functions; i.e. future tense 
and passive voice: 
 
(24)  ‘a-x-e   tz'utz'-u  
  A2-go-INC kiss-ADJ 
  ‘You will be kissed.’ /‘Serás besado.’  or  ‘Te besarán.’ 

 
As discussed in the following section, the periphrastic passive probably developed out of contact 
with Spanish. 

3. Auxiliation through language contact. Spanish Passive 

In Chontal this periphrastic passive exists alongside the morphological passive. While syntactic 
constructions have a diachronic tendency to coalesce and fuse together, there is another tendency 
for periphrastic constructions to replace older morphological constructions (Hopper & Traugott 
1990:9). This process of renewal appears to be happening in Chontal. The verb ‘to go’ is a 
semantically general verb that, along with other verbs like ‘to be’ and ‘to have’, cross-linguistically 
display a tendency towards grammaticalization. Heine & Kuteva list nine sources of passive 
grammaticalization, none of which is the verb ‘to go’ (2002:333). Siewierska lists the most common 
auxiliaries for periphrastic passives as the verbs ‘to be’ and ‘to become’, but she does state that ‘to 
go’ is used in a few Indo-Aryan languages as well as in Gaelic and Italian (1984:126). 

                                                      
5 The only other difference is that the oblique agent in the periphrastic passive is definite. It would be 

worthwhile to investigate further to see if definiteness plays a role in selection of either the morphological or 
periphrastic passive. It is possible that the consultant simply added this detail and that it has no bearing on the 
passive.  
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In Chontal the lexical verb ‘to go’ has already been grammaticalized to express the future 
tense/aspect: 
 
(25)  kä-x-e   kä-jätz’-e’-et 
  A1-go-INC A1-hit-INC-B2 
  ‘I’m going to hit you.’ 
 
From this construction one can see how Chontal could have grammaticalized, on its own, the 
immediate future. Like a corresponding Spanish or English construction, the above sentence could 
imply either futurity or movement. A sentence where movement cannot be implied is necessary to 
show that ‘go’ can only express futurity (e.g. ‘I’m going to stay here all day’), Although this 
construction also could be a result of contact from Spanish; it is more likely, given the widespread 
use of this grammaticalization pathway (Heine & Kuteva 2002:161) that this construction 
developed on its own.6  

However, it is difficult to see Chontal developing the x- periphrastic passive on its own because 
of the lack of constructions that would be subject to reanalysis. Siewierska notes that 
grammaticalized auxiliaries often carry an allusion to their former lexical meaning (1984:128). A 
sentence such as xi ‘uch’u ‘It was drunk’ has no meaning if x- is interpreted as movement; i.e. * ‘it 
went drunk.’ It seems more likely that such a use of x- is a calque on the Spanish periphrastic 
passive. To create a passive Spanish uses the auxiliary verbs ser or estar, both of which mean ‘to 
be’; the former is used for permanent states and the second for more temporally-based states or 
conditions. In Chontal a similar construction is found with a defective verb that often acts more like 
a particle: 
 
(26)  ‘ajn-i-Ø   chop-o 
  be-CMP-B3 throw-ADJ 
  ‘It was thrown.’/‘Estuvo tirado.’ 
 
(27)  tus-u   ya’an 
  organize-ADJ be/there is 
  ‘It was organized.’/ ‘Fue acomodado.’ 
 
Keller & Luciano (1997:455) state that when a participle is the nucleus of the sentence, it is usually 
combined with the copulas ‘an or ‘ayan. They point out that such constructions are only available in 
the third person: 
 
(28)  juch’-u an ‘It is ground.’/‘Está molido.’ 
  chon-o an  ‘It is sold.’/‘Está vendido.’ 
  jutz’-u an  ‘It is washed.’/‘Está lavado.’ 
 
These same participles can refer to first or second person using absolutive markers in a stative 
construction. In such a construction no copula appears and the absolutive marker is attached directly 
to the participle: 

                                                      
6 Because of the high degree of bilingualism in the Chontalpa, it is possible that the Spanish construction has 

reinforced the Chontal construction. Heine & Kuteva report this grammaticalization for the Mayan language 
Tzotzil (2002:162). 
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 (29)  k’ätäl-on ‘I am asked for.’/ ‘Estoy solicitada.’ 
 
In both constructions no mention of the agent is possible. Due to their irregularity, the ya’an/ajn 
verbs are poor candidates for an auxiliary verb; i.e. an auxiliary to carry all the person and aspect 
specifications that the deverbalized participle can no longer specify.  

In Spanish the past tense of ser is phonetically identical to the past tense of ir ‘to go.’ Ser, 
like estar, can be an auxiliary for passive constructions: 
 
(30)  El agresor fue detenido por la policía (de Bruyne 1996:463) 
  ‘The attacker was arrested by the police.’ 
 
(31)  Javier es un hombre acostumbrado a ser servido por mujeres 
  ‘Javier is a man used to being waited on by women.’ 
 
If the Chontal passive is indeed a calque, the calque is based on a reanalysis of the past tense of 
Spanish ser as the past tense of ir. Chontal x- has regular inflection for all persons and aspects and 
is a good base to carry this information as an auxiliary verb. Aikhenvald & Dixon (2006) call this 
kind of change ‘grammatical accommodation’; i.e. reinterpretation as a result of look-alike forms.  

A possible way to test this hypothesis would be 1) to see if the periphrastic is used more in the 
past tense; i.e. if it is the more frequent, unmarked form and, 2) if restrictions that apply to the 
auxiliary use of ser in Spanish have some kind of reflex in the use of Chontal x- as an auxiliary. De 
Bruyne points out a restriction on the Spanish use in that “the ser + past participle form of the 
passive implies the involvement of an agent, even if this is not expressed; when no specific agent 
can be involved, it is preferable to use the reflexive...” (1996:462). If Chontal were shown to have a 
similar preference in its periphrastic construction, we could take this preference as supporting 
evidence for passive x- as a loan calque from Spanish. In fact, Spanish does have various 
constructions that are used to express degrees of involvement by an agent. For example, Spanish 
has a construction that uses the reflexive to express a passive or mediopassive meaning. If there is 
no agent involved or implied, this passive reflexive is the preferred form. When asked to translate a 
sentence such as ‘la puerta se abrió’, Isaías used a reflexive Chontal form that is possibly also a 
calque of the Spanish: 
 
(32)  n-u-ti’   ‘otot  ‘u-jäb-i-Ø   ‘u-ba 
  DET-A3-mouth  house A3-open-CMP-B3 A3-RFL 
  ‘The door opened.’ 

 
When asked to translate the present perfect ‘la puerta se ha abierto’, Isaías used the ‘to be’ copula 
with an adjectival form of the verb: 
 
(33)  n-u-ti’  ‘otot  ya’an  jäb-a 
  DET-A3-mouth house   there.is open-ADJ 
  ‘The door has been opened.’ 
 
This construction as well could be the equivalent of Spanish estar +past participle. De Bruyne 
describes this Spanish construction as a passive that denotes a resultant state; significantly, the estar 
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construction differs from the ser construction in that ‘the estar-passive only admits an agentive 
phrase when the agent is necessarily involved in the “resultant state”...’ (1996:464). 

In Chontal it seems that the periphrastic passive with x- is preferred when an agent is clearly 
involved. Isaías gives the following translation for the Spanish ‘la puerta fue abierta por el hombre’.  
 
(34)  n-u-ti’  ‘otot  x-i-Ø  jäb-a   k'a yinik 
  DET-A3-mouth house   go-CMP-B3 open-ADJ PREP man 
  ‘The door was opened by the man.’ 
 
This distinction is made clear by the speaker. When translating the following example, he states that 
‘no one is to blame’ (‘no hay un culpable’): 
 
(35)  ni basu   t'ox-k-i-Ø 
  DET vase break-PSV-CMP-B3 
  ‘The vase broke.’ /‘El vaso se rompió.’ or  ‘El vaso se ha roto.’  
 
Note that in the above example the morphological passive is used. When this is compared to its 
periphrastic counterpart, Isaías comments that ‘here we must find out who broke it’ (‘aquí hay que 
investigar quien lo rompió’): 
 
(36)  ni basu   x-i-Ø   t'ox-o   (k'a ch'ok) 
  DET vase  go-CMP-B3 break-ADJ (PREP child) 
  ‘The vase was broken by the child.’/‘El vaso fue roto por el niño.’  
 
It should be pointed out that certain intransitive verbs carry an inherent mediopassive meaning: 
 
(37)  ni      vejika  ‘a top'-i-Ø 
  DET balloon PST burst-CMP-B3 
  ‘The balloon burst.’ /‘El globo se reventó.’ 
 
Interestingly, some of these verbs accept the oblique phrase expressing an agent. Isaías reports for 
the above that ‘no one is to blame’. An agent can be introduced, however, without any change in the 
verbal morphology: 
 
(38)  ni vejika ‘atop'i k'a ch'ok 
  ‘The balloon was burst by the child.’/‘El globo se reventó por el niño.’ 
 
This sentence could be awkwardly translated as ‘The balloon was broken through the fault of the 
child/ because of the child’ as this preposition is connected to the word for ‘reason’ and probably 
developed from a relational noun; i.e. a possessed noun that acts as a preposition (its.reason = 
because). This is the common pattern in most Mayan languages. 
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4. Comparative Perspectives 

It is useful to take into consideration comparative data to explore the possibility that the 
periphrastic passive evolved through contact. In his study of passive grammaticalization, 
Haspelmath (1990:28-9) drew 80 languages from the Gramcats sample. Of these, he found that only 
31 had a passive. These 31 had 39 grammatical morphemes that he divided in the following 
manner: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For this randomly generated sample, Haspelmath states that all the auxiliary verb passives occurred 
in the Indo-European languages and concludes that “although this expression type is certainly not 
confined to Indo-European, the distribution of the Gramcats sample confirms Dryer’s (1982:55) 
observation that ‘the use of the copula plus an adjectival in passive clauses is rare outside Indo-
European. In most languages, the passive is formed by adding a passive affix to the verb.’” Thus 
two pieces of comparative evidence indicate that the periphrastic passive has come about through 
language contact: 1) None of the thirty Mayan languages is known to have such a passive and 2) 
this type of passive is found mainly in the Indo-European family (i.e. Spanish) and is rare outside 
this family.  

What would be the functional purpose of such a syntactic borrowing? Benveniste (1967:85) 
describes changes in categories to be either innovating or conservative. Innovating changes are what 
he calls the loss or innovation of grammatical functions. An example of this would be the loss of the 
dual grammatical category in most Indo-European languages. Conservative changes (or mutations, 
as Benveniste terms them), on the other hand, replace a grammatical category expressed through a 
morpheme with a new periphrastic construction. In other words, the form changes, but the 
grammatical function itself remains.  

The Chontal periphrastic passive is of the second type, as it exists alongside a quite productive 
morphological passive. Thus the sentence ‘The woman was woken up by her child’ can be rendered 
in two ways: 
  
Morphological:  Ni ‘ixik pis-int-i (k'a ‘uch'ok) 
Periphrastic: Ni ‘ixik xi p'ix-i (k'a ‘uch'ok) 

 
This observation of the coexistence of the two forms fits with what we know of grammaticalization 
from other languages. Hopper & Traugott point out that grammaticalization typically does not result 
in the filling of a functional gap, but rather competes with existing functions (1993:125). At this 
point the Chontal periphrastic passive appears much less frequently than the morphological passive. 
Its function frequently seems to be similar to that of the traditional passive construction.  

At the same time, one suspects that the two constructions are not equal, but that one is marked 
and the other unmarked. The marked construction would have more restricted or specialized 
functions. In most cases the two constructions were equally acceptable, although Isaías often gave 

ADDITIONAL STEM AFFIX 25 

AUXILIARY VERB + PARTICIPLE 6 

PARTICLE 1 

EXTRAINFLECTIONAL AFFIX 3 

DIFFERENTIAL SUBJECT PERSON MARKERS 2 

ALTERNATE STEM AFFIX 1 
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the morphological passive first. When asked to extract the underlying patient for questioning, he 
clearly preferred the morphological passive: 
 
(39)  kune  ‘a k'ech-k-i-Ø  (k'a ni yinik)? 
  who PST grab-PSV-CMP-B3 (PREP DET man) 
  ‘Who was grabbed by the man?’/’Quien fue agarrado por el hombre?’ 
 
Isaías stated that the corresponding periphrastic passive ‘sounded ugly.’ 
 
(40)  *kune ‘axi k'eche (k'a ni yinik) 
 
He did note, however, that the addition of an oblique phrase made it sound better but still incorrect. 
The unacceptability of such a construction could be due to kune being used as an interrogative for 
both patients and agents.7  

So far I have found one situation where the periphrastic construction is preferred over the 
morphological passive. When the demoted agent is questioned, the periphrastic passive is the only 
acceptable form: 
 
(41)  *k'a kune ‘a’uch'ki  ni ch'ich'?  
  Interpretation sought: By whom was the blood drunk?/ por quien fue bebido la sangre? 
 
(42)  k'a kune   x-i-Ø   ‘uch'-u   ni  ch'ich'?      
  PREP who go-CMP-B3 drink-ADJ DET blood 
  ‘By whom was the blood drunk?’/ ‘Por quien fue bebido la sangre?’ 
 
This restriction is intriguing, because Chontal is one of the few Mayan languages with no 
productive antipassive. The antipassive is used in other Mayan languages to extract agents for 
questioning, topicalization or relativization. The periphrastic passive could then have the function of 
taking up where the obsolete antipassive left off. Recall the second example from Las doce 
verdades: 
 
(43)  x-i-Ø   b’uk’-u   k’a  ni  pa’-o’ 
  go-CMP-B3 swallow-ADJ PREP DET popal-PL 
  ‘He was swallowed by the marshes.’/ ‘Fue tragado por los popales.’ 
 
Isaías translates this sentence with the Spanish periphrastic passive, the reflexive passive being 
unavailable due to the presence of the oblique phrase. It is clear from the discourse context why the 
passive is preferred: the object of the immediately preceding clause is now the subject. 
 
(44)  mach ‘u-pojl-i-Ø-jo’  x-i-Ø   buk’-u   k’a  ni pa’-o’ 
  NEG  A3-find-CMP-B3-PL   go-CMP-B3 swallow-ADJ PREP DET popal-PL 
  ‘They did not find him; he was swallowed by the marshes.’ 
 

                                                      
7 The periphrastic passive is acceptable in a sentence where there is an oblique phrase with a proper noun: kune 

xi kunu k'ajbal.  ‘Who was hit by Valdomero’/‘Quien fue pegado por Valdomero?’ 
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The subject of the passive, the lost fisherman, is the object of the first clause; the passive is used in 
the following clause to keep him in the foreground. Changing a transitive verb into an intransitive 
verb is a means of foregrounding the important information. In his study of preferred argument 
structure, Du Bois points out that the choice of an intransitive or transitive verb is a means of 
managing information flow (1987:830). If the clause were in the active voice, there would be 
unnecessary emphasis on the marshes and we would perhaps lose track of the topic that matters (i.e. 
the lost fisherman).8 A few sentences down we learn that the fisherman is healed, which in Spanish 
is rendered as fue sanado, with no oblique phrase: 
 
(45)  n-aj-k’ech’-buch’  tz’äkäl-k-int-i-Ø 
  DET-MAS-catch-fish cure-PSV-PSV-CMP-B3 
  ‘The fisherman was healed.’ 
 

Significantly, the Spanish translation of the morphological passive is typically a sentence with an 
active verb in the third person. While this Spanish construction is not a true passive, it is 
functionally similar to this construction; its chief purpose is to foreground the object and 
background the subject. De Bruyne (1996: 461) lists it as one of the seven means of conveying the 
‘passive idea’ in Spanish. This pseudo-passive is found in many European languages when one 
wishes to background an unknown or unimportant agent. In such cases it is possible to use a 
generic, non-referential they. For example, in English one may use ‘they say’ to mean ‘it is said’, 
while in Russian we find мeня зовут ‘they call me’ to mean ‘I am called’ (i.e. ‘My name is’). 

There is some evidence that this use of the generic plural third person is being grammaticalized 
in another Mayan language, the Kaqchikel language (Eastern Mayan) of Guatemala. Recall the pair 
of standard Kaqchikel active-passive sentences discussed at the beginning of this paper: 
 
(46)  x-e-ki-chäp   ak’wal-a’ ri ixoq-i’ 
  CMP-B3.PL-A3.PL-grab child-PL  DET woman-PL 
  ‘The women grab the children.’ 
 
(47)  x-e-chap       ak’wal-a’  (k-uma    ri ixoq-i’) 
  CMP-B3.PL-grab.PSV          child-PL           (A3.PL-RN  DET woman-PL) 
  ‘The children are grabbed (by the women).’ 
 
As we have seen, this way of forming the passive is typical of Mayan languages. Broadwell & 
Duncan describe a new way of producing the passive that involves grammaticalization of the 3rd 
person plural ki ergative marker. They give the following example: 
 
(48)  ri  tz’i’   x-Ø-ki-chäp   r-oma’  ri achin 
  DET dog CMP-B3-PSV-grab A3-RN DET man 
  ‘The dog is grabbed by the man.’ 
 
The authors point out that the above sentence has a singular direct argument and a singular oblique 
argument. ki, as a person marker, only refers to plural subjects of transitive sentences and therefore 

                                                      
8 Dubois discusses this preference for intransitives as a means of foregrounding a human NP in his study of   

preferred argument structure (1987). 
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cannot be referring to either the man or the dog. It appears that in such cases the generic ‘they’ has 
been used to such an extent that is has become bleached of its agent reference and has been 
grammaticalized as a passive marker.  

In Chontal the availability of the periphrastic passive could allow the older morphological 
passive to become less important. If the periphrastic has a preference for implying an agent, the k 
passive could be developing into a more impersonal passive. In almost all instances, this passive is 
translated into Spanish with the active voice with a generic third person: 

 
(49)  ‘uy-ä’-b-int-e 
  A3-give-APL-PSV-INC 
  ‘To him it is given.’/ ‘Le dan.’ 
 
(50)  k’os-b-int-i-Ø  
  bring-APL-PSV-CMP-B3  
  ‘It was brought.’/‘Le trajeron.’ 
 
(51)  ‘u-cher-k-an   jop’o 
  A3-make-PSV-INC hat 
  ‘A hat is made’/‘Se hace sombrero.’ 
 
Recall example (26) which Isaías translates as ‘estuvo tirado’, his use of the estar auxiliary in 
Spanish implies that this is a resultant participle; i.e. it cannot take an oblique agent phrase.  
 
(52)  ‘ajn-i-Ø   chop-o 
  be-CMP-B3 throw-ADJ 
  ‘It was thrown.’ 
 
The corresponding x-construction, however, is translated with ser: 
 
(53)  x-i-Ø  chop-o 
  go-CMP-B3 throw-ADJ 
  ‘It was thrown’/ ‘Fue tirado.’ 
 
Sometimes both the morphological and periphrastic passive are translated with a ser construction: 
 
(54)  x-i-Ø  baj-a 
  go-CMP-B3 nail-ADJ 
  ‘It was nailed.’/‘Fue clavado.’ 
 
(55)  ‘a  baj-k-i-Ø 
  PST nail-PSV-CMP-B3 
  ‘It was nailed.’/ ‘Fue clavado.’ 
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(56)  x-i-Ø  pop-o 
  go-CMP-B3 roast-ADJ 
  ‘It was roasted.’/‘Fue asado.’ 
 
As stated above, it is more common to use the generic third person active in Spanish to translate the 
Chontal morphological passive: 
 
(57)  ‘u-cher-b-int-e   jop’o 
  A3-make-APL-PSV-INC hat 
  ‘A hat is made’/ ‘Le hacen sombrero.’ 
 
These translation choices support the claim that the morphological passive is prefered for agentless 
events. Another observation that seems to support this view is the frequent usage of a passive clause 
as a noun or an adjective where the agent is necessarily unimportant and, in fact, syntactically 
cumbersome to express: 
 
(58)  ni ch’ok-o’  ‘u-xoy-i-Ø-jo’   n-u-cher-b-int-e    ‘u-jobäle 
  DET child-PL A3-surround-CMP-B3-PL DET-A3-make-APL-PSV-INC A3-party 
  ‘The children surrounded the “she for whom is made her party (la festejada)”.’ 
 
In the above example the definite article indicates the entire clause has been turned into a noun; in 
the example below the masculine prefix ‘aj- likewise indicates a nominalization: 
 
(59)  ‘aj-chu’-ul-cher-k-an 
  MAS-holy-ADJ-make-PSV-INC 
  ‘a blessed person’/ ‘persona que le ensalman, ensalmado.’ 
 

These observations, while not allowing us to establish a rule for the use of the different passives, 
do allow us to create a tentative hypothesis that can be further tested. As stated previously, most of 
the Mayan languages have an antipassive as well as a passive; they also have a distinction between 
an absolute passive where the demoted agent is not mentioned and a passive where the demoted 
agent is still present. Kaufman & Norman state that “Mayan languages typically have several 
different ways of forming passives; these are distinguished according to the type of transitive stem 
involved, whether or not the agent of the action may be expressed, whether the action of the verb is 
marked as being successful, possible, or sudden, as well as according to other features” (1984:108). 
If Chontal has no antipassive and only one passive (k for root and int for derived), the periphrastic 
passive, while overlapping functionally in many ways with the other construction, could be filling 
an expressive need. Hopper & Traugott state that this coexistence of competing forms is typical as 
“newly innovated forms compete with older ones because they are felt to be more expressive than 
what was previously available before. This competition allows, even encourages the recession or 
loss of older forms. Textual evidence provides strong support for this view of coexisting competing 
forms and constructions, rather than a cycle of loss and renewal.”  (1990:123). During this period 
of co-existence the ‘competing’ forms could develop pragmatic differences. If a functional 
difference is evolving, however, it is probably unstable and/or varies according to the speaker. In 
other words, the different functions I am proposing are probably tendencies or preferences rather 
than rules.  
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Given these caveats, we can hypothesize that the occurrence of the periphrastic passive is not 
random. The clues to its usage are based on 1) its usage with an oblique agent and, 2) its translation 
into Spanish. Isaías is fairly consistent with the way he translates the different passives; for the 
morphological passive he almost always uses an active third person plural translation. Based on 
these observations, the following is a tentative description of the various functions of the passives 
and passive-like constructions in Chontal: 

 
Chontal form Spanish equivalent Function 
Periphrastic passive:  
copula + participle 
 
ni basu       ya’an t'ox-o     
DET vase  there is      break-ADJ    

Periphrastic passive 
without oblique phrase 
 
‘está roto’ 

Expresses resultant 
condition that is the result 
of an action. No agent 
implied. 
Only used in third person 

Periphrastic passive:  
x + participle 
 
ni basu     x-i-Ø               t'ox-o  
ART vase go-CMP-B3   break-ADJ    
 
k'a      ch'ok 
PREP child 

Periphrastic passive 
with oblique phrase 
 
‘fue roto por el niño’ 

Emphasizes patient, but 
agent implied 
(even if not expressed) 
 
Used for agent extraction 

Morphological passive: 
 
ni basu      t'ox-k-i-Ø 
DET vase  break-PSV-CMP-B3 

Unspecified subject 
with active voice 
 
‘lo rompieron’ 

Preferred for unspecified 
or unimportant agent 
 
Used for patient 
extraction and 
nominalization 

Reflexive passive: 
 
Ni basu t'ox-i-Ø                    ‘u-ba 
DET vase break-CMP-B3 A3-RFL 

Reflexive passive 
 
‘se rotó’ 

Passive with no agent 
(mediopassive) 
 

 

5. Conclusion and Directions for further research 

Speakers of Chontal have a wide variety of transitivity reducing-constructions available to them, 
ranging from stative constructions based on participles, periphrastic constructions utilizing auxiliary 
verbs, and morphological passives. The Chontal periphrastic passive appears to be a calque of the 
Spanish ser+ past participle. I have presented four reasons for this: 1) the lack of any similar passive 
in the other Mayan languages, 2) the typological rarity of the auxiliary+ past participle passive 
construction (and corresponding preference for a morphological passive) 3) the homophony 
between the past tense of Spanish ser and ir provides a good template for Chontal ‘to go’ and, 4) the 
fact that the functional distribution of the Chontal periphrastic passive appears to mirror the 
functional distribution of the Spanish model. This last claim is still tentative and needs further field 
work data to better support it; to test it I would need a larger amount of data in a discourse context. 
Because the passive is a discourse-driven construction, any isolated examples run the risk of being 
unnatural. It is particularly difficult to tell if the oblique phrase is mandatory or optional in isolated 
contexts. We also need to take into account sociolinguistic factors. Isaías is a bilingual writer who 
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has travelled more extensively than most other Chontales. It would be interesting to see how 
widespread the periphrastic passive is and what variables figure into its use: age, level of education 
and, in particular, relationship with the Spanish language. Understanding the interaction of these 
factors would give us a better understanding of the diffusibilty of passives in general as well as 
special mechanisms, such as replication, that may drive this process of auxiliation. 
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DEBATES AND REVIEWS 

 
The Journal of  Language Contact  was since the first  volume meant for being a 

platform of discussion and did already include a section in which reviews of 
current publications on language contact  and related disciplines were published.  
By following this init ial  at tempt JLC  wil l  upon now include a new section 
Debates .  The purpose is  to offer a mean of scientif ic dispute and to engage,  
again,  debates on theoretical ,  epistemological  or empirical  issues in our 
respective academic field.  

 
Articles published in this  section do thus either discuss the implications of 

central  hypothesis of a specific publication in i ts  wider context,  or  deliberately 
init iate a topic pert inent to the overall  of  JLC without referring to a specific 
publication.  Such contributions may be formulated as polemics – which play a 
incontestable role in the construction of scientif ic knowledge – they must be,  
however,  seriously and carefully reasoned and should not at  al l  include personal 
affronts ad hominem .  
 
The  Journal of  Language Contact will  thus contain the two following sections:  
 

1)  A Reviews  section,  in which reviews of current publications continue to be 
published l ike before (between 3500 and 9000 characters in length).  
 

2)  A Debates  section,  in which longer and more detailed texts are published 
(between 3500 and 70000 characters in length).  
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DEBATES  

What is a Language? : Review of Bernard Comrie, Ray Fabri, Elizabeth Hume, Manwel 
Mifsud, Thomas Stolz & Martine Vanhove (eds.), ‘Introducing Maltese Linguistics. Selected 
papers from the 1st International Conference on Maltese Linguistics, Bremen, 18–20 October. 
2007, 2009. XI, 422 pages. Studies in Language Companion Series 113. Amsterdam - 
Philadelphia: John Benjamins. 

Jonathan Owens 
University of Bayreuth 

Abstract 

The notion of ‘language’ is a surprisingly fuzzy concept even among the community of 
linguistic scholars. This is despite the fact that concepts and methodologies exist to give fairly 
explicit characterizations of the notion. In the context of a general review of a book on Maltese 
Linguistics, this article will address definitional issues arising out of the interesting historical 
and socio-political reality of present-day Maltese, particularly as they relate to comparative and 
language contact problems. 
 

1. Preliminaries 

This is the first collection of articles written from different linguistic specializations devoted to 
the study of Maltese Linguistics. While this book will be welcomed in the general linguistics 
community, I think it will be of particular interest to specialists in Arabic linguistics. This is for two 
reasons. First, by reason of historical provenance, Maltese, for the Arabicist at least, can be 
considered a variety of Arabic. More will be said about this below. Here it is relevant to note not 
only that it is a variety of Arabic; more importantly it is a variety whose closest sisters are spoken 
Arabic dialects. This leads to the second point of importance. Arabic dialects in Arabic countries 
have no official status, and they are of only secondary status when it comes to linguistic studies 
devoted exclusively to them. The general Arabic linguist will therefore be particularly interested in 
studies about a variety of spoken Arabic, one moreover that has a standard variety, which 
approaches the language from a number of methodological and theoretical perspectives. Attention 
may be given to aspects of the language which are treated only relatively rarely in Arabic 
linguistics, for instance instrumental studies of intonation. Furthermore, because of its unique 
history, Maltese should enjoy the interest of students of historical and contact linguistics (see 
sections 3-6 below). 

With these motivations in mind, in this review I will first summarize the articles, then situate the 
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studies in the larger fields of Arabic, historical and contact linguistics. It will be clear that I 
approach this topic unashamedly from the perspective of a linguist who specializes in Arabic, and 
therefore I highlight the topic from this vantage point. Name giving can have highly-charged 
political dimensions. Maltese may be a variety of Arabic, but it is also Maltese, and some 
individuals will perhaps emphasize that it is only Maltese. Nonetheless, I do not believe this is a 
relevant issue for comparative and contact linguistics. 

As a terminological note, I term the Arabic dialects from Tunisia westwards ‘maghrebi’, while 
using ‘North African Arabic’ to include Libyan Arabic as well. 

2. The articles  

This book consists of eighteen chapters describing a number of aspects of Maltese linguistics. 
The papers are generally of good quality and attest to a vitality of the Linguistics of a language 
spoken by some 400,000 people.  

The two papers on phonology use instrumental analysis (PRAAT) to describe Maltese prosody 
(Alexandra Vella) and compensating vowel duration in the context of Maltese (Elizabeth Hume, 
Jennifer Venditti, Alexandra Vella and Samantha Gett). “għ” is the orthographic representation of 
historical *ʕ, a voiced pharyngeal fricative. /ʕ/ has generally disappeared in Maltese, though some 
dialects still maintain it. The object of the study was to determine instrumentally whether traces of 
/ʕ/ remain in vowel length. The results show that there can be differences between minimal pairs in 
etymologically contrastive syllables (e.g. tašša “tack” vs. tgħašša “you oppress”, though no general 
conditioning factors emerge (eg. stressed vs. unstressed, closed vs. open syllables), and between the 
two speakers who were tested, there is often disagreement. The results are interesting in showing 
that etymological (a)għ = [(a) ] in the present sample appears to be merging or to have merged 
completely with [ a]. Greater dialectological or variationist work is necessary to determine how 
general the merger is in the population. 

Vella’s study on Maltese prosody uses the tone and break format (ToBi) of the auto-segmental 
metrical approach to intonation. The study will be of interest to specialists in intonation, though for 
the non-specialist there are two problems. First, unresolved aspects of the intonational analysis of 
Maltese are discussed rather than a single research question, so the article sometimes gives a 
disjointed impression. Secondly, technical aspects of the ToBi system are explained very quickly, 
so further reference to that approach will need to be made to those interested in a general 
understanding of Maltese phonology. 

There are five papers on syntax. Stefan Müller presents the results of an ongoing analysis of 
Maltese within a head-driven phrase structure grammar approach. The study will be useful for 
specialists in the field and for computer linguists specializing in syntax. 

Utz Maas discusses complex predicates in Maltese. Maltese uses chains of finite verbs (co-
verbs) to produce many tense, aspect and modal distinctions. He divides these into four general 
dimensions of grammaticalization, as he terms them, grounding (temporal modification, via kien 
“be”), dispositives “be able”, aspectual (a large class of expressions including “begin, go, remain, 
continue…”) and evaluatives. A detailed table comparing Maltese to six other Arabic dialects 
shows that Maltese shares these structures with various Arabic dialects. The article presents a good 
overview of a central aspect of all Arabic varieties. Just one point of criticism. Maas (p. 128) notes 
that the contemporary system is different from Classical Arabic, but also notes that it was in place 
as early as the classical era. This I think is correct, as can be reconstructed from the contemporary 
situation. Given this, however, it does not follow that the system derives directly from Classical 
Arabic, which with its suffixal marking of analogous constructions may simply be a unique 
development in Semitic. 

John Peterson continues the study of the verbal structure of Maltese, concentrating on what are 
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termed ‘pseudo-verbs’. These are elements which are closely tied to the verb chain, but which do 
not have the verbal morphology of a co-verb. Peterson indicates a number of ways in which they 
differ from verbs, while at the same time interacting closely with them. In particular, typically in 
pseudo-verbs it is the object (or possessor) which is co-referential with the subject of the verb chain, 
as in għandi in the following, 
 
(1)   għand-i  m-mur 
  at-me  I go 
  ‘I have to go.’ 

 
Peterson formalizes the agreement properties using Role and Reference Grammar. Just one point 

about the list of pseudo-verbs on p. 187, a note could have been added to show how waħd “alone”, 
qis “like” and koll “entirely” function in the verbal chain, as their status as pseudo verbs is not 
obvious from their meaning, nor when one thinks comparatively into Arabic. In Ambros (1998:159) 
for instance, koll is treated as a quantifier (Totalitätsbezeichnung). Peterson is perhaps thinking of 
what Vanhove (1993:304) terms a future and modally relevant auxiliary, i-kollu and which T. Stolz 
(p. 143) says derives from jkun lil “be at”. This however, is an inflected, imperfect verb. 

Thomas Stolz has an in depth study of the integrity of the verbal chain. This article provides a 
detailed exemplification of the co-verb and pseudo-verb exposition of the previous two articles. 
Using a large corpus of literary Maltese, Stolz finds rather remarkable verb chain sequences, such as 

 
(2)  kon-na   n-kun-u  r-rid-u   m-morr-u  n-dur-u … 
  be.PERF-1PL 1-be-PL 1-want-PL 1-go-PL  1-wander-PL 
  ‘We would want to go wandering about.’ (p. 135) 
 

Stolz bases his discussion on a statistical table (155-156), which documents between which 
elements in the verb chain insertions occur, and what the insertions are. In general these are 
adverbial (time, modal, locative, discourse, intensifier) of some sort, and by far the most frequent 
position (75% of all insertions) is between the auxiliary (kien) and a following verbal element. Still, 
there are no absolute restrictions as to where insertions occur. In the presence of an auxiliary, for 
instance, an insertion can still occur after a co-verb, as in kien baqa’ dejjem jinteressa “has 
continued always to take an interest”, so that constraints ultimately are of a statistical nature. The 
semantics of the elements in the verb chain are transparent, with each element broadly contributing 
a discrete meaning to it. All in all Stolz concludes that the verb chain forms a loosely-knit unit, with 
insertions possible at all points in it, albeit with insertion more frequent at certain positions. An 
interesting conclusion is that neither the semantics nor the syntax of the chain is reminiscent of 
serial verbs, despite the fact that the chain is held together by strict rules of subject (or object in the 
case of pseudo-verbs) agreement. 

Albert Borg and Marie Azzopardi-Alexander write on topicalization in Maltese. Various 
constituents can be topicalized to an utterance-initial position in front of the verb; various of these 
are cross-referenced with a pronoun in the extraction site. The topic position itself may contain 
more than one sentence constituent, as in the following, with l-isqof and illum in topic position 

 
(3)   l-isqof,   illum,  il-papa    j-ti-h   il-pallju 
  DEF-bishop today DEF-pope 3-give-3SG.M DEF-pallium 
  ‘The bishop, today, the pope gives him the pallium.’ 
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The authors identify the topic not only with the constituent with the cross-referenced pronoun -h 
(= l-isqof in (3)), but also attribute a particular rising-falling intonation pattern to the topic. They 
proceed to show that more than one constituent can occur in the topic position with the 
characteristic rise-fall intonation, as in the example above. 

What is not clear, however, is whether intonation alone is sufficient to justify topic status. 
Presumably one could have a sentence such as the following, where there is no pronoun cross-
referencing the topic illum in the clause. 

 
(4)  illum, il-papa j-ti l-isqof il-pallju 
  ‘Today, the pope gives the bishop the pallium.’ 
 

This would accord with the authors’ contention that the topic is “not strictly speaking in a 
grammatical relation to the rest of the sentence” (p 73). However, in all of their own examples, 
there is a pronominal trace linking at least one topic constituent to the rest of the sentence, in (3) for 
instance l-isqof. The status of a single adverbial topic as in (4) is not explicitly treated, so it is not 
clear in the end what the authors consider to be necessary attributes for topichood. 

Ray Fabri discusses “Compounding and adjective-noun compounds in Maltese”. Maltese utilizes 
a wide range of devices, from loaning to word + word compounds to syntactic means (e.g. 
possessor phrases) to form compounds. Fabri illustrates these briefly, then concentrates on one 
interesting class, adjective + noun compounds. Fabri shows these compounds behave in most ways 
like ‘true’ compounds. For instance, as would be expected in a compound, the members of the 
compound cannot be individually modified (ahmar nur “red fire = red as fire”, but not *ahmar skur 
nar “dark red as fire). Curiously, however, the adjective does agree with a noun the compound 
modifies or predicates. 

 
(5)   Marija  bajd-a  karti (abjad karti = “pale”) 
  Mary  white-F  cards 
  ‘Mary is very pale.’ 
 

Fabri notes various parallels discussed in the literature on theoretical syntax, but demurs 
proposing any solutions of his own, suggesting that the entire palette of compounds needs to be 
treated. In any case, the range of compounds is far greater than is attested in contemporary Arabic, 
so looking at the developments from an historical perspective would be interesting. 

Adam Ussishkin and Alina Twist present the results of an interesting psycholinguistic 
experiment. Maltese, like all Arabic varieties, has basic verbs ending in consonants (CVCVC, 
strong verbs) and those ending in vowels (CVCV, weak verbs). It furthermore has a derived stem of 
CVCCVC structure, again with strong and weak variants (termed Theme I and II here, e.g. dahal 
“enter” vs. dahhal “insert”). The ‘prototypicality’ of the two was tested by presenting testees 
visually with a series of words and non-words of the strong and weak class, using a standard 
psycholinguistic testing format. The testees’ task was to answer with a word/non-word response as 
the words flashed on a computer screen (lexical decision). The reaction time to the strong verbs, 
was significantly faster than to the weak verbs, whether real words are compared, or non-words, 
from which the authors conclude that CVCVC is easier to process than V-final verbs. The 
comparison of the basic vs. derived (Theme I vs. Theme II) stem yields ambiguous results: among 
non-words no significant difference in reaction time is found; among real words Theme I (basic) is 
significantly faster only when individuals are compared, but not when words are compared.  
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The authors conducted an analogous experiment testing Theme I vs. Theme II strong verbs, this 
time with an auditory stimulus, a less common testing mode in psycholinguistic research. The 
results mirrored those of the written test exactly—no significant difference among non-words, only 
by-subjects significant among real words. There is one somewhat disturbing aspect of the auditory 
test: 7 of the 25 testees, nearly 30%, failed to respond to at least 70% of the stimuli and hence were 
excluded, while among the rest there was a relatively high percentage (11.8%) of responses 
excluded because of too long reaction time. These results can be taken as a caution for generalizing 
written response tests to the spoken language.  

Overall the results appear robust as to the faster processing of strong vs. weak verbs (the latter 
unfortunately not tested auditorily). The Theme I vs. Theme II difference is less clear, particularly 
when, as the authors note, stem frequency was not controlled for (Theme I could be more common 
in Maltese on a token basis than Theme II). 

In their conclusion the authors allude to the whole word vs. consonantal skeleton debate in 
studies of Arabic word processing, arguing that their study tends to suggest that whole words play a 
significant role in processing, since the consonantal skeleton in the Theme I and II lexical pairs is 
identical. The debate on this issue goes on. 

Michael Rosner reports on the development of a tagged corpus of written Maltese, with texts 
being given metatags such as names of authors, genre, publisher where relevant and so on, and the 
linguistic parameters by which an automatic morphological parser is being developed. The article is 
clear, readable and will be informative for those working in the field of computer linguistics.  

Five articles explicitly address topics in Maltese historical linguistics, and one by Bernard 
Comrie listed as a typological study can be included here as well. Sumikazu Yoda presents an 
interesting linguistic summary of a fifteenth century Maltese poem, Cantilena, written in Latin 
alphabet. As one of the earliest written attestations of Maltese, this provides important insights into 
an earlier form of Maltese. The analysis is restricted to the vowel system. Some of the Latin 
orthography is probably free variation which has no systematic meaning which is interpretable 
today, for instance -cum or -com for “2PL”. Two findings do stand out. First, /a/ and /e/ are in 
complementary distribution, with /a/ reflecting back environments, /e/ front ones. Thus calb “heart” 
probably reflects qaLb, with emphatic (dark) [ł], as in many Arabic dialects (allowing for the usual 
qaf variation), whereas hemme “there” is probably hamma. In this context gireni “my neighbors” 
gir-en-i is interesting, as it suggests an imala version of the vowel. While emphatic consonants are 
not marked in the text, and of course do not occur in modern Maltese, they are perhaps 
reconstructible in this text via the distinctive vowel quality. 

The second point of general interest is the loss of short /i, u/ in open syllables, and frequently a 
raising of short /a/ to /i/. The author generally concludes that the Cantilena vowels point to the 
sedentary Arabic dialects of North Africa (a rather broad brushstroke), even though all short vowels 
in contemporary maghrebi (coastal) varieties are lost in open syllables, including short /a/. In this 
context, it should be noted that deletion of short high vowels and raising of /a/ to /i/ (rather than 
deletion) in open syllables, the distribution attested in the Cantilena, is characteristic of Eastern 
Libyan and central coast Libyan dialects. Other attributes (e.g. diphthongs not raised to /uu, ii/ and 
the possible presence of word-internal imala) caution against linking the text too closely with 
contemporary maghrebi Arabic. 

Laura Mori writes about Maltese from the perspective of language contact and the resulting 
mixed structures such contact has produced. Wisely, Mori steers clear of drawing Maltese into the 
pidgin/creole fold, and even avoids the temptation to include it among mixed languages, a language 
type which has gained sharper linguistic profile in recent years. Mori describes a number of changes 
Maltese has undergone, documenting when the elements are attested in older texts, the oldest from 
1739. While Maltese is not a mixed language, it has, as is well known, mixed in elements from a 
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number of languages, foremost among them Italian. Large-scale borrowing has brought with it 
Italian inflectional morphology (leal-ment “loyally”), and the large-scale borrowing of Romance 
verbs, described in detail in Mifsud (1995) is noted. She also suggests that Maltese uses an analytic 
genitive today more than is attested in her texts. This is one point in the exposition that is too facile, 
however. Given the iconic, but linguistically problematic status of syntheticity and analyticity in 
Arabic (Owens 2009: chapter 3), a bulleted list of problems can be noted. 

- The concepts are applied exclusively to the presence or lack of suffixal possessive pronoun 
forms; the meta-concept itself is far larger than the one example it is supposed to explain. 

- While the author may have found more than six tokens of suffixed pronouns in her texts, as 
the data is presented the number is far too small to draw conclusions even for the structure 
of nominal possession, let alone warrant generalizations about morphological developments 
in general. 

- North African Arabic is famous for the extension of the analytic dyal (etc.) possessor at the 
expense of the suffixal possessor. If indeed an argument can be made for modern Maltese 
strongly favoring an analytic genitive, it cannot be ruled out that it simply continues an 
inherited feature, which did not get expressed in older texts. 

The debate over how to characterize Maltese will go on, but I think on the basis of the data 
presented, it is somewhat of an exaggeration to speak of Maltese as being “unhinged” from its 
Semitic structure (p. 302), a term which itself is problematic, as discussed in section 4. 

Sandro Caruana write about ‘Terminology of Italian Origin used in EU Maltese’. He speaks of a 
two stage ‘Europeanization’ of Maltese (p. 361). The first was caused by earlier contact with 
English and Italian, while a second is occurring before our eyes, as it were, as the Eurocracy 
integrates Maltese into its political structures. Eurocratization is expressed above all by the use of 
loans from Italian for new technical meanings, the author noting (p. 374), far surpassing the creation 
of new terms or assignment of new meanings to established lexemes in Maltese. To show the extent 
of influx of new terms from Italian, Caruana compares websites from 2005 and 2007, both local 
Maltese and those hosted by EU institutions, amounting to about 5,000 words of text. The 
difference between words of Italian origin and what he terms Arabic origin are striking. While 
Italian words are still a minority on the EU websites, comprising about 35% of the total, they 
constitute a majority of all nouns and adjectives. The latter category is interesting; presumably the 
high percentage of Italian-origin adjectives derives from the practice of loaning fixed syntactic 
collocations, like immunita parlamentari “parliamentary immunity” (p. 379). Other words 
categories have a clear ‘Arabic’ majority. It is notable that the EU websites contain an appreciably 
larger number of words of Italian origin than do local websites which he investigated.  

Caruana suggests that the practice of EU translators will filter down to local media and 
newspapers, so the spread of words from European sources will be accelerated in the future.  

One short critical point is in order here. The author notes (p. 364) that some words need to be 
classified as “mixed”, words like bilfors “by force” < bi-l-fors). However, in the statistics, no 
category of mixed words appears.  

Manwel Mifsud in “Imma l-oriġinal oriġinali” describes the historical effects of a fortuitous 
formal similarity between Maltese and Italian in the incorporation of Italian adjectives and their 
secondary transformation into Maltese nouns.  

What Mifsud describes is a two-step process. First a considerable number of adjectives of Italian 
origin with a suffixal morpheme (-ante, -ile, -are) ending in -i were loaned into the language, such 
as oriġinal-i “original”, partikular-i particular”. The -i is the southern Italian variant of the standard 
Italian -e. As a second step, often nouns were derived from these adjectives by deleting the final -i, 
oriġinal “original copy”, principal “boss, principal” civil “civil servant”. In an appendix, Mifsud 
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lists a considerable number of examples, where in some cases both adjective and noun forms exist, 
in others only the noun, and in others only the adjective. At issue is the question where the nominal 
forms without -i derive from.  

Mifsud’s answer goes as follows. Fortuitously, the final -i in the Italian derivational morpheme 
can be identified with an Arabic derivational suffix -i which also is an adjective formative, xemx 
(šemš), šemš-i, “sun-sunny”. The suffix even makes its way onto words of non-Arabic origin, bronż 
> bronż-i “bronz, bronzelike”. In the Arabic pattern, the direction of derivation goes from N to N+i 
= adjective.  

Mifsud suggests that in the case of the Italian loans ending in -i, the -i was identified with the 
already existing Maltese -i. As soon as this is done, the new loans can be drawn into the noun > 
adjective derivational pattern, but the process working in the reverse direction. The adjective form 
is given, and the noun is derived via deletion of the final -i, i.e. if  
Given: 
 
(6)  šemš > šemš-i 
 
and given the loan 
 
(7)   X < oriġinal-i 
 
then fill in X by deleting the -i, on the analogical basis of the already existing pattern: 

 
(8)  oriġinal < oriġinal-i 
 
The explanation appears very plausible, illustrating a remarkable “Systemszwang” in which chance 
formal similarity is exploited by speakers to enlarge a paradigm without adding any extra formal 
devices.1 

The issue of formal similarity among morphemes from different languages is also the central 
topic of Christel Stolz’s “A different kind of gender problem: Maltese loanword gender from a 
typological perspective”. In this instance in the overwhelming majority of cases the integration of 
loans proceeds on the basis of simple formal identity. Maltese nouns ending in -a are 
overwhelmingly feminine, those ending in -C masculine. Loanwords ending in -a are thus 
integrated into the Maltese feminine class in 97% of all cases. There are only three exceptions.  

The treatment of -C final nouns as masculine is interesting, in that it appears that a -C vs. -a stem 
final has stereotypized the M-F difference. Nouns of Italian (Sicilian) origin, which are M, that end 
in final -u or -o either maintain the -u and copy over the M gender into Maltese, or, they loose the 
final vowel and are classified as M, as in alfabet < alfabeto “alphabet”. This latter process is attested 
by a majority of the nouns borrowed in -u or -o (129 u, o > Ø vs. 73 maintaining -u, p. 331).  

Here I would like to suggest an interesting parallel with Mifsud’s description. A process parallel 
to (6-7) and (8) above can be sketched. 

 
(9) Given that -C final in Maltese is prototypically M 

And given -o, -u loans from Italian are masculine  
 

                                                 
1 Mifsud considers other interpretations; I describe only the one which he considers most plausible. 
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then: 
  Masc. noun Masc. loan 
  X = -C   alfabeto (M) 
 
Conform to X by making a C-final masculine noun. 
  alfabet  < alfabeto 
 

While the process in this case is not regular, it is so frequent that it suggests a strong tendency to 
fit abstract categories like ‘masculine’, as well as ‘feminine’ nouns into well-profiled, contrasting 
form classes. That is, it is not so much the gender copy discussed in the article that is interesting in 
this instance, but rather the extra association of masculine with -C final Maltese which brings about 
an irregular form shift in the Italian loanwords. 

It would be interesting to see how the process of final -u/o deletion is distributed 
chronologically. The fact that the same formal process is involved as in Mifsud’s description of the 
formation of nouns from loan adjectives, namely the deletion of a final vowel, suggests that cross-
categorical processes may be involved. 

In cases where there is no model, as a rule gender-copy is operative, that is, the Maltese takes 
over the gender of the source language noun. Nouns ending in the derivational suffix -zioni, for 
instance, are feminine in Italia. Maltese has no model for this form, and the feminine gender is 
maintained into the Maltese in 51 of the 52 sampled cases. 

Where there is a discrepancy between the gender of the source word and Maltese, a plausible 
explanation is provided. For instance F. bajsikil, -C final expecting a masculine, is explained as 
having been influenced by the earlier rota, “bicycle”, which is feminine. 

English loans do not have the privilege of gender copy, given that English has no grammatical 
gender. In most cases formal criteria prevail, -a final being feminine, -C final masculine. In other 
cases semantic criteria usually explain the gender, though the remaining cases constitute barely 10% 
of the total English loanwords sampled. A rather long summary section ends the article. 

Bernard Comrie (“Maltese and the World Atlas of Language Structures”) uses the World Atlas 
of Language Structures to compare Maltese with Spanish and Egyptian Arabic. A total of 120 
features were compared and the Maltese structures were classified as being identical to Egyptian 
Arabic, Spanish, or both. Spanish and Egyptian Arabic were also compared. Spanish and Egyptian 
Arabic are most dissimilar, Maltese stands between the two, closer to Egyptian Arabic than to 
Spanish. 

While such a study is interesting in that it provides an overview over a number of domains of 
grammar, including syntax, in the long run a typological comparison needs to be integrated into 
standard methods of historical comparison in order to gain detailed insight into the key questions of 
maintenance of inherited structures, change via contact or internally motivated change (see below). 

Two articles close out the book. Antoinette Grima (“Variation on a Theme”) describes a Maltese 
internal diglossia, that which is observed on the smaller island of Gozo. Whereas standard Maltese 
is the official language of schools, the Gozitan dialect continues to show characteristics of language 
vitality, as shown for instance by its use in the classroom and among pupils outside the classroom. 
While the article reports on language use and the normative attitudes towards the Gozo variety 
among teachers (usually teaching in Standard Maltese) and students (Gozitan), it remains to be 
shown how great the linguistic differences are between the two varieties in actual discourse. 

Lisa Bonnici rounds off the articles with a discussion of Maltese English (“History of Use, 
Structural Varition and Sociolinguistic Status”). Whereas a number of culturally marking, local 
“Englishes” have developed where there are major concentrations of L2 English speakers, such as 
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India, Singapore and Nigeria, Bonnici suggests that Maltese English for historical and 
contemporary political reasons does not have a comparable status. First, Malta, a part of Europe, 
has been, relatively speaking, closer to the English-speaking homeland, and to other European 
cultures (particularly Italian) than have the ‘classic’ post-colonial Englishes. Secondly, English in 
contemporary Maltese society does not have an important role in defining Maltese identity, and a 
form of British English continues to be a model which many Maltese speakers strive for, even if 
Maltese English shows consistent differences with L1 English varieties.  

Regarding organization of the book and presentation, the chapters are divided into six sub-
headings, typology, phonology, syntax, lexicon and electronic sources, language change and contact 
and sociolinguistics. The divisions are rather arbitrary in many cases. There is no compelling reason 
why the purely psycholinguistic paper by Ussishkin and Twist should be included in the same 
section with Fabri’s on adjective-noun compounds, nor is it clear why Comrie’s isn’t included 
among the papers on language change and contact. Regarding the format of the book, I found the 
narrow line spacing somewhat tiring on the eyes after a while. It is rather annoying that no table of 
phonetic equivalence is given to Maltese orthographic conventions. If the goal is to introduce 
Maltese linguistics to more of the world than that filled by the northwestern Mediterranean 
orthographic culture, then it should have been explained to the uninitiated that orthographic “x” is 
phonetic /š/, that “ż” is /z/ while “z” is /ts/, and so on. The introduction itself does little to orientate 
the reader to the field of Maltese linguistics. All in all, six editors may have been a few too many. 

3. The historical linguistic and contact perspective 

The papers present Maltese from a number of diverse linguistic domains. In the second half of 
this review I would like to concentrate on an historical and contact-linguistic perspective. 

Somewhat cryptically, and without substantiating references, in their preface, the editors note 
that “Among Semiticists, the interest in Maltese is predominantly of a dialectological nature”. 
Taken at its face value, it forces the conclusion that Maltese should be put on the same footing as, 
say, Akkadian among the Semitic languages (which are incongruously represented as dialects of 
one another). The problem is, as soon as one uses the term ‘Semitic’, one is beholden to standards 
of comparative historical linguistics, as will be shown below, and in these terms, Maltese is not 
simply another Semitic language along with Akkadian and Ge’ez.  

In fact, to the extent that the articles articulate the historical status of Maltese at all, they tend to 
fall into two categories. On the one hand are those of Comrie, Maas, Peterson, Mifsud, Yoda, and 
Ussishkin and Twist who without discussion situate Maltese among varieties of Arabic. On the 
other are articles which do not mention Arabic at all, only referring to Maltese as a Semitic 
language. The articles of C. Stolz and T. Stolz and Bonnici fall into the latter category, while 
Caruana, Fabri and Mori use both terms.  

Mifsud (2008:146), in an excellent, short summary of Maltese has already quite clearly noted, 
“Most linguists… agree that typologically Maltese fits well into the general characteristics of 
Maghrebi dialects…” To call Maltese typologically Maghrebi is allow the inference that the 
resemblance between Maltese and Arabic varieties is a typological accident. Historical linguistics 
makes a stronger and therefore more interesting claim: fundamental similarities or identities 
between different varieties are due to a shared historical relationship among an ancestral population 
of speakers. A common origin “explains” the observed similarities. In historical linguistics, the 
similarities may be due to a single genetic affiliation, or to language contact with speakers of other 
languages or varieties. This leads to the question formulated in the title of the next section. 
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4. In what sense is Maltese a Semitic language? 

To answer this question one needs a definition of Semitic language. Semitic as a generic term is 
a construct of historical linguistics. In theory, even if not always in practice, historical linguistics 
uses the comparative method to establish plausible language family membership. Members of the 
same family or sub-families are marked by common innovations or retentions, vis a vis other 
members of the family.  

The establishment of language families and sub-families is based on a limited number of 
linguistic features, and as one moves back through chronological time, the linguistic domains which 
can be reconstructed tend to reduce. Pragmatics, conversation structure hardly figure at 
chronologically deeper levels of reconstruction, and even syntax becomes problematic at older 
levels (see Owens & Dodsworth 2009). Generally, speaking, the domains of language which are 
more susceptible to contact influence often render application of the comparative method unusable. 
Thus, till today phonology as realized in a basic lexicon, and morphology dominate the 
interpretation of family trees. For instance, an introduction to Indo-European presents the construct 
entirely in terms of phonology and morphology (Beekes 1995), while what is still a standard work 
on comparative Semitic, Moscati et al. (1980) similarly is based entirely on phonology and 
morphology. Hetzron (1976) explicitly argues that morphology is the key domain for apprehending 
Semitic language history. 

The upshot of this methodological reality is that whereas one speaks of Semitic and Semitic 
languages, the historical construct which justifies the term in the first place is not a language at all. 
It is rather the attempted reconstruction of three linguistic domains, phonology, morphology and a 
limited lexicon.  

With this background in mind, I can turn to the question of Maltese as a Semitic language. In 
fact, identfying common Semitic traits is not easy. In his essay on this topic, Ullendorf (1958) 
described the difficulty of finding linguistic traits which stretch throughout all of the Semitic 
languages. Morphologically, the only one he finds is the presence of ablaut-based verb stems, as in 
the following. 

 
 (10)  
Akkadian   
 šarr-aa-ku ‘I am king’2,  a-prus “I cut”,  a-parras ‘I am cutting.’ 
Ge’ez (Ethiopian)  
 nägär-ku  ‘I spoke’,  əә-näggəәr ‘I speak’,  əә-ngəәr ‘that I speak.’ 
Classical Arabic  
 katab-tu ‘I wrote’ a-ktubu ‘I write.’ 
Nigerian Arabic  
 katab-t3 ‘I wrote’  a-ktub ‘I write.’ 
Tunisian Arabic  
 ktib-it ‘I wrote’ ni-ktib ‘I write.’ 
Maltese   
 ktib-t ‘I wrote’  ni-kteb ‘I write.’ 
 

An important characteristic of some of the languages is the presence of the so-called broken 
plurals. These, however, are not a common Semitic trait. Akkadian, for instance, lacks them, using 
instead only a suffix plural. Ge’ez, along with other so-called South-Semitic languages has them, as 
do the other languages on the list. Whether or not the broken plurals are innovative, or are an old 

                                                 
2 The suffix conjugation is a stative conjugation in Akkadian. 
3 This is the underlying morphological form; for conditioning of -t, Owens 1993. 
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retention, is one of many unresolved issues in Semitic language history (see Ratcliffe 1998:150 ff., 
who considers them retentions4). 

 
 (11) Semitic Plurals 
Akkadian: šarr ‘king’  šarr-ii ‘kings.’ 

vs. 
Ge’ez: bet ‘house’  abyat ‘houses.’ 
Classical Arabic: bayt ‘house’  buyuut ‘houses.’ 
Nigerian Arabic: beet ‘house’  buyuut ‘houses.’ 
Tunisian Arabic: bet/bit ‘room’  byut ‘rooms.’ 
Maltese: beyt ‘roof, terrace’  byut ‘rooves terraces.’ 
 

On the basis of these two traits, it is already possible to establish a major division in the Semitic 
language family. Akkadian, which inter alia lacks the broken plural, is customarily considered the 
only member of the East Semitic branch, while the others belong to a large grouping of West 
Semitic languages.  

On the basis of (12), another division is possible, one which separates Ge’ez, on the one hand, 
marked by the personal suffix -k in the 1 and 2 person forms of the perfect, vs. Classical Arabic, 
Nigerian Arabic, Tunisian and Maltese, with -t.5  

 
(12) 1, 2SG perfect verb suffix 
  Ge’ez:  nägar-ka ‘you.M spoke.’ 
   vs.  
  Classical Arabic, Nigerian Arabic, Tunisian Arabic, Maltese: 
  katab-t(a) ‘you.M wrote’ (disregarding stem form). 
 

At this point one can look for differentiating factors within Arabic itself. This can be done by 
expanding the verbal paradigm: 

As is well known, Maltese shares with northern Tunisian (and many other maghrebi dialects) the 
property of not distinguishing M/F in the second person singular (ktib-t “you wrote”, common 
gender). Classical Arabic and Nigerian Arabic maintain such a distinction (katab-t(a) “you.M 
wrote” vs. katab-ti “you.F wrote”). In this case, clearly Maltese and Tunisian are marked by a 
significant shared innovation, within Arabic, and, trivially, within Semitic. On the basis of the 
discussion, the following Stammbaum can be drawn. 
 

                                                 
4 In this view, Akkadian would have innovated by generalizing the suffix form of the plural. 
5 In fact, it is an open question whether Arabic is more closely related to Ge’ez and the South-Semitic 

languages, or to Hebrew and Aramaic and the Northwest Semitic languages. For purposes of this exposition 
I follow Ratcliffe (1998) who considers Arabic South Semitic. 
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 (13)  Semitic 

 

East Semitic  West Semitic 

      

Akkadian South Semitic   Northwest Semitic … 

 

 Arabic (?) Ethiopic …6 

 

  Ge’ez … 

X varieties North African Arabic 

 

 Maltese, Tunisian, Moroccan … 

Note that given the data on hand, Classical Arabic and Nigerian Arabic are in the same branch, 
marked by a retention of the gender distinction in the second person singular, simply designated 
“X” here. There is no presumption that Classical Arabic itself is an historical ancestor. It is not a 
reconstructed variety, and a broad-based application of the comparative method does not self-
evidently identify Classical Arabic as the ancestor of contemporary varieties of Arabic (Owens 
2009). 

The exemplification carried out here is a proxy for a great range of features which lead to a 
simple historical conclusion. Maltese’s closest historical relatives, as derived from an application of 
the comparative linguistic method, are the Arabic dialects of North Africa. In terms of comparative 
linguistics as it is traditionally applied, Maltese is a variety of Arabic, a conclusion which mirrors 
the historical record very nicely. 

This conclusion should be played backwards, as it were. By grouping Maltese with a certain set 
of varieties of Arabic, a number of structural points are immediately implied, from the small list 
exemplified here, the following four. 

 
(14)   Historical linguistic classifying features of Maltese 
   a) lack of gender distinction in 2SG verb 
   b) -t suffix in 1 and 2 person perfect verb 
   c) presence of internal plurals 
   d) ablaut-based perfect-imperfect verb structure 

 
                                                 
6 This is not a complete tree. “…” indicates further sub-families, members etc.  
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One could call Maltese other things. It might be termed South Semitic (following Ratcliffe), for 
instance, which would specify (14c) and (14d) but not (14a) and (14b), since at the level of South 
Semitic, the suffix of the 2SG perfect verb is unspecified for -k or -t. By the same token it can be 
termed Semitic, but this implies only one specific feature, namely (14d).  

The point should be clear. From an historical linguistic perspective it is most informative to 
group Maltese among that variety of language which accounts for its largest set of structural 
features. This is Arabic, not Semitic. 

I should note that consideration of the historical affiliation of Maltese does not stop at this point, 
even for a consideration of its place within Arabic varieties. While it does appear that Maltese is 
most closely affiliated with the Maghrebi Arabic dialects, there are many points of detail which 
point to other connections. For instance, the marking of the direct object as lil- probably7 points to 
an early spread of varieties which were significantly influenced by Aramaic. The Maltese spelling 
/ie/ for etymological /aa/ is a reflex of “imala”, already described in detail by the eighth century 
grammarian Sibawaih. Its Maltese reflex has a nearly identical value, not in maghrebi Arabic, but in 
eastern Libyan Arabic. Either this feature was once more widely spread in North African Arabic, or 
the ancestral Maltese population consisted of diverse dialect groups, in this case the imala-group 
winning out. This point is supported by the data in Yoda’s article, where, as pointed out above, 
vowel quality points beyond North African Arabic to Eastern Libya as well. 

These points simply indicate that beyond its global affiliation with North African Arabic, 
Maltese also contains features which can lead back to the earlier stages of proto-Arabic (as 
indicated in a number of places in Owens, 2009). 

5. Contact and lack thereof 

Contact linguistics is adventitious upon a genetic classification. Given that many historical 
aspects of language cannot be captured with the comparative method, change via contact with other 
languages is often a productive alternative explanation. Arabic is a particularly interesting, though 
somewhat underexploited language for examining the effects of language contact, as the spread of 
its contemporary varieties have put it into contact with many languages, and its history has 
produced a number of interesting products, including pidgin and creole varieties, mixed languages 
(Central Asian Arabic), as well as varieties which, while still emerging as Arabic on close 
examination, have nonetheless undergone heavy influence from other languages (e.g. Kormakiti 
Arabic in Cyprus, Kossmann 2009). Maltese belongs, from an Arabicist perspective, to this last set 
of varieties.  

Two points make Maltese particularly interesting. First, its history of origin is relatively well 
known. It was brought to Malta from either Tunisia around 870 or by Arabs withdrawing from 
Sicily around 1090, or by both routes. Around 1225 a Christianization policy in Malta definitively 
cut Malta off from its Islamic, and presumably its Arabic basis (Ambros 1998:6-7). The period 
when Arabic came to Malta, and when it became both literally and figuratively a Sprachinsel can 
thus be fairly closely delimited. Secondly, its subsequent history is, compared to most varieties of 
Arabic, well known, and there exist a certain number of early written texts, the number increasing in 
the course of the eighteenth century. The sources of contact influence are easily discernible, Italian, 
and later English, being the main two. It is also a relatively easy, if time consuming, matter, to work 
out the degree and type of influence. As seen, a number of articles in the current volume attempt to 
do so. 

                                                 
7 Middle Aramaic marks a definite direct object with l-il. The same feature, while a minority feature among 

varieties of Arabic, is found in Iraq and Syria, both areas of Aramaic substratal influence, as well as in 
Maltese and Uzbekistan Arabic (Ingham 2006:34). The attestation of the “same” feature in three or four 
widely separated areas automatically strengthens the case for diffusion from a common center. 
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What a number of the comparative and typologically-orientated articles fail to exploit, is the 
ability to gauge the extent of contact-derived influence on Maltese by comparison with the status of 
similar constructions in varieties of Arabic. For instance, as noted above, Mori suggests an increase 
in the analytic genitive in Maltese. The comparative relevance of the Maghrebi Arabic dialects in 
this regard was pointed out above. 

C. Stolz notes the robust interpretation of a final loanword -a with the category of feminine noun 
in Maltese. She does not mention that this is a typical Arabic feature, though it would have been 
relevant to point out that virtually all varieties of spoken Arabic today treat a final loanword -a as F, 
as e.g. gang-a “drum-F” in Nigerian Arabic < Kanuri (genderless language) ganga, with the regular 
feminine plural -aat, gangaay-aat, the intrusion of /y/ being a characteristic formative, Iraqi Arabic 
poost-a (pl. poost-aat) “mail, post”, Egyptian gonell-a “blouse” (< It.), and so on. Holes 
(1990:158)) notes that in Gulf Arabic loan nouns ending in /a/ are treated as feminine. Given this, it 
would have been remarkable if Maltese had used any other strategy of classifying -a final loans. 
Not putting Maltese into its larger Arabic context deprives comparativists and those interested in 
language contact one small point of significance, namely that despite rather strong nominal loan 
incorporation from Italian and English, the inherited Arabic morphological categories have been 
hardly affected, the comparative evidence here confirming a robustness of morphology over time 
and space. 

Given these comparative resources, T. Stolz’s suggestion to look back into earlier Maltese 
written sources to assess the development of the Maltese verb chain is a decidedly limited 
perspective, particularly when in the same volume Maas outlines the pan-Arabic basis of the verb 
chain.  

The interest in including Arabic in the study of Maltese does not end with historical comparison. 
It is interesting to observe parallel processes in Maltese and Arabic varieties, for instance the 
incorporation of Romance, mainly Italian verbs into Maltese via incorporation into Arabic 
inflectional categories (Mifsud 1995). Similar intense incorporation of French loanverbs into 
Moroccan Arabic is well attested in contemporary codeswitching (e.g. Bentahila & Davies 1983). 
Clearly what happened in Maltese and what is happening in French-Arabic contact in Morocco have 
no common historical origin. Together, however, they show the power of morphological orthodoxy 
in maintaining inflectional paradigms. 

6. Language designation 

The construct “language” is a heuristic with many uses. It might be taken as an individual’s 
language competence, which can be modeled by a grammar. With the prefix I-, I-language, it is the 
mental representation of a native speaker’s language knowledge. In social, political and cultural 
parlance, one can hardly improve on the adage, a language is a dialect with an army and a navy.  

Maltese clearly qualifies as a language in this last sense (in fact, in all senses). A language is 
what people define it to be, and if the people who so define it have the political legitimacy to do so, 
then they can define it any way they want. As Caruana points out in his article, in this case there is 
much at stake, as European Union membership requires a considerable linguistic economic 
infrastructure.  

From a broad linguistic perspective, on the other hand, i.e. if one moves beyond formal 
representations of language, the notion of language quickly fragments into constructs of various 
types. Interesting conundrums arise. Three points may be raised in this context. 

First, if Maltese is Maltese, how can it also be Arabic, as described in section 4 above? In this 
case the problem is a non-problem. Maltese, by contemporary standards of historical linguistics, is a 
variety of Arabic. A classification based on historical methods, however, as pointed out, relies on 
only a part of the “language” for its results. Add in vocabulary, new grammatical structures such as 
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discussed in Fabri’s article, a massive development of new verbal classes, not to mention the whole 
issue of script, and Maltese, at first glance, sounds and looks un-Arabic. 

This leads to a second, closely related point. The issue of genetic classification inevitably raises 
the question of what Arabic itself is. If, as suggested, Maltese falls within North African (including 
Libyan) varieties of Arabic in terms of basic phonological and morphological structures, and if 
these are significantly different as a class from comparable structures in for instance varieties of 
Sudanic Arabic (e.g. Nigerian Arabic), and if Maltese is a separate language, then why shouldn’t 
say, Nigerian Arabic be declared a separate language as well? 

This rhetorical question needs hardly to be answered; Nigerian Arabs, who like Maltese are cut 
off from the Arabic diglossic world, are quite adamant not only about their ethnic affiliation as 
Arabs, but also, in contrast to much of the Arabic-speaking world, quite happy to see their dialect 
considered closely related to Classical Arabic itself. On the other hand, from a linguistic perspective 
it would be quite legitimate to establish degrees of relatedness and differentiation among varieties 
of Arabic, at least in relatively finite domains of grammar such as phonology and morphology, and 
to ask to what extent contemporary spoken Arabic is a single variety, both from a typological and 
from a comparative perspective. 

A third and different linguistic perspective is the basic question of mutual intelligibility. Maltese 
can hardly be said to belong to the broader Arabic speech community, since Maltese is mutually 
unintelligible with them. As in the first point, the issue raises interesting problems. Moroccan 
Arabic is not particularly intelligible to most Arabs from outside of North Africa. Even if Maltese 
and varieties of Arabic are not mutually intelligible, speakers of one might well be able to learn the 
other variety much more quickly than, say, a native speaker of English, or even Italian, would learn 
Maltese.  

 
In summary, Maltese linguistics, beyond its intrinsic interest to linguists, to Maltese and to 

Maltese linguists, has much to offer the comparative and historical linguist, the contact linguist and 
the Arabic linguist. Because of its unique historical and cultural position among varieties of Arabic, 
for the latter three groups of investigators, basic issues of maintenance and change in Arabic, and 
through it to language in general can be viewed with unusual clarity. 
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Repenser la linguistique de contact : À propos de Uriel Weinreich, Lingue in contatto. 
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(Unione Tipografico Editrice Torinese), 2008.  
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Résumé 

Cette nouvelle édition italienne de Languages in Contact. Findings and Problems (1953) paraît 
trente-quatre ans après la précédente (Weinreich 1974), aujourd’hui épuisée. Elle est publiée 
dans un contexte nouveau car la linguistique italienne et l’Italie linguistique ont changé depuis 
cette époque. S’appuyant sur le scénario d’un nouveau plurilinguisme dans la Péninsule, 
Vincenzo Orioles propose un parcours métalinguistique de réflexion sur la linguistique de 
contact. 

 
Mise en oeuvre par Vincenzo Orioles, spécialiste des dynamiques du plurilinguisme, cette 

nouvelle édition de Lingue in contatto contribue à remettre en premier plan la réflexion sur les 
problématiques des langues en contact tout autant que sur l’emploi et l’évolution d’une 
terminologie que Languages in Contact8 a introduit en linguistique. Cette initiative est 
particulièrement heureuse si l’on garde en mémoire la récente remarque d’Andrée Tabouret-Keller9 
(2008 : 12) soulignant l’intérêt qu’il y a à revenir sur l’énorme production de Weinreich, 
malheureusement moins présent aujourd’hui dans les bibliographies linguistiques, y compris dans 
celles des ouvrages sur les thématiques liées au contact de langues10. 

Le contexte historico-culturel des années ’70 

Au début des années ‘70 du XXe siècle, le milieu des linguistes italiens est encore assez peu 
réceptif vis-à-vis de l’approche structuraliste du contact proposée par Weinreich. Cette réceptivité 
modérée est sans doute corrélée à leur difficulté générale à prendre de la distance par rapport au 
modèle de la linguistique historique et à la vision du langage propre de la linguistique idéaliste qui a 
influencé pendant très longtemps les recherches linguistiques dans la Péninsule11. En conséquence, 
l’évolution de la réflexion méthodologique a été sensiblement ralentie, créant un effet d’isolement. 

                                                 
8 Dorénavant, LiC. Les éditions italiennes et l’édition originale seront spécifiées, si nécessaire, avec la date 

relative à côté de cet acronyme. 
9 Elle notait avec pertinence : « Son ouvrage fait sans doute référence mais n’est plus guère consulté, à mon 

avis non pas à cause de ses manques mais plutôt parce que les contraintes des carrières universitaires et de 
l’édition réunies imposent un flux des publications de plus en plus rapide, une mise à jour permanente, 
souvent hâtive des références, avec une mise au rancart toute aussi hâtive ». 

10 Une exception récente et intéressante qui peut être citée ici est celle de l’étude de Pustka (2007) où le renvoi 
à la modélisation de Weinreich est explicite dans le traitement des données. 

11 Les traductions des citations tirées d’ouvrages en italien, comme dans le cas suivant, sont les nôtres ; elles 
sont suivies par la mention (Trad. EC) et seront reportées soit en note soit à la suite du texte original. « […] 
emerge una generale difficoltà della cultura italiana e, nello specifico della linguistica italiana ad accettare i 
criteri della moderna ricerca scientifica. […] l’approccio basato sul modello storico-ricostruttivo ha 
generalmente affrontato il linguaggio vivo con strumenti di tipo retorico, estetico, impressionistico » (« […] 
on voit émerger une difficulté générale de la culture italienne et, plus spécifiquement, de la linguistique 
italienne à accepter les critères et les qualités de la recherche scientifique moderne […] l’approche basée 
sur le modèle historique-reconstructif a généralement abordé le langage vivant avec des instruments de type 
rhétorique, esthétique, impressionniste » Trad. EC) (Savoia 2007 : 144). 
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La linguistique italienne  se maintenait ainsi éloignée des réflexions menées aux États Unis et dans 
les autres pays européens (Coveri 1977 : 247 ; Savoia 2007 : 142-143). L’impression de fermeture 
alors créée a été soulignée par Gambarara (1977 : 18) qui, dans une présentation sévère de l’état de 
l’art, dénonce le manque d’une véritable mouvance théorique ou l’absence d’un apport significatif à 
la réflexion théorique en linguistique12. 

Une telle attitude a été fortement reprochée, tout particulièrement aux dialectologues souvent 
considérés comme trop étroitement liés à la tradition et à des positions théoriques données pour 
obsolètes (Cortelazzo 1977 : 119). C’est ainsi que, par exemple, dans son compte-rendu de LiC 
1974 pourtant accueilli dans une revue de dialectologie, Benincà (1978 : 453-454) reproche aux 
dialectologues des points de vue souvent « old fashioned » et même « préscientifiques » vis-à-vis de 
la linguistique générale et théorique accusée de ne pas faire de « découvertes ». Le même reproche 
est adressé à la sociolinguistique américaine et à son attitude « polémique à outrance » envers la 
linguistique non sociologique : une « linguistique de bureau » qui étudie le langage comme résultat 
abstrait des manipulations que les linguistes eux-mêmes opèrent sur leur objet. En « dépurant » cet 
objet pour le rendre « expérimentable », la dialectologie et la sociolinguistique gagneraient en 
scientificité.  

De fait, la première édition italienne de LiC contenait, outre le texte de Weinreich traduit et 
introduit par Giorgio Raimondo Cardona, la traduction de l’article « Is a structural dialectology 
possible ? » mise en appendice, ainsi que trois essais sur le concept de diasystème et la relation 
entre dialectologie et structuralisme, qui avaient été précédemment publiés par Luigi Heilmann, 
Giuseppe Francescato et Corrado Grassi13. Benincà (1978 : 453) notera dans son compte rendu que, 
bien que ces auteurs soient sensibles à la mouvance structuraliste en Italie (Cortelazzo 1977 : 119)14, 
ils n’ont pas su pleinement saisir le cœur de la problématique proposée dans « Is a structural 
dialectology possible ? » car : « che non [è] tanto che la dialettologia deve essere strutturale, ma 
che deve essere linguistica »15.  Encore une fois, l’on suppose qu’il s’agit d’une conséquence de 
l’écart entre les perspectives particulières de la dialectologie italienne et celles de la linguistique 
théorique contemporaine. La priorité que les linguistes italiens ont longtemps accordée aux 
                                                 
12 « Sebbene i nostri linguisti si lascino andare spesso a considerazioni generali […], si tratta di una attività 

domenicale e subalterna. Certo i grandi glottologi sanno come si lavora a Ginevra, a Praga, a Copenaghen 
(un po’ meno sulle correnti anglo-americane) e dalla metà degli anni cinquanta le menzioni dello 
strutturalismo linguistico (grazie in particolare a Lucidi, Heilmann, Lepschy, Rosiello) sono divenute più 
frequenti. Ma si tratta di fatti marginali. Non c’è in Italia una scuola saussuriana, o praghese, o glossematica 
(o distribuzionalista, o generativo trasformazionale […]) » (Bien que nos linguistes se laissent aller souvent 
à des considérations générales […], il s’agit d’une activité du dimanche et subalterne. Certes les grands 
spécialistes de linguistique historique savent comment on travaille à Genève, à Prague, à Copenhague (un 
peu moins en ce qui concerne les courants anglo-américains) et depuis la moitié des années 50’ les 
mentions du structuralisme linguistique (grâce en particulier à Lucidi, Heilmann, Lepschy, Rosiello) sont 
devenue plus fréquentes. Mais il s’agit là de faits marginaux. Il n’y a en Italie aucune école saussurienne, 
ou pragoise, ou glossématique (ou distributionnaliste, ou générativo-transformationnelle […]) » (Trad. 
EC). 

13 Luigi Heilmann. 1959. Per una dialettologia strutturale. Quaderni dell’Istituto di Glottologia 
dell’Università di Bologna 4 : 45-54 ; Giuseppe Francescato. 1965. Structural Comparison, Diasystems and 
Dialectology. Zeitschrift für romanische Philologie 81 : 484-91 (dans Weinreich 1974, il apparaît avec le 
titre Composizione strutturale, diasistemi e dialettologia ;  Corrado Grassi. 1967-1968. Sistemi in contatto : 
il concetto di diasistema e i principi della geografia linguistica. Atti dell’Accademia delle Scienze di Torino 
102 : 75-88. 

14 Sur l’impact et la richesse du débat sur le rapport entre structuralisme et dialectologie / géolinguistique en 
dehors de l’Italie, notamment dans le cadre de l’héritage de Weinreich 1954, cf. Bothorel-Witz et Dupuy 
1988.   

15 « que ce n’[est] pas tellement que la dialectologie doit être structurale, mais qu’elle doit être linguistique » 
(Trad. EC). 
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problématiques de la variation dans les communautés de la péninsule a ainsi contribué à retarder le 
développement de la conceptualisation du contact linguistique et de ses dynamiques telle qu’elle est 
véhiculée par LiC, ce qui s’explique sans doute par la situation linguistique et culturelle de l’Italie, 
caractérisée par une vitalité manifeste de variétés dialectales très différentes entre elles et par la 
complexité des relations entre les dialectes ou les variétés alloglottes et la langue nationale (Coveri 
1977 : 247, 251 ; Mioni & Arnuzzo-Lanszweert 1979). En effet, dans la société italienne, où le 
développement a été longtemps inégal16, les locuteurs natifs s’exprimant habituellement dans le 
dialecte et n’ayant pas une compétence active dans la langue nationale n’étaient pas une exception, 
même dans les années 80. Les travaux sociolinguistiques effectués sur les usages langagiers des 
émigrés italiens à l’étranger privilégiaient également l’étude des aspects liés à la présence 
d’éléments dialectaux dans l’italien oral de ces communautés ; ainsi, les recherches 
sociolinguistiques italiennes menées sur l’Italie faisaient émerger une « nette qualification 
dialectologique » (Berruto 1974 : 14).  

Il est clair que ce contexte conditionne le commentaire de Benincà (1978) lorsqu’elle critique 
l’ouvrage de Weinreich en lui reprochant implicitement d’avoir surtout pris en compte le contact et 
l’interférence entre « langues différentes », sans préciser réellement les paramètres qui permettent 
d’évaluer la distance entre les systèmes, afin qu’on soit légitimé à parler de bilinguisme. Toutefois, 
elle admet que les cas d’espèce choisis dans LiC représentent une typologie du contact plus 
transparente et donc de lecture plus facile, bien que les présupposés méthodologiques qui sont 
précisés au début de l’ouvrage laissent envisager un éventail plus large de possibilités : 

For the purposes of the present study, it is immaterial whether the two systemes are 
“languages,” “dialects of the same language,” or “varieties of the same dialect.” The greater the 
difference between the systems, i.e. the more numerous the mutually exclusive forms and 
patterns in each, the greater is the learning problem and the potential area of interference. But 
the mechanisms of interference, abstracted from the amount of interference, would appear to be 
the same […]. And while control of two such similar systems is not ordinarily called 
bilingualism, the term in its technical sens might easily be extended to cover these cases of 
contact as well (Weinreich 1953 : 1-2 ; LiC 2008 : 4). 

De son côté, dans son introduction à LiC 1974, Cardona mentionne de façon explicite le 
bilinguisme italien standard-dialectes (p. LXXVI), mais sans fournir d’exemples précis de cette 
situation. La prise en compte du rôle de la relation entre variétés dialectales et langue de prestige 
dans l’étude des dynamiques du bilinguisme est pourtant bien précisée dans la présentation de LiC 
1953 à l’œuvre d’André Martinet : 

La coexistence, chez un certain nombre d’humbles paysans, de deux ensembles d’habitudes 
linguistiques par moments conflictuels, l’un d’une langue de prestige, l’autre d’un patois 
méprisé, peut avoir des répercussions importantes sur l’histoire linguistique dans cette partie du 
monde. L’allégeance linguistique est un fait, un fait important, mais nous ne devrions pas le 
laisser décider quand commence le contact linguistique (Traduction : Tabouret-Keller 2001 : 
30-31). 

La donne actuelle 

Aujourd’hui, en présentant cette nouvelle édition, Orioles (2008 : XVI) tient à souligner la 
nouveauté de la conception du bilinguisme de Weinreich en remarquant son ouverture vers la 
considération explicite du rapport langue-dialecte dans le cadre des études sur le plurilinguisme ; il 
relève que, avant LiC, la tendance générale était d’étudier l’interaction plurilingue d’idiomes – 
appartenant souvent à des communautés territorialement éloignées – entre lesquels la distance 
interlinguistique était importante : 
                                                 
16 « Italy is characterized by differentiation and contrasts more relevant thant is used in societies with an 

intermediated degree of development » (Mioni & Arnuzzo-Lanszweert 1979 : 82). 
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[…] pensato per rapporti tra lingue mutuamente ‘straniere’, ben difficilmente lo statuto del 
bilinguismo era esteso all’antitesi lingua-dialetto o alle disomogeneità sincronicamente 
osservabili in una stessa comunità (erano dunque tagliati fuori i diversi stili funzionali, i registri, 
quelle che poi si sarebbero chiamate ‘varietà di lingua’)17  

Certes, on notera toutefois que quelques timides tentatives d’analyse des erreurs selon la clé 
proposée par Weinreich, fondées notamment sur la notion d’interférence, ont pourtant été réalisées 
en relation avec le contact langue-dialecte dans des aires à dialectophonie importante (Vigolo & Job 
1981)18, mais les modèles de Ferguson et surtout de Gumperz et Fishman dans un cadre de diglossie 
– ultérieurement adapté au contexte de l’Italie19 – semblaient mieux à même de rendre compte de la 
situation italienne que le modèle du bilinguisme, ce dernier étant considéré comme la disponibilité 
individuelle de deux systèmes linguistiques différents auxquels la société ne reconnaît pas la 
complémentarité des fonctions : 

Si è arrivati quindi a riconoscere […] che una comunità linguistica assolutamente omogenea è 
da considerare del tutto eccezionale, in quanto i ruoli che in determinate società sono svolti da 
lingue diverse, esistono anche in altre, con la stessa complessità, pur essendo ricoperti da 
varietà di una stessa lingua, al limite da variazioni stilistiche. (Benincà 1978 : 452)20 

Mais l’Italie d’aujourd’hui a une configuration sociale et linguistique sensiblement différente de 
celle qui existait lors de la première publication italienne de LiC. Le mouvement migratoire vers la 
Péninsule est un fait marquant qui a eu un impact considérable sur le changement de la société 
italienne qui, traditionnellement, a plutôt connu l’émigration ; ainsi, sans constituer un phénomène 
complètement nouveau pour l’Italie, l’immigration est devenue un phénomène quantitativement 
remarquable au début des années ‘90. L’arrivée d’immigrés, avec leurs nombreuses langues, a 
déterminé de nouvelles formes de contact linguistique, surtout, mais pas seulement, dans les aires 
urbaines. C’est ainsi que le pays – plurilingue depuis le Moyen Âge (De Mauro 2005) – se 
caractérise désormais par un degré encore plus élevé de plurilinguisme ou plutôt de 

                                                 
17 «[…]  pensé pour des relations entre langues mutuellement ‘étrangères’, bien difficilement le statut du 

bilinguisme était étendu à l’antithèse langue-dialecte ou aux dishomogénéités synchroniquement 
observables dans une même communauté (les différents styles fonctionnels, les registres, celles qu’on aurait 
appelées “variétés de langue” étaient donc laissés à l’écart.) » (Trad. EC). 

18 Ce type d’études s’est développé, bien que de manière très limitée, grâce à la diffusion de la version 
italienne de LiC. La difficulté à reconnaître l’extrême nouveauté de l’approche de Weinreich par rapport aux 
approches de la linguistique historique peut être déduite en lisant l’introduction à l’étude de Vigolo & Job 
(1981 : 95) : « Gli studi sull’interferenza linguistica non sono una recente “scoperta” come la coniazione dl 
termine “interferenza” potrebbe far pensare. Anche la linguistica storico-comparativa si è occupata di 
contatti fra lingue, pour considerando la singola lingua dotata di inconfondibile individualità, evidenzando il 
fatto che esse non sono isolate fra loro, né dalle altre istituzioni e sviluppando l’analisi soprattutto sul piano 
diacronico […] » (« Les études sur l’interférence linguistique ne sont pas une “découverte” récente comme 
la création du terme “interférence” pourrait faire penser. La linguistique historique et comparative aussi 
s’est occupée de contacts entre langues, bien qu’en considérant chaque langue dotée d’une individualité 
incomparable, en mettant en évidence le fait qu’elles ne sont pas isolées entre elles, ni des autres 
institutions et en développant l’analyse surtout sur le plan diachronique […]. » Trad. EC). 
Malheureusement, aucune analyse de portée plus ample sur le modèle par exemple de celle de Trudgill 
(1986) n’a vu la lumière. 

19 Une articulation ultérieure de la diglossie en macro-diglossie et micro-diglossie a été proposée selon « […] 
[la] presenza o meno di una koiné dialettale che medi e crei dei filtri di conversione fra patois locali e 
standard regionali » (Benincà 1978 : 453) ([…] la présence ou non d’une koinè dialectale qui fasse la 
médiation et crée des filtres de conversion entre patois locaux et standards régionaux » Trad. EC). 

20 « On est donc arrivé à reconnaître […] qu’une communauté linguistique absolument homogène est à 
considérer tout à fait exceptionnelle, puisque les rôles qui sont assumés par des langues différentes dans 
certaines sociétés, existent aussi dans d’autres, avec la même complexité, bien qu’ils soient recouverts par 
des variétés d’une même langue, à la limite par des variations stylistiques » (Trad. EC). 
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néoplurilinguisme (Vedovelli 2009 : 182) ; ce qui contribue à modifier la relation entre l’italien et 
les variétés dialectales : 

[…] con 4 milioni di neoalloglotti, di parlanti nativi un’altra lingua, si è raggiunta una soglia 
quantitativa che consente di leggere il fenomeno in termini ormai strutturali, come componente 
ormai intrinseca del nostro spazio linguistico (Vedovelli 2009 : 180)21. 

Dans ce nouveau contexte culturel et linguistique italien, la nouvelle publication de la traduction de 
l’ouvrage de Weinreich acquiert donc une importance particulière22.  

LiC 2008 ne reproduit pas exactement l’architecture de la version précédente  qui a été réadaptée 
à l’état actuel des études qui, en Italie, prennent le nom d’interlinguistique. Les essais sur le 
diasystème ont été supprimés de l’ouvrage23 qui conserve cependant l’essentiel de l’Introduction de 
Cardona, particulièrement importante car elle abordait les retombées « présociolinguistiques » de 
LiC en mettant en valeur les concepts qui permettent de délinéer le cadre de la linguistique étiquetée 
comme variationniste. La traduction a été légèrement retouchée pour la rendre plus fluide et 
efficace. Quant à la présentation (Premessa) d’Orioles – très dense (65 pages avec 11 pages d’une 
riche bibliographie) – elle veut être, selon son auteur, une occasion de dialoguer à distance avec le 
texte de Cardona au travers d’une analyse surtout métalinguistique des concepts proposés par 
Weinreich : 

Il criterio animatore della rivisitazione qui proposta è infatti quello di passare in rassegna i tipi 
terminologici più significativi coniati o comunque popolarizzati da Weinreich, fissarne o 
ridefinirne lo statuto e ripercorrerne per quanto possibile genesi e vicende con l’obiettivo da una 
parte di far toccare con mano, dal versante terminologico, il carattere composito delle influenze 
che si esercitarono su Weinreich e dall’altra di verificarne la ricaduta nei quadri teorici che oggi 
si confrontano con il tema del contatto (Orioles 2008 : XI)24. 

Cardona (2008 : LXXXIV) avait déjà attiré l’attention sur la fortune des termes-clés introduits 
par LiC dans les études sur le contact : interférence, langues en contact, configurations de prestige, 
bilinguisme coordonné et subordonné, parmi d’autres. De son côté, Orioles approfondit l’examen 
de la terminologie25 et de l’ensemble des concepts présents dans LiC, non seulement dans la 
perspective d’une réécriture de l’appareil théorique de Weinreich nécessaire à une révision du 
concept de contact linguistique, mais également pour répondre à l’exigence de l’élaboration d’une 
théorie intégrée du plurilinguisme et de l’interférence « […] che comprenda e ordini in uno stesso 
paradigma, disposti in un continuum scalare, l’intera sequenza dei fenomeni collegabili con la 
presenza simultanea di più sistemi linguistici nella competenza di un parlante ovvero nel repertorio 
                                                 
21 « […] avec 4 millions di néoalloglottes, de locuteurs natifs d’une autre langue, on a atteint un seuil 

quantitatif qui permet de lire le phénomène en termes désormais structuraux, comme composant désormais 
intrinsèque de notre espace linguistique » (Trad. EC). 

22 Déjà, dans une optique géolinguistique et historique, le besoin de se confronter à nouveau et de manière 
explicite avec les thématiques de LiC de la part des italianistes intéressés aux dynamiques du changement 
linguistique, avait abouti, il y a quelques années, à la publication d’un volume qui abordait quelques 
problématiques du contact linguistique dans le domaine roman et le pourtour méditerranéen (cf. Anna Laura 
Lepschy & Arturo Tosi 2006). 

23 Orioles annonce le projet d’une édition des écrits mineurs de Weinreich qui comprendrait aussi les 
contributions sur le diasystème, un concept encore opératoire qui a fait récemment l’objet d’une réanalyse 
de la part de Labov (2008). 

24 « Le critère essentiel de la revisitation ici proposée est en effet celui qui permet de passer en revue les types 
terminologiques les plus significatifs créés ou rendus populaires par Weinreich, d’en fixer ou d’en redéfinir 
le statut et d’en reparcourir dans la mesure du possible la genèse et les faits avec l’objectif d’une part de 
faire toucher directement, du côté terminologique, le caractère composite des influences qui s’exercèrent 
sur Weinreich et d’autre part d’en vérifier la retombée dans les cadres théoriques qui se confrontent 
aujourd’hui avec le thème du contact » (Trad. EC). 

25 Cf. aussi Orioles (2006). 
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di una data comunità linguistica »26 (Orioles 2008 : LXI). L’importance qu’il y a à se pencher 
aujourd’hui sur l’histoire et la genèse des termes corrélés aux problématiques du contact 
linguistique et du plurilinguisme avait déjà été soulignée par l’auteur de la présentation dans un 
précédent travail qui mettait en relief les conséquences institutionnelles de l’intérêt croissant pour 
ces thèmes27 : 

Grâce au perfectionnement des instruments d’analyse et à une conscience plus diffuse de 
l’ampleur du phénomène, dans la deuxième moitié du XXe siècle, et en particulier ces trente 
dernières années, les recherches sur le plurilinguisme et sur les langues en contact ont connu 
une impulsion extraordinaire au point que l’enquête sur ces problématiques semble délinéer une 
zone autonome d’intérêts, capable d’intercepter des expériences et des compétences éparpillées 
jusqu’ici dans une pluralité de disciplines traditionnelles. En définitive un nouveau ‘champ’ de 
recherche s’est progressivement défini, tiré du croisement entre linguistique de contact, 
sociolinguistique, linguistique historique, dialectologie, etc. (Orioles 2004 : 18). 

Dans ce parcours de reconstruction d’un modèle théorique de référence l’attention des 
chercheurs ne peut que se diriger vers une récupération des éléments de la « révolution 
copernicienne » opérée par Weinreich dans LiC, ouvrage qui a déplacé l’attention « du produit 
“langue” aux “actes” des locuteurs ». Le fait de remettre Weinreich au centre de la réflexion en le 
présentant à maintes reprises même comme un précurseur, semble, dans un certain sens, aller à 
“contre-courant” puisque aujourd’hui sont fréquents les jugements qui présentent au moins une 
partie des définitions figurant dans l’ouvrage comme inadaptées aux conditions actuelles du contact, 
contraintes par rapport à la portée des processus28. 

                                                 
26 « […] comprenant et ordonnant dans un même paradigme, disposés dans un continuum scalaire, l’entière 

séquence des phénomènes pouvant être reliés à la présence simultanée de plusieurs systèmes linguistiques 
dans la compétence d’un locuteur ainsi que dans le répertoire d’une communauté linguistique donnée » 
(Trad. EC). 

27 Je rappelle la forte implication de Vincenzo Orioles dans la constitution et la direction, après Roberto 
Gusmani, du Centro Internazionale sul Plurilinguismo constitué auprès de l’Université d’Udine en 1993 : il 
s’agit d’une « […] institution impartiale de nature purement scientifique qui occupe une place particulière 
dans le panorama international et qui a parmi ses objectifs celui de conduire des recherches et d’acquérir de 
la documentation […] » dans ce domaine (Orioles 2004 : 19) ; le Centre publie la revue Plurilinguismo, 
dédiée spécifiquement à ce secteur de la réflexion linguistique, et gère plusieurs programmes de recherche, 
dont le projet Catégories et termes techniques du plurilinguisme, consacré à l’inventaire des technicismes 
employés dans l’histoire de ce secteur d’études. Parmi les autres grandes institutions qui s’occupent en Italie 
des problématiques concernant le plurilinguisme, il faut mentionner également le Centre d’excellence de la 
recherche-Osservatorio linguistico permanente dell’italiano diffuso fra stranieri e delle lingue immigrate in 
Italia, institué auprès de l’Università per Stranieri de Sienne, et le Centre d’Études Linguistiques pour 
l’Europe. 

28 Deux exemples entre autres concernent les notions de contact et de bilinguisme. Au sujet du fait que 
l’auteur de LiC considère en contact deux ou plusieurs langues lorsqu’elles sont utilisées alternativement par 
les mêmes personnes, Berruto (2009 : 4) remarque qu’une telle définition semble aujourd’hui attribuer un 
contenu trop fort, voire trop contraignant à la notion de contact (le lieu du contact est constitué par les 
locuteurs et les codes sont utilisés non pas de manière alternative mais, plutôt, de manière concomitante par 
les locuteurs). De la même façon, si le « bilingue idéal » est pour Weinreich (LiC § 3.2.2) quelqu’un qui 
passe d’un système à l’autre lorsqu’un paramètre de la situation change (interlocuteurs, sujet du discours, 
etc.), mais qui ne réalise pas ce passage à l’intérieur de la même phrase ou si la situation linguistique ne 
présente pas de changements, Berruto (2005 : 4) précise qu’aujourd’hui on sait que le comportement 
bilingue se manifeste aussi comme une modalité discursive spécifique, à la disposition de tout locuteur 
bilingue. Sur ce point, il y a évidemment accord avec Orioles (2008 : LVI) qui adhère à la même critique en 
précisant que « lo switching intrafrasale (intrasentential), è oggi esplicitamente ammesso come una delle 
manifestazioni del fenomeno, specialmente a partire da Poplack [Sometimes I’ll start a sentence in spanish y 
termino en español: toward a typology of code-switching. Linguistics 18, 1980 : 581-618] » (« […] le 
switching intraphrasal (intrasentential) est aujourd’hui explicitement admis comme une des manifestations 
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Ainsi que le souligne Orioles avec efficacité, les concepts qui règlent les influences 
interlinguistiques restent ceux de bilinguisme, dans sa dimension individuelle et sociale (avec le cas 
particulier du plurilinguisme – multilingualism –  différent seulement pour « le degré de complexité 
des combinaisons qui entrent en jeu »), contact et interférence. Du point de vue terminologique, il 
relève que dans LiC 1953 figure aussi bilinguality comme alternative à bilingualism mais il 
n’envisage pas pour autant la possibilité de donner deux traductions différentes : aucune précision 
n’est fournie de la part de Weinreich sur la distinction « programmatique » qui détermine le choix 
entre les deux termes, bien que la proposition d’introduire en italien le calque bilingualità, parallèle 
au français bilingualité, ait été faite par d’autres spécialistes29. 

À propos du terme interférence pour lequel Cardona (2008 : LXXXIV, n. 11) rappelait déjà 
l’usage précédemment attesté – d’après le compte-rendu de Einar Haugen (1954) à LiC – par 
l’École de Prague, même si le terme n’apparaissait pas dans le Dictionnaire de Linguistique de 
l’École de Prague de Josef Vachek, Orioles (2008 : XXVI) confirme la « primogéniture » pragoise 
et l’emploi de ce technicisme lors du VIe Colloque International des Linguistes. Une superposition 
et un aplatissement de ce technicisme et de celui de contact sont signalés par Orioles qui juge 
indispensable de bien les distinguer pour les rendre opératoires. Ils rendent compte de deux phases 
différentes du même phénomène : par contact, Weinreich désigne la rencontre de deux ou plusieurs 
variétés linguistiques dans la compétence d’un locuteur exposé à l’influence interlinguistique, tandis 
que par interférence il se réfère plutôt à la concrétisation de cette rencontre dans l’acte individuel.  

La lecture attentive de LiC que propose Orioles permet d’identifier aussi une série de 
thématiques par rapport auxquelles Weinreich s’est révélé être un précurseur ou, du moins, envers 
lesquelles il s’est montré particulièrement sensible30, notamment grâce à l’observation directe de la 
situation de contact entre romanche et allemand en Suisse. 

Un exemple intéressant est traité dans un paragraphe consacré aux phénomènes d’obsolescence 
linguistique (Orioles 2008 : L-LVI), où l’auteur signale l’usage du concept de language shift ainsi 
que du syntagme qui le désigne dans l’ouvrage de Weinreich (LiC §§ 2.5.4 et 4.7) : 

Se di shift of language aveva già parlato Bloomfield […], con Weinreich l’espressione 
raggiunge una sua bene definita densità e formularità metalinguistica con valenza non lontana 
da quella attuale : “A language shift may be defined as the change from the habitual use of one 
language to that of another (p. 68 [de l’édition originale de LiC]). La trattazione del language 
shift da parte di Weinreich non si limita ad una semplice intuizione precorritrice ma presenta 
una validità esplicativa in se stessa sia per il legame chiaramente enunciato con una preliminare 
fase di prolungato bilinguismo sia per il riconoscimento che il cambiamento non segue 
necessariamente la direzione della varietà di maggior prestigio […] (Orioles 2008 : L-LI)31 

                                                                                                                                                     
du phénomène, spécialement à partir de Poplack [1980] » Trad. EC). Cependant, il note aussi qu’on ne peut 
que relever que Weinreich, une fois de plus, a su saisir « une tendance in statu nascendi » et a contribué 
ainsi à codifier « le type terminologique » en employant switch et switching comme une spécificité du 
locuteur bilingue. 

29 La bilingualità a été définie comme une « sorta di bilinguismo interno all’individuo: la condizione 
psicolgica, ma vorrei aggiungere semiotica, di chi dispone di più codici d’accesso alla comunicazione 
comunitaria. » (« […] sorte de bilinguisme interne à l’individu: la condition psychologique, mais je 
voudrais ajouter sémiotique, de celui qui dispose de plusieurs codes d’accès à la communication 
communautaire » Trad. EC), qui s’opposerait à bilinguisme considéré comme « una condizione della 
comunità sociale, cui l’individuo può partecipare in gradi diversi. » (« une condition de la communauté 
sociale, à laquelle l’individu peut participer à des degrés différents » Trad. EC) (Voghera 2005 : 308). 

30 Cf. aussi note 21. 
31 « Si de shift language avait déjà parlé Bloomfield 1933, p. 55, avec Weinreich l’expression atteint une 

densité bien définie et une formularité métalinguistique avec une valence non éloignée de l’actuelle :  “A 
language shift may be defined as the change from the habitual use of one language to that of another (p. 68 
[de l’édition originale de LiC]). Le traitement du language shift de la part de Weinreich ne se limite pas à 
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En précisant que le phénomène du language shift ramène au domaine plus général des processus 
d’obsolescence dont il constitue la phase conclusive, Orioles (2008 : L-LI) observe que Weinreich 
possède déjà à cet égard une série de dispositifs métalinguistiques concernant ce champ 
thématique : il emploie obsolescence et obsolescent language (§ 4.3.1), decay of language (§§ 
2.3.2, 3.1), language death (§ 4.7.1) (« […] ancora una volta Weinreich si mostra in grado di 
cogliere in nuce le concettualizzazioni destinate a resistere nel tempo »32). 

D’autres choix terminologiques se diffusent ou s’affirment de manière plus incisive, non 
seulement grâce à LiC, mais à la globalité de l’œuvre de Weinreich : entre autres, standardized 
language (LiC § 4.2.1), immigrant language (LiC § 4.3.1), language planning (« nella genesi dela 
formula […] usualmente riferita a Einar Haugen, non è affatto escluso un ruolo dello stesso 
Weinreich che l’aveva scelta come titolo di un seminario tenuto alla Columbia University nel 
1957 »33, Orioles 2008 : LV), sans oublier sociolinguistics et sociolinguistic (LiC § 2.5.5), bien que 
le premier soit antérieur à LiC et que l’usage des deux se réfère plutôt au secteur d’analyse propre à 
la sociologie du langage (Orioles 2008 : XLV). On peut ajouter encore la préférence pour variety 
par rapport à dialect affirmée dans Weinreich 1954. 

Pour conclure 

 Ainsi que je l’ai déjà souligné en renvoyant à ce qui est annoncé dans sa présentation, la clé 
métalinguistique qu’Orioles nous propose pour relancer la relecture de l’ouvrage de Weinreich 
répond à la nécessité de mieux comprendre le parcours de la réflexion sur le plurilinguisme et le 
contact linguistique, au développement d’une réflexion fonctionnelle et à l’élaboration d’un modèle 
explicatif global qui rende compte d’un complexe articulé de faits différents, pouvant être renvoyés 
à un ensemble homogène : 

[…] dall’episodica adozione di tratti esogeni […] fino alla stabile assunzione di elementi 
alloglotti ; dalla formazione di varietà di apprendimento (interlingue) allo sviluppo di lingue di 
contatto (pidgins, […] creoli etc.) ; dai processi di obsolescenza linguistica fino 
all’investigazione degli effetti del sostrato […]34 (Orioles 2008 : LXI). 

Il faut pouvoir nommer ce domaine d’intérêt qui a bouleversé le panorama des études 
linguistiques, en repensant les étiquettes mêmes qui circulent dans les différentes traditions 
(linguistique de contact, interlinguistique), et il faut pouvoir lui associer un apparatus conceptuel 
cohérent dont on puisse reconstruire l’évolution. Cette exigence prend, en Italie, une valence 
spécifique, compte tenu du retard manifesté dans la considération des problématiques internes liées 
au plurilinguisme. Orioles (2004 : 26) l’a clairement souligné en évoquant expressément l’oubli 
institutionnel vis-à-vis de la complexité des aspects qui concernent ce phénomène dans la 
péninsule : 

 

                                                                                                                                                     
une simple intuition avant-coureuse mais il présente une validité explicative en elle-même aussi bien pour le 
lien clairement énoncé avec une phase préliminaire de bilinguisme prolongé que pour la reconnaissance 
que le changement ne suit pas nécessairement la direction de la variété de prestige majeur […] » (Trad. 
EC).  

32 «  […] encore une fois Weinreich se montre en mesure de saisir in nuce les conceptualisations destinées à 
résister dans le temps » (Trad. EC).  

33 « […] dans la genèse de la formule […] habituellement référée à Einar Haugen, on n’exclut pas tout à fait 
un rôle de Weinreich lui-même qui l’avait choisie comme titre d’un séminaire tenu à la Columbia 
University en 1957 » (Trad. EC). 

34 « […] de l’adoption épisodique de traits exogènes […] jusqu’à l’assomption stable d’éléments alloglottes ; 
de la formation de variétés d’apprentissage (interlangues) au développement de langues de contact 
(pidgins, […] créoles etc.) ; des processus d’obsolescence linguistique jusqu’à l’investigation des effets de 
substrat […] » (Trad. EC). 
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Plurilinguisme exogène et endogène, variabilité des codes, présence d’une gamme articulée 
d’hétéroglossies internes (langues ‘minoritaires’, ‘minorités diffuses’ et ‘nouvelles minorités’) 
sont des données inéluctables de notre panorama linguistique et culturel qui sont passés sous 
silence par nos législateurs. 

Je me permets juste une remarque marginale qui n’enlève rien aux qualités de cette publication 
et qu’il convient surtout d’interpréter comme un encouragement à poursuivre la relecture de ce 
genre d’ouvrages. Compte tenu du travail remarquable de traduction fait par G. R. Cardona et par 
V. Orioles, un index de la terminologie en italien, associé au glossaire en anglais figurant à la fin du 
volume, aurait constitué un complément intéressant et utile. Dans le même sens, il aurait été 
souhaitable que, dans la « Premessa », les citations de LiC soient accompagnées des renvois aux 
pages ou aux paragraphes de la traduction plutôt qu’exclusivement à celles de l’édition originale35. 
La traduction permet en effet une meilleure diffusion de ce texte non seulement auprès des 
chercheurs spécialisés, mais également dans une communauté plus large de lecteurs et surtout 
auprès des étudiants qui se forment dans ces disciplines et qui malheureusement n’ont pas toujours 
sous la main les éditions originales de ces textes fondateurs. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

 
Birgit Brock-Utne & Ingse Skattum (eds.), Languages and Education in Africa. A comparative 
and transdisciplinary analysis, 2009, 356 pages. Oxford: Symposium Books. 
 

Georges Daniel Véronique (Université de Provence) 
 

L’ouvrage colligé par Birgit Brock-Utne et Ingse Skattum aborde une question cruciale pour le 
continent africain, et tout particulièrement pour l’Afrique subsaharienne, celle de l’enseignement en 
contexte plurilingue. En effet, ces systèmes éducatifs nationaux dans leurs diversités opèrent au 
cœur de situations linguistiques complexes ; ainsi, 28 langues sont utilisées au Botswana alors que 
la Zambie en compte 40, pour ne citer que deux des pays évoqués dans cet ouvrage. Comme le 
sous-titre du livre l’indique, l’objectif des éditrices est de mettre en œuvre une perspective 
comparative et interdisciplinaire dans l’analyse des systèmes éducatifs africains ; j’aurai l‘occasion 
de revenir sur cette ambition affichée en conclusion. Les responsables de cet ouvrage, issu d’un 
colloque tenu à l’université d’Oslo en 2006, connaissent bien le domaine éducatif africain : B. 
Brock-Utne a mené des enquêtes en Afrique australe et en Afrique de l’Est, dont l’enquête 
LOITASA (Language of Instruction in Tanzania and South Africa) tandis qu’ I. Skattum a dirigé un 
projet international, « Recherches sur l’introduction des langues nationales dans le système 
éducatif », projet de l’Université d’Oslo et du CNRS malien, de 1996 à 2000.  

Les éditrices ayant renoncé à contribuer au volume, au-delà de l’introduction qui en constitue le 
chapitre premier, les auteurs des dix-neuf contributions que réunit l’ouvrage viennent pour 
l’essentiel d’Afrique. Ces textes d’inégale longueur sont davantage consacrés à l’Afrique dite 
anglophone qu’à l’Afrique francophone. Dix-sept situations nationales d’Afrique de l’Est et 
d’Afrique australe principalement sont évoquées ; seuls trois articles sont consacrés au Mali et un 
article à Madagascar. L’essentiel des articles réunis aborde l’enseignement institutionnel ou formal 
education, formule courante dans le monde d’expression anglaise. Les contributions sont 
regroupées en quatre parties. La première partie de l’ouvrage traite des rapports entre langues et 
éducation en Afrique, sur un plan général. La seconde partie aborde la question de la langue comme 
médium d’enseignement et comme matière dans les systèmes scolaires décrits. La troisième partie 
est consacrée à la question de l’aménagement des langues vernaculaires africaines. La dernière 
partie de l’ouvrage, enfin, aborde des questions qui dépassent le cadre scolaire, dont celle de la 
langue des signes d’Afrique du Sud. 

Les contributeurs de ce volume sont des spécialistes reconnus ; la réputation de certains tels les 
sociolinguistes R. Mesthrie et K. Prah a dépassé le cadre africain. L’ouvrage s’ouvre sur un avant-
propos d’Ayo Bamgbose, figure historique du militantisme en faveur de l’enseignement en langue 
vernaculaire en Afrique. Le propos liminaire d’Ayo Bamgbose met fort justement en relief l’apport 
de l’ouvrage en matière d’explicitation de la notion d’harmonisation des langues en contexte 
africain, notion centrale pour l’aménagement de nombreuses langues d’Afrique australe. Ce texte 
est suivi du chapitre signé des éditrices de l’ouvrage qui expliquent la raison d’être de ce livre et les 
apports de chacune de ses parties et de chacun de ses chapitres à la question des langues et de 
l’éducation en Afrique. 

Tout en respectant les quatre grandes parties de l’ouvrage, je me propose de débuter cette note 
de lecture par la contribution de Prah (chapitre 3) et celles de Qorro (chapitre 2) et de Mesthrie 
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(chapitre 5) qui s’inscrivent dans la même perspective. J’aborderai ensuite, les travaux portant sur 
l’Afrique australe anglophone, pour finir par les chapitres traitant de l’Afrique francophone et de 
questions diverses. Je conclurai par une évaluation de l’apport de cet ouvrage à la compréhension 
des enjeux de l’école et des langues en Afrique. 

Les deux zones africaines, l’anglophone et la francophone, sont confrontées aux mêmes 
questions et à des choix analogues : i) ces pays connaissent une pluralité de langues sans qu’aucune 
langue ne s’impose ; la Tanzanie et Madagascar sont des exceptions à cette règle générale ; ii) 
certains choix éducatifs et des dénominations de langues datent de l’époque coloniale ; iii) les 
systèmes éducatifs africains ont, en règle générale, privilégié les langues des puissances coloniales 
pour leur système éducatif, dans la décennie suivant les indépendance ; iv) la place réservée aux 
langues vernaculaires comme médium d’enseignement est limitée à une période allant de 2 à 4 ans 
dans l’enseignement primaire ; l’Afrique anglophone, cependant, a choisi plus souvent que 
l’Afrique francophone une ou plusieurs langues vernaculaires comme matière scolaire. 

L’article de Kwesi Kwaa Prah est une contribution centrale à cet ouvrage à cause du rôle de 
l’auteur dans les programmes d’africanisation de l’école et à cause de son propos. K. K. Prah 
analyse les conséquences politiques et éducatives des enseignements coloniaux et argumente en 
faveur d’une revalorisation des langues vernaculaires dans l’école africaine. Cet article historique et 
analytique fournit la base théorique de bien des contributions de l’ouvrage, et au-delà, de certaines 
actions de politique éducative. La contribution de M.A Qorro étaye le propos de K. K. Prah car elle 
fournit de nombreux exemples puisés au Kenya, au Malawi, au Ghana etc. pour montrer la faillite 
d’un enseignement primaire fondé sur la langue héritée du colonisateur. H. Alidou (chapitre 4) 
examine dans la même veine, l’échec du système éducatif en Afrique francophone, en s’intéressant 
tout particulièrement au cas du Niger. Alidou soutient une politique du multilinguisme tout en 
déplorant le manque d’unité de perspective entre les différentes organisations africaines qui 
prétendent militer dans ce domaine. R. Mestrie, qui partage les thèses de K. K. Prah sur la nécessité 
de recourir aux langues vernaculaires à l’école, se montre cependant réservé sur la place de ces 
langues dans l’enseignement supérieur. Il prône plutôt le multilinguisme à ce niveau. 

La partie qui traite des langues vernaculaires comme médium d’enseignement constitue avec 
sept contributions, le cœur de l’ouvrage. Les chapitres consacrés à l’Afrique du Sud, au Botswana, à 
la Zambie et à la Tanzanie, tout comme celui consacré à l’Ethiopie, prônent le recours aux langues 
vernaculaires dans ces pays en montrant la faillite d’un enseignement fondé sur le recours à la 
langue du colonisateur. L’article de Mamadou Lamine Traoré (chapitre 6), l’un des trois articles 
consacrés aux pays francophones dans cette partie, fournit des informations de première main – le 
contributeur a occupé des fonctions ministérielles – sur l’utilisation de 14 langues nationales au 
Mali au sein des différents composantes du système formel d’enseignement et dans le système 
informel. La contribution de Tal Tamari (chapitre 7) éclaire la situation des langues dans les écoles 
islamiques du Mali (madrasa), ainsi nommées pour les différencier des médersas voulues par les 
autorités coloniales. L’article d’I. Rabenoro (chapitre 8), qui traite de la situation scolaire de 
Madagascar, est le dernier article consacré à un pays francophone. L’auteur y prône un 
enseignement comparé du malgache, du français et de l’anglais, une forme de pédagogie 
convergente, somme toute. 

La partie de l’ouvrage qui porte sur l’aménagement des langues vernaculaires à des fins scolaires 
concerne essentiellement les langues de l’Afrique australe. Elle traite essentiellement de 2 langues, 
le shona, langue parlée en Afrique australe, au Zimbabwe principalement, et le nguni d’Afrique du 
Sud. Ces langues posent des questions spécifiques liées à la politique régionale et à la difficulté 
d’établir des liens entre des langues réputées relever de la famille nguni, tels le ndebele du 
zimbabwe, le ndebele d’Afrique du Sud, le swati du Royaume du Swaziland, le sotho etc. Les 
articles de Chimbundu (chapitre 13), de Mberi (chapitre 14), de Habede (chapitre 16) abordent les 
questions d’identification de ces langues et les conditions politiques de la mise en œuvre de 
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décisions en vue de leur aménagement, rejoignant en cela le texte de Simango, qui constitue le 
chapitre 10 de la partie précédente. La variation dialectale du shona, lange bantoue, a suscité bien 
des polémiques en Afrique australe. En proposant d’harmoniser les variétés dialectales de cette 
langue, parfois désignées par des appellations fort différentes, le linguiste sud-africain Clement 
Doke a réussi un tour de force majeur dans la région en 1931. Les contributeurs de la troisième 
partie de l’ouvrage partagent largement ses analyses qu’ils tentent de prolonger.  

De la dernière partie de l’ouvrage, je retiendrai essentiellement le texte d’Aissatou Mdodj-Pouye 
et Cécile Van den Avenne (chapitre 18) qui livre une étude clinique de deux cahiers bilingues tenus 
par des adultes maliens formés dans le cadre de l’éducation informelle. On y voit que ces 
apprenants sont parvenus à triompher des difficultés de l’apprentissage tardif des langues 
vernaculaires. Le chapitre 20 de l’ouvrage (Akach et al.) aborde la question de la langue des sourds 
d’Afrique du Sud. 

En conclusion, l’ouvrage édité par Brock-Utne et Skattum est fort bien présenté. Chaque article 
est précédé d’un résumé en anglais et en français. Des notices biographiques en fin d’ouvrage 
permet de faire connaissance avec chacun des contributeurs. Certes, les contributions en langue 
anglaise dominent, ce que déplorent les éditeurs d’ailleurs, mais un effort a été fait pour que le 
contenu en soit accessible à un public francophone. Cet ouvrage apporte une excellente information 
sur les situations des pays anglophones moins connues du lectorat francophone et permet de saisir 
les questions spécifiques qui se posent en domaine bantou, domaine qui enjambe plusieurs 
frontières étatiques. 

Cet ouvrage apporte également indirectement des informations sur l’activité des nombreux 
groupes tels que CASAS (Centre for Advanced Studies of African Societies), ACALAN (African 
Academy of languages), WOCAL (World Congress of African Linguistics) qui s’occupent en 
Afrique de promouvoir le rôle des langues vernaculaires en Afrique. L’ouvrage fourmille 
d’acronymes, expliqués aux principales occurrences ; un rappel sous forme de liste aurait été d’un 
réel secours pour le lecteur. L’ouvrage informe également des principaux résultats de certaines 
enquêtes en cours en Afrique.  

J’émettrai deux réserves mineures à l’endroit des travaux réunis dans ce volume. D’une part, les 
contributions sont d’un inégal intérêt – on peut penser par exemple que la contribution sur l’adjectif 
en shona (chapitre 15) n’a pas sa place dans ce volume – et, d’autre part, elles font preuve de peu de 
transdisciplinarité, en dépit du sous-titre de l’ouvrage. Si la perspective comparative est bien là, on 
ne comprend pas très bien pourquoi les éditrices convoque une transdisciplinarité inexistante ; ainsi, 
aucun psycholinguiste ne semble avoir été sollicité sur une question aussi importante que celle de la 
bi-littéracie en contexte plurilingue. Pour la partie francophone, on apprend davantage sur la 
situation malienne dans les travaux de Skattum (1997) elle-même ou de Treffault (1999) par 
exemple, que dans les textes colligés dans ce volume. Dans l’ensemble cependant, Languages and 
Education in Africa propose une lecture informée de la question des langues vernaculaires à l’école 
africaine. Cet ouvrage éclaire bien ses enjeux pour les systèmes de l’Afrique australe et orientale. 
Ses apports peuvent être utilement complétés par le chapitre que Paulin Djité consacre aux langues 
dans l’éducation en Afrique dans The Sociolinguistics of Development in Africa (2008).  
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Penelope Gardner-Chloros. Code-switching, 2009, 254 pages. Cambridge University Press. 

 
Françoise Gadet (Université de Paris Ouest Nanterre la Défense) 
 

L’étude des langues en contact, et l’une de ses manifestations qu’est le code-switching (terme au 
départ emprunté à l’électronique) auxquels recourent souvent les locuteurs à cheval sur deux 
langues, a connu une véritable montée en puissance depuis une trentaine d’années : alternance 
codique en français, terme tout aussi maladroit que la dénomination anglaise, qui évoque plus des 
alternances discrètes que la souplesse effective du phénomène (désormais CS). Le récent ouvrage 
de Penelope Gardner-Chloros (désormais PGC) constitue une manifestation de cet intérêt croissant 
de la part de linguistes issus de différents horizons des sciences du langage. Il parait d’ailleurs à peu 
près au moment où les presses universitaires de Cambridge font aussi sortir un ouvrage plus général 
sur les contacts de langues, de Yaron Matras (ouvrage qui comporte lui-même bien entendu un 
chapitre sur le code-switching). 

Le contenu de l’ouvrage 

Penelope Gardner-Chloros, elle-même trilingue (au moins), enseigne la linguistique appliquée à 
Birkbeck College de l’Université de Londres. Elle est spécialiste des faits de contact et plus 
particulièrement du CS, depuis sa thèse sur Strasbourg (CS entre français et alsacien, publiée en 
1991), ainsi que sur le CS entre grec, dialecte chypriote et anglais parlés par les nombreux 
immigrants chypriotes installés à Londres. 

Son ouvrage manifeste un plan très carré, comme il se doit pour une vaste synthèse des travaux 
existants : les apports de différentes sous-disciplines sont présentés les uns après les autres. Une 
longue introduction fait la présentation du phénomène : quelques mises au point terminologiques 
(avant tout sur la relation entre alternance, mélange et emprunt), la question du comment et du 
pourquoi du CS, les principaux champs concernés. Le chapitre 2 pose la question de la place et de 
l’importance du CS dans la « bigger picture » que sont les faits de variation et les effets des 
contacts de langues (emprunts, pidginisation, créolisation, convergences, language shifts, mélanges 
de langues, innovations, changements en général ; relations entre facteurs structuraux et sociaux).  
Le chapitre 3 récapitule les apports des principaux travaux effectués sur les plans sociolinguistique 
et ethnographique, compte tenu de ce que les usagers ne sont pas égaux devant le CS, en particulier 
en fonction des générations. Le chapitre 4 se rapporte à la pragmatique et l’analyse de conversation 
(le CS comme « verbal action » - p. 70 sq. ; attitudes des protagonistes ; y a-t-il des différences 
selon le sexe ?). Le chapitre 5 couvre les analyses grammaticales et la formulation de modèles, 
règles et contraintes : tous les faits linguistiques, de tous niveaux, peuvent-ils donner lieu à du CS ? 
Un modèle purement grammatical est-il à même d’expliquer le phénomène ? Le chapitre 6 constitue 
un bilan de ce que des perspectives de psycholinguistique ont pu apporter, en particulier à travers 
l’étude d’aphasiques, et quant à ce qui est universel ou spécifique à une langue). Le chapitre 7 se 
centre sur l’acquisition du CS, par des enfants bilingues, y compris à l’école, mais aussi par des 
adultes apprenants de L2. Enfin, l’ouvrage se clôt sur une conclusion substantielle, véritable bilan, 
suivie d’un appendice un peu technique sur des modalités de codage des phénomènes de 
bilinguisme, évoquant un projet de banque de données sur le CS. 

Outre une solide bibliographie de quelques 600 titres, l’ouvrage présente un grand nombre 
d’exemples détaillés (66 au total, alors même que certains chapitres en comportent très peu, à la 
mesure de la faible représentativité de la problématique, comme dans le chapitre 6, les études 
pycholinguistiques favorisant les travaux contrôlables en laboratoire plus que ceux de « naturally 
occurring data »). Les exemples sont en général empruntés à des travaux sur des situations très 
diversifiées à travers le monde, mais un certain nombre d’entre eux provient des documents de 
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première main réunis par PGC elle-même dans ses recherches sur Strasbourg et sur la communauté 
chypriote de Londres. Quelques encadrés apportent des prolongements, avec d’intéressants 
documents authentiques issus de l’écrit, comme une publicité, un exemple de CS médiéval, 
l’alternance des deux types d’écriture chez les Japonais, une lettre de Cicéron, ou un prospectus 
religieux mêlant langue religieuse et vernaculaire. 

Le CS, une longue « invisibilisation » 

L’histoire de l’étude du code-switching est remarquable, parmi les faits de langue dans leur 
usage ordinaire considérés du point de vue des locuteurs et de la contextualisation, car c’est un 
phénomène qui a été constamment sous-estimé (voire invisibilisé) avant l’essor qu’il a connu dans 
la période récente. Pourquoi une telle marginalisation ? Les linguistes, comme tous les humains-
usagers-des-langues, et certainement pour les mêmes raisons, n’aiment ni le flou ni le désordre, et 
n’aiment pas avoir à penser « outside the box » (passim). Ils tiennent à regarder les langues comme 
des objets à la fois homogènes et autonomes, bien délimités les uns par rapport aux autres (et 
désignables au moyen d’étiquettes), sans confusion possible et sans mélange. Contrairement à ce 
que nous apprendrait (si elle pouvait se faire) une histoire des façons de parler des locuteurs réels en 
contexte, les linguistes sont nombreux à avoir tendu à considérer qu’une langue est de toute 
évidence un objet autonome. Alors même que, le plurilinguisme étant la chose au monde la mieux 
partagée, la majorité des humains passent leur temps à circuler entre plusieurs « codes », et tendent 
à inventer leurs propres stratégies pour y parvenir au meilleur compte. 

Or, comme nous le rappelle PGC dès son introduction (p. 9), même les précurseurs prestigieux 
des études sur le bilinguisme, comme Einar Haugen (1950) ou Uriel Weinreich (1953), se sont 
montrés un peu réticents à l’égard des mélanges de langues, qu’ils ne pouvaient s’empêcher de 
regarder comme manquant de naturel et dont ils ont cherché à sauver le fonctionnement en 
supposant qu’ils devaient permettre d’identifier ce qui relevait de chacune des langues-source, de 
préférence sans résidu (« null hypothesis », p. 99). Et il a fallu attendre les années 60 et les travaux 
du sociolinguiste et ethnographe John Gumperz, à l’affut de ce que d’autres regardaient comme des 
dysfonctionnements ou des faits négligeables (ou des accidents de performance), pour que démarre 
véritablement l’étude du CS. Gumperz a fortement contribué à ces études à partir de deux aspects de 
son œuvre, la distinction entre we-code et they-code, et l’opposition entre switching situationnel et 
conversationnel (voir son étude de 1972 avec Blom). Plus tard, plusieurs linguistes reconnus ont 
associé leur nom à ce phénomène, comme Shana Poplack, Carol Myers-Scotton, Peter Auer, Robert 
Le Page, Sarah Thomason, Suzanne Romaine ou Peter Muysken, figures de chercheurs qui dans la 
diversité de leurs intérêts ont contribué à faire du CS un champ reconnu de plein droit. 

Reste la question du pourquoi du CS. Du fait du plan adopté et de l’option de complémentarité 
(nécessité d’une « théorie unifiée » - p. 32), la question n’est pas traitée en soi, mais elle court à 
travers tout l’ouvrage. C’est d’ailleurs un mérite de PGC que de montrer l’intérêt de ne pas isoler 
forme et fonction des langues, en abordant le phénomène comme dans sa globalité, alors qu’u 
traitement partiel est au contraire ce qu’ont fait la majorité des études. Ces motivations peuvent être 
réparties entre facteurs généraux indépendants des locuteurs et des circonstances, facteurs liés aux 
locuteurs, et facteurs internes à la conversation (p. 42 sq.), mais ces catégories globales en disent 
encore peu devant la grande souplesse de diversification, quelles que soient les variétés en cause. 
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Un phénomène de plus en plus regardé comme complexe, dont on ne saurait surestimer les 
enjeux 

Au fur et à mesure que des données s’accumulaient, le CS, qu’il relève d’un bilinguisme stable 
dans une communauté ou de facteurs liés à l’immigration, a été reconnu comme un phénomène très 
répandu à travers le monde, en même temps qu’il apparaissait comme complexe, multi-factoriel, 
voire difficilement prévisible ; et en conséquence, les premiers traitements proposés se sont vus peu 
à peu frappés de simplisme devant des contre-exemples venus de divers horizons. Car l’étude du 
CS, l’ouvrage y insiste, constitue un carrefour de problématiques qui invitent le linguiste à réfléchir 
plus largement sur le langage et sur les langues (ainsi que sur la pratique des ressources langagières 
par les humains), une véritable « goldmine for linguists » (p. 180). Il ouvre des questionnements 
comme la définition même de la notion de langue (au-delà d’un système clos), les modalités 
complexes de constitution du sens, la relation entre grammaire et lexique, la mise en cause de la 
notion de phrase pour les productions orales effectives (ex. p. 112), ou encore la relation entre 
pratique de la langue et aspects cognitifs. Ce qui impose d’étudier le phénomène de différents points 
de vue à la fois (sans négliger le point de vue des usagers, leurs stratégies et leur degré de 
conscience), ce qui oblige à s’interroger sur les interactions entre ces aspects. Ces questionnements 
ouverts par PGC rappellent ceux de Franceschini 2004, quant à l’intérêt que les linguistes devraient 
trouver dans les locuteurs plurilingues ; ce qui conduit PGC à une remarque faussement naïve : 
« one should study the bilingual majority rather than the monolingual minority » (p. 120). 

L’équilibre entre passage en revue des travaux existants et mise en place des enjeux théoriques 
n’est pas toujours facile à trouver, et certains chapitres sont moins convaincants que d’autres – je 
n’exclus nullement les effets de mes propres intérêts et partis-pris –, même si PGC a fait partout un 
bel effort de mise en perspective, même pour les aspects qui sont probablement moins sa tasse de 
thé (comme le chapitre 5 sur les modèles grammaticaux et la typologie). C’est certainement sur la 
sociolinguistique qu’elle est le plus dans son élément (à la fois micro- et macro-), mais elle 
manifeste constamment la qualité de présentations précises, qui sans polémique offrent au lecteur 
des armes pour juger par lui-même quant aux points forts d’un modèle et aux limites des solutions 
proposées. Les présentations de modèles s’accompagnent de mises en perspective des relations 
entre approche théorique et spécificités des terrains : ainsi, quant à la différence entre le modèle de 
Myers-Scotton établi sur des terrains africains, et celui de Poplack d’abord mis au point sur la base 
du bilinguisme anglais-espagnol (chapitre 5). 

Des prises de position théoriques qui vont bien au-delà du CS 

Ce livre pourra certainement fonctionner comme un manuel (il en a la limpidité d’écriture), mais 
on passerait à côté d’une partie de son apport en ne le regardant que comme un manuel récapitulant 
les travaux des autres. PGC est en effet une chercheuse active sur le domaine, et il y a, disséminées 
au fil du texte et pas forcément thématisées en tant que tels (mais bien repris dans le bilan de la 
conclusion générale), d’importantes prises de position, en particulier sur la sociolinguistique, mais 
aussi quant à des options fondamentales sur l’étude des langues. Les enjeux principaux tournent 
autour de deux aspects : la nature des objets auxquels on a affaire (voir l’une des rubriques de la 
conclusion générale, « aknowledging fuzziness ») ; d’autre part, les rapports entre ce que l’on 
continue à appeler linguistique interne et externe (les relations entre facteurs linguistiques et 
facteurs sociaux). Le CS ne peut jamais se comprendre à un seul niveau à la fois, et spécialement 
pas un niveau purement linguistique (par exemple, mise en cause des modèles qui assignent une 
langue de base). On voit alors que la sociolinguistique, discipline encore à la recherche de sa zone 
d’intervention, pourrait jouer un rôle-clé dans la réorganisation actuelle des sciences du langage. 

Car le CS fait voler en éclat toute idée de sociolinguistique essentialiste (comme de perspective 
du reflet, p. 55), étant donné la diversité des situations où il est en jeu et des idiosyncrasies des 
usagers, qui ne sont que rarement ramenables à quelques catégories pré-établies (comme identité). 
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Dans l’évocation de points théoriques majeurs, un certain nombre de stéréotypes sont écornés. Par 
exemple autour du terme variation, qui met en cause les rapports entre faits de langue et faits 
sociaux, à penser en termes autres que la traditionnelle co-variation entre langue et associations 
extra-linguistiques ; perspective aussi en cause à propos des rapports entre perspectives écologique 
et typologique (p. 109). Ou encore, des interrogations sur la façon dont les bilingues à la fois se 
distinguent des monolingues (le bilinguisme n’étant certainement pas l’addition de deux 
monolinguismes) et mettent en œuvre les mêmes types de fonctionnements et de pratiques (rapport 
du CS avec la souplesse stylistique, mais aussi le recours à des dialectes et des registres). Le CS 
apparaît ainsi comme la « bilingual manifestation of universal discourse practices » (p. 64), avec 
pour conséquence l’introduction d’interrogations à la fois sur la notion de locuteur natif et sur le 
terme variété (et son rapport au continuum des faits linguistiques) qui, au lieu de problématiser la 
notion de langue, s’est lui-même replié sur l’homogène. 

 Les questions épistémologiques concernent, dans un cadre de linguistique de corpus et de 
données empiriques, les possibilités de généralisation à partir d’études de cas, et le point à partir 
duquel l’accumulation de contre-exemples met en péril une théorie. Ce qui invite à être plus réaliste 
quant à la scientificité de la linguistique, en préférant l’idée de tendances et de « facilitators » 
(terme de Clyne cité p. 167) à celle de règles, de contraintes, de principes et de modèles, qui ne 
peuvent avoir pour effet que de « reinforce belief in the structural integrity of linguistic systems » 
(p. 169). 

L’ouvrage de Penelope Gardner-Chloros, plus ambitieux que ne le laisse entendre son aspect 
manuel, est ainsi parfaitement réussi, et parvient aussi bien à montrer les incontestables acquis d’un 
parcours somme toute relativement bref (si l’on remonte jusqu’aux premiers travaux de Haugen, à 
peine une soixantaine d’années), qu’à montrer quelques chemins qui restent à défricher. « A lot 
more remains to be done » (p. 109), et ce pour tous les domaines en cause, sur lesquels il est besoin 
de plus de comparaisons (avec les mêmes langues dans des situations différentes, et des langues 
différentes dans des situations semblables), donc ancore davantage d’études de terrain et de données 
de qualité. 
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Nicolas Quint (Langage, langues et cultures d’Afrique Noire (LLACAN) – CNRS) 
 
As stated in the Preface (IX-XII), this volume is a selection of fifteen papers presented at three 

meetings (2004, 2005, and 2006) held by the Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics and which 
have been regrouped by the editors into three parts, devoted to phonology, synchronically oriented 
analyses, and diachronic studies, respectively. 

Generally speaking, this volume is well edited and formatted. One exception, however, is the 
treatment of abbreviations. Most of the articles lack a list of abbreviations (either initially or finally, 
a much appreciated exception being David D. Robertson’s study, which offers such a list in fn. 5 on 
p. 131). Since the authors, as is natural, have different theoretical backgrounds and discuss diverse 
languages, it is not easy to get acquainted with the various abbreviations they each use. Typically, 
an abbreviation is introduced, following the in extenso expression, somewhere in the article but if 
you then happen to forget its meaning, you have to visually scan several pages in order to find the 
first occurrence, which is a bit annoying. Some other abbreviations, coming from such or such 
linguistic general theory or background, are also deemed by their authors to be immediately 
understandable to any reader, which does not prove to be the case, at least so far as I am concerned. 
For example, I did not know what BrACE (British Afro Caribbean English) meant when I began to 
read Michelle C. Braña-Straw’s article and found the first occurrence of this abbreviation on p. 4 
(not explained), its in extenso meaning appearing only on p. 6. While abbreviations may seem a 
matter of rather minor interest, the absence of a such a list in almost all contributions to this book 
inevitably detracts from the reader’s appreciation of its contents. 

Let me now turn to real scientific matters, beginning with Part I, concerned mainly with 
phonology. In Maintenance or assimilation, Michelle Braña-Straw (3-22) provides us with a fine-
grained sociolinguistic study of the realization of /t/ in the English spoken in the town of Ipswich 
(United Kingdom) by people of Barbadian descent as contrasted with the English spoken in the 
same place by people of British descent (the so-called “Anglos”, as defined on p. 3), focussing on 
the case of the speech of Edward, a Barbadian speaker who arrived in Ipswich at age 9 and who, 
having married an Anglo woman, has active social interactions with both Anglo and Barbadian 
communities. 

As a descriptivist trained and accustomed to give accounts of linguistic uses at a macro-societal 
level, I am not very familiar with the type of perspective developed in this article. In spite of that, I 
must acknowledge immediately that I found her insightful analyses totally convincing. The 
structure of this article is well-balanced and the argument is clearly explained. The first three 
sections (Introduction, Developmental factors – Critical period for acquisition, Sociolinguistic 
setting) allow the reader to understand in detail both the theoretical implications of the research 
carried out by the author (who seems to have a solid knowledge of previous work on this topic) and 
the socio-linguistic situation which prevails among the Afro-Caribbean community of Ipswich. 
Section 4 (Methodology) and 5 (Results) are equally well presented. From a cognitive point of view, 
I would just like to point out that in the Figures giving the percentages of diverse realisations of /t/ 
in Section 5, Barbadian speakers appear before Anglos in Figures 1 to 3, and after Anglos in 
Figures 4 and 5. This does not appear to be a good choice, even if (possibly) dictated by the value of 
the results. The fact of belonging to a determined speech-community is a key-parameter in this 
study and changing the order of appearance of Barbadians and Anglos in the middle of the 
presentation is rather confusing for the reader. 
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Section 6 and 7 happily resume the author’s findings and, through the study of Edward’s case, 
stress, in a typically Labovian vein, the importance of “individual access to different models of 
language behaviour (p. 18)”. The fact that “Edward exhibits elements of a mixed system, employing 
the processes of simplification and overgeneralization to accentuate Barbadian patterns in some 
environments […] and accentuating Anglo patterns in other environments (p. 20)” is significant and 
impressive, all the more so when one considers this speaker may not be fully aware of the 
overgeneralisations revealed by the analysis of his speech, since people probably cannot really 
control the average percentage of (non)-glottal realisations of /t/ in their own idiolect. Another 
positive aspect of this article is that it contains several samples of spontaneous speech (10-11, 18-
20), which give an exact idea of the nature of the material on which the author has based her 
analyses. 

In Universal and substrate influence on the phonotactics and syllable structure of Krio (23-42), 
Malcolm Awadjin Finney, a native Krio speaker, ponders the relative roles of substrate (i.e. “West 
African languages” (26, 30)) and language universals (the unmarked features being preferably 
retained by emerging Creoles, see for example discussion p. 27) in the shaping of certain phonetic 
and syllabic peculiarities which distinguish Krio from English, “its superstrate language (p. 27)” 
and main lexifier. 

Most of this article is devoted to the discussion of Krio examples (Section 4 and 5, 27-39), on 
which I shall therefore focus my comments. From a technical point of view, the data are nicely 
presented, with careful phonologic transcriptions which provide the reader with an exact idea of the 
actual pronunciation of the Krio words—such transcriptions are not particularly frequent in 
contributions on Creole languages, even in those dealing with Phonology—although there is no 
mention of stress (which cannot be disregarded, since it would be surprising if stressed and 
unstressed English vowels received the same treatment in Krio). Furthermore, there appears at least 
twice in the article some kind of confusion between Krio and English, when the author says that: 

- in Krio “beat/bit […] are homophones (p. 33)”. Such a formulation is inadequate because beat 
and bit are English (not Krio) words. In order to be rigorous, the quoted sentence should read 
something like: *“ English ‘beat’ and ‘bit’ have become homophonous in Krio as [bit]”; 
- “the vowels of some lexical items originating in English have undergone minor pronunciation 
changes […]. They include words like: shrimp, shrink, square […], school, etc. (p. 37)”. If we 
are dealing with Krio (not English), even if the Krio word is realised the same way as in English, 
it should be mentioned in the same (phonological) transcription used for the remaining Krio 
words of this article. 
As regards the evolutive trends presented by the author and always from a strictly technical point 

of view, several inconsistencies can be found in the data: 
- p. 30, in order to illustrate the fact that “Affricates in lexical items of both English and non-

English origins for the most part remain unchanged”, the author adduces (among other words) the 
Krio form /bintʃ/ ‘beans’, in which the affricate /tʃ/ actually differs from the final sequence -/nz/ of 
English ‘beans’; 

- p. 32, the items /krɔkrɔ/ ‘skin disease’ and /sansan/ ‘sand’ are given as examples attesting the 
presence of ‘vowel harmony’ in Krio. Leaving aside the quite idiosyncratic use which the author 
seems to make of the very notion of ‘vowel harmony’ (all his examples consist of items displaying 
one and the same vowel in all of their syllables, which is altogether different from the +/- ATR 
(Adanced Tongue Root) vowel harmony found in many African languages: see Creissels 1994:89-
103), I cannot help but think that /krɔkrɔ/ and /sansan/ are merely typical cases of reduplication. If 
you reduplicate a monosyllabic word, it is predictable that both syllables will have the same vowel: 
therefore, even in Finney’s acception of the term ‘vowel harmony’, /krɔkrɔ/ and /sansan/ are not 
good examples of what he appears to want to show; 
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- p. 39, several items aimed at illustrating “a simple CV syllable structure”, seem to begin with a 
V syllable : /arara/ ‘nothing at all’, /emina/ ‘plant with edible yam-like tuber’, /okuru/ ‘rabies’. 
Unless the author considers that every initial vowel is reinforced by a glottal attack—and this is 
nowhere indicated in the article—the examples adduced here again contradict the author’s 
demonstration. 

Coherence and accuracy of data are essential to good linguistic demonstration and, from this 
point of view, the article does have some serious flaws. However, the above criticism does not 
mean that this article is unworthy of attention, nor that the data presented therein are unreliable. It is 
readily apparent that the author does have a deep knowledge of Krio and he displays a genuine 
linguistic sensitivity by taking care to signal that some items are characteristic of the basilect (e.g. 
/ton/ ‘stone’ p. 37). 

Turning from form to content, this article addresses the general question of the respective 
influences of both African substrate and linguistic universals in a systematical and objective way for 
each phonetic or syllabic feature discussed. The author’s conclusion that “in Krio […] there is no 
conclusive evidence to support a stronger influence of one over the other” seems to be justified, at 
least for the linguistic features he considers. 

Tone on quantifiers in Saramaccan as a transferred feature from Kikongo (Martin Kramer, 43-
66) is a very stimulating study, aiming at comparing some tonal spread rules of certain quantifiers 
of Saramaccan (spoken in Suriname) with the ones that can be observed in Kikongo, one of its main 
African substrates. The end of the article, especially Subsections 6.2. and 6.3. and Section 7 
(conclusion), is very interesting in that it hypothesizes a three-stage development of the diverse 
tonal spread rules in Saramaccan. First, a leftward H spread rule applying in particular for a subset 
of Serial Verbal Constructions; second a more general rightward H spread rule, linked to a Fongbe 
substrate and, third, a specific spread rule for quantifiers, due to Kikongo influence. This temporal 
succession is confirmed by and correlated with historical sources which inform us of the ethno-
linguistic origins of African slaves arriving at Suriname during the 17th and 18th centuries. This is 
the first time that I personally have read an analysis proposing a diachronic approach of the 
different layers of a tonal system. Although I am not fully convinced by the comparisons made with 
Fongbe (p. 55) and Kikongo (48-49, 59), for they seem to me too limited in scope, this article is 
undoubtedly an impressive attempt to give new and original explanations of the tone system of an 
Afro-European language. 

From the point of view of the form, I find the account of tone spread rules quite difficult to 
follow, perhaps because of the inner complexity of tonal phenomena but also because of a relatively 
hermetic style. If I am not mistaken, there are also several mistakes in the notation of tone which 
further increase the difficulty for a non-specialist of Saramaccan to fully grasp the significance of 
the demonstration: 

- p. 52, ex. (16d): à fènì fòló bútá should probably read *à fénì fòló bútá. 
- p. 55, end of ex. (23): é nɔ̀ sà tê should probably read *é nɔ́ sá tê. 
- p. 57, end of ex. (28): búta à fésì should probably read *bútá à fésì. 
As regards the author’s argument, which tends to attribute the loss of /r/ in Saramaccan, attested 

in an earlier stage of this Creole language, to a Kikongo influence (p. 63), I would also like to point 
out that much caution should be taken when dealing with such cases. Language internal evolutions 
can also account for the loss of /r/ (or other phonemes), at least in certain positions: cf. Souletin 
Basque /eoi~eoj/ ‘to fall’ vs. Standard Basque erori /erori/, where no external influence seems to 
have motivated the disappeareance of intervocalic -/r/- in the Souletin variety. 

I shall deal with the two following articles, namely Morphophonological properties of pitch 
accents in Jamaican Creole reduplication (Shelome Gooden, 67-90) and Effort reduction and the 
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grammar (Eric Russell Webb, 91-114), together, as both follow a parallel plan. 
In their first parts, they present linguistic phenomena: 
- adjectival reduplication in Jamaican Creole (Gooden); 
- a comparison of the treatment of the reflexes of French liquids /l, r/ in Haitian and St. Lucian 
(Russell Webb). 
In their second parts, they propose an analysis of these phenomena within the framework of the 

Optimality Theory (OT): 
- Section 5 (Constraint based analysis), pp. 79-87 for Jamaican. 
- Section 3 (Analytical framework, where the criteria used for the OT analysis are introduced) 
and 4 (Analysis), pp. 96-111 for Haitian and St. Lucian. 
In both articles, the first part contains data which are discussed in an interesting manner: 
- for adjectival reduplication, Gooden clearly shows that the analysis of the pitch accent allows 
one to distinguish on acoustic grounds distributive reduplicated forms (“with a single stressed 
syllable [in the last reduplicant] onto which the pitch falls” (p. 79)) from intensive reduplicated 
forms (where each reduplicant has a pitch accent). 
- for the liquids in Haitian and St. Lucian, the allophony of /r/ and /l/ is presented in an easy-to-
understand way and nicely summarized in a Table (p. 95). 
Then, to my mind, the real question, in both cases, is the true relevance of the second part (i.e. 

the introduction of the OT framework) in both articles. I fully appreciate that certain linguistic 
phenomena can be better accounted for as the result of a succession of hierarchically ordered 
constraints. However, I am not convinced from what I have read that OT does provide a deeper 
understanding of adjectival reduplication in Jamaican or the treatment of liquids in Haitian and St. 
Lucian. More crucially, some essential issues regarding these phenomena are still left unexplained: 

- concerning adjectival reduplication in Jamaican, very brief mention is made of “an epenthetic 
vowel, [ɪ], which has been shown to be the default epenthetic vowel in J[amaican] C[reole] (Gooden 
2003a), inserted to fulfill a bisyllabic foot requirement” (p. 73), but, although the examples with and 
without [ɪ] alternate throughout the article (compare dɛddɛd, ‘truly dead’ (p. 80) with grinɪgrinɪ, 
‘green all over’ (p. 82)), we are never told why the [ɪ] appears in certain reduplicated forms and not in 
the others, an uncertainty which in the end seems very unsatisfactory. 
- “the reasons underlying the adoption of different strategies by related grammars” (fn.7, p. 110) 
are considered by Russell Webb to be a “question which extends beyond the scope of the present 
work” whereas the reader would have expected precisely this (which is clearly comparative) to 
give us at least some possible clues about such “reasons”. 
Lastly, I would like to emphasize the special interest of Russell Webb’s Section 3 (Analytical 

framework) which, in dealing in particular with the notion of effort, a “categorical and gradient” 
parameter (p. 105), introduces us to an original perspective for analysing articulatory changes. 

The second part of the book begins with a rather short article, dealing mainly with Reflexivity in 
Capeverdean [Predicate properties and sentence structure] (Maria Alexandra Fiéis & Fernanda 
Pratas, 117-128), within a generativist framework and with a comparative perspective, most of the 
(Santiaguense (see fn. 1 p. 117)) Capeverdean data being contrasted with European Portuguese, the 
main lexifier of Capeverdean. 

The presentation of the data and the subsequent proposal (insofar as I can evaluate it, not being 
myself a generativist), is coherent. In particular, I think the authors are right in insisting on the fact 
that, with transitive verbal items, the absence of any overt object (see ex. (1) to (5)) favours a 
reflexive interpretation in Santiaguense Capeverdean and they are probably the first researchers to 
have shown that so clearly. 
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I have however two general criticisms of this article. First, I am rather surprised that no account 
is taken of the majority of previous work on reflexivity in Capeverdean. Baptista (1997, 2002) is the 
only specialist of Capeverdean explicitly mentioned (p. 118), but what this researcher—
notwithstanding the fact that she also works within the same generativist framework—has said on 
reflexivity (see for example Baptista 2002:55-57) is neither discussed nor analysed. Other works on 
the same topic are just simply absent (e.g. Lang 2002:XXXIII; Veiga 2000:174-176, 1995:361-362 
etc.). 

Secondly, the data are not always accurate: 
- p. 119, ex. (8.a): the sentence “Personne ici ne serait capable de me tomber” is not 

understandable to a French native-speaker (such as myself, and I also have tested the sentence with 
several other colleagues, all native-speakers of French), unless perhaps in certain very specific 
contexts (wrestling ?), not specified in the article; 

- p. 117, the only open marking of reflexivity mentioned throughout this article is the 
construction [DP V POSS kabesa] (e.g. p. 117, see also p. 127, Pedru mata si kabesa, ‘Peter killed 
himself’, word by word ‘Peter killed his head’), which, if I am not mistaken, seems to imply that the 
use of the possessive (POSS) is systematic or compulsory in this construction. However, the 
possessive is considered as facultative in reflexive constructions by several other available sources 
on Capeverdean (hence the interest of consulting them): see for example Veiga (2000:175) (el mata 
si kabésa (+POSS) ~ el mata kabésa (-POSS), ‘il s’est donné la mort’ = ‘he killed himself’ 
(translation mine)) or Baptista (2002:55-56) (no(s) ta trata no(s) kabesa (+POSS) ~ no(s) ta trata 
kabesa (-POSS), ‘we take care of ourselves’, word by word ‘we take.care.of (±our) head’). As 
Santiaguense Capeverdean is in functional terms my second language after French, I can hereby 
confirm that, in my many interactions with (Santiaguense) Capeverdean native-speakers, I have 
personally regularly observed the same alternation (±POSS) reported by Baptista and Veiga, which 
leads me to think that discussion of the facultative status of the possessive should have been 
included in an article whose main concern is precisely Reflexivity in Capeverdean. 

An additional pronoun and hierarchies in Lower Columbia Chinúk Wawa (David D. Robertson, 
129-158), is a well constructed study of the expression of pronominal third-person in Lower 
Columbia Chinúk Wawa (henceforward lcCW), a now extinct vehicular language once spoken in 
the Columbia Valley. This article is really fascinating and I strongly recommend its reading to 
anybody interested in this language or, more generally, in the interpretation of linguistic data. 

From a methodological point of view, Robertson’s paper is original—at least in the field of 
Creole studies—in that it deals only with corpuses collected by previous researchers, “as virtually 
no speakers who acquired lcCW as a childhood home language are left” (p. 133). This somewhat 
disparate material (coming from various authors, diverse speakers and different historical periods 
(from the first half of the 19th century onwards, see p. 133)) is set out by Robertson in a near-perfect 
presentation using four levels, as illustrated by the following example (p. 131): 

(1) <a’lda ya[-] i'sgam ya’xga…> (original orthography of the source) 
 álta ya ískam yáxka (standardized orthography used by 

Robertson) 
 now 3sg take 3sg (word by word morphological gloss) 
 ‘Then he seized her…’ (English translation) 
 
In addition to these four levels, Robertson gives, wherever possible, the name of the speaker who 

produced the utterance and the source where it can be found (respectively, Victoria Howard and 
Jacobs (1936:2) in the above example). 
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A careful reading of the article reveals that the author has indeed used most (all?) of the 
available material to construct his analysis. The examples he adduces (Section 3, 134-138) clearly 
show that the use of the third person pronoun in lcCW is linked to the animate / inanimate status of 
the referent. These empirical findings are then nicely related to theoretical, more general models 
taken from the linguistic literature (Section 4, 138-143), after which (Section 5, 143-148) the third-
person pronouns of lcCW are analysed through a three parameter (plurality, animacy and 
definiteness) grid (see Table 1 p. 147), which Robertson uses to refine his hypothesis of the 
existence of a lcCW null (ø) third-person pronoun, coding for inanimate referents and independent 
of number (see (28) p. 148). In Section 6 (148-152), he shows that “the lcCW null pronoun is 
restricted to object position” and is “excluded [from] the other syntactically-specified argument 
positions – subject/agent and possessor.” Finally, the conclusion (Section 7, 152-156) of this article 
is a very valid one, in that it proposes interesting suggestions for further research, mostly 
comparisons with other Native American languages which may have contributed to the null 
marking of the third-person pronoun in lcCW. 

In sum, this article plainly achieves its aim of getting “closer to descriptive adequacy” (see p. 
156 and previously p. 129). In search of this “descriptive adequacy”, the author also demonstrates 
his honesty, as he does not hesitate to provide us with data which might be considered as a 
“contradiction of what [he has] said so far” (p. 143), thus proving how faithful he tries to remain to 
the linguistic reality of lcCW. 

I would nevertheless also like to comment on a few shortcomings which have come to my 
attention while reading this excellent study. First, one of the few things which a non-specialist of 
Chinúk Wawa really misses in this paper is a brief presentation of the language and its environment. 
In a publication such as the present volume, dealing with very diverse languages, it is not enough to 
say that “among the best-documented regional varieties of Chinúk Wawa is that of the lower 
Columbia River” (p. 130), for I am sure that many readers of this book have no definite idea of the 
linguistic nature of the Chinúk Wawa language itself. Of course, it is now possible to find this kind 
of information on Internet, but a few extra introductory lines would have been most welcome at the 
beginning of this article. Second, I do not agree with the author when, basing himself on the 
prediction of Differential Object Marking as established by Aissen (2003), he says that “it can be 
hypothesized from (6 a,b) [i.e. one of Aissen’s rules] that any inanimate PNs [proper names] will 
take null [pronominal reference] as well”. As good as a theoretical model may be, in linguistics as 
in other empirical sciences, such a model must always be validated by existing data: descriptive 
linguistics is based and depends on the real use of the language, not on unattested forms. Therefore, 
in my view, it would probably have been better not to hypothesize anything for the case of third-
person pronominal reference to inanimate proper names and to have merely mentioned that this was 
not attested in the available corpus. Third, the three elicitation prompts given by Robertson (145-
146) in order to “learn more about how inanimate count-plural objects are pronominally tracked” 
strike me as being pragmatically highly improbable. Although I am not a native speaker of English, 
I have the impression that e.g. the first of these prompts (ex (26a) p. 145), which reads “I have three 
cars; do you like them ?” is not easy to insert in casual, spontaneous speech: few people actually are 
in possession of three cars at the same time and it is not that easy to imagine a plausible context in 
which one such person would happen to ask somebody else whether s/he likes those cars or not. 

At any rate, the above remarks are clearly secondary and, as a conclusion, I just want to 
underline the impressively high quality of this study of a particular characteristic of lower Columbia 
Chinúk Wawa. 

In the following article, David B. Frank (159-173) examines Three irregular verbs in Gullah, 
more precisely in the variety of this language spoken on St. Helena Island (fn. 1 p. 159). The 
structure of this paper is easy to grasp: after a concise but very informative Introduction (159-161) 
to Gullah culture and language, Section 2 (161-164) provides us with the basic pattern for Gullah 
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verbs; then in Section 3 to 5 (164-172) the peculiarities of the three irregular verbs (the copula, to 
go and to do) are introduced, each verb being dealt with in a specific section. 

The conclusion (172-173) emphasizes in particular the fact that the author has exclusively 
focused on the local reality he was able to observe: “no claim is made here that this snapshot 
captures the essence of Gullah for all places and all time.” Notwithstanding this self-restriction, 
Frank reveals in this study his great sensitivity and ability in language description: 

- the distinction between stative and non-stative verbs, so frequent among Afro-European 
Creoles, is explicitly taken into account (162-163) in the discussion of the basic pattern for 
Gullah verbs, which allows for comparisons with other languages; 
- in the discussion of the da form of the copula, I also particularly appreciated the passage in 
which the author says that “it is tempting for someone going back and forth between Gullah and 
English to equate [Gullah] ‘da’ with [English] ‘is’, but the patterns for Gullah need to be 
appreciated independently of the patterns of English.” In my opinion, this sentence captures one 
of the most important challenges of descriptive linguistics which is to give as exact a picture as 
possible of the linguistic reality (here the Gullah language) despite the influence which other 
better-known and/or socially more powerful linguistic systems (here English) exert on the mind 
of the descriptivist and/or possibly, the speaker. 
I nevertheless consider that this article has two main drawbacks. First, the Gullah words and 

sentences are only given in their orthographic form, which, as Frank puts it himself, “has only a 
loose relationship with the phonology [of the Gullah language] (fn. 5 p. 161).” To be fair, I have to 
admit that it is perfectly possible to follow the whole of his study without any phonologic 
transcription. However, such transcriptions (which could have stood alongside the orthographic 
ones) would have been particularly welcome in order to allow people with little or no prior 
familiarity with Gullah or South-eastern U.S. regional English (whose pronunciation of certain 
lexical items happens to be “more or less the same” as Gullah, see continuation of fn. 5 on p. 162) 
to have a more precise idea of the acoustic reality hidden behind these spellings. Second, the 
References section is rather reduced, when compared with the average number of publications 
mentioned by most authors of the present volume. Yet the author, as he says in his conclusion, does 
not claim to deal with all issues related with Gullah, but only to present the “three irregular verbs” 
he has found in the dialect he is presently investigating: the objective is clear and the result in 
accordance with that. Indeed Frank’s paper illustrates three fundamental qualities which should be 
found in any descriptive work: accuracy, clarity and modesty. 

John Lipski’s article (175-198) is an attractive and particularly well-balanced presentation of 
Afro-Bolivian Spanish [The survival of a true creole prototype], “a unique Afro-Hispanic dialect, 
spoken in remote areas of Bolivia by descendents of Africans who arrived in the 16th century” (p. 
176). Section 1 (Introduction, 175-176) summarizes the question of the scarcity of reliable 
historical sources bearing witness of early Afro-Hispanic varieties (the so-called bozal Spanish), 
which were probably spoken once in many places of Spanish America. Section 2 (176-179) 
introduces us to the main characteristics of the Afro-Bolivian community of the Yungas, whose 
dialect may well be a “[continuation] of early colonial ‘bozal’ Spanish”. In Section 3 (179-190), the 
author provides us with an Overview of traditional Afro-Yungueño speech, insisting mainly on its 
morphological characteristics, both at the Determiner Phrase (DP) level (“lack of gender 
agreement” (180-181) and “stripped and invariant plurals” (181-184)), and at the Verb Phrase (VP) 
level (use of “invariant 3SG verb forms” (184-186) and “possible continuations of ta + infinitive” 
(186-190)). The author compares his own findings and observations with diverse data taken from 
other mixed Iberian varieties, therefore revealing his vast and consistent knowledge of the issue. 
Section 4 (Decreolization and implicational relationships in Afro-Yungueño Spanish, 190-193) 
takes into account the fact that today’s Afro Bolivian is undergoing a gradual loss of its most salient 
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features, due to increasing “exposure to standard Spanish” (p. 190) and proposes an implicational 
scale to classify such “creole-like features” according to their relative probability of co-occurrence 
in hispanicized Afro-Bolivian. This classification suggests in particular that in the decreolization 
process, “number features are acquired before gender features” (p. 192), as one can observe Afro-
Bolivian instances of Noun Phrases inflected for number and not for gender but not the reverse 
(inflected for gender and not for number), an inference which might be applied more generally (at 
least in Romance), as the cross-linguistic references adduced by the author seem to show. The 
conclusion (193-194) lays the stress on the importance of the study of Afro-Iberian varieties such as 
Afro-Bolivian or Helvécia Portuguese, “before they succumb to the inevitable threat of mass-
produced language globalization” (p. 194), as these varieties could be the last remnants of “fully-
fledged creole[s]” (p. 193) once spoken in Latin America and as they represent, at any rate, 
powerful models for refining the notion of Ibero-Romance Creole prototype. 

As regards the contents of this presentation, I have only a few minor observations to make. First, 
the assertion that “[Ibero-romance based] creole languages have eliminated Spanish and 
Portuguese morphological agreement in favour of invariant forms” (p. 175) does not fully apply to 
Capeverdean (which is explicitly included by Lispki in his list of Creole languages lacking such 
morphological agreement, alongside Palenquero, Papiamentu and São Tomense), where some 
adjectives do in fact exhibit gender agreement (at least with animate referents), even in the most 
basilectal varieties, such as rural Santiaguense, e.g. rapás bunitu ‘nice boy’ vs. minina bunita ‘nice 
girl’ (with bunitu = ‘nice’ (masculine) and bunita = ‘nice’ (feminine)). Second, I think that the 
choice of the adjective “correct” to qualify those occurrences of “noun-adjective gender 
agreement” in Helvécia Portuguese which fit the standard is not very happy, as it implicitly gives 
the idea that the standard is in some way better (i.e. more correct) than the variety under 
consideration, a judgement value which is clearly inopportune from a descriptive perspective. Third 
and perhaps more important, I am not fully convinced by the arguments the author uses to support a 
gerund origin of the invariant verb following the copula ta: for instance, when he contrasts (p. 189, 
ex. (11)) ta viniendo ‘he is coming’ and ta vení ‘idem’, I do not see how a form such as vení could 
be derived from viniendo ‘coming’ through a process of “phonetic erosion in rapid speech” (p. 
189): first, the fact of dropping the entire sequence -/’(e)ndo/, even in rapid speech is not that casual 
and does not seem to be a general trend in Afro-Bolivian, at least so far as one can judge from the 
samples given by the author himself; second, the first (pretonic) vowel of vení is /e/ (like Spanish 
infinitive venir, ‘to come’) and not /i/ (like Spanish gerund viniendo ‘coming’), which clearly 
favours an infinitive origin of this Afro-Bolivian form. 

As regards the form, I have nothing to say but that it is excellent. The examples are clearly 
presented and John Lipski writes in a beautiful, vivid style, which makes the reading of his English 
prose a pleasant experience, while at the same time being an instructive one, due to its utmost 
scientific interest. 

Copula patterns in Hawa‛i Creole [Creole origin and decreolization] (Aya Inoue, 199-212) is a 
sociolinguistics-oriented, corpus-based study of the absence of copula in Hawaian Creole 
(henceforward HC). After having introduced briefly the question of copula absence in Hawa‛i 
Creole and in English-based Creoles as a whole, the author describes the methodology she has used 
to collect and classify her data (Section 2, 201-203), which are then presented in Section 3 (203-
206), and compared with the results obtained by previous researchers. This part of the article is 
perfectly clear and very interesting. 

I find the remaining two sections (4 and 5) are, however, somewhat fuzzier, in particular the 
notion of creole copula, the exact meaning of which is not easy to grasp through the discussion. 
Inoue rightly tries to resituate the phenomenon she has studied for HC, namely copula absence, 
among the wider group of English-based Creoles. However, what obviously poses her a problem is 
the existence of the relatively rare (see 203, 209) HC copula stay (convincingly traced to Portuguese 
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estar, ‘to be (in a certain place or state)’, see p. 209), which does not follow the general pattern of 
copula-deletion (introduced p. 200) observed in many English-based Creoles. If I understand her 
correctly, the actual source of confusion is that she considers stay to be THE creole copula in HC, 
whereas the most common copula in that language (as her data tend to show) is the (optionally 
deleted) reflex of English ‘to be’, which does indeed match the pattern of the creole copula absence. 
But if the be-derived copula were to be considered the (main) creole copula in HC, there would no 
longer be a mismatch with the general tendencies of copula-deletion found in English-based 
Creoles. My personal interpretation of the evidence provided by the author is that stay should 
instead be considered as an HC idiosyncrasy whose probable Portuguese origin (i.e. not African nor 
Afro-European) explains its particular range of use. 

Claire Lefebvre and Isabelle Therrien open the third part of this volume with a dense article On 
the properties of Papiamentu ‘pa’ [Synchronic and diachronic perspectives] (215-255). Section 1 
(215-217) introduces us to the general characteristics of Papiamentu (an Ibero-romance based 
Creole language spoken on the islands of Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao, in the Netherland Antilles), 
and to the structure of this paper, mainly concerned with the behaviour and origins of the element 
pa in Papiamentu. Section 2 (217-229) presents in detail the various functions of ‘pa’ in today’s 
Papiamentu. In Section 3, the authors endeavour to trace back the source of the properties of 
[Papiamentu] ‘pa’, by successively comparing the syntactic properties of this element to the ones 
of para in Portuguese (229-235), one of the main lexifiers of Papiamentu, and then of nú and ní in 
Fongbe (236-242), which is considered in this article to be a plausible African substrate for 
Papiamentu. The results of this comparison are summarized on pp. 242-243, and the conclusion is 
that “if the label of Pp [Papiamentu] ‘pa’ most probably comes from Portuguese ‘para’ through 
syllable truncation, its other properties generally come from those of the closest Fongbe lexical 
items, ‘nú/ní’.” After that, Section 4 offers a relexification account of the properties of Pp 
[Papiamentu] ‘pa’ (243-245), while Section 5 (246-250) deals with the mismatches between the 
substratum [i.e. Fongbe] and the creole lexical entries. Such mismatches also make up the main 
topic of the Conclusion (250-251). 

After having read this article very carefully, I have to say that I do not agree with the authors and 
am not at all convinced that the functioning of Papiamentu pa can effectively be traced to Fongbe 
nú/ní. Since this review is certainly not the most suitable place for a complete discussion of the 
arguments I have against their claims, I will limit myself to drawing attention to some of the 
methodological issues that this article raises: 

 
1. Corpus. It is a striking fact that a great deal of the Papiamentu, Portuguese, and Fongbe data 

the authors use are “drawn from written sources” (p. 217). Although Claire Lefebvre has herself 
worked on Fongbe and Isabelle Therrien seems to have some practical experience of Papiamentu, 
the fact remains that they work mostly on second-hand sources, an option which is clearly more 
economical in terms of fieldwork and data-treatment, but which necessarily leads to a fuzzier 
perception of the mechanisms at work in the three languages. This relative distance between the 
authors and the data may well be (one of) the reason(s) for which one can find so many typos in the 
examples such as: 

- ex. (26) p. 224: Papiamentu ela primintí, ‘he promised’ instead of el a primintí, 
- ex. (29) p. 225: Papiamentu bias, ‘to say’, instead of bisa, 
- ex. (39) p. 231: Portuguese mismo, ‘self’ instead of mesmo, 
- ex. (45) p. 232: Portuguese pagei, ‘I paid’ instead of paguei, 
- etc. 
The typos, despite their rather high number, may perhaps be considered as an anecdotic type of 
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mistake. (I nevertheless wonder if a paper containing so many typos in English or French examples 
—instead of in Portuguese and Papiamentu—would have been considered suitable for 
publication…). However, the article contains more serious errors in the data. For instance, on p. 
232, when the example (43) *Escrevi para pais de Maria, ‘I wrote for Maria’s parents’ is judged 
ungrammatical by Portuguese speakers, it might be because of the use of ‘para’, as the authors 
suggest, but equally because of the fact that the definite article os, ‘the’ is missing in front of the 
substantive pais, ‘parents’. The prepositional phrase para pais de Maria is ungrammatical 
independently of whether the preposition para “introduce[s] a goal” (p. 232) or not, because in 
such a context, the only possible form of the noun phrase introduced by para is os pais de Maria 
(word-by-word ‘the parents of Mary’) and not *pais de Maria, as the authors put it. Such an 
instance is not the only one of this kind in the article. Besides, escrevi para os pais de Maria is 
judged perfectly acceptable by the speakers of Brazilian Portuguese whom I have personally 
consulted: thus, contrary to what the authors say, para can introduce a goal in Portuguese, at least in 
the Brazilian variety (spoken not so very far from Curaçao…). 

Still regarding the data, some of the interpretations proposed by the authors also seem rather 
problematic. For example, the two examples ((32) and (33) on p. 227) used to illustrate the fact of 
“‘pa’ occurring as a case marker” seem to have been misunderstood: 

- in (32) […] padrino di e yu pa mi is glossed word-by-word as ‘godfather + of + DEF + child + 
PA + 1SG’ and is translated by ‘(I would like to ask you if you would be) [the] godfather of my 
child’, probably following Maurer’s (1988:365) French translation (“[le] parrain de mon 
enfant”) of the Papiamentu original. This free translation leads the authors to conclude that “in 
(32), the complement of ‘pa’ is a possessor”, which is certainly erroneous. A more literal 
translation of the above mentioned sequence would be ‘(I would like to ask you if you would be) 
[the] godfather of the child for me (= for my sake)’, i.e. if we look at the Papiementu elements 
per se (and not at the French or English translation), Papiamentu pa here has a benefactive value 
(already mentioned by the authors in ex. (1) p. 218) and is not a case marker but a preposition 
(and mi is an oblique pronoun—1st person singular—and not a possessive). 
- in (33), the fact that pa introduces an agent (studiá pa un religioso, ‘studied by a man of 
religion’), together with the (obviously wrong) interpretation of (32), leads the authors (p. 228) 
to assert that “in the above examples […], ‘pa’ appears to be deprived of meaning since it is 
relational” (!?). Well, in (33), Papiamentu pa just corresponds more or less to the English 
preposition by, i.e. Papiamentu, encodes most of the semantic content of the English prepositions 
for (cf. p. 228) and by (or Portuguese and Spanish para and por, see the observation to this 
respect of one of the reviewers of the article mentioned by the authors (p. 245)) with one 
preposition only (namely pa): this happens in other languages of the world, for example in the 
Occitan dialect spoken in my own family (a Romance variety with no known links with Fongbe), 
in which the range of meanings of the preposition per [per] encompasses most of the meanings 
of the English prepositions by, for—and even through. To my understanding, such a semantic 
configuration, be it found in Occitan or in Papiamentu, does not justify qualifying pa (or per) as 
a case marker instead of a preposition. 
 
2. In their search for possible sources of the actual use and semantic value of Papiamentu pa, 

Lefebvre & Therrien make some simplifications which seem highly questionable (to say the very 
least), from a historical and comparative point of view, as they have limited their “comparison to 
one language in each source” (p. 229) [‘each source’ must be understood here as the African 
substratum and the European lexifier of Papiamentu respectively]: 

- Fongbe is the authors’ choice for the African component of Papiamentu (229-230), although, as 
they say explicitly, “in no way does this methodological choice implies [sic] that Fongbe was 
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the only substrate language of PP [Papiamentu]”. Fongbe (a Kwa language) certainly has 
played a role in the formation of Papiamentu (see some examples in Maurer 1988:374, Quint 
2000b:181-182), but also Bantu (Quint 2000b:181-182) and Mande (Quint 2000b:159-160) 
languages. If we take into account Bantu and Mande, I am not so sure that Fongbe “is the best 
documented among the PP potential substrate languages”, as the authors assert. Rather, Fongbe 
is the African language which Lefebvre knows best, as she studied it and published a grammar 
of it (Lefebvre & Brousseau 2002). However, in the case of Papiamentu (of which I have some 
academic and practical knowledge), the choice of Fongbe as THE African substratum to be 
checked appears to me as unsatisfactory. 
 
First, from a linguistic point of view, the presence of Bantu and Mande elements suggests that 

other families of African languages also played an important role as African substrata of 
Papiamentu. In practical terms, Mande, Bantu and Kwa (the family of Fongbe)—which all belong 
to the Niger-Congo phylum—are (at least) as different from each other as are Germanic, Slavic and 
Indo-Iranian within Indo-European. As Parkvall rightly puts it, no linguist would dare “using 
Bulgarian or Persian as approximations of the lexifier languages of Jamaican [English] and 
Haitian [French]”, even if Bulgarian, Persian, English and French “are, after all, Indo-European” 
(Parkvall 2000: 4). So, on typological grounds, it is difficult to believe that Fongbe (a particular 
language of a particular Niger-Congo family) can account for the diverse linguistic varieties which 
comprise the African substratum of Papiamentu. Furthermore, even if we assume that the Kwa 
languages (i.e. only one family) were predominant during the period of formation of Papiamentu in 
Curaçao, Fongbe is but one of these languages, and what can be observed regarding the Fongbe 
prepositions corresponding to Papiamentu pa does not necessarily match what could be found in 
other Kwa languages. We have just seen above that the Occitan preposition per encodes for both 
English for and by, while the—closely related to Occitan—French language uses two prepositions 
in the same context pour, ‘for’, and par, ‘by’. Therefore, if we had to make a comparison between 
Papiamentu pa and its equivalents in Romance languages, what would apply for French would not 
necessarily apply for Occitan (and conversely). 

 
Second, from a historical point of view, recent works (see Jacobs 2009:322, 351-370 and the 

references therein) have shown that, at least before 1677, there was intensive Dutch slave-trade 
from Upper Guinea (i.e. a zone where Atlantic and Mande languages are spoken) to Curaçao: these 
historical data, of which the authors might have been unaware while writing their article, underline 
the importance of the non-Kwa element in the first period of settlement of Curaçao. 

- as regards the European lexifier, Lefebvre & Therrien have based their comparison “on 
Portuguese, rather than Spanish (p. 229)”. I am personally convinced (and have endeavoured to 
demonstrate) that Papiamentu is fundamentally an Afro-Portuguese Creole (Quint 2000b:196), 
so I suppose that I should agree with the choice of the authors. However, here again, to my mind, 
the fact of selecting one specific language—Portuguese—rather than another one—Spanish—is 
mistaken: all the researchers (see for example Munteanu 1996: 414-418; Quint 2000b:119-124, 
183-196; Zamora Vicente 1989:446) who have studied the Ibero-Romance component of 
Papiamentu agree in that, in the modern language (the one this analysis deals with), the Spanish 
element is more important than the Portuguese one, at least in statistical terms. Therefore, it 
seems unwise to systematically discard any Spanish influence in the present syntactic behaviour 
of Papiamentu pa, not to mention the possible role of Dutch (and possibly English): such 
influence may as well explain at least some of the discrepancies between Papiamentu pa and 
Portuguese para. 
3. With regard to the search for the origins of pa, another methodological flaw strikes me: the 
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authors have looked at one possible African substrate language (Fongbe) and at one of the European 
superstrates (Portuguese), but they have completely disregarded those Creole languages which are 
historically and typologically related to Papiamentu, such as Afro-Portuguese Creoles and in 
particular Upper Guinea Creoles. In several of these languages (e.g. Capeverdean (Quint 
2000a:204) and Guinea Bissau Creole (Scantamburlo 1999:182; Biasutti 1987:172)), there is also a 
preposition pa encoding for Portuguese para and por (or English for and by). If we take into 
account the fact that some of these languages (in particular Capeverdean: see Jacobs, forthcoming; 
Martinus 1996; Quint 2000b:119-196) are probably genetically related to Papiamentu, a comparison 
of the behaviour of pa in Papiamentu and in these languages could have been fruitful within the 
scope of this article, all the more so if we consider that, although pa behaves in a very similar way 
in both Capeverdean and Papiamentu, there does not seem to be any Kwa substrate in Capeverdean 
(Quint 2008, 2006, 2000b:5-66). 

 
4. My attention has also been drawn to the lack of systematicity of some analyses. For instance, 

the authors explain the passage of Portuguese para > Papiamentu pa, by the fact that “syllable 
truncation is widespread in PP [Papiamentu] (230-231)”, after which they give other examples of 
truncation such as Portuguese cansado > P kansa ‘tired’, etc. First, all the other examples of 
truncation they give are of the same type, in that they only consist of the loss of final Portuguese -do 
’-[du]: such examples are not sufficient to reveal a widespread trend to syllable truncation in the 
Papiamentu treatment of Portuguese items, rather they merely illustrate the fact that final 
Portuguese -do is regularly elided in Papiamentu. Second, one cannot compare (without due 
precautions) the syllable truncation observed in an unstressed morpheme such as the preposition 
para with what can be observed in stressed content words such as Portuguese past participle 
cansado. 

In the same vein, the fact that the complement of the verb meaning ‘to fear’ is introduced by nú 
(the substrate correspondent of Papiamentu pa, according to the authors) in Fongbe (ex (83) on p. 
240) and by di, ‘of’ (i.e. not by pa) in Papiamentu (ex (84) on p. 241) is duly signalled as a 
difference (see Table 3, 241-242) between Fongbe and Papiamentu as regards the respective 
properties of nú and pa. I think that such a lexical idiosyncrasy cannot be treated at the same level 
as the more general categories (such as ‘for’ benefactive or ‘for’ + Goal place) which are 
considered elsewhere by Lefebvre & Therrien. 

 
5. Lastly, the article is also not exempt from a certain dose of ethnocentrism: for example when 

the authors say that they “are using subjunctive and indicative following the terminology proposed 
by Winford (1993: 290) for Caribbean English based creoles”, this choice may be accurate, but it 
should be explicitly justified (and not made automatically), given the fact that Papiamentu is an 
Ibero-Romance-based Creole and that subjunctive is expressed in very different ways in Ibero-
Romance and English, respectively. Similarly, I cannot but feel ill at ease when the Portuguese 
personal infinitive is qualified by Lefebvre & Therrien as an “unusual infinitive” (p. 234). I suppose 
that the fact that what the Portuguese grammars traditionally term ‘infinitivo’ (“infinitive”) may be 
inflected for person in some contexts is a bit surprising for speakers of another Romance language 
(such as French in the case of Lefebvre & Therrien). But it is not because a given linguistic feature 
in a given language differs from what you say in your own mother tongue that allows you to write 
in a scientific article that such a feature is ‘unusual’. It could be that, from a typological point of 
view, the behaviour of Portuguese personal infinitive is cross-linguistically relatively ‘unusual’, but 
such an assertion should be based on solid references on the topic, which is not the case in this 
article. 

To summarize what has been said above, I think that such issues as the lack of accuracy of the 
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data and the diverse biases in the analysis significantly weaken the value of this demonstration on 
the properties of Papiamentu ‘pa’. It may well be that Fongbe accounts for a lot of syntactic 
properties of Haitian (a language of which I am not a specialist), as C. Lefebvre says in other 
publications (e.g. Lefebvre 2004). As regards the possibility, contemplated in this article, of 
Papiamentu pa being a reflex of Fongbe nú/ní, I really do not think that the evidence adduced 
proves anything other than the fact that, in order to be reliable, linguistic comparisons must be 
systematic and rigorous (as far as the limits of our human minds allow it). 

 
No exception to the rule [the tense-modality-aspect system of Papiamentu reconsidered] 

(Nicholas Faraclas, Yolanda Rivera-Castillo and Don E. Walicek, 257-278), is another article 
concerned with the origins of Papiamentu, namely of its TMA (Tense-Modality-Aspect) system and 
the relationship this may have with other Creole and African languages. The introduction (Section 
1, 257-262) presents us with five features of the Papiamentu TMA system which are judged as 
“highly idiosyncratic” (p. 258) in Papiamentu and proposes and justifies a comparison of such 
features with what can be observed both in a sample of languages of Southern Nigeria and in 
Nigerian Pidgin. Section 2 (263-266) analyses the results of this “comparison between the PA 
[Papiamentu] TMA system and the TMA of NP [Nigerian Pidgin] and West African substrate 
languages.” Section 3 (266-274) hypothesises several evolutive paths which could explain the 
present configuration of the Papiamentu TMA system, assuming the fact that it could be traced back 
to West African substrate languages. Particularly noteworthy is the importance given by the authors 
to diachronic data, and the care with which they have examined old fragments (dating back to the 
18th century) of Papiamentu texts in order to find intermediate stages between African languages 
and modern Papiamentu. The conclusion (274-276) stresses the fact that, according to Faraclas, 
Rivera-Castillo & Walicek, the Papiamentu TMA system is far less deviant from “both the 
susbtratal and ‘universal / prototypical’ creole TMA systems” than it might appear. 

From a methodological point of view, I particularly appreciate the fact that, in this article, the 
African substrate languages are conceived of as being a plural entity, as appears clearly in the 
following statement made by the authors: “we contend that claims which purport to link the Afro 
Caribbean populations of given islands to a single area of origin along the west coast of Africa at 
any given time in the history of the slave trade are at best extremely tenuous (p. 259).” As a matter 
of fact, it is probably quite reasonable to think that, in many cases (and Papiamentu seems to be one 
of them, see Quint 2000b:159-160, 181-183), several languages belonging to several groups have 
participated to the genesis of each of the Atlantic Afro-European Creoles. 

I do, however, have some reservations as to the accuracy of the choice made by the authors of an 
exclusively Southern Nigerian African ‘substrate sample’, which they justify (258-261) as being 
linguistically representative of the languages spoken by the African slaves who contributed to the 
formation of Creole languages such as Papiamentu. First, in the same vein as what I said above in 
discussing Lefebvre & Therrien’s article, the fact that “‘Akan’, Twi, Gbe/Fongbe, Yoruba, Edo, 
Igbo, Kikongo, and Mbundu” […] “not only belong to the same language family (i.e. Niger-
Congo), but also to the same ‘macro-branch’ of that family (i.e. Benue-Kwa) (p. 260)” is not 
enough to say that these languages are closely related and that some can be taken as representative 
for all the macro-branch. In fact, the linguistic diversity within Niger-Congo is probably superior to 
the diversity within Indo-European and, even if we stay within the ‘macro-branch’ of Benue-Kwa, 
an isolating language such as Fongbe displays striking typological differences with a noun-class 
Bantu language such as Mbundu. Second, in the case of Papiamentu, given that this language 
displays striking similarities with Upper-Guinea Creoles (Jacobs forthcoming, 2009; Quint 
2000b:119-208), which are much influenced by Atlantic and Mande languages (of which some 
items are found in Papiamentu, see Quint 2000b:159-160), the sole consideration of linguistic 
characteristics of the Benue-Kwa grouping is not sufficient for an understanding of the role of the 
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African substrate in the actual shaping of the Papiamentu TMA system. 
That said, this article is a stimulating contribution to the understanding of the affinities which 

certainly exist between this Papiamentu TMA system and those of several African and Creole 
languages. 

In A look at ‘so’ in Mauritian Creole [From possessive pronoun to emphatic determiner] (279-
296), Diana Guillemin provides us with a fine-grained study of the use of so (< French son, 
‘his/her/its’) in Mauritian from the first attested stages of this language until the present time. In 
Section 1 (280-82), she first introduces us to the determiner system of today’s Mauritian. Then she 
illustrates the uses of ‘so’ in early Mauritian Creole (Section 2, 282-284) and shows how this 
original possessive came to acquire a determinative value (namely [+ definite] singular) at that stage 
of the language. In Section 3 (284-285), Guillemin conveniently broadens the scope of her analysis 
by showing that “the use of the possessive pronoun as a determiner” […] “has been documented in 
other languages of the world (p. 284).” In Section 4 (“‘So’ versus the null determiner in MC 
[Mauritian Creole]”, 284-287), the author goes further in her analysis of the use of so in early MC: 
she takes into account pragmatic considerations (contrastive and emphatic functions of so) and 
underlines the fact that, from a syntactic point of view, “the determinative use of ‘so’ in the early 
creole […] always occurs with genitive constructions (p. 287)”. Section 5 (287-290) deals with the 
question of the exact status of so in genitival Mauritian constructions of the XIXth century and 
examines whether, at this stage of the language, so can be considered as having really exerted the 
function of a definite article. This is followed by Section 6 (290-293) which presents us with the 
current use of “‘so’ in modern MC [Mauritian Creole]”, where, although no longer used as a 
determiner in genitive constructions, it has become an “emphatic determiner” (p. 293). Finally, in 
her “Conclusion” (293-294), Guillemin provides a summary of the main points of her contribution. 

Generally speaking, the argument of this article is easy to follow and understand. The examples 
which illustrate its diverse developments are carefully chosen and discussed and seem to reveal a 
deep knowledge of both contemporary Mauritian Creole and the history of the language. Moreover, 
the typologically relatively rare use of an originally possessive form as an article is a noteworthy 
feature which certainly deserved to be examined precisely, both from a diachronic and synchronic 
perspective: this rich and interesting contribution is therefore most welcome, as regards its topic as 
well as the way it is dealt with. 

With “Chinese Spanish in 19th century Cuba [Documenting sociohistorical context]” (297-324), 
Don E. Walicek offers us an article predominantly concerned with history, but whose argument is 
relevant to the understanding of the formation of several Creole and Pidgin languages. In his 
introduction (Section 1, 297-298), Walicek reminds the reader of how “between 1847 and 1874, the 
international trade of Asian indentured laborers known as the ‘Coolie trade’ took the first large-
scale arrivals of Chinese [i.e. 125,000 people] to colonial Cuba” and explains that diverse 
historical records, providing “a surprisingly detailed micro-level view of the plantation system 
[where the Chinese had to work]” are nowadays available. Such documentation is all the more 
crucial as many linguists studying “language contact and linguistic creolization in the context of 
colonialism in the Caribbean” tend to ignore the work of historians, which leads them to “purely 
speculative and largely unscientific” (Bakker 2002:75) claims about plantation life. Section 2 
(“British Imperialism and the international dimension of the trade”, 298-301) gives a short account 
of the historical conditions which led to the establishment of the ‘coolie trade’ and shows how Cuba 
was the first destination for Chinese indentured laborers in Latin America. In Section 3 (301-303), 
we discover how “the forced migration of Asian laborers to Cuba during the period at stake” (p. 
301) was favoured by “changes in [the island’s] social order” (p. 301), among which the fact that, 
from 1841 onwards, “blacks outnumbered whites” (p. 301) in Cuba and that “Asians were not 
considered black (p. 303).” Section 4 (“‘Chinese-Cuban Pidgin Spanish’ and Afrogenesis”, 303-
306) examines Lipski’s (2000) discussion of the Cuban habla del chino (varieties of Spanish—
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attested in written documents—spoken by Chinese people in Cuba), which he suggests may reflect 
an influence of both Macao Creole Portuguese (supposedly acquired by a considerable number of 
Chinese indentured workers while “awaiting [in Macao] the departure of ships going to Spanish 
America (p. 304)”) and Bozal Spanish (the Afro-Hispanic variety spoken by the Cubans of African 
descent). Walicek finally casts doubts on the testimonial value of the written texts containing 
samples in habla del chino discussed by Lipski: “though they may be characterized by a consistent 
set of features, it is not clear that these [recurring linguistic] stereotypes are based on reliable 
accounts of spoken language.” 

Section 5 (“the Report”, 306-322) is the main part of this article. It is based on extracts of “The 
1874 Cuba Commission Report” (p. 306), published by a multilingual international commission 
which was sent “under orders of the [Chinese] Qing government” in order to “investigate abuses 
against Chinese by collecting depositions from survivors of the Trade” (p. 306). As regards “the 
linguistic backgrounds of migrants” (Subsection 5.1., 306-307), it appears from the Report that 
speakers of Cantonese were probably dominant, but it seems unlikely that a majority of them would 
have had sufficient access to Macao Creole Portuguese to be able to use this as a lingua franca, 
because verbal exchanges between the Chinese workers and their (possibly Macao Creole-speaking) 
guards (in the case of those who embarked from Macao) seem to have been somewhat limited, 
which runs counter to Lipski’s (2000) views. The two following subsections (5.2. and 5.3.), 
concerned respectively with “the linguistic difference and the organization of the trade” (308-310) 
and “the role of interpreters on voyages to the West”, tend to show that many Chinese workers were 
unable to understand any European language at the time when they were recruited and then shipped 
to Cuba. As regards their “relations with persons of Spanish decent” (Subsection 5.4., 311-314), we 
learn from the Report as well as other historical sources that the Chinese indentured workers strove 
to acquire as quickly as they could a good command of Spanish, the language they were expected to 
speak with their masters, and that they did not seem to have ever used a Spanish dialect of their 
own. In Subsection 5.5. (“Relations with persons of African descent”, 314-318), Walicek adduces 
elements which make it unlikely that the Chinese workers may have chosen Bozal Spanish (spoken 
by Afro-Cubans) as a target variety, as interactions between the two communities (Chinese and 
Afro-Cubans) seem to have been rather limited. Subsection 5.6. (318-320) underlines the role of 
“Chinese-Spanish bilingual workers”, who often acted as intermediaries between the mainstream 
Spanish-speaking Cuban society and their monolingual, Chinese-speaking fellow countrymen. 
Subsection 5.7. (“Looking back on the Chinese diaspora”, 320-322) resumes the main arguments 
developed in the previous subsections and serves as a conclusion for the whole article, laying the 
stress on the interest of sociolinguistic research and historical documentation, which “can be used to 
assess the adequacy of theoretical models and ideological assumptions that shape some of the 
questions linguists ask (p. 322).” 

I think that the main interest of this article is the fact that it emphasizes the complementarity of 
the works produced by historians and linguists, particularly as regards the hypotheses made by the 
latter about the formation of Creole (or other mixed) languages. This contribution is also important 
in that it sheds light on a phenomenon (the exploitation of Chinese indentured laborers during the 
19th century) which is probably relatively little-known (at least among specialists of Atlantic 
Creoles) in comparison with the Atlantic African slave-trade. 

I personally have a reservation about the passage where the author says the Chinese “indigenous 
grammatical concepts, ‘shizi’ (“full words”/ words with lexical meaning) and ‘xuzi’ (“empty 
words” / words with grammatical meanings) can assist linguists in recognizing the significance of 
these differences” (the ones which exist between the grammar of Chinese languages and a European 
language such as Spanish). In my opinion, the concepts of ‘shizi’ and ‘xuzi’ have more to do with 
the Chinese grammatical tradition than with the Chinese grammar itself. It would be perfectly 
possible to describe Spanish grammar using (and adapting) the concepts of the Chinese grammatical 
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tradition (for example, a preposition such as de, ‘of’ would be an ‘empty word’ and a noun such as 
mujer, ‘woman’, would then be a ‘full word’…) or of another grammatical tradition (e.g. the Arabic 
one) and conversely I am not so sure that “the grammar of Chinese languages exposes the 
inadequacy of traditional Western grammatical concepts”, although it certainly challenges them. 

For the rest, as regards both the form and the contents, this article, through the historical 
perspectives it provides, is certainly a most opportune contribution to this volume. 

 “Comparative perspectives on the origins, development and structure of Amazonian (Karipúna) 
French Creole” (325-357), by Jo-Anne S. Ferreira and Mervyne C. Alleyne, is another stimulating 
article which introduces us to two varieties of Amazonian French Creole (Karipúna French Creole 
and Galibi-Marwono French Creole), also called Kheuól or Patuá and spoken natively by 
Amerindian populations in the Uaçá area of northern Amapá in Brazil. In Section 1 (“Introduction”, 
325-326), the authors stress the fact that, in Creole linguistics, “very little attention has been paid to 
internally motivated changes of the type undergone by all human language (p. 326)”, and that 
dialects such as the Amazonian French Creoles “have preserved older forms which are crucial in 
the mapping of historical processes and the reconstruction of earlier forms [for French Creole 
languages] (p. 327).” Section 2 (327-340) gives details about “the socio-historical context” of the 
Amazonian Creoles, mainly the geographical location of these Creoles, the social history of the 
Amerindians who came to use French Creoles as their mother tongue and the actual number of 
speakers of these languages (more than 4.000 people). It also explains the dialectal differences 
between the Karipúna and Galibi Marwono French Creoles and presents samples of items 
illustrating the different sources of Kheuól lexicon (mostly French, Amerindian languages and 
Portuguese). Section 3 (340-351) offers a “comparative perspective” in which, after a general 
discussion about the historical processes at work in French Creoles, several grammatical features 
(morphology of personal pronouns, word order of some determiners and serial verbs) are compared 
for Amazonian French Creole as well as other French Creoles varieties. The conclusion (351-352) 
reasserts “the considerable interest of Amazonian French Creoles for Creole Linguistics in general 
and for French Creole studies in particular”, and insists on the contrast between English Creoles, 
generally characterised by a “progressive movement of convergence with English” (p. 352) and 
French Creoles, which “have undergone progressive divergence from French” (p. 352), which leads 
the authors to question “the validity of a categorisation of a group of the languages of the world 
under the rubric ‘creole’.” 

I am very much in favour of the importance given to historical and comparative linguistics 
throughout this article, and particularly to the mention of the fact that “as we find in other language 
“families”, creole languages exhibit chronological layers, that is historically based variation which 
reveals changes that have not (yet) gone to completion leaving older forms side by side with the 
newer forms (p. 327).” The taking into account of such chronological layers was the basis of my 
own diachronical approach of the evolutive trends of Capeverdean Santiaguense Creole (Quint 
2000a:53-60), and I therefore subscribe entirely to the authors’ view on this topic. 

As regards the details of the article, I have several observations. First, according to the 
specialists (Taddoni Petter 2009: p.c., 1999, 1998; Vogt & Fry 1996), the cafundo, which the 
authors term “Portuguese-based creole language” (p. 328), is a regional form of Brazilian 
Portuguese with a Bantu lexical element (not a creole). Second, as regards the Amazonian Creole 
(or Kheuól) treatment of Portuguese lexical items, I am somewhat surprised not to find any mention 
of the possible role of stress in such processes: for example, the fact that Portuguese depósito 
‘deposit’ has given Amazonian Creole depós is described uniquely in terms of syllabicity 
(“apocopation of V.CV”, p. 340), whereas the fact that the last two syllables are unstressed in 
Portuguese may have considerably favoured this apocopation. Third, I disagree with the authors’ 
statement that “in creole languages, although both processes are present, nasalization is the rule 
and denasalisation the exception (p. 343)”. This may apply to French Creoles (of which I am not a 
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specialist) but certainly not to several Portuguese-based Creoles, where denasalization is a recurrent 
trend: see Portuguese mão, bênção ‘hand, blessing’ > Santiaguense mó [‘mo], bénsu, where the 
central nasalized Portuguese vowel (written {ã}) is consistently denasalized in Santiaguense 
Capeverdean, see also Portuguese comprar [kõ’prar], ‘to buy’ > Principense kopa (Maurer 2009: 
223), etc. Fourth, there is no comment in the main text on Table 11 (“Reflexive pronouns”, p. 348), 
and the data given therein thus remain unexploited. Fifth, regarding the fact that “[Amazonian 
French Creoles] are a probably unique case of a creole language having been adopted by an 
indigenous population as a second language and then becoming the native language of that 
population (p. 351)”, I personally know of at least one comparable case, namely the rural 
communities of Casamansese Creole speakers, in Southern Senegal, who have retained their ethnic 
identity (they belong to the Nyun group) but adopted a Portuguese-based Creole as their native 
language (Biagui forthcoming). 

In a more general way, I feel that this article, in spite of its many positive qualities, perhaps loses 
some of its demonstrative force in trying to present at the same time linguistic and socio-historical 
details about the Amazonian French Creoles together with general considerations about the 
historical processes at work in French Creoles and the validity of the very notion of ‘Creole’, in 
such a way that the reader is somewhat torn between this alternation of particular and universal 
perspectives. 

 
To sum up, this volume is certainly a valuable resource for Creole studies, in that it involves 

many different Creole languages and also many different approaches: this stimulating, healthy 
diversity is undoubtedly one of the most positive features of Synchronic and Diachronic 
Perspectives on Contact Languages. 
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Carol A. Klee & Andrew Lynch. El español en contacto con otras lenguas, 2009, xiv + 331 
pages. Washington DC: Georgetown University Press. 

 

Naomi Lapidus Shin (University of Montana) 
 
Due to its thorough and careful exploration of Spanish in contact with other languages in a 

variety of settings, Carol A. Klee and Andrew Lynch’s new book, El español en contacto con otras 
lenguas (Spanish in contact with other languages), will be indispensable for scholars in several 
fields, including language contact, sociolinguistics, Hispanic linguistics, Spanish dialectology, 
bilingualism, and creolistics. The main purpose of this book, as stated by the authors (p. xiii), was to 
compile and synthesize findings from investigations of Spanish in contact with other languages in 
different parts of the world. Twelve contact settings are covered, including three in Spain, six in 
Latin America, the United States, Equatorial Guinea, and The Philippines. In addition, in a chapter 
dedicated to examining the influence of African languages on Spanish, three Spanish-based creoles 
are discussed. The book is written in Spanish, and the writing style is clear and easy to follow.  

While this well-organized compilation of studies across the Spanish-speaking world is very 
valuable for its descriptive content alone, the book also contributes to the larger body of scholarly 
work on language contact in that it offers a critical analysis of explanations for contact phenomena. 
For each linguistic phenomenon discussed, the authors indicate whether or not this phenomenon 
occurs elsewhere in the Spanish-speaking world. This comparison of varieties of Spanish helps to 
determine if a phenomenon is attributable to a) contact with a specific language, b) contact in 
general (i.e. bilingualism and processes related to incomplete and/or second language acquisition of 
Spanish), c) factors internal to the Spanish language, or d) multiple causation. Consider the 
following example. The replacement of the direct object pronoun lo with the indirect object 
pronoun le (known as leísmo) occurs in the Spanish spoken in the Basque Country, and has 
previously been attributed to influence from Basque. But leísmo also occurs in various places in 
South America. Similarly, the occurrence of null objects, as in “I already read Ø,” in Spanish 
spoken in the Basque Country is a feature of Andean Spanish. Transfer from Basque cannot be the 
sole explanation for leísmo or for null objects since these phenomena occur in varieties of Spanish 
that are not in contact with Basque. On the other hand, there are phenomena mentioned that are 
more easily attributable to language transfer. For example, some Andean Spanish speakers mark 
evidentiality via the distinction between certain past tense verb forms that are not typically used to 
mark this semantic feature. This phenomenon is likely to be the result of transfer from Quechua 
and/or Aymara since it is found in the Spanish spoken by Quechua-Spanish and Aymara-Spanish 
bilinguals in Peru, and both Quechua and Aymara have obligatory evidentiality markers.  

Many of the phenomena discussed appear to be the result of multiple causes. Structures that are 
inherent to the Spanish system can be reinforced by parallel structures in the contact language. 
Consider, for example, double negation, such as nada no dije “I didn’t say nothing”, in Spanish in 
contact with Guaraní in Paraguay. This type of double negation cannot be attributable solely to 
contact with Guaraní because it occurs in other varieties of Spanish, such as in the Spanish spoken 
in the Basque Country (p. 56). Moreover, this feature existed in medieval Spanish and, therefore, is 
an archaism maintained in certain remote locations. Nonetheless, since Guaraní has a parallel 
structure, the authors conclude that the use of this structure in Spanish has been reinforced by 
contact with Guaraní. Such a view, that phenomena can be attributable to both internal factors and 
language contact, moves away from a more polarized approach to explaining language change 
and/or variation. Thomason (2005:705-706) makes a similar point for research on language 
attrition, saying that the polarized approach “rests on a false dichotomy. The underlying assumption 
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appears to be that a given change must have one and only one source … Few authors have 
considered the possibility of multiple causation (p. 705).” Klee & Lynch’s book reinforces the need 
to explore the possibility that there are multiple influences that affect language change and variation 
in situations of language contact.  

The book is primarily organized by geographical locations. For each region discussed the 
authors begin with historical and sociolinguistic information, which frames the examination of 
relevant linguistic phenomena and helps the reader further understand both the origins and future 
outcomes of each contact setting. In what follows I will review each chapter, pointing out some of 
the main conclusions reached by the authors. 

Chapter 1 sets the stage for the rest of the book by providing an overview of the various 
language contact settings covered and the primary theoretical points and debates relevant to 
research on language contact. The authors briefly explain and define processes typical of 
bilingualism, such as transfer and simplification, as well as factors that affect linguistic variation 
and change in situations of language contact, such as language typology and markedness. In 
addition they discuss Thomason & Kaufmann’s (1988) well-known distinction between borrowing 
and interference. Throughout the rest of the book the authors refer to these theoretical points where 
relevant.  

Chapter 2 takes us to Spain, and begins with a short, but informative review of some historical 
contact phenomena, reminding the reader that Spanish has always been in contact with other 
languages, even in its incipiency. Moving on to current language contact in Spain, the chapter 
focuses on the three primary minority languages: Basque, Catalan and Galician. The authors 
conclude that while the social and political campaign to promote Catalan in Catalonia has been 
quite successful, the younger generations in Valencia, the Basque Country and Galicia tend to be 
increasingly Spanish-dominant, despite great efforts to promote the minority languages in these 
regions. The last part of the chapter reviews linguistic phenomena that have been documented in the 
Spanish spoken in these regions. Structures mentioned for Spanish in contact with Basque include 
leísmo (mentioned earlier), the use of the conditional instead of the subjunctive in the protasis of 
conditional sentences (“If I would go to Spain, I would go to Bilbao”), null objects (“I already read 
Ø”), and double negation in sentences like Ahí tampoco no voy “I don’t go there neither”. Structures 
mentioned for Spanish in contact with Catalan include the usage of deictic expressions such as 
demonstratives and locatives, which seems to be attributable to the linguistic system of Catalan, and 
the pluralization of haber, as in habían muchas chicas “there were many girls”, an 
overgeneralization that occurs in many varieties of Spanish, but is especially common in areas 
where Spanish is in contact with Catalan. Contact with Galician has influenced the phonology of the 
Spanish spoken in Galicia, resulting in, for example, la gheada, whereby voiced velar stop [g] is 
replaced by fricative voiceless velar [x], as in [xato] instead of [gato]. Also, the intonation of the 
Spanish spoken in this region resembles that of Galician and is apparently not found in any other 
varieties of Spanish. While some of the features discussed in this chapter are best explained as the 
result of transfer, such as intonation in Spanish in Galicia, much of the discussion reinforces the 
notion of multiple causation. In most cases language contact does not introduce foreign elements 
into Spanish; instead, a parallel structure in the minority language triggers an increase in usage of a 
given structure. 

Chapter 3 primarily focuses on the influence of African languages on Spanish. The bulk of the 
chapter is dedicated to reviewing one of the most debated topics in Spanish dialectology, i.e. 
whether Spanish-based creoles exist or have ever existed in the Caribbean. The authors’ treatment 
of this debate exemplifies their intent to be “impartial in [their] presentation of the most polemic 
topics in the field, explaining the arguments on both sides of the debate and the evidence that has 
been offered to support [those arguments]” (p. xiii, translation mine). Arguments both against the 
existence of a Spanish-based creole (e.g. McWhorter, 2000), as well as those in favor of such a 
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hypothesis (e.g. Perl 1998; Schwegler 1996) are reviewed. To examine the evidence the authors 
discuss studies of el español bozal, the language of African slaves in the Caribbean, as well as 
studies of modern Spanish in the Caribbean. The chapter then proceeds with a description of three 
creoles that are typically attributed to contact with Spanish: Palenquero, spoken in a region of 
Colombia; Papiamento, spoken in Aruba, Bonaire, and Curazao; and Chabacano, spoken in The 
Philippines. While it is commonly believed that Palenquero is the result of contact with an 
afroportuguese pidgin brought to Colombia by African slaves, most linguists consider Papiamento 
to be formed from a Spanish base. The third creole described, Chabacano, is located far from the 
others, in The Philippines, but shares features with Palenquero and Papiamento. The chapter ends 
with a description of Spanish spoken in Equatorial Guinea, which has little in common with 
Afrocaribbean speech and the three creoles mentioned. The authors explain this lack of 
commonality by pointing to the striking difference in sociopolitical history: there was never a total 
fragmentation of culture or language in Equatorial Guinea as there was among the slaves brought to 
the Caribbean. 

Chapter 4 focuses on Spanish in contact with indigenous languages in Latin America that still 
have more than a million speakers. The chapter is divided geographically. The first region covered 
is Mexico. While contact with Nahuatl resulted in a large amount of loanwords into Spanish, the 
authors conclude that modern Spanish does not exhibit much influence from Nahuatl in the 
phonological, morphological, and syntactic domains, except perhaps in the Spanish spoken in 
regions where Nahuatl is still spoken. Contact with Mayan languages, on the other hand, has had an 
impact on modern Spanish in the Yucatan Peninsula, Chiapas, and Guatemala. One prominent 
feature of Yucatan Spanish discussed thoroughly in this chapter is the labialization of final -n, as in 
pam for pan (bread). While final -m has become an identity marker for speakers from this region 
and is being maintained, other phonological features that are attributable to Yucatec Maya are 
diminishing in usage. The second region discussed in Chapter 4 is the Andes, where Spanish has 
come into contact with Quechua/Quichua and Aymara. In terms of phonetics/phonology, the 
authors assert that certain features, such as the maintenance of the lateral palatal /ʎ/ and the 
sibilantization of /r/, are not the result of substratum influence, but others are, such as the 
stigmatized confusion of high and mid vowels characteristic of Andean Spanish (p. 136). 
Nevertheless, as Cerrón-Palomino (2003:40, footnote 1) suggests, the confusion of high and mid 
vowels is found in other varieties of Spanish outside the Andes (see, for example, Lapesa [1968] 
1997:479, 487, 515; Moyna & Decker 2005), and, therefore is better explained by multiple 
causation. A careful examination of word order in a Quechua-speaking region of Peru leads to the 
conclusion that contact with Quechua, a SOV language, results in the quantitative increase in 
object-verb word order in Spanish. The final section of Chapter 4 focuses on Paraguay, where 
several phonetic/phonological features of Guaraní have been transferred to Spanish, such as the use 
of Guaraní vowel [ɨ] instead of [u] or [i], the insertion of glottal stops between vowels, and the use 
of [v].  

Just as in Chapter 2 (language contact in Spain), the authors conclude that many of the 
morphosyntactic features found in Spanish in contact with indigenous languages in Latin America 
are the result of multiple causes. For example, the lack of number and gender in direct object 
pronouns, resulting in the use of archimorpheme lo (it), is found in Spanish in contact with both 
Maya and Quechua. Leísmo (which is also a feature of Basque Spanish, as discussed earlier) is 
found in Andean Spanish (especially Ecuador) as well as in Spanish in contact with Guaraní in 
Paraguay. Although these features are not easily attributable to transfer from a substrate language 
alone, in many cases the authors conclude that parallel structures in the substrate language can serve 
to reinforce and increase the occurrence of these features. We also see that some archaic structures 
that have fallen out of use in most varieties of modern Spanish, such as the combination of the 
indefinite article and the possessive pronoun, as in un mi libro “a my book”, have been maintained 
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in some rural, isolated dialects, such as in the Mayan regions of Mexico and Guatemala, as well as 
in Spanish in contact with Guaraní in Paraguay. Common to all the regions discussed is the 
increasing dominance of the Spanish language at the expense of the indigenous languages. Such 
decline in the number of speakers of indigenous languages not only underscores current predictions 
that at least half of the world’s languages will become extinct by the end of the twenty-first century 
(Harrison 2007:3; Nettle & Romaine 2000:7), but also reminds the reader of the vital importance of 
this very book. With the loss of indigenous languages, there is a concomitant loss of information 
about language contact: fewer languages will result in fewer situations of language contact.  

Chapter 5 takes us to Uruguay and Argentina (the Southern Cone). The primary language 
contact pairs discussed in the chapter are Spanish-Portuguese and Spanish-Italian, but there are also 
smaller sections on contact with English, Danish and German. Much of the chapter focuses on 
Spanish and Portuguese in northern Uruguay on the border of Brazil. Various features of the 
Spanish spoken in this region, such as intervocalic [b, d, g], the occurrence of [v], and the use of 
overt subject pronouns with inanimate referents have been attributed to contact with Portuguese. 
The other important language in the Southern Cone, Italian, came into contact with Spanish due to 
the large number of Italian immigrants in the region of the River Platte. At the lexical level it is 
clear that Italian has had impact on Spanish in the River Platte region. Contact with Italian has also 
had a lasting impact on the intonation of the Spanish spoken in this region. Although this chapter is 
shorter than some of the others, it includes descriptions and discussion crucial to our understanding 
of the impact of typological distance on language contact, since Portuguese and Italian are more 
closely related to Spanish than the majority of the other languages discussed.  

Chapter 6 thoroughly covers the major areas of research related to Spanish in contact with 
English in the United States including language maintenance, ‘Spanglish,’ code-switching, lexical 
innovation (loanwords and calques), the verbal system, subject pronoun expression, and discourse 
markers. After a brief, but thorough overview of the history of the Spanish language and 
immigration patterns of Latin Americans in the United States, the authors discuss studies of 
language maintenance, many of which confirm that third-generation Latinos often do not speak 
Spanish at all. Nonetheless, some recent studies show that the typical pattern might be changing for 
some groups of Hispanics, e.g., Mexican-Americans in the Southwest (see Villa & Rivera-Mills 
2009). The next topic, ‘Spanglish,’ is the source of much debate. The authors concur with Otheguy 
(2003, 2008) that there is no evidence that the Spanish spoken in the United States constitutes a 
hybrid language, rendering the term ‘Spanglish’ unfortunate. The Spanish spoken by bilinguals in 
the United States is more aptly considered a variety of Spanish, which is, not surprisingly, 
characterized by features that are common in situations of bilingualism, such as code-switching, 
simplification of forms, and lexical borrowing. One would expect, too, that transfer from English 
would be evident in the grammar of United States bilinguals, but after reviewing studies of the 
verbal system, subject pronoun expression, nominal agreement, and some other morphosyntactic 
features, the authors conclude that English has a minimal impact on the morphosyntax of Spanish in 
the US. The authors also mention, however, that there is some disagreement over subject pronoun 
expression and that recent studies on this topic (e.g. Otheguy, Zentella & Livert 2007) indicate that 
contact with English does appear to correlate with in an increase in subject pronoun use. 
Nonetheless, the authors conclude that direct transfer from English primarily occurs in the lexicon 
and in the use of some discourse markers.  

Another noteworthy point made by the authors is that the grammar of the Spanish spoken by 
bilinguals born in the United States is shaped primarily by processes linked to incomplete 
acquisition of Spanish, such as simplification, and has much in common with second language 
acquisition of Spanish. In fact, in the conclusion to Chapter 6 the authors urge researchers to 
incorporate language acquisition theory in studies of Spanish in the United States in order to better 
understand the processes that shape the speech of bilinguals, including those who acquire both 
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languages in childhood (sometimes referred to as ‘heritage speakers’). Linguistic similarities 
between second language learners and heritage speakers have been documented and discussed in 
previous publications by the second author, Andrew Lynch (2003, 2008). On the other hand, 
Montrul (2008:216-248) argues that while the two types of acquisition share some characteristics, 
there are still very striking differences, most notably in phonology, a domain in which heritage 
speakers have a clear advantage over L2 speakers. Also, one might ask if the claim that heritage 
speakers are similar to second language learners leads to the prediction that language transfer 
should characterize the speech of the former as much as the latter, since transfer is an important 
component of second language acquisition (Odlin 1989). Thus, if it is true that heritage speakers’ 
Spanish exhibits little influence from English except at the lexical level, this might point to an 
important difference between heritage speakers and second language learners. In addition, if we 
consider Thomason & Kaufmann’s (1988) distinction between borrowing and interference, it seems 
clear that Spanish-English bilinguals in the United States exhibit borrowing behavior more than 
interference, where the opposite is more typical of second language learners. Nonetheless, as Lynch 
(2008) points out, there are similarities between the two types of speakers. Moreover, the 
comparison of different types of language learners is a fruitful and worthwhile endeavor that can 
potentially add to our understanding of major theoretical points, such as the impact of age of 
acquisition (Montrul 2008). 

El español en contacto con otras lenguas should be on the shelves of any scholar interested in 
the Spanish language, especially those whose focus is language contact, sociolinguistics or 
dialectology. In addition, this book is an excellent choice for Hispanic linguistics graduate—and, 
perhaps, undergraduate—level university courses. Students will find it accessible due to the clarity 
of the writing. Also, the vast array of studies discussed will provide readers with an excellent 
bibliography for further investigation of any of the topics mentioned. 
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Axel Fleisch (University of Helsinki & University of South Africa, Pretoria/Tshwane)  
 

The volume Berber in Contact. Linguistic and sociolinguistic perspectives contains most of the 
papers—a total of fifteen, ten of which are in French, the rest in English—that were presented at an 
international conference with the same title held in Milan in January 2008. The topic of language 
contact with regard to Berber is of obvious significance both from the angle of scholars interested in 
the study of Berber languages and cultures, as well as for linguists who are more concerned with the 
cross-linguistic study of language contact.  

The Berber languages represent a particularly fruitful field in this respect for a number of 
reasons. Their long history of language and cultural contact with varying neighbours spans 
millennia reaching from ancient contact situations with Egyptian, Punic, Greek and Latin to the 
current situation in which the presence of Arabic and a number of European and African languages 
creates an often complex and multi-layered contact scenario. The book edited by Lafkioui and 
Brugnatelli is accordingly broad in scope. The task is massive, and obviously no single volume can 
hope to cover this huge field of interest. Notwithstanding the impossibility of full coverage, the 
initiative is absolutely noteworthy. For a number of years, different scholars working on African 
(and other) languages have pointed out how important an improved understanding of contact is for 
the reconstruction of language history (Dixon 1997; Dixon & Aikhenvald 2001; for more specific 
discussion of African languages in this regard cf. Dimmendaal 2001; Heine & Kuteva 2001; Nicolaï 
2009). Especially for those language areas for which there is a substantial philological tradition, 
historical linguistic work was often biased toward language divergence (cf. various contributions in 
Nicolaï & Comrie 2008). The domain of Berber language studies is one such area. While it is true 
that the comparative method is our most reliable tool for the reconstruction of language history, its 
strict application has had its limitations. While important advances have been made in the 
comparative linguistic study of Berber (cf. Kossmann 1999; Naït-Zerrad 1997, 1999, 2002), an 
important facet remains to be explained. It appears to be notoriously difficult to identify clear 
isoglosses or distributions of shared innovations on the Berber language map. Such a situation often 
arises when there are substantial and long-lasting contacts, and communication networks exist 
between different varieties belonging to a language family with close internal ties. The 
communication networks must have been in constant flux, with changing constellations over the 
long period of several millennia since the family had split from an earlier shared ancestor.  

Historical linguists whose reconstructions focus on genetic relationship among languages need 
to differentiate carefully between cognates, i.e. shared inherited forms, and those items similar in 
sound and meaning that are transmitted horizontally, i.e. through contact. While they have usually 
focused on the former, I deem it very legitimate, and indeed necessary, to assign a much bigger role 
to language contact in language history. Under the assumption that language contact must have 
played a substantial role in Berber language history, what kind of linguistic and cultural history 
would we be describing if contact phenomena were simply regarded as a contaminating or 
distorting factor in the “proper” (i.e. genetic) language history?  

In this regard, the volume edited by Lafkioui and Brugnatelli is a noteworthy contribution to an 
improved understanding of the significance of language contact for Berber. The task is huge. That is 
because of an important difference between historical reconstruction relying exclusively on the 
strict application of the comparative method, and the historiography of historical sociolinguistic 
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settings and processes. While the former is obviously regular to a considerable degree and 
represents a technique purely based on language data, the latter deals with the intersection of 
language and several other domains. This has led to the necessarily broad scope of the volume 
reviewed here. The editors have chosen the following selection in order to represent the broad scope 
of current work on Berber in contact. 

A first section containing eight articles deals with ‘linguistics’, and a second section consisting 
of seven articles with ‘sociolinguistics’. In the linguistics section, papers focus on specific aspects 
of language structure and the evidence for contact between languages. These articles are often 
strongly descriptive and contain interesting language data. In some cases, the approach is more 
philological (Naït-Zerrad on older texts containing evidence for the contact history of specific 
Berber terms; Taïfi on the significance for borrowing in Berber poetry), in others it is more field-
linguistic in style. This is the case for the well-founded contribution by Taine-Cheikh, which is 
particularly rich in linguistic information on both Zenaga and Ḥassaniyya from Mauritania, and 
Bennis’ investigation of loanword usage among speakers of different communities in the Béni-
Mellal region. In a more cross-linguistic, but also mainly linguistic contribution, Ameur discusses 
contact evidence in the numeral system and number nouns across different Berber varieties.  

Some of the articles try to deal rather conclusively with a specific, very clearly delimited topic, 
while others give remarkable evidence for a much broader research question and are thus somewhat 
more programmatic. Kossmann’s contribution is an example of the former: a well-written and 
concise paper on collective and unity nouns and their expression by the use of noun gender 
morphological markers—a phenomenon that is wide-spread (although far from omnipresent!) 
among Berber varieties. Kossmann argues convincingly that the distinction between collective and 
unity nouns in Berber was calqued from Arabic. It is thus not directly inherited from an Afroasiatic 
ancestor language, but more recently introduced into Berber through contact with Arabic. In 
contrast, Brugnatelli’s contribution sketches a more ambitious hypothesis concerning the existence 
of the initial stages of an Ibadite koiné—probably rather restricted specifically to the domain of 
Ibadite discourse—on the basis of evidence taken from texts originating from Mzab, Jerba and Jebel 
Nefusa. While necessarily sketchy, this hypothesis is extremely interesting because it addresses the 
question of linguistic strata that are constituted by means of communicative networks which cross-
cut dialect communities and go beyond a more traditional, predominantly geographically-minded 
understanding of speaker communities and language distributions. In a similar vein, the contribution 
by de Felipe on medieval contact between Berber and Arabic on the Iberian peninsula as evidenced 
by Arabic texts argues in favour of an historically thick description of linguistic settings in 
connection with more purely linguistic evidence. In a very convincing way, this makes clear why 
research on language contact is necessarily a multidisciplinary task, relying on a fairly broad array 
of various research strategies and methods.  

This requirement is taken into account in the volume by including, in section 2, a broad array of 
articles with a more sociolinguistic stance, although the borderline between both sections is not 
always easy to draw, and in my view the choice of this distinction as a structuring device in the 
volume is not necessarily very helpful. In a certain sense, this second section is perhaps internally 
more coherent, although some of the articles presented under the heading ‘sociolinguistics’ are 
actually very strong linguistic (rather than sociologically- or anthropologically-driven) 
contributions. Two contributions deal explicitly with code-switching, Tigziri and Mettouchi. While 
this phenomenon seems to fall into the realm of sociolinguistics, in particular Mettouchi’s article 
makes a stronger linguistic than sociologically relevant claim. The author provides very carefully 
collected and rigorously processed empirical linguistic data on code-switching between Kabyle and 
French. Her central claim is that “the language that provides the highest number of words in the 
conversation is not necessarily the structurally dominant language in codeswitching (p. 187).” An 
interesting implication for the debate on language purism is the fact that massive use of lexical 
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items from another language is not per se indicative of language decay, instability and the imminent 
danger of total collapse/loss of the variety under question.  

The remaining articles of section 2 deal with topics that are more clearly sociolinguistic in that 
they illustrate different aspects of language use and language attitude. This concerns e.g. the articles 
by El Mountassir on Berber in urban contexts (here: Tashelhit in Agadir), or Jolivet’s contribution 
on language attitude among Tamashek speakers in Niger, but also Salhi’s contribution that 
examines briefly sociolinguistic components relevant for literature in Kabylia. This is completed by 
two articles on language contact and digital discourse, one by El Aissati, the other by one of the co-
editors, Lafkioui. Apart from the fact that they raise awareness about Dutch being added to the array 
of languages in contact with Berber, the inclusion of both El Aissati’s and Lafkioui’s articles adds 
an important angle: the study of Berber speakers living in communities outside the Maghreb, and 
their linguistic behaviour using new media transcending localized communication.  

 
Above I have pointed out how important this increase in the amount of work on Berber language 

contact is. While in this sense the volume is a welcome addition to the body of available research 
literature, the huge scope also leads to a problem: how can thematic coherence among a selection of 
papers be achieved that are meant to represent such a broad range of current research topics within 
Berber contact studies. This is indeed a major challenge, and the authors have opted for a broad 
scope. Hoping that the Milan conference was not a one-time event, but rather the beginning of an 
increased interest in Berber contact studies, in a next step it would be extremely interesting to 
dedicate more attention to significant aspects that have been outlined, each in a small subset of 
articles in the volume.  

If the study of “Berber in contact” is to be a substantial and distinctive field of research, 
essentially different from the study of language contact situations elsewhere, it should be expected 
to show specific properties. It would have been very enlightening to point these characteristics out 
more explicitly. A number of articles in the volume seem at first sight not to have too much in 
common—other than the fact that they deal with some or other Berber variety in some kind of 
language contact situation. Yet, there might indeed emerge an inner logic and possibly a 
theoretically valid commonality to what is outlined throughout the book. I can see one possible 
arena in the field of “non-localized speech communities” and the “resilience” of communities using 
Berber varieties over the past millennia. Interestingly, this research agenda binds together articles 
whose topics are as different in terms of time-depth and methodological approach as Brugnatelli’s 
hypothesized Ibadite koiné and Lafkioui’s digital discourse.  

It appears to me that the stronger articles in the volume in some way or another address or 
contribute to exactly this question: How is massive asymmetric language contact negotiated by 
speaker communities, even if these transcend local dialect groups or language communities with a 
distinctive areal distribution, while at the same time maintaining one’s language—a variety of 
Berber, in the present cases.  

 
Summing up, the volume with its fifteen articles provides an interesting overview of current 

work on language contact and its impact on the language situation of Berber. It constitutes a 
valuable contribution to our understanding of specific details in various subfields, ranging from 
literature and sociology to aspects of language structure and typology. The book, which appeared 
within a reasonable time after the conference (which is good, despite some editorial flaws), 
represents a panorama, rather than a theoretically-motivated volume. Whether this is a disadvantage 
is for the reader to decide. The contributors are among the leading scholars in Berber studies with 
an interest in language contact. As an overview over contemporary research on contact-related 
phenomena in Berber, it certainly fills a notorious gap.  
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Description of the book 

Principense (PR) or Lung’Ie, one of the four Portuguese-related Gulf of Guinea creoles, is a 16th 
century creole spoken on the small island of Príncipe (142 km2) which, together with the island of 
São Tomé forms the Democratic Republic of São Tome, Gulf of Guinea (Africa). Príncipe, which is 
probably best known as the island where Einstein’s Theory of Relativity was proven in 1919, has 
currently approximately seven thousand inhabitants of which “about twenty to thirty people over 
sixty and a few younger ones” (p. 3) still have reasonable active command of the creole. Portuguese, 
the official language, as well as Cape Verdean creole, spoken by the descendants of contract 
laborers, are the dominant languages on the island. PR is also spoken by small numbers of speakers 
in the Diaspora, especially in the Lisbon area (Portugal).  

Chapter 1, the introduction, provides a number of sociohistorical and sociolinguistic facts, a 
short overview of the few previous sources on PR, and the information that the linguistic material 
was intermittently collected during field work on Príncipe and in the Lisbon (Portugal) area since 
1991.  

Chapter 2 (7-28) deals with the phonology of the language. Maurer first introduces the spelling 
conventions and then goes on showing that PR exhibits seven oral vowels, all of which exhibit a 
nasal counterpart, and twenty-two consonants, which include, for instance, implosives and 
labiovelars. Minimal pairs are presented for vowels and consonants. He further argues that alveolar 
fricatives s and z are in complementary distribution with palatalized ʃ and ʒ (before i and y). The 
syllable structure is strictly (C)V and a sandhi rule is described whereby a word-final vowel is 
deleted when followed by a word-initial vowel. The remainder of the chapter, which corresponds to 
its most substantial part, is dedicated to the tonal patterns of the language. Against previous work by 
Günther (1973) and Ferraz & Traill (1981), Maurer presents a large number of spectrograms in 
order to demonstrate that PR is a tone language.  

Chapter 3 (29-172) forms the core of the book. Here, detailed descriptions of the Noun Phrase, 
the Verb Phrase and simple and complex sentences are presented. Like other creole languages, PR 
is a highly analytic language with strict SVO word order lacking morphologically marked number 
and gender. The different subsections on the Noun Phrase show that PR typically exhibits the 
following word order: PL-NUM-DIM/AUGM-N-DEM-POSS-ADJ-REL. The language also 
exhibits a postnominal singular indefinite article. Note further that the plural marker (ine) is also 
used as 3pl (cf. other Atlantic creoles). Restrictions on its use are related to animacity, since non-
human nouns can only be pluralized when followed by a demonstrative. In some specific cases, the 
demonstrative marker occurs to the right of adjectives or full clauses (e.g. relative clauses). 

Subject, object and plural possessive and plural independent pronouns essentially exhibit the 
same phonetic shape. Singular independent and singular possessive pronouns, however, exhibit 
distinct forms. An alternative possessive paradigm is obtained by ki + POSS (‘with’+POSS). PR 
lacks null referential subjects, but a few cases null expletives are attested (e.g. tê tôvada ‘it’s 
stormy’, lit. have storm), but they are generally in free variation with their overt counterpart. 

The chapter on the Verb Phrase addresses several key issues in creole studies, such as TAM-
marking, copula clauses and serial verb constructions in considerable detail. Maurer shows that PR 
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exhibits four preverbal TMA-markers, which may occur independently or in five combinations. He 
provides a fine-grained description of the semantics of each of the markers. As in the other Gulf of 
Guinea creoles (Hagemeijer 2007; Maurer 1995), the order of the markers is MTA. Following his 
1995 work on Angolar, Maurer also argues for a basic syntactic distinction between dynamic verbs 
and two types of stative verbs (according to lexical aspect), which can be distinguished as follows: 
type-A statives do not exhibit an aspectual opposition in the past, whereas the type-B statives do. 
Habitual and future aspect marker ka changes to sa in negated sentences. The tables on p. 91-2 
provide a clear overview of the functions of the TAM-markers. Furthermore, locative copula 
constructions in PR require the use of the copula; in all other environments the copula is typically 
omitted.  

Like its sister-creoles, PR exhibits widespread verb serialization, which includes a few more 
unusual types, such as the use of vwa ‘to fly’ in the V1 slot indicating “the rapidity of the action 
associated with the second verb in the series (p. 117)”, for instance in vwa fêzê ‘rapidly prepare’ 
(lit. fly make). This construction is also attested in sister-creole Santome and Papiamentu. In 
addition to serial verb constructions, PR also presents a small array of mostly nominal prepositions.  

PR further has a standard clause or sentence-final negation marker (fa). Arguments and adjuncts 
typically occur to the left of fa. Only a few specific temporal adjuncts, such as clauses introduced 
by dina ‘since’ occur to the right of fa. However, there are a few exceptions to the final marker: a 
preverbal marker (na), without the final marker, occurs in purposive and desiderative clauses 
introduced by pa ‘for’. This brings me to another interesting feature of PR, which is apparently not 
attested in the other Gulf of Guinea creoles, namely the validator na. This functional element has 
the same shape as the rare preverbal negation marker. It occurs between the subject and TAM-
markers and “reinforce[s] the assertion of the truth value of a proposition in affirmative sentences 
(p. 67).” 

In the section on simple sentences, Maurer addresses a whole range of constructions. Focus, 
Topics and interrogatives are derived by fronting constituents. Interrogative sentences are 
accompanied by an optional clause final interrogative marker (a). It is shown that when fronted 
constituents are recovered by an anaphoric pronoun, animacy plays a role: plural human antecedents 
are recovered by a 3pl pronoun, whereas plural non-humans, especially inanimates, show a 
tendency toward 3sg. As expected from an analytic language, voice (causative, reciprocal, reflexive, 
etc.) is expressed syntactically. Maurer further briefly shows that PR exhibits asyndetic and 
syndetic coordination. He also provides an overview of argument and adjunct clauses and the 
complementizers and conjunctions they are introduced by. Chapter 3 ends with an overview of the 
three sentence final particles a, ê and ô, as well as the presentational marker ya. 

Chapter 4 (173-177), “Miscellaneous features”, deals very brieflywith examples of interjections 
and onomatopoeic expressions, reduplication and ideophones, which is a well-represented feature of 
the Gulf of Guinea creoles. Ideophones in PR modify adjectives, participles, nouns and verbs. 

Chapter 5 (179-210) contains seven stories from PR’s oral tradition and three songs. All the texts 
have translations, but only the first three stories are glossed as well. Chapter 6 (211-244) and 
Chapter 7 (245-256) contain, respectively, the PR-English and the English-PR word lists. The PR-
English glossary also provides etymologies of the listed items. The great majority of lexicon is 
derived from Portuguese, but PR also exhibits quite some African lexicon. It is mentioned on p. 211 
that 14% of the lexicon is related to Nigerian languages (overwhelmingly derived from Edoid 
languages), but this percentage appears to rest on a mistake, since out of 1650 lexical entries only 
approximately 100 items are Nigerian-related (= approx. 6%). 

Appendix I (257-260) contains a story and a respective word list in the three creole languages of 
S. Tomé and Príncipe, Lungwa Santome, Lunga Ngola and PR. For those interested in the Gulf of 
Guinea creoles, this is a good practical example which gives a rough idea of the degree of 
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divergence and similarity of these creoles. Appendix II (261-273) contains the transcribed 1888 
manuscript of Manuel Ferreiro Ribeiro, which was the source for Schuchardt’s (1889) article on PR. 
The references are followed by an index of linguistic terms.  

Another valuable feature of the grammar consists of the significant number of PR audio files that 
refer back to examples or texts in the book. These can be downloaded for free at the editor’s 
website: http://www.battlebridge.com/books/maurer/audio_files.html. This includes examples for 
tone patterns, which correspond to spectrograms (Ch. 2), and the full audio version of the oral texts 
(Ch. 5). It is also mentioned on page iv that the website should be checked for audio updates. It 
would perhaps have been interesting to include an audio CD in the book itself. The book further 
contains several black and white photographs of the island and its inhabitants. 

Evaluation 

Irrespectively of the fate of highly endangered PR, Maurer’s descriptive grammar represents a 
very substantial increase in our knowledge of this creole language and stands out as a fundamental 
document for language documentation and preservation. It goes without speaking that Maurer’s 
book has now become the reference grammar on PR, since it constitutes a crystal clear 
improvement of the first monograph on PR, which was written in German by Günther (1973). The 
examples and analyses of the latter author and the scarce other previous work are critically revisited 
by Maurer throughout the grammar. In fact, Maurer’s publication not only has the advantage that it 
addresses PR in much more detail, but also that it is written in English and thus accessible to a 
much wider audience. As the title of the book and the book overview above indicate, this 
publication goes well beyond being just a grammar.  

The book roughly follows the structure of Maurer’s (1995) grammar of Angolar (written in 
French), one of the other Gulf of Guinea creole, spoken on the island São Tomé. The other two 
creoles, Santome, which has by far the greatest number of speakers, and Fa d’Ambô (spoken on the 
small island of Annobón and in the Bioko Diaspora) still lack published grammars. Note also that 
none of these languages has currently any official status. Apart from its descriptive function, the 
publication of the PR grammar also constitutes an important tool for synchronic and diachronic 
comparative work on the Gulf of Guinea creoles, which arguably have a common ancestor that 
came into existence on the island of São Tomé and then spread in time and space into four different 
language varieties. The grammar will also be very precious in the ongoing debate on creole 
typology and typologists will also easily find their way in this grammar and be able to measure, for 
instance, the extent of the impact of African languages or language clusters on this creole. A 
significant finding of Maurer’s etymological research on the items in the word list is that the lexical 
contribution of the Nigerian substrate, in particular the Edoid substratum, is more significant than 
was previously thought. Several other features, such as the presence of labiovelars, widespread verb 
serialization and body-part reflexives, are in line with the lexical findings.  

Maurer has used us to solid and rich descriptive work (e.g. Maurer 1988, 1995) and this 
grammar is no exception: the grammar parts are equipped with 1274 glossed sentences and the texts 
(Chapter 5) with 927 lines, part off which has glosses; the word list contains 1650 lexical items, 
which is a very tangible extension to the approximately 500 items listed in Günther (1973). The 
fourteen tables included in the different chapters provide a useful overview of the phenomena under 
discussion, but unfortunately the books lacks an index of tables.  

Throughout the grammar, the source of the example sentences is always indicated (cf. 
explanation on p. 5): distinction is made between elicited material, spontaneously produced 
sentences, and examples adapted from previous work on PR. It follows from the data discussion 
that the elicited sentences, which constitute the most common type, were tested with different 
informants whose grammaticality judgments were—as expected—not always consensual. 
Moreover, in the introduction to the texts (p. 179), it is mentioned that some changes to the texts 
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were introduced in order to correct interferences from Portuguese and reconstruction of 
unintelligible parts. Gladly, these changes are referred in footnotes, although one may wonder to 
what extent these interferences represent lectal variation and may ultimately be indicators of normal 
language contact and variation. 

With respect to the treatment of the different grammar domains, the range of topics addressed is 
considerable, but the degree of treatment of the main and subtopics is quite variable. Some topics 
are only touched upon quite briefly, such as reduplication or the syntax and semantics of bare noun 
phrases, or left untouched altogether, such as vowel harmony. Nevertheless, the impressive range of 
glossed example sentences in the book and the audio material on the website have the great 
advantage that linguists will be able to further inspect features not explicitly described or analyzed 
in the book. 

Philippe Maurer’s Principense grammar is a must have for all the reasons pointed out in this 
review. Since the description of PR is free of any particular linguistic framework, this will certainly 
be the language’s reference grammar for many years to come and, given the endangered status of 
the language, perhaps even its last one. It therefore deserves a place on the shelves of linguists 
working on Portuguese-related creoles, Atlantic creoles, creole typology, and general typology. The 
book’s descriptive nature and the extra features, such as the word list and the texts, also make it 
quite suitable to people without a strong linguistic background, which of course includes inhabitants 
of the Gulf of Guinea islands who are interested in their own linguistic patrimony.  

With the publication of Maurer’s grammar, endangered PR now “outranks” many better-known 
and more vital creole languages, which still lack a (decent) descriptive grammar. Maurer’s 
achievement puts Principense in a whole new spotlight at a time this language is struggling for 
survival. The regional government of the island of Príncipe is trying to prevent PR’s language death 
and has recently made several efforts to revitalize the language. One of the initiatives which has 
come to my knowledge was a local presentation of the grammar by Maurer himself and the 
distribution of a few copies. Although at this point most of the island’s inhabitants interested in the 
grammar will face the barrier of English, it is important that they have access to this important piece 
of the island’s heritage. In the case of São Tomé and Príncipe, there is generally little access to the 
academic progress made on the country’s creole languages and any attempts to bridge this gap 
should therefore be welcomed as a small step towards raising local linguistic awareness. 
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1. Structural overview 

Nicolas Quint’s book, L’Élément Africain dans la Langue Capeverdienne // Africanismos na 
Língua Caboverdiana, explores the presence of (West-)African elements in the Cape Verdean 
Creole (Santiago variety—henceforth, CVC). The main goal of this book is to examine the 
relevance of the African stratum of CVC, deciding which African-based Capeverdean words and/or 
structures determine, in particular, the origins of this Creole language  and of the Afro-European 
Creoles, in general. 

In the literature on CVC, two main varieties of the language are typically considered: (i) the 
Sotavento variety, spoken in the leeward islands of Brava, Maio, Fogo and Santiago, represented by 
the island of Santiago; and the Barlavento variety, spoken in the windward islands of Boavista, Sal, 
Santo Antão, São Nicolau and São Vicente, identified with the island of São Vicente (cf. Veiga 
2000; Baptista 2002). Quint’s option for the Santiago variety is based on three (strong) reasons. 
First, Santiago variety is the one the author assumes to know better; second, the island of Santiago 
is taken to be the cradle of CVC and is the variety that is more basilectal (i.e. more africanized); 
third, the demographic figures show that Santiago is the most populated island, given that over 50% 
of the population of the country lives there. 

The book begins with a long and inspired preface from Manuel Veiga (former Minister of 
Culture, linguist and native speaker of the Santiago variety), who acknowledges Quint’s 
contribution for the research on CVC, enhancing the African nature of the language, and, according 
to Veiga, deviating from the scholars that claim that the ‘European influence’ on the Lexicon and 
the main components of the grammar of Creoles is very relevant. Veiga’s desire to show the 
African influence on CVC leads him to add to Quint’s arguments one of his own, suggesting that 
the monophthongization that CVC exhibits is a process of innovation probably due to African 
influence (e.g., Portuguese baixo > CVC baxu ‘low’; caixa > kaxa ‘box’; peito > petu ‘chest’; deitar 
> deta ‘lay’; beijo > beju ‘kiss’; feijão > fixon ‘beans’; Europa > orópa ‘Europe’; noite > noti 
‘night’; doido > dodu ‘crazy’; louco > loku ‘insane’; poupar > popa ‘save’; coice > koxi ‘kick’; 
from table in pages 10-11). Note, however, that the very same diphthongs in bold in the words 
given as examples are monophthongs in some varieties of contemporary Portuguese. 

Quint’s book is organized in three main parts: Chapter 1 presents some historical facts about the 
origin of the black slaves that were taken to Cape Verde during the Portuguese settlement in the 15th 
century, stressing on the fact that in the second half of the 16th century there were thirteen thousand 
individuals living in Santiago island, 87% of which were black slaves (probably brought from a 
limited area in the West Africa coast, namely, between the peninsula of Dakar, in Senegal, and 
Freetown, in Sierra Leone). Assuming the hypothesis that the archipelago was inhabited when 
found, the African features of the contemporary Capeverdean culture (and language) must have 
their roots on other continental African cultures/languages. 

Chapter 1 also looks to methodological issues related to the African languages that the black 
slaves spoke and to the collection of African etyma. Particularly, Quint remarks that one of the 
methodological problems for the research on the African elements in CVC is the diversity of 
African languages that might have been at the origin of this Creole. Those languages belong to two 
linguistic branches of the Niger-Congo family: the Atlantic branch (especially languages such as 
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Wolof, Themne and Fula), and the Mande branch (represented by Manding, Mandinka, Soninke, 
Susu, Loko and Mende). Although these languages seem very distinct from each other, they share 
similar properties, given that they belong to branches of the same phylum. Another methodological 
problem reported by Quint is the lack of documentation on the West-African languages referred to 
above. Some of them have been poorly described and the best known languages, such as Manding 
and Wolof, have dictionaries with little more than ten thousand words. A third methodological 
problem is related to the unavailability of diachronic data for the Atlantic and Mande languages at 
stake here and for some languages that might have existed in the 16th to 18th centuries but have 
disappeared (in fact, there is no documentation for the languages of these groupings prior to the 19th 
century), and, therefore, researchers can only speculate about their grammar and sociolinguistic 
influence. 

Chapter 2 analyzes Quint’s corpus of seventy African-based Capeverdean words (listed in 
appendix 1) concluding that three fifths of the corpus are Manding etyma (note that languages like 
Mandinka, Maninké, Soninke, Bambara and Diula belong to this language sub-branch). The 
relevance of Manding languages over CVC is not surprising if we consider that they are spoken in 
all West Africa by over twenty million people (ten of them as native speakers and the rest as lingua 
franca) and they were used since the beginning of the Portuguese settlement in Cape Verde. 
Historically, there is some evidence that a significant part of the ancestors of the Capeverdeans are 
black slaves captured and sold by Mandinka speakers from the kingdom of Gabu (which 
corresponds to contemporary South of Senegal—Casamance—and Guinea-Bissau). 

In this chapter, Quint also explains that the influence of the Atlantic language grouping over 
CVC is not as rich as the Manding sub-grouping probably because after the 16th century the 
Portuguese confronted with their European rivals (such as the French, the Dutch and the British), 
who push them away from the area between Senegal river and the mouth of the river Gambia (were 
Wolof was lingua franca), being confined to the area between the rivers Casamance and Componi 
(the contemporary coast of Guinea-Bissau) in the 17th century. 

Quint looks at the Bantu presence in CVC words as well, claiming that some of them are derived 
from Kimbundu and Kikongo. This Bantu evidence may be explained by the Portuguese trade, since 
the 16th century, within the Portuguese colonial empire (namely, in Angola) and with the kingdom 
of Congo. 

The analysis of the corpus of African-based Capeverdean words reveals that the main West-
African languages involved in their origin are Manding (60%, table 1, 32-33), Wolof (16%, ibd.) 
and Themne (6%, ibd.). Quint also concludes that there are no African functional words in CVC, 
such as prepositions, conjunctions and pronouns, but only content words. However, it is possible to 
find some traces of African affixes in few CVC words, such as the word class marker ma-/min- 
(e.g., mafáfa ‘yam’, mankara ‘peanuts’, minkóko ‘taro’, pp. 50-53) and the verbal suffix expressing 
iterative events (e.g., korkoti ‘to clean the dish with a spoon’, rukuti ‘to carve out a piece of 
something’, tchuputi ‘to peck, to get something with the beak’, pp. 52-55). Quint observes likewise 
that the African-based Capeverdean words belong to the most diverse semantic domains, such as 
cooking, breeding, animal names, etc., but the African-based words cover a more restricted 
semantic field than the Portuguese-based ones. Nevertheless, Quint argues that 99 out of 100 lexical 
items of the nuclear vocabulary of CVC are Portuguese-based and, hence, the African-based 
Capeverdean words occupy a very peripheral area in the Lexicon of CVC. 

The chapter ends approaching a possible rational explanation for the presence of African-based 
words in the Lexicon of CVC, given that they are the living testimony of the languages that the 
Capeverdeans ancestors spoke. Considering that the black slaves did not speak Portuguese, they had 
to learn the language because of their Portuguese owners and because they were native speakers of 
different West-African languages, none of them being a lingua franca. Consequently, the black 
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slaves acquired the most frequent Portuguese words (i.e. the nuclear vocabulary), as any language 
learner does, and the African words that survived until today in CVC must have been used 
systematically, supposedly because their Portuguese equivalent was very rare or inexistent (e.g., 
kundidem ‘coccyx’ or polom ‘African tree’). The scarce corpus of African-based Capeverdean 
words is then probably the product of an explicit effort of the African speakers to learn Portuguese, 
the vehicular language at that time and place. 

Chapter 3 considers the presence of African elements on the morphology and semantics of CVC. 
Concerning the morphology component, Quint reports the existence of ideophones in CVC (i.e. “de 
mots exclusivement associés à une ou quelques notions sémantiques, qu’ils intensifient ou 
modifient”, p. 73), such as bránku álbu ‘completely white’ and prétu finu ‘completely black’, 
which exhibit an African process over Portuguese-based words. The gender marking in CVC is also 
distinct from the Portuguese strategy, in that it is intimately associated to the semantic identification 
of sex, and the process usually resorts to the words mátchu ‘male’ and fémia ‘female’ to express the 
opposition masculine/feminine, as in fidju mátchu ‘son’ vs. fidju fémia ‘daughter’ (76-77), a 
strategy also found in Bambara. The tense and aspect systems are also referred to as showing 
evidence of African influence, specifically from Manding Bambara and Wolof, since CVC has only 
two tenses (Past, marked by a ∅ morpheme or by the suffix -ba, and Present, signaled by the free 
morpheme ta), and the aspectual value seems be preferred over the tense value (see, for instance, 
the opposition between dynamic and stative verbs, such as fasi ‘to do’ and sabi ‘to know’, in ês fasi 
‘they did’—Perfective / ês sabi ‘they know’—Imperfective, pp. 82-83). 

With respect to the semantic component, Quint presents three cases that he argues to be rooted in 
a Manding language: the Capeverdean word manxeda (lit. ‘the food that dawned’, i.e., ‘leftovers 
that are eaten at breakfast’); the expression Nhós é kántu na nhós mai? (lit. ‘you + are + how many 
+ in + your + mother’), a tracing from Bambara (a’ yé jòli yé a’ ba la, lit. ‘you + be + how many + 
be + your + mother + in’); and the word burmedju ‘red’ used to refer to the yolk, as bliman 
‘red/yolk’, in Bambara. 

Quint claims that several other morphological and semantic matches can be found between CVC 
and West-African languages and that the ones presented in this book are just a small portion. The 
book has, nevertheless, a methodological effect for the research on CVC: the non-Portuguese 
linguistic properties must be carefully compared with the relevant West-African languages before 
they are taken as Creole features (94-95). For that reason, Quint petitions for further research done 
by African linguists, whose knowledge of their own native languages might bring new insights on 
the origins of CVC, reinforcing that “la double nature des créoles afro-européens ne sera jamais 
totalement comprise si l’on ne prend pas en compte le regard des Africains” (p. 99), especially 
those who speak Mande or Atlantic languages. Quint concludes that CVC is an Afro-European 
language. 

The book ends with six appendixes (100-125) that list the African-based words of CVC, which 
are classified according to the lexifing language (appendix 1); are exclusively attributed to one 
variety of Mande (appendix 2); are organized according to the semantic field (appendix 3); 
denominate typical African realities (appendix 5); and establish the equivalence between Wolof and 
Mande and CVC stative verbs (appendix 6). 

2. Critical evaluation 

I believe that the contribution of the African languages for the origins of Creoles is 
unquestionable, and I agree with Quint in that there is no systematic research on that topic, a kind of 
work that could determine which is the exact influence of the African elements in the structure of 
the Creole grammars. 

In this book, Quint does not only establish relations between CVC and some West-Atlantic 
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languages, but one of his main contributions is the listing of the problems that he takes into account 
for the research, showing that he is a conscious linguist, correctly approaching the data and the 
sources. Quint shows here that he is aware of the dangers of certain positions that ignore those kinds 
of problems.  

Notwithstanding the overall positive evaluation of this book, there are some aspects that I would 
like to comment in particular. 

One criticism I would raise is that the Portuguese title, Africanismos na Língua Caboverdiana, 
leads the reader to believe that the book is about the Capeverdean Lexicon, in the same way as 
words like galicismos or anglicismos refer to the words whose base is French or English, 
respectively. However, the book goes beyond the Lexicon of CVC, since it considers morphology, 
morpho-syntax and semantics. It would be better to have a translation closer to the original text, 
L´Élément Africain dans la Langue Capverdienne, as in Elementos Africanos na Língua 
Caboverdiana, stressing the fact that the African elements do not only affect the Lexicon but also 
other components of the grammar of CVC. As the author claims (p. 96), at first sight one may 
assume that lexical items are the most important elements of African influence over CVC. Despite 
that, the author shows that the Lexicon of contemporary CVC includes few words derived from 
West-African languages and that the (morpho-)syntactic and semantic features of those languages 
seem to have more impact in the grammar of CVC. 

Another aspect subject to criticism is the lack of references to specific updated literature on CVC 
(variety of Santiago) and West-African languages, which could strengthen the topic discussed in 
Quint’s book (vd. Lang 1994, 2004, 2009; Baptista 2002; Torrence 2005; Fiéis & Pratas 2006; Sall 
2008; a.o.). For instance, Lang (2004) suggests that the tense and aspectual systems of Wolof and 
CVC share several affinities (e.g., in grammatical function and word order) that set these languages 
apart from Portuguese, in the same way Quint does. Nevertheless, Lang adds further data, showing 
that both Wolof and CVC exhibit two have-type verbs (am / ame, in Wolof, and ten / tene, in CVC, 
the former expressing ‘basic possession’ and the latter ‘occasional possession’); he also claims that 
both Wolof and CVC use deictic elements in a parallel way (e.g., -i / -a, in Wolof, and li / la, in 
CVC, signaling proximity and distance, respectively); and Lang says that the lack of [v] in CVC 
(which is replaced by [b]) is due to the fact that Wolof does not have the phoneme /v/, but only /b/. 
For that reason, Lang (2004:145) notes that “Les affinités observées sont trop nombreuses et trop 
spécifiques pour être dues au hasard.” Lang assumes, moreover, that the connections between CVC 
and African languages could be assigned to other West-African languages than Wolof, but that the 
Mande grouping is excluded because its verbal system is very different from CVC and Wolof.  

Finally, I observe that the syntactic and semantic components of CVC are poorly analyzed. Note 
that the language exhibits several constructions derived by strategies that are not found in European 
(specifically, Portuguese) grammars, such as reflexivity (cf. Pratas 2004, in Djon mata kabesa, lit. 
‘John killed head’ / ‘John killed himself’); double object constructions (cf. Fiéis & Pratas 2006, as 
in Djon da kes mininu ki ka gosta di le libru di Nhu Lobu ku Xibinhu, lit. ‘John gave the boys that 
don’t like to read books of “Nhu Lobu”’ / ‘John gave books of “Nhu Lobu” to the boys that don’t 
like to read’); relative clauses and wh-questions with spelled out pronominal elements (cf. 
Alexandre 2006, 2007, in Kes mudjeris k’N papia ku-el, es bai parti, lit. ‘the women that I talked 
with him, they went away’ / ‘the women that I talked with left’ and Ki skolas ki Maria ta trabadja 
n’el?, lit. ‘which schools does Maria work in it?’ / ‘which schools does Maria work in?’); bare 
singular nouns with a specific plural meaning (cf. Baptista 2007, in kasa di es aldeia e baratu, lit. 
‘house of this neighborhood is cheap’ / ‘the houses in this neighborhood are cheap’); the distinction 
between dynamic and stative verbs (fasi ‘to do’ and sabi ‘to know’) referred to by Quint should be 
seen not only as a Perfective/Imperfective opposition, but also as events and subevents (cf. Pratas in 
press), and many other issues. Probably, some of these topics may be attributed to African 
influence, since similar strategies can be found in (West-)African languages, but some others may 
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be just changing tendencies that are CVC grammar specific or favored by linguistic contact; and 
some of them may be ascribed to external influences. 

I recommend, therefore, this book highly to students and to any researcher interested in 
exploring the connections between the grammar of African languages (especially, those of the 
Niger-Congo family) and the grammar of Creoles. 
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This excellent collection of papers from 21 creolists with widely varying viewpoints on the 
nature of creolization commemorates the work of Jacques Arends (1952-2005), linguist and teacher 
extraordinaire at the University of Amsterdam. Jacques moved from being a high school teacher of 
Dutch to a meticulous student of structural developments in the Surinamese creoles (a natural locus 
of interest for a Dutch creolist), and to raising a generation of creole scholars who are dedicated to 
exploring the understanding of creole language developments using both linguistic and non-
linguistic means (the former including both modern and philologically-derived data and the latter 
including sociohistorical, demographic and other approaches) before leukaemia claimed him in his 
early fifties.  

Bruyn (2007) has provided a nicely-judged obituary of Jacques together with a complete 
bibliography of Jacques’ work (something which this volume lacks, though there is a nice photo of 
Jacques in conversation, in addition to two maps indicating the location of the restructured varieties 
discussed in the collection). Furthermore the opening chapter in this book, “One more cup of 
coffee” by Margot van der Berg and Rachel Selbach (3-12), pays tribute to Jacques’ many sterling 
qualities as a scholar, a humanitarian and a human.  

Jacques’ major theoretical interest was in gradual or transgenerational creolization, the network 
of processes by which the structures of creole languages arise and solidify over decades or 
centuries. Those who believe in abrupt creolization would maintain that creoles can emerge within 
maybe a generation, but they too would concede that not all the linguistic features of a given creole 
will be present in this first-generation form of the language. Given his work on Sranan and other 
Surinamese Creoles, many of which are documented from the 18th century in forms which exhibit 
the presence and use of creole structural features unmistakably but which at the same time show 
many structural differences from their modern counterparts, this interest is unsurprising. What this 
means is that any attempt to write the internal (and external) history of a creole language, providing 
a source for its structural or typological features, is going to be a complex undertaking—but the 
intellectual journey is sure to be thrilling. Hugo C. Cardoso’s chapter (13-23) illustrates Jacques’ 
thinking on gradualism, and points out that Jacques was very much open to the possibility that 
abrupt and gradual approaches to creolization might just be two different ways of looking at the 
same phenomena.  

The chapters which follow the two introductory ones written by the editors are divided into two 
sections. Pages 27-241 are linguistic analyses of restructured languages (mostly of creoles but Cape 
Dutch Pidgin and Ecuadorian Quichua, neither of them creoles sensu stricto, are included), while 
the chapters in pages 245-387 look at sociohistorical contexts affecting various creoles. Philip 
Baker’s paper (29-53) examines bimorphemic structures (not merely bimorphemic interrogatives) in 
creole languages, observes the varying patterns of a series of heads and modifiers attested in the 
materials, and suggests that the perpetuation of patterns from languages which early slave 
populations would have had as their L1 can be more readily understood if we realize that early 
generations of L1 creole speakers would also very often have had a command (and would have 
frequently used) their ancestral language(s), which would have been able to exert influence on a 
creole as it spread to subsequent generations of native (and second-language) speakers.  
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After Baker’s crosslinguistic paper we have several papers with a narrower linguistic focus. J. 
Clancy Clements (55-75) looks at a couple of recent changes in Daman Creole Portuguese of 
western India, adducing perceptual salience as one of the reasons why earlier i ‘and’ is increasingly 
replaced by səә nāw (originally ‘if not’) when it conjoins sentences, while dəә ‘of’ has extended its 
meanng to ‘on’ because of its similarity in sound to [ndəә], the local Indian English pronunication of 
in the. Using a wealth of examples Pieter Muysken (77-97) demonstrates the gradual restructuring 
of verbal and other features of Ecuadorian Quichua inasmuch as it can be demonstrated from 
philological materials recorded from some time in the 17th century up to 1892, showing that overall 
the authors (including missionaries seeking to evangelize) wrote in the Quichua they heard around 
them rather than straining for an archaizing (or, one might say, Cuzcoizing) form of Quechua that 
might be redolent of a mythologized Inca past. Two papers in this section examine French-lexifier 
creoles: Claire Lefebvre (101-112) looks at double object constructions in Haitian, which require a 
Recipient and a Theme; this feature is not present in French, but Lefebvre indicates that an 
examination of this construction in Fongbe and of the verbs which license it allows us to understand 
more readily why certain verbs in Haitian license this construction. Marie-Christine Hazaël-
Massieux (113-128) shows that while Caribbean Creole French varieties have selected reflexes of 
one or the other of Noun + à + Person Marker or Noun + Person Marker (but not both) to express 
personal possession, both constructions were available for selection in the 18th and 19th centuries, 
and that different creole varieties each chose one of these forms.  

Surinamese Creoles are well-covered here and treated in four chapters. Bettina Migge and 
Donald Winford (129-153) discuss the ways in which different Surinamese creoles selected 
differing means of expressing possibility in their verb complexes, with Sranan adopting a form kan 
with typological parallels in Dutch while Saramaccan adopted a form sa, which is from English but 
which has absorbed patterns of usage from Gbe languages. Peter Bakker (153-172) provides a 
fascinating analysis of the Saramaccan verb lexicon, showing how more of the verbs in this creole 
with a high proportion of lexical elements from Portuguese and other languages derive from 
Portuguese (174) than from English (159), and most of the high-frequency verbs in modern English 
have been preserved in Saramaccan, though the same is true of only 1/3 of the most frequent 
Portuguese verbs.  

George L Huttar’s chapter (173-188) discusses African lexical sources for Ndyuka vocabulary, 
pointing out that Gbe lexicon is only slightly more widely represented in Ndyuka than Akan lexicon 
(while Kikongo and other Bantu languages provide the greatest proportion of African lexicon, 
namely 118 out of 294 items against Gbe languages’ 39 and Akan’s 33 items, and 28 items from 
other Kwa languages; for the rest Yoruba provides 14 and Gur languages 8). Marvin Kramer (189-
217) searches out Highs in Saramaccan tone spread, and shows that although High tone spreads 
rightwards in certain serial verb constructions, as it does in Fongbe, the spread of this tone in 
quantifier phrases in Saramaccan is paralleled in a similar use of tone in Kikongo. Among African 
languages Kikongo matches the Gbe languages in the degree of its contribution to Saramaccan 
lexicon; the Gbe contribution to Saramaccan structure was a topic dear to Jacques’ heart (Bruyn 
2007:151 mentions Jacques’ role in the research project “The Trans-Atlantic Sprachbund” which 
explored such connections), and it is rewarding to see Kramer discuss subtle structural influences 
upon Saramaccan from another African source. Meanwhile, one paper deals with linguistic features 
of Dutch-lexifier pidgins: Hans den Besten’s careful analysis (219-241) of what we can know about 
the distinctive phonology of Cape Dutch Pidgin from the evidence of spellings, recordings of Dutch 
loans in wordlists of Cape Khoekhoe, and the like; these show evidence for, inter alia, a lack of 
clear distinction between voiced and voiceless stops.  

There are seven sociohistorical papers. Christine Jourdan (245-256) explains why Solomons 
Pijin took a long time to creolize (local multilingualism using languages with limited geographical 
ranges was already the norm) and suggests that culture change in the Solomons, including 
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increasing urbanization and the central role of the national capital Honiara, has changed the 
perception of the role and importance of Solomons Pijin. Two papers deal with Portuguese-lexifier 
pidgins and creoles. Magnus Huber (257-278) sees the ‘Lingua Franca’ used in Lower Guinea in the 
late 18th century as a form of Pidgin Portuguese (possibly developing from the Mediterranean 
Lingua Franca) which was not dissimilar to the West African Pidgin Portuguese used as a trade 
language further north, with which it may have converged.  

John Ladhams (279-303) examines the origins of Portuguese-lexifier creoles of Asia and Africa; 
his conclusions are perforce cautious because of the dearth of pre-19th century linguistc data for 
many of these languages, but he suggests that their development may be abrupt rather than gradual 
because these areas lacked the continuous waves of newly-arrived slaves (who might exert 
‘adstratal’ influence on the emerging creole, which they would acquire as a second language) which 
characterized plantation regions in other parts of the world. As to the question raised in his footnote 
25 on p. 296 regarding the fact that some treatments of Indo-Portuguese by English Protestant 
missionaries contained barely modified Standard Portuguese whereas other sources represented a 
language which was much more different from Standard Portuguese, I would suggest that a study of 
what we know about literacy and educational policy in the area for speakers of Indo-Portuguese 
(including the extent to which some kind of ‘church creole’ was felt to be the fitting language for 
religious discourse) should cast much light on the matter. 

Norval Smith (305-326) examines the extent to which English was still spoken in Surinam after 
its came into Dutch hands; he reckons that perhaps a third of the population of the country 
(including the slave population) was still English-speaking in 1684. But by examining demographic 
data he shows that a massive increase in the numbers of slaves being imported (with over half of 
them subsequently escaping) between 1680 and 1690 could support the idea that English creolized 
rapidly and that Sranan and Saramaccan both emerged rapidly at this time. The following paper, by 
Silvia Kouwenberg (327-348), sees the last third of the 17th century, with its massive increase in the 
importation of African slaves speaking a large number of languages, as the crucial period for the 
genesis and early development of Jamaican Creole. Earlier slaves largely had their origins in the 
Bight of Biafra, whereas slaves imported after 1675 came largely from the Bight of Benin and the 
Gold Coast. (Kouwenberg does not say anything in this chapter about the way in which innovations 
which typified Atlantic English Creoles would have found their way into an emergent Jamaican 
Creole if such a language had emerged independently, though influence from people from Barbados 
and Surinam may have played a role to an extent as yet unproven.)  

Don E. Walicek (349-372) discusses the early period of the settlement of Anguilla, which 
emerged in the late 17th century in the first instance as a homestead society which was populated not 
only by whites from England, Scotland and Ireland but also by Africans, the first of whom had 
come from St Kitts, and who were slaves in a society which also included many poor white 
indentured laborers (native speakers of English or in some cases, I speculate, of Scots, or of Irish 
Gaelic and with English as a second language) whose condiions of employment were little better 
than those of their African coworkers, but who were intermediate players in a sharply stratified 
society. The final paper, by William Jennings (373-387), examines the early years of Guyanais. 
This arose in a situation in which the first influx of slaves, who came in 1660, was Gbe-speaking. 
Some of those slaves who survived into the next decade became overseers or held other key roles 
on sugar plantations in the colony, giving Gbe-speakers a particular status in the area, and the first 
generation of slave children in the colony would have learned Gbe languages because they were so 
widely spoken there, while from 1673 slaves imported to the colony came from a much wider range 
of African ethnolinguistic backgrounds. (The colony was run by speakers of Portuguese and Dutch 
from 1654 to 1664, which may explain the presence of a small number of forms of Portuguese 
origin in the French-lexifier creole Guyanais; thereafter the French took control.) Already by 1677 
black slaves comprised some four-fifths of the population of Cayenne, as a census of Cayenne from 
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that year indicates. The volume finishes with an index of topics and language names. 
This book, which is well-produced and remarkably free of typos, covers many languages and 

many topics, and it coheres because of the authors’ and editors’ evident affection for Jacques’ 
memory (which is manifested in the consisently high quality of conception and execution of their 
respective chapters) as well as for their shared interest in discovering, using all the relevant 
intellectual and other tools at their disposal, how individual creole languages (and creole languages 
in general) developed. The affection is understandable to me from a personal position: Jacques was 
generous to me with encouragement and books at a period when I needed and welcomed both, and 
it is a delight and honor to review this memorial volume. Nobody will agree with everything in this 
book, but anyone who is interested in language change (especially the processes and sped of rapid 
acquisition of new structural features) and in the processes of creolization would find much to 
reward and satisfy them —and much to make them look at old questions in a new light—in the 
pages of this book.  
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Peter K.W. Tan & Rani Rubdy. Language as Commodity. Global Structures, Local 
Marketplaces, 2008, 228 pages, London - New York: Continuum. 

  

Caroline Juillard (Université Paris Descartes) 
 

Cet ouvrage de référence, au titre un peu provocateur, se situe dans les champs de la linguistique 
appliquée, de la politique linguistique et de la sociologie du langage. Il offre des éléments 
d’appréciation pertinents à tous ceux qu’intéresse l’influence des macro-changements – en 
l’occurrence ceux d’une ère de globalisation – sur les attitudes, les discours et les décisions 
concernant le capital linguistique des sociétés modernes. Il s’agit de montrer comment les 
différentes langues en compétition sont désormais évaluées comme des « commodities », c’est-à-
dire des denrées utiles et valorisées, plus que comme des réceptacles d’une culture ou des symboles 
identitaires. Traiter les langues comme des denrées, revient à les considérer en des termes 
instrumentaux, pragmatiques et commerciaux : quelle est la valeur des langues sur les différents 
marchés ? Quels bénéfices l’utilisateur en obtient-il en termes de mobilité, de pouvoir économique, 
de modernisation sociale ?  

Le livre est composé d’une douzaine de contributions, lesquelles sont précédées d’une 
présentation en 5 pages des auteurs, de leurs thématiques de recherche et publications, des 
appréciations de deux spécialistes du champ qui lie langage et éducation, d’une préface et d’une 
introduction de 15 pages, à quoi s’ajoute in fine un index des notions, des lieux et des langues. 
Chaque contribution (une douzaine de pages en moyenne) est précédée du plan du texte, 
mentionnant les inter-titres, et de son résumé, et elle est accompagnée de sa bibliographie propre. 
Cette présentation éclairante contribue grandement à la lecture de l’ouvrage. 

Peter K.W. Tan et Rani Rubdy, dans leur introduction, ainsi que certains des contributeurs, 
situent explicitement le débat dans les termes de Pierre Bourdieu (cf. pages 2, 45, 107, 131, 193), se 
référant ainsi aux notions de capital linguistique, de capital culturel et symbolique, d’habitus, de 
marché linguistique. Selon ces deux auteurs, le marché linguistique est devenu international et il n’y 
a jamais eu autant d’options dans les choix linguistiques. On serait ainsi passé d’un modèle 
unilingue à un modèle plurilingue où les langues sont positionnées – par les discours et les décisions 
– sur les marchés globaux aussi bien que locaux (informels, entre autres). C’était déjà la position de 
David Parkin (1977) qui, à propos de Nairobi, signalait la nécessité sociale d’un trilinguisme 
composé d’une langue internationale pour les besoins et les objectifs de la modernisation, d’une 
langue commune pour développer la cohésion nationale, et des langues locales pour maintenir 
l’intégrité culturelle. L’expansion globale de l’anglais et son importance socio-économique 
croissante en ont fait une denrée précieuse et souhaitée. Dans une ère post-coloniale, la valeur de 
l’anglais moderne s’est muée de langue d’un empire en langue de l’économie mondiale, pénétrant 
les sociétés asiatiques et africaines, et même la Chine. Cependant cet essor est également un facteur 
de déséquilibre, créant des relations inégales entre les individus et les groupes, ainsi qu’entre les 
langues et même les nations. L’introduction en développe tous les aspects sans oublier de signaler 
que cette hégémonie pourrait être remise en question à l’avenir, et elle en montre les implications 
sur les politiques éducatives en matière de langues, lesquelles devraient pouvoir prendre en compte 
les besoins spécifiques des apprenants dans différents contextes et leur donner le moyen de négocier 
des relations multiples dans une économie globalisée.  

Les cas recensés par les différents chapitres sont présentés à la lumière de la thématique générale 
de l’ouvrage : la « commoditisation » des langues, ou comment les différentes sociétés leur donnent 
une valeur instrumentale, entre autres par le biais du discours.  

Le premier chapitre (écrit par Paul Bruthiaux) discute la notion de globalisation et ses effets sur 
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l’analyse du langage, à partir de la présentation critique des travaux de linguistique appliquée 
réalisés depuis 2000. Ce chapitre donne le ton et fait un tri parmi les apports nombreux dans le 
champ.  

Les quatre chapitres suivants s’intéressent au cas de Singapour, dont le contexte est selon les 
auteurs particulièrement pertinent pour la discussion relative à cette nouvelle manière de valoriser 
les langues, en l’occurrence principalement l’anglais et le mandarin. Lionel Wee montre comment 
la nouvelle rhétorique gouvernementale a conduit à une reconstruction de la valeur du mandarin. 
Lubna Alsagoff montre comment s’est élaboré un discours de valorisation du malais et quelles 
tensions cela génère dans la société. Chng Huang Hoon s’intéresse à la tension entre variété 
standard de l’anglais et variété non standard, le singlish, et Ng Bee Chin aux choix linguistiques des 
parents concernant leurs enfants, en réponse à la politique officielle bilingue de l’état.  

Les quatre chapitres suivants s’intéressent à la position devenue dominante de l’anglais, liée à 
l’entreprise de globalisation, pour d’autres parties de l’Asie, dont la Chine. T. Ruanni F. Tupas 
montre comment la prééminence de l’anglais dans le système éducatif aux Philippines est liée à 
l’exportation de leur force de travail et contribue à exacerber les divisions sociales.  

Tan examine le cas de la Malaisie où l’anglais est utilisé pour enseigner les mathématiques et les 
sciences, et Rubdy montre comment l’usage et l’enseignement actuels de l’anglais continuent de 
creuser les inégalités sociales en Inde. Agnes S.L. Lam et Wenfeng Wang, en présentant les 
histoires linguistiques de six personnes, illustrent la complexité des choix linguistiques en Chine, et 
les confrontent aux politiques officielles en matière de langues.  

Nkonko Kamwangamalu (chapitre 10) est la « voix » de l’Afrique ; il montre, du point de vue de 
la globalisation, comment les politiques linguistiques et éducatives des gouvernements africains ont 
favorisé les langues coloniales, et l’anglais en particulier, et il argue de l’importance à donner aux 
langues vernaculaires dans les systèmes éducatifs africains.  

Enfin David Bloch (chapitre 11) et Michael Singh et Jinghe Han (chapitre 12) examinent le 
monde de la migration : Bloch du point de vue de la valeur accordée à la perte ou au déplacement 
des langues d’origine, à partir de l’étude de trois jeunes migrants londoniens, et Singh et Han du 
point de vue des valeurs accordées dans le contexte australien aux différentes variétés d’anglais 
apportées par les migrants récents.  

La thématique transversale, « donner une valeur de denrée aux langues », apporte-t-elle un point 
de vue réellement novateur pour l’étude des évolutions sociolinguistiques ? Ce n’est pas sûr. Les 
auteurs, en tous les cas, se sont efforcés avec talent, de soumettre leur objet à cet éclairage, qui a le 
mérite de mettre explicitement l’accent sur la notion de marché linguistique proposée par Bourdieu. 
Et l’intérêt du lecteur est heureusement stimulé par une diversité d’entrées et de contextes qui lui 
permettent de se faire une idée de la portée globale de la thématique générale.  

Il eut été intéressant de tenter une comparaison avec d’autres situations post-coloniales, en 
particulier francophones ou lusophones, elles aussi atteintes par la globalisation. Le propos eut 
gagné en profondeur et en justesse.  
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Robert E. Vann. Materials for the Sociolinguistic Description and Corpus-Based Study of 
Spanish in Barcelona. Toward a Documentation of Colloquial Spanish in Naturally Ocurring 
Groups, with a Foreword by Montserrat Casanovas Catalá, 2009, xvi + 263 pages, 16 tables and 
2 maps. The Edwid Mellen Press, Lewiston, Queenston & Lampeter. 

 
Carsten Sinner (Universität Leipzig, Institut für Angewandte Linguistik und Translatologie) 

 
The book reviewed here starts with a Table of Contents, a List of Tables, and a List of 

Illustrations (both not included in the Table of Content) on unnumbered pages; they are followed by 
a Foreword by Montserrat Casanovas Catalá (i-vii), the author’s Acknowledgements (p. xiii), and 
an Introduction (1-9). It is divided into two parts. 

Part one of the book, called “Critical introduction to the Vann Corpus”, comprises 6 chapters. 
Chapter 1 (13-39) gives a brief history of the political economy of language in Catalonia. Vann 
describes the historical formation of Catalan habitus (in Bourdieu’s terminology) from early history 
to the post-Franco years and examines the Catalan linguistic habitus and market in contemporary 
Catalonia. Chapter 2 (41-58) deals with language ideologies in academic treatment of Catalan 
Spanish, first during the Franco era and then in post-Franco times, the latter differentiating 
academic discourse in Spain and outside of Spain. In this context, Vann defends, in accordance with 
other scholars who have been publishing on the topic since the 1990s, that the regional Spanish 
from Catalonia has to be considered an independent Spanish dialect. Chapter 3 (59-73) is dedicated 
to spoken language corpora of Spanish in Catalonia. The author first gives a condensed look at the 
term corpus in linguistic research and then presents published corpora of Spanish spoken in 
Catalonia and the adjacent areas, concentrating on the available corpora with transcribed Spanish 
discourse in Catalonia, among them his own corpus (“the Vann corpus”). Chapter 4 (75-89) deals 
with corpus-based descriptions of Catalan Spanish. In four subsections, Vann describes 
particularities in pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and the ways of using Spanish in Catalonia. 
The facts presented constitute a neat summary of the salient features documented and described in 
different publications by the leading scholars in the field, among them, Vann himself. Chapter 5 (p. 
91-101) presents methods of data collection, digitization, and transcription (transcription 
methodology and transcription information technology). The fact he even deals with digitization 
software and hardware as well as with transcription information technology makes the section 
particularly valuable for the classroom and for students preparing their own transcriptions of spoken 
language, but given the rapid evolution of technology in this field, the section might soon become 
obsolete. Chapter 6 (103-113) is a presentation of network profiles and select speaker data for the 
Vann corpus (identified as versions of profiles reported in previous publications by the author).  

Part two of the book, called “Selected transcripts from the Vann corpus” comprises two figures 
with maps and two subsections called “Colloquial group conversation from Mónica’s personal 
network” (115-171) and “Colloquial group conversation from Silvia’s personal network (173-
241).” As has been stated in several occasions, the most important lacuna in the field is still the lack 
of publicly accessible oral corpora; these are urgently needed in order to allow appropriate linguistic 
documentation and analysis of Spanish in the Catalan-speaking areas. This is especially true for 
colloquial speech. As Vann himself points out, two corpora of Spanish language conversation have 
already been published, Sinner (2001) and Vila Pujol (2001). He laments: “[u]nfortunately, 
however, these corpora represent neither colloquial nor naturally occurring spoken language data” 
(3) and points out that “no corpus of colloquial Spanish conversations in naturally occurring social 
groups in Catalonia has yet been published (3-4).” Such publication would definitely advance in a 
significant way the linguistic analysis of Catalan Spanish. Therefore, the 125 pages of selected 
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transcripts from the Vann corpus in part II of the book, presented as “Colloquial group 
conversation”, together with the network profiles and corresponding speaker data given in chapter 6 
of part I, should be of special interest for linguists interested in the field. According to the 
description given, the transcripts contain data obtained by recording (in 1995) of the spontaneous 
spoken Spanish language of members of two social networks, from a habitually Spanish-speaking 
social network and a habitually Catalan-speaking social network in Barcelona. The author explains 
that the data—represented in orthographic transcription—”provide faithful representation of 
vernacular spoken language data” and “reflect colloquial Spanish language discourse appropriate 
to coffee table socialization as a speech act. Conversation is spontaneous with multiple participants 
and questions are unplanned, though topic modules were observed (8).” However, I am not sure 
how far the spoken language of such recordings can be realistically considered to be spontaneous 
and natural. As the author/interviewer himself states at the beginning of the first recording, he has a 
chuleta (‘crib, memo’) to remember the topics he wants the participants of the conversation to talk 
about, and that lead him to ask questions such as “¿cuáles creéis que son las características ... que 
definen nuestro entorno social, el, el vuestro y el, el mío” (p. 119) (‘what do you think are the 
characteristics that define our social environment, yours, and mine?’). I would not expect this kind 
of topics to be discussed in normally occurring conversations. But most notably, the sole fact of 
following a topic of conversation previously chosen or determined by one of the participants of the 
conversation makes the whole setting seem artificial to me. It might be less seen as a drawback 
from an US American point of view, where choosing topics for conversations and having small talk 
about previously determined topics is not a surprising thing to do; it is, though, from the European 
perspective. Furthermore, these conversations were apparently not occurring in “normal” 
conditions: there was a microphone visible to all participants, and even among friends, this might 
have had an effect on their linguistic behaviour. Apart from this problem of influencing the 
linguistic behaviour because of the Observer’s Paradox, another doubt arises if one takes a close 
look at the second conversation, presented as taking place between members of a “habitually 
Catalan-speaking social network”. How spontaneous and how natural will Spanish conversations 
be, in a group of people who would normally use Catalan in the interactions within this very group? 
Any bilingual person or any person habitually using several languages knows how difficult it can be 
to talk to someone in a language other than the one normally used with him or her. The choice of 
language, as probably one of the most salient interactional factors (cf. Offort 1990), and probably 
an especially important factor in situations of societal bilingualism or diglossia, can modify directly 
the linguistic form of the communicative act. As Hoinkes & Roviró (2008) point out, the language 
varies in the communicative situation with regard to the choice of the means of communication and 
the register, which determine the level of formality of the language used. In interactions between 
bilinguals, a language can constitute a register when used in the context of the other language, as 
studies of code-switching phenomena have clearly shown. Therefore, the use of a language not 
normally used in the in-group interactions could certainly imply the adoption of registers not 
intentioned by the interviewer. 

The book is very carefully edited and I came across very few errors in content, which could 
easily be amended in a second edition. A noteworthy one is the wrong reference to Szigetvári 
(2002) and Szigetvári & Morvay (2002) as scholars from Turkey (p. ix); they are actually 
Hungarians. 

The book is presented by the author himself as of interest to the scholars in different 
interdisciplinary fields concerned with cross-cultural communication and as of general linguistic 
interest to professors and graduate students in the United States engaged in teaching, learning 
and/or conducting research in sociolinguistics, linguistic anthropology, contact linguistics, and the 
sociology of language. As a matter of fact, it is certainly suitable for these purposes within the 
language-specific disciplines of Spanish linguistics and Romance linguistics both in research and 
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teaching of bilingualism in Spanish and other languages, Spanish dialectology, Spanish 
sociolinguistics, Spanish culture and Catalan cultures, but does most probably not have too much 
interest for people concerned with marketing, as the author also proposes in the preface (p. x). For 
scholars capable of reading in Spanish or familiar with the subject, most chapters of part I of the 
book are probably not of too much interest, as there already exist extensive descriptions of the 
language history of Catalonia, of the specific characteristics of Catalan Spanish and the 
sociolinguistic situation in Catalonia or the Catalan-Spanish bilingual areas of Spain in general (all 
of them properly mentioned by Vann several times in his book). The book was explicitly written “to 
be used in the classroom as a resource for learning, teaching, and research as well as in libraries 
as a modest reference work bridging several fields (xi).” There is no doubt the book achieves these 
goals with ease. As a matter of fact, several components of the book were field-tested by the author 
in Spanish linguistics courses at Western Michigan University (Spanish Sociolinguistics and 
Spanish in Contact). Especially the combination of facts about external language history and the 
close look at internal linguistic aspects of the Spanish in Catalonia, based on the different accessible 
spoken language corpora, together with a chapter on methods of data collection, digitization, and 
transcription, make this book a great source for introducing English speaking students to the field.  

To sum up, the book will certainly be of great value for the purposes it is aimed at. The 
transparent exposition and the logical structure make the book a very handy instrument for 
university teaching, particularly courses in Spanish linguistics and sociolinguistics. It is written in a 
very understandable language, and the author is making a great effort to define and clarify 
terminology and theoretical standpoints that could be an obstacle for student readers. For scholars 
interested in the Spanish spoken in Barcelona, the transcribed conversations will doubtlessly be a 
welcome study material. The few critical aspects mentioned above do not lessen the value of this 
significant contribution. Materials for the Sociolinguistic Description and Corpus-Based Study of 
Spanish in Barcelona is, of course, an important result of Vann’s research. Taking into account the 
main target group—it is aimed particularly at didactic and classroom usage, and thus, students—, it 
is probably underestimating Vann’s achievement in the field to consider this book “the culmination 
of his research to date in this area”, as does Casanovas Catalá in her Foreword (i). 
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